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PIC based TOOLS to help you realise your project:

from single applications to full scale production

BASIC STAMPS

®

PIC based BASIC Stamps are perfect for one-off and low volume applications.
Their easy to learn but powerful BASIC syntax (with familiar instructions such as GOTO,

OR ... NEXT,

and IF ...THEN as well as instructions for serial I/O, pulse measurement, button debounce, DTMF, X-10
etc) will get your application up and running in hours. Once programmed, the Stamp runs independantly
of your PC and programs are stored in non-volatile EEPROM so they can be changed at will. Detailed
manuals cover many commonly needed routines and the Stamp is well supported by agrowing list of
custom application kits to cut development time even further. Available in two formats:
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Application note I: Using the BASIC Stamp as asimple interface terminal

£29 single price

Typical Application

BASIC
Stamp 2 (BS2-IC)
16 I/O Lines
up to 500 program lines
Comms to 50 kbaud
24pin DIP package
£49 single price

BASIC Stamp Development Kits including PC software, manuals, 24+application notes,
downloader cables, Stamp (BSI-IC or BS2-IC) and corresponding Project Board -£99 /£119

PIC16Cxx DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
For medium to large volumes and high speed requirements, the popular range of PICs is hard to beat.
We offer an extensive range of programmers, emulators and associated hardware to support the
following PICs: 52 54 55 56 57 58 620 621 622 61 62 63 64 65 71 72 73 74 84

PIC16Cxx Programmer

In Circuit
Emulators

Also stocked
*ZIF sockets
*SOIC/SSOP/PLCC adapters
*Prototyping boards
*Compilers/Simulator

Milford Instruments

*True hardware
emulation of
program memory,
registers and I/O
*Unlimited
breakpoints.
*Single stepping
*Software-programmable oscillator
*Windows Environment
*Runs from 32Khz to 10Mhz ('xx) and 20Mhz ('5x)
•
*Source level debugging for PASM(X), MPASM and MPC
*Optional trace facility

SOUTH MILFORD LS25 5AQ

Please call or fax to receive
our catalogue and price list.
All prices exclude VAT
and £3 shipping.

01977 683665 Fax 01977 681465

BASIC Stamp e, the Parallax logo are

Milford House, 120 High Street,

PA=1,1LLA>:
3805 Atherton Road, #102
Rocklin, CA 95765 USA
916-624-8333, Fax 916-624-8303
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Programming Solutions
SMART Communications offer the best range of low cost programmers for your every need.
Unrivalled device support includes the latest MACH, pLSI, MAPL, PIC, WSI, Atmel, Xilinx and
Intel parts.

1

ALL-07 Universal Programmer
Pin driver expansion can drive up to 256 pins.
Supports over 2000 IC's —3and 5volt devices.
EPROMs, E2PROMs, Bipolars, Flash, Serial EPROMs
up to 16 Mbits parts, over 150 Microcontrollers
and PLDs, EPLDs, PEELs, PAL s, GALs, FPGAs etc...
Universal DIL (up to 48 pins), PLCC and gang PACs
—significantly reduces the number of adapters required.
Powerful full colour menu system.
Connects to the pc printer port with its own power supply.
Latest programming algorithms.
Tests TTL, CMOS and SRAM devices
—even identifies unknown parts.
Approved by AMD for their range of programmable logic.

£595
EMP-20
Multi-Device r
Programmer
EPROMs, E2PROMs, Flash,
Serial EPROMs to 16 Mbits.
PLDs, GALs, PEELs, WS! PSDs.
Intel, Microchip, Motorola
and Zilog Microcontrollers.
Fast programming algorithms.

£325
PB-10 Programmer

Erasers
& pin r
convertors

Low cost programmer.
EPROMs, E2PROMs, Flash and 8748/8751.
Fast programming algorithms.
Simple but powerful menu driven software.

AT-701 — Chiprase
Ultra-violet eraser.
Very compact
16 chip capacity „,
Built in timer
tYC

£139
SMART Communications have afull
range of dedicated programmers for
the Microchip PIC range of
microcontrollers -both single and
gang for DIL and SOIC variants.

Pin convertors
from DIL to
PLCC, SOP, SOIC etc..

from £50

We also supply awide range of development tools -Assemblers, Compilers, Simulators
and Emulators -for awide range of microprocessors, especially the Microchip range.
Our ROM emulators start at just £99.
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Who needs robots?
Br here is aproblem at work. Computer power has fallen
into the hands of petty authority, the directors and
managers of private companies, giving them such power
over controlling the minutiae of people's working lives that
it could be labelled oppressive. For some, this has meant a
radical change for the worse. Victorian mill-owners would
have recognised what is being done today to workers and
would have been been envious of the ease with which
employees' lives can be controlled with the pc.
This would be acceptable if managers had an enlightened
attitude to their workers and if integrity was their
watchword. But employees are treated as commodities like
machine tools or office furniture and are manipulated by
managers who mix greed and fear to run their companies.
Let me explain how with two examples Ihave seen.
First, an articled clerk in amedium-sized firm of solicitors
had what she felt was an interesting job. There was plenty
of social interaction with colleagues and clients and some
leeway to pursue cases as she saw fit. Much of her work
was done on the phone. Then apc was installed to monitor
her working day. The number of tasks, especially telephone
contacts, per hour was set. After collecting the information,
the bosses tried to get everyone to conform to anorm, and
penalise those who fell below it. Then they slowly
increased the pace. Now this person describes her job as
detestable. She feels the computer is looking over her
shoulder all day, which it is, and the quality of her work is
being sacrificed for quantity. She can't wait to get out.
In the second case, afirm had about 40 technicians doing
fault-finding on complex mechanical-electronic equipment
in the field. As dual mechanical and electronic skills were
needed, ready-made high-calibre technicians were hard to
recruit. The best were those who had learnt the hard way
with many years experience. They did about three field
calls aday. A computer was installed to log what they were
doing. There was acomputer input code for every activity.
For atime, the field force carried on with this extra
overhead of computer bureaucracy, at arate of three calls a
day, feeding in the vast amount of data required. There
were few complaints because this was the time of
Thatcherism and everyone feared for their jobs.
Soon the managers tried to impose norms and increase
the number of calls per day, to eliminate what they saw as
non-productive time and link pay to computer-generated
performance figures. What followed was like the famous
Charlie Chaplin film sequence where the factory's
production-line conveyor belt was speeded up. It would
have been equally comical had it not been so serious for

those at the receiving end. They had to skimp on
engineering quality to do more calls. They no longer had
time for reading service manuals or modification notes, and
brushing up their technical skills. There was no time for
exchanging information between technicians.
Some worked longer hours —up to 60 aweek —but still
declared 38 hours. Others gave the computer false data.
Some found ways to defeat the system. After two years, the
computer print-out looked fine, the management was
delighted, and the accountants were pleased, but the reality
was adisaster. The firm had 40 disgruntled technicians and
hundreds of dissatisfied customers whose machines were
no longer up to scratch. Technicians who could were
already leaving for other companies. These were the better
technicians whose qualifications enabled such mobility.
And it was even harder to find replacements because the
word had spread about what was going on.
Hardware and software engineers who provided the
material for these instances are to be criticised. The
computer systems were far too intrusive and overbearing.
The software did not record customer and job satisfaction,
and was used simply to bash workers.
As for the unions, the technology took them unawares.
What is needed is apolitical initiative, not just to stop
intrusive computer surveillance systems interfering with
private lives, as is presently supposed, but to prevent them
being implemented willy nilly in the workplace.
Designing such oppressive software should be an offence
as providing the means of close surveillance of ordinary
people is an affront to human rights. Laws to govern such
practice would not be easy to frame or implement. But the
time has come to look closely at such an idea.
There is another ghastly spectre. As far as Iknow,
nobody has linked camera surveillance of aworkforce to
computer performance monitoring, but this will come. A
type of electronic tagging could even be introduced like
that being tried on criminals. Employers could track their
workers to see where they are. A type of tagging already
exists for some employees with pagers. Field staff in many
firms already have to carry them and are not allowed to
turn them off in working hours. It's asmall step from a
pager to an electronic tag. Mobile phone users can also be
tracked to within afew feet, even when not using their
phones. This could also be adapted and misused in a
similar way.
If this deluge of electronic surveillance in working hours
is allowed to be implemented without legislation to control
it, Big Brother will surely have arrived.
Simon Wright
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Cebit launch of rewritable cd
and flat 14.5in lcd monitor
P

hilips used the German
technology show Cebit 97 to
launch what it claims to be the
world's first cd-rewritable
(CD-RW) drive.
The drive, CDD3610, will let
users read and write up to 1000
times data on their own cds and
will cost around $900.
Based on recording phasechange technology, the cds offer
astorage capacity of 650Mbyte
and can be read on
CD-recordable, CD-RW and
multi-read CD-ROM drives,
which accounts for only 12 per
cent of the market. However,
CD-RW discs will be forward
compatible with future DVD
Philips exhibited at Cebit its
14.5in flat LCD monitor in the
Brilliance range, which is only
6.3cm thick. "The market for flat
TV is expected to reach 1
m unit
sales in 2000," said Doug Dunn,
president & CEO of Philips
Sound & Vision.

digital-video disk drives.
This announcement ties in with
Philips' plans to launch a$600
DVD video player in the US in
spring. Two European models
will follow at the Berlin IFA
consumer show in September,
costing up to $1000.
DVD-ROM drives will be
available to oems at the end of
this summer. DVD-recordable
and DVD-RAM specifications
are expected soon.
"With respect to DVDrecordable and DVD-RAM, the
discussions are ongoing," said
Jan Oosterveld, president of
Philips Key Modules.
"We are close to afinal format
proposal. Version 0.9 for DVDrecordable was issued last week
and the final version of the DVDRAM specifications is expected
in the coming months."
There is also talk of ahybrid
DVD/CD format.
Svetlana losifovska,
Electronics Weekly

Motorola rail-to-rail op amp at 1V
M

otorola has introduced arailto-rail input and output op
amp that operates from IV.
A key pan of the MC33502 is an
input stage using variable threshold
depletion-mode n-channel mosfets.
The conventional way to design a
rail-to-rail input for an op amp is to
incorporate two input stages in
parallel. A pnp or p-type input to
handle inputs near the negative rail
and an npn or n-type stage to
operate near the positive rail. The
next stage combines signals from
both stages.
This approach works well but is
complex; the open loop gain tends
to waver at the handover between n
and pinputs.
Depletion-mode n-channel
mosfets are on' when their gate
is at the same potential as their
source. This means the new input
stage inherently includes the OV
rail.
Under normal circumstances this

356

would also mean they would
saturate and become useless once
the inputs were only alittle above
the OV rail.
By connecting the bodies of the
mosfets to OV, rather than their
sources (which is the norm), the
threshold voltage of the mosfet is
made to follow the input voltage.
They slide smoothly into

enhancement mode as the input
increases, keeping them from
saturating even with the input
connected to the positive rail.
The final MC33502 device
operates from 1to 7V with an
input offset of 0.5mV. Gain
bandwidth is 4MHz at IV and the
output can drive 10mA at IV and
up to 50mA at 5V.

Researchers at the University
of Wales in Bangor have
developed an electronic sensor
that can identify bacteria types.
It acts like the electrodynamic
equivalent of alinear induction
motor. Polyphase signals are
applied to either side of atrack
along which the cells can
travel. The cells polarise in the
field and go in one or other
direction. The photo shows a
junction separating two
bacteria types.
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eeetedee. Its not what you do,
its HOW you do it that counts!.

Hart Audio Kits and factory assembled units use the unique
combination of circuit designs by the renowned John Linsley
Hood, the very best audiophile components, and our own
engineering expertise, to give you unbeatable performance
and unbelievable value for money.
We have always led the field for easy home construction to
professional standards, even In the sixties we were using
easily assembled printed circuits when Heathkit in America
were still using tagboards!. Many years of experience and
innovation, going back to the early Dinsdale and Bailey
classics gives us incomparable design background in the
needs of the home constructor. This simply means that
building a Hart kit is a real pleasure, resulting In a piece of
equipment that not only saves you money but you will be
proud to own.
Why not buy the reprints and construction manual for the kit
you are Interested in to see how easy it is to build your own
equipment the HART way. The FULL cost can be credited
against your subsequent kit purchase.

'AUDIO DESIGN' 80 WATT POWER AMPLIFIER.

This fantastic John Linsley Hood designed amplifier is the flagship
of our range, and the ideal powerhouse for your ultimate hifi
system. This kit is your way to get £K performance at bargain
basement prices. Unique design features such as fully FET
stabilised power supplies give this amplifier World Class
performance with startling clarity and transparency of sound, allied
to the famous HART quality components and ease of construction.
Standard model comes with a versatile passive front-end giving 3
switched inputs, with ALPS precision "Blue Velvet" low-noise
volume and balance controls, no need for an external preampl.
Construction is very simple and enjoyable with all the difficult work
done for you, even the wiring is pre-terminated, ready for instant
use!. All versions are available with Standard components or
specially selected Super Audiophile components and Gold Plated
speaker terminals and all are also available factory assembled.
K1100 Complete STANDARD Stereo Amplifier Kit,
K1100S Complete SLAVE Amplifier Kit
K1100M Complete MONOBLOC Amplifier Kit
RLH11 Reprints of latest Amplifier articles
K1100CM Construction Manual with full parts lists

SHUNT FEEDBACK PICKUP PREAMPLIFIER

ROARING SUBWOOFER.
Afull revised kit will be available soon for this excellent and imaginative
design from Russel Bredon (VVW Feb.97). The latest design will use
the 3Ornm maximum cone displacement of the 10" VISATON GF250
Driver to give even better performance at slightly reduced cost.
Featuring a rubber suspended fibreglass cone, extended pole plate,
vented magnet, Kapton carrier and dual 4ohm voice coils the GF250 is
unbelievably good value at only £111.45 each.

If you want the very best sound out of vinyl discs then you need our
high quality preamplifier with Shunt Feedback equalisation. The
K1450 also has an advanced front end, specially optimised for low
impedance moving coil cartridges as well as moving magnet types.
Selected discrete components are used throughout for ultimate
sound quality. The combination of John Linsley Hood design, high
quality components and an advanced double sided printed circuit
board layout make this aproduct at the leading edge of technology
that you will be proud to own. A recent review in "Gramophone"
magazine endorsing this view. Bought in kit form our step by step
instructions it is very easy and satisfying to assemble, or you can
buy afactory assembled version if you wish.
This magnificent kit, comes complete with all parts ready to
assemble inside the fully finished 228 x 134 x63mm case. Comes
with full, easy to follow, instructions as well as the Hart Guide to
PCB Construction, we even throw in enough Hart Audiograde Silver
Solder to construct your kit!
K1450 Complete Kit
£116.58
K1450SA Audiophile Kit
£138.94
A1450SA Factory assembled Audiophile unit
£188.94
"CHIARA" HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER.

£415.21
£353.62
£271.20
£1.80
£5.50

ALPS "Blue Velvet" PRECISION AUDIO CONTROLS.

Now you can throw out those noisy ill-matched carbon pots and
replace with the famous Hart exclusive ALPS 'Blue Velvet' range
components only used selectively in the very top flight of World
class amplifiers. The improvement in track accuracy and matching
really is incredible giving better tonal balance between channels
and rock solid image stability. Motorised versions have 5v DC
motor.
MANUAL POTENTIOMETERS
2-Gang 100K Lin.
£15.67
2-Gang 10K, 50K or 100K Log.
£16.40
2-Gang 10K Special Balance, zero crosstalk and zero centre
loss.
£17.48
MOTORISED POTENTIOMETERS
2-Gang 20K Log Volume Control
£26.20
2-Gang 10K RD Special Balance, zero crosstalk and less than 10%
loss in centre position
£26.98
TOROIDAL MAINS & OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
for EL34, 32W VALVE AMPLIFIER
Special set of toroidal transformers, 2output 8 1mains for the "Hot
Audio Power" valve amplifier design described in the Oct. 1995
issue of "Wireless World". Total Wt 4.8Kg. Special price for the set.
£99, Post £8
RJM1. Photocopies of the Article by Jeff Macaulay. £2

k

PRECISION Triple Purpose TEST CASSETTE TC1D.

Are you sure your tape recorder is set up to give its best? Our latest
triple purpose test cassette checks the three most important tape
parameters without test equipment. Ideal when fitting new
heads. A professional quality, digitally mastered test tape at a
imil
price

anyone can afford.
Test Cassette TC1D. Our price only

Send for Your FREE copy
of our LISTS

£9.99

Highest quality, purpose designed, 'single ended' class 'A'
headphone amplifier for 'stand alone' use or to supplement those
many power amplifiers that do not have a headphone facility. Easy
installation with special signal link-through feature, the unit uses our
'Andante' Ultra High Quality power supply.
Housed in the neat, black finished, Hart minibox it features the wide
frequency response, low-distortion and 'musicality' that one
associates with designs from the renowned John Linsley Hood.
Volume and balance controls are Alps "Blue Velvet" components.
Very easy to build, or available factory assembled, the kit has very
detailed instructions, and comes with Hart audiograde silver solder.
A valuable personal listening option and an attractive and
harmonious addition to any hifi system.
K2100 Complete Standard Kit
£112.50
K2100SA 'Series Audiophile' Kit with selected audiophile
components
£115.46
A2100SA 'Series Audiophile', Factory Assembled
£115.46
CM2100 Construction Manual
£2.50
"Andante" Linear Technology
AUDIOPHILE POWER SUPPLIES
The HART "Andante" series power supplies are specially designed
for exacting audio use requiring absolute minimum noise, low hum
field and total freedom from mechanical noise.
Utilising linear technology throughout for smoothness and
musicality makes it the perfect partner for the above units, or any
equipment requiring fully stabilised ±15v supplies.
There are two versions, K3550 has 2±15v supplies and asingle
15v for relays etc. K3565 is identical in appearance and has one
±15v. Both are in cases to match our 'Chiara' Headphone Amplifier
and our K1450 "Shunt Feedback" Pickup preamp.
K3550 Full Supply with all outputs
£94.75
K3585 Power Supply for K1450 or K2100
£84.42
A3550 Factory Assembled Full Supply
£147.25
SPEAKER DESIGN SOFTWARE.
VISATON "Speaker Pro 6" is a complete speaker design program
for use on IBM machines. Covers cabinet and crossover design and
contains afull expandable database of drive units. Earning a"most
reccommendable" accolade it tests this program is ideal for the
professional speaker builder or serious audiophile.
0303 Speaker Pro 6. 3.5"Disk
£45.51
0309 Demo Version with Database
£9.28
SPEAKER DAMPING MATERIALS
Polyester Wool and Pure Lambs Wool both have optimal damping
properties and are pleasant to handle. Standard 125g bag is
sufficient for 20 litres enclosure volume.
5070 Polyester Wool. 125g
£3.20
5069 Pure Lambs Wool. 125g
£6.73

24 Hr. ORDERLINE 01691 652894
Fax. 01691 662884
CIRCLE NO. 107 ON REPLY CARD

SPECIAL OFFER!. SOLENOID CONTROLLED
FRONT LOAD CASSETTE DECK SFL800
High quality (0.08%W&F) cassette mechanism with capability of
using standard or downstream monitor R/P head. Offers all
standard facilities under remote, logic or software control. The
control requirements are so simple that for many applications not
needing all functions manual switches will suffice. Power
requirements are also simple with 12v solenoids and 12v speed
controlled Motor, total power requirement being under 300mA.
Logic control and wiring circuits are included free with each deck.
SFU300 Deck with Standard stereo head
£29.50
SFL800D Fitted with High Quality Downstream monitor head. £44.90
(The Head alone is normally over £601)
HART TECHNICAL BOOKSHELF
Try us for:- Bigger Range of Books, Better Prices,
NO "28 Day Wait"
"AUDIO ELECTRONICS" John Linsley Hood
£18.99'
"THE ART OF UNEAR ELECTRONICS"
John Linsley Hood. 1994
£18.95'
"THE ART OF ELECTRONICS" Horowitz & Hill
£35.00'
"DIGITAL AUDIO AND COMPACT DISC TECHNOLOGY"
3rd.Edn. 0-240 51397 5
£19.95'
"INTRODUCING DIGITAL AUDIO CD, DAT AND SAMPLING"
ISBN 1870775 22 8
£7.95
"ACTIVE FILTER COOKBOOK" Don Lancaster
£19.95
"THE ART OF SOLDERING" 0-85935-324-3. 0
£3.95
"TOWERS' INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR"
0-572-01062-1
£19.95'
"AUDIO" F.A.Wilson. BP111
£3.95
"HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES & OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT"
R.A.Penfold. BP267
£3.50
"THE HART PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD CONSTRUCTION
GUIDE."
£2.50
"A SIMPLE CLASS A AMPUFIER"
J.L.Linsley Hood M.I.E.E, 1969. RLH12
£2.75
"CLASS-A POWER" Single Ended 15W Amp.
J.L.Linsley Hood M.I.E.E. 1996. RLH13
£2.50
LOUDSPEAKERS; THE WHY AND HOW OF GOOD
REPRODUCTION. G.Briggs. 1949.
£8.95
"THE LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN COOKBOOK"
Vance Dickason. (5th Edn.)
£23.95*
ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION Ronald Wagner BKT6
£15.95
"THE ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN COOKBOOK"
Roger P.Sanders. 1995
£24.95
"BULLOCK ON BOXES" Bullock & White
£10.95
"AN INTRODUCTION TO LOUDSPEAKERS & ENCLOSURE
DESIGN" V Cape'. BP256
£3.95
"LOUDSPEAKERS FOR MUSICIANS" BP297
£3.95
"THEORY & DESIGN OF LOUDSPEAKER ENCLOSURES"
J.E.Benson
£21.95
"QUICK & EASY TRANSMISSION LINE SPEAKER DESIGN"
Larry D.Sharp
£8.95
"THE COUPLED CAVITY HANBOOK" David Parton
£4.90
"VISATON. HOME HI FI CATALOGUE." Full Specifications and
Thiele Small Data on all Drive Units
£4.50
"VISATON. CAR HI Fl CATALOGUE." in car guide
£3.50
"VISATON. CABINET PROPOSALS" Book 1. In GERMAN £6.50
"VISATON. CABINET PROPOSALS" Book 2. In GERMAN £6.50
"SPEAKER PRO 6." VISATON Cabinet Design Software.. £45.51
"SPEAKER PRO 6." Demo Version with drive unit database £9.28
"VALVE AMPLIFIERS" Morgan Jones. 1995/6
£24.50
THE VIL BOOK David Manley 1994. BKVT1
£17.95
MULLARD TUBE CIRCUITS FOR AUDIO AMPLIFIERS BKAA27
£11.95
"THE WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER." 0-9624-1918-4
£6.95
AN APPROACH TO AUDIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER DESIGN.
GEC 1957
£17.95
AUDIO ANTHOLOGIES, articles from Audio Engineering. Six
volumes covering the days when audio was young and valves were
king!. BKAA3/1 to 6.
All £12.95 each
"THE RADIOTRON DESIGNERS HANDBOOK" (CD) .... £49.00
"PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRON TUBES" H.D.Reich PH.D. £25.95
"POWER AMP PROJECTS" Anthology. 1970-1989.
£15.50
"WORLD TUBE DIRECTORY" 1996-7 Sourcebook of valve
related products
£5.95
Fuller descriptions of the contents of all our books is given in our full
catalogue, price
£4.50
Postage on all books, unless starred, Is only £2 per book,
maximum £I.50 for any number, any size. Starred items are heavy
books costing £3.50 to send.
Don't forget No wafting at HART!. All listed books are normally
in stock!. Just ring with your Credit Card Number for instant
despatch!.
POSTAGE on UK Orders up to £20 is £2. Over £20 is £4.50
OVERSEAS Please Enquire.
Fuller Details of ALL kits are given in our
List, FREE on request.

All Prices include
UK/EC VAT.

UPDATE

Anger over EC ram interference
S

costs. PC prices are bound to rise.
"RP has been suspended for as
long as legally possible", an EC
official said. "The suspension ends
on 8March and that means there will
be areturn to the old measures. That
is the law."
"It's awaste of space," said Sadru
Nanji, the director at ICL responsible
for procurement.
"Memory is a
commodity market.
Intervention is counterproductive."
ilitary radio specialists have something in common with Hedy
Two fixed prices
Laman, the Hollywood movie icon of the 1930s and 1940s.
were applied on d-ram
During World War II Laman, who starred opposite Clark Gable and
on 10 March—RP for
Spencer Tracy, was granted aUS patent on a"secret communications
Japanese d-ram,
system". This, it turns out, was the first manifestation of afrequencycalculated on a
hopping radio protocol.
weighted average of
Using the 88 keys of the piano, Laman proposed that aradio signal
Japanese costs, and a
transmitted in parts across random frequencies would be difficult to
minimum price for
jam. According to ahistory professor in Hamburg, her collaborator on
Korean companies
the proposals was composer George Antheil, afuture husband.
based on the individual
Lamm made amistake in trying to sell the idea to the US navy for
costs of each company.
control of its torpedoes. It was ignored and only in 1962 was frequencyThis may vary.
hopping radio first used —three years after Lamarr's patent expired.
Prices in contracts
emiconductor producers with
memory plants in Europe were
gearing up production before the
return of the EC reference price (RP)
on dynamic ram in March.
Meanwhile, equipment makers were
angry with what they saw as
unjustified interference in a
commodity market that will raise their

Movie star was first frequency hopper

M

PIC of the bunch microcontroller

M
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icrochip Technology has
announced the highest
performance PIC-series 8-bit
microcontroller family yet.
The first family member, the
PICI7C756, is an 8.25Mips
device with a10-bit a-to-d
converter. It is aimed at the
upper end of the 8-bit market to
compete with Motorola's
68HCI Iand Hitachi's H8
families. Applications may
include set-top boxes, motion
and process control, printers,
airbag
controllers and
modems.
The
PIC I7C756 has
16kx16 of onetime
programmable
(OTP) memory
and 902x8-bit
of user ram.
CPU
USART SPI '/
Joe Connelly
I-C '
of Microchip
--BORFMR
said: "We have
put plenty of

ram on-chip for compatibility
with C compilers."
Like other family members it
has asingle cycle 8x8 hardware
multiplier.
"It is astraight forward
multiply, rather than amultiplyaccumulate (MAC). We could
make adevice that was more
DSP-like in future by making
this aMAC," said Connelly.
A 10-bit pulse width modulator
is included to let the processor
set the speed and position of
motors in motion control
applications.
Microchip has aflash memory
process, but has chosen to release
this chip with OTP rom.
"We have been surprised that
flash-based versions of previous
microcontrollers have been less
popular than we thought," said
Connelly. "Masked rom used to
be choice for production, but the
masking lead-time is now often a
significant part of aproduct's
lifetime, which can be as low as
nine months."

signed for Japanese d-ram before 8
March stay valid, but the Korean
companies cannot get advice from
the EC as to whether this also applies
to them.
The level of the fixed prices remains
secret, however. A manufacturer said
the price would be as high as $5.5 for
a4Mbit d-ram and $13 for a16Mbit.
That is ahead of the expectations of
Siemens, which said recently that it
expected a$10 RP.
Both estimates contrast sharply
with acurrent contract price of $7.50
for 16Mbits and aspot market price
of $9. That is up sharply on sub-$6
prices for 16Mbits in early January,
and results from Samsung and LG
deciding not to take further d-ram
orders.
The return of RP will help the
64Mbit d-ram. Manufacturers need
an introduction price of $50 for the
64Mbit if they are to recoup their
investment.
David Manners, Electronics Weekly

Sharefun may
be no fun for
e-mail receivers

Udiscovered the first computer virus

Santi-virus firm McAfee says it has

that searches through auser's e-mail and
automatically generates and transmits
e-mail with virus attachments.
However, many e-mail users are
claiming this is the latest in along line
of e-mail virus hoaxes.
McAfee says the virus, called
Sharefun, affects users of Microsoft's
popular Microsoft Mail application.
A user becomes infected by opening a
Microsoft Word document that contains
Sharefun. The virus looks for MS Mail,
finds three e-mail addresses at random
and generates an e-mail with the subject
heading "You have GOT to read this!"
Then it attaches the same Sharefuninfected Word document, transmitting
the infected e-mail to the three addresses. McAfee has adetector program for
Sharefun posted on:
www.mcafee.comkorp/press/press.html
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SMALL SELECTION ONLY LISTED -EXPORT TRADE AND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS -RING US FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS WHICH MAY BE IN STOCK
HP New Colour Spectrum Analysers
HP1417 •85528 IF •8553B RF -1KHz-110Mds -£700.
HP1417 •85528 IF •855413 RF -100KHz-1250Mds- £900.
HP1417 85528 IF •8556A RF -20Hz-300KHz -£700.
Special Offer just in from MOD Qty 40 HP8555A RF Units 10Mc/s -18GHzS.
HP1417 -8552B IF -8555A 10Mc/s-18GHe -£1200.
HP ANZ Units Available sep
New Colours -Tested
HP1417 Mainframe -£350.
HP85526 IF -£300.
HP85536 RF 1KHz to 110Mc/s- £200.
HP855413 RF 100KHz to 1250Mc/s -£500.
HP8555A RF 10Mds to 18GHz5 -£800.
HP8556A RF 20Hz to 300KHz5 -£250.
HP8443A Tracking Generator Counter 100KHz-110Mc./s -£300.
HP8445B Tracking Preselector DC to 18GHz -£350.
HP3580A 5Hz -50KHz ANZ -£750 -£1000.
HP3582A .02Hz to 25.6KHz -£2k.
HP8568A 100Hz-1500Mcis ANZ -£6k.
HP8569I3 10Mc/s-22GHz ANZ -£6k.
HP Mixers are available for the above ANZ's to 40GHz
TEK 492 -50KHz -18GHz Opt 1+2 -£4k-£4.2k.
TEK 492 -50KHz -18GHz Opt 1+2+3 -£4.5k.
TEK 492P -50KHz -21 GHz Opt 1+ 2+3 -£5k.
TEK 494AP 1KC/S -21GHz -nk.
TEK 496P 1KHz-1.8GHz -£4k.
TEK 5L4N 0-100KHz -£400.
TEK 7L5 + L1 -20Hz-5Mcfs -E700.
TEK 7L5 + L3 -Opt 25 Tracking Gen -£900.
TEK 7L12 -100KHz-1800Mds -£1000.
TEK 7118 -1.5-60GHzs -£1500.
TEK 491 10Mc/s-12.4GHzs-40GHzs -£750. 12.4Ghzs-40Ghzs with Mixers.
Tektronix Mixers are available for above ANZ to 60GHzs
Systron Donner 763 Spectrum ANZ + 4745B Preselector .01-18GHz + Two Mixers 18-40GHz in
Transit Case -£3k.
HP86730 Signal Gdnerator .05-26.5GHz -£20k.
Systron Donner 1618B Microwave AM FM Synthesizer 50Mc/s 2-18GHzs
R&S SWP Sweep Generator Synthesizer AM FM 4-2500Mc/s -£3.5k.
ADRET 3310A FX Synthesizer 300Hz-60Mc/s -£600.
HP8640A Signal Generators -1024Mc/s -AM FM -C800.
HP3717A 70Mc/s Modulator -Demodulator -£500.
HP8651A RF Oscillator 22KC/S -22Mc/s.
HP53166 Universal Counter A-B.
HP6002A Power Unit 0-5V 0-10A 200W.
HP6825A Bipolar Power Supply Amplifier.
HP461A-465A-467A Amplifiers.
HP81519A Optical Receiver DC-400Mc/s.
HP Plotters 7470A-7475A.
HP3770A Amplitude Delay Distortion ANZ.
HP3770B Telephone Line Analyser.
HP8182A Data Analyser.
HP59401A Bus System Analyser.
HP62606 Power Unit 0-10V 0-100 Amps.
HP3782A Error Detector.
HP3781A Pattern Generator.
HP3730A+ 3737A Down Convertor Oscillator 3.5-6.5GHz.
HP Microwave Amps 491-492-493-494-495-1GHz-12.4GHz -£250.
HP105B Quartz Oscillator -£400.
HP5087A Distribution Amplifier.
HP6034A System Power Supply 0-60V 0-10A-200W -£500.
HP6131C Digital Voltage Source+ -100V 1/
2 Amp.
HP4275A Multi Frequency L.C.R. Meter.
HP3779A Primary Multiplex Analyser.
HP3779C Primary Multiplex Analyser.
HP8150A Optical Signal Source.
HP1630G Logic Analyser.
HP5316A Universal Counter A+B.
HP5335A Universal Counter A+ B+C.
HP59501B Isolated Power Supply Programmer.
HP8901A Modulation Meter AM -FM -also 8901B.
HP5370A Universal Time Interval Counter.
Marconi TF2370 -30Hz-110Mch 750HM Output (2 BNC Sockets +Resistor for 500HM MOD with
Marconi MOD Sheet supplied -£650.
Marconi TF2370 30Hz-110Mds 50 ohm Output -£750.
Marconi TF2370 as above but late type -£850.
Marconi TF2370 as above but late type Brown Case -£1000.
Marconi TF2374 Zero Loss Probe- £200.
Marconi TF2440 Microwave Counter -20GHz -£1500.
Marconi TF2442 Microwave Counter -26.5GHz -£2k..
Marconi TF2305 Modulation Meter -£2.3k.
Racal/Dana 2101 Microwave Counter -10Hz-20GHz -f2k.
Racal/Dana 1250-1261 Universal Switch Controller + 200Mds PI Cards.
Racal/Dana 9303 True RMS Levelmeter +Head -E450. IFFE -£500.
TEKA6902A also A690213 Isolator -£300-£400.
TEK 1240 Logic Analyser -£400.
TEK F65010 Programmable Function Generator 20Mds -£600.
TEK2465A 350Mds Oscilloscope -£2.5k + probes -£150 each.
TEK CT-5 High Current Transformer Probe -£250.
TEK J16 Digital Photometer + J6523-2 Luminance Probe -£300.
TEK J16 Digital Photometer + J6503 Luminance Probe -£250.
ROTEK 320 Calibrator + 350 High Current Adaptor AC-DC -£500.
FLUKE 51026 AC-DC Calibrator -£4k.
FLUKE 1120A IEEE -488 Translator -£250.
Tinsley Standard Cell Battery 56440 -£500.
Tinsley Transportable Voltage Reference -f500.
FLUKE `15020 Current Shunt -£150.
HP745A +746A AC Calibrator -£600.
HP8080/1 MF + 8091A 1GHz Rate Generator + 8092A Delay Generator + Two 8093A 1GHz Amps
+ 15400A -£800.
HP54200A Digitizing Oscilloscope.
HP117298 Carrier Noise Test Set .01-18G Hz -LEF -£2000.
HP3311A Function Generator -£300.
Marconi TF2008 - AM-FM signal generator - also sweeper - 10Kcis - 510Mds - from £250 tested to £400 as new with manual -probe kit in wooden carrying box.
HP Frequency comb generator type 8406 -£400.
HP Vector Voltmeter type 8405A -£400 new colour.
HP Sweep Oscillators type 8690 A & B + plug-ins from 10Mds to 18GHz also 18-40GHz. POR..
HP Network Analyzer type 8407A + 8412A + 8501A -100Kds -110Mc/s -£500 -£1000.
HP Amplifier type 8447A -1-400Mc/s £200 -HP8447A Dual -£300.
HP Frequency Counter type 5340A - 18GHz £1000 -rear output £800.
HP 8410 -A - B-C Network Analyzer 110Mc/s to 12GHz or 18GHz -plus most other units and
displays used in this set-up -8411a -8412-8413-8414-8418-8740-8741-8742 -87438746-8650. From £1000.
Racal/Dana 9301A -9302 RF Millivoltmeter - 1.5-2GHz -£250-£400.
Racal/Dana Modulation Meter type 9009 -8Mc/s -1.5GHz -£250.
Marconi RCL Bridge type TF2700 -£1513.
Marconi/Saunders Signal Sources type - 605813 - 6070A - 6055A - 6059A - 6057A - 6056 £250-£350. 400Mds to 18GHz.
Marconi TF1245 Circuit Magnification meter + 1246 & 1247 Oscillators -£100-£300.
Marconi microwave 6600A sweep ose., mainframe with 6650 PI - 18-26.5GHz or 6651 PI - 26.540GHz -£1000 or PI only £600. MF only £250.
Marconi distortion meter type TF2331 -£150. TF2331A -£200.

Tektronix Plug-Ins 7A13 -7A14 -7A18 -7A24 -7A26 - 7AI I-7M11 -7S11 -7010- 7512 -Si
- S2 - S6 - S52 - PG506 - SC504 - SG502 - SG503 - SG504 - DC503 -DC508 - 00501 WR501- DM501A- FG501A-TG501 -PG502 -DC505A -FG504 -71380 + 85-7892A
Gould J3B test oscillator + manual -£150.
Tektronix Mainframes -7603 -7623A -7613 -7704A -7844 -7904 -TM501 -TM503 -TM506 7904A -7834 -7623 -7633.
Marconi 6155A Signal Source -1 to 2GHz -LED readout -£400.
Barr & Stroud Variable filter EF3 0.1 Hz -100kds + high pass + low pass -£150.
Marconi TF21635 attenuator - 1GHz. £200.
Farnell power unit H60/50 -£400 tested. H60/25 -£250.
Racal/Dana 9300 RMS voltmeter -£250.
HP 8750A storage normalizer -£400 with lead + S.A or N,A Interface.
Marconi TF2330 -or TF2330A wave analysers -£100-£150.
Tektronix -7S14 -7711 -7511 -7512 -S1 -S2 -S39 -547 -551 -552 -553 -7M11.
Marconi mod meters type TF2304 -£250.
HP 5065A rubidrum vapour FX standard -£1.5k.
Systron Donner counter type 6054B -20Mds- 24GHz -LED readout -£1k.
Racal/Dana 9083 signal source -two tone -£250.
Systron Donner -signal generator 1702 -synthesized to 1GHz -AM/FM -£600.
Tektronix TM515 mainframe + TM5006 mainframe -£450 -£850.
Farnall electronic load type RB1030-35 -f350.
Racal/Dana counters -9904 9905 9906 9915 9916 9917 9921
50Mc/s -3GHz -£100
£450 -all fitted with FX standards.
HP4815A RF vector impedance meter dw probe -£500-£600.
Marconi TF2092 noise receiver. A, Bor Cplus filters -£100-£350.
Marconi TF2091 noise generator. A. Bor C plus filters -£100-£350.
Marconi 2017 S/G 10Khz- 1024MHz.
HP160713, HP1827 mainframes £300-£500.
Philips panoramic receiver type PM7900 -1 to 20GHz -£400.
Marconi 6700A sweep oscillator + 18GHz Pi's available.
HP8505A network ANZ + 8503A Sparameter test set + 8501A no rmalizer -f4k.
HP8505 network ANZ 8505 + 8501A + 8503A.
Racal/Dana VLF frequency standard equipment. Tracer receiver type 900A -i- difference meter
type 527E + rubidium standard type 9475 -£2750.
HP signal generators type 626-628 -frequency lOGHz -21GHz.
HP 432A -435A or B-436A- power meters + powerheads -Mds -40GHz -£200-£1000.
Bradley oscilloscope calibrator type 192 -£600.
HP8614A signal generator 800Mds -2.4GHz, new colour £4130.
HP13616A signal gen 1.8GHz -4.5GHz, new colour £400.
HP 3325A syn function gen 20Mc/s -£1500.
HP 3336A or Bsyn level generator -f500-£600.
HP 3586B or C selective level meter -£750-£1000.
HP 3575A gain phase meter 1Hz -13Mc/s -£400.
HP 8683D S/G microwave 2.3 -13GHz -opt 001 -003 -£4.56.
HP 8660 A-B-C syn S/G. AM + FM + 10Kds to 110Mc/s PI - 1Mds to 1300Mds - 1Mds to
2600M cis -£500-£2000.
HP 864013 S/G AM-FM 512McIs or 1024Mc/s. Opt 001 or 002 or 003 -£800-£1250.
HP 86222BX Sweep PI -01 -2.4GHz + ATT -£1750.
HP 8629A Sweep PI -2-18GHz -£1000.
HP 862908 Sweep PI -2-18GHz -£12513.
HP 86 Series Prs in stock -splitband from 10Mc/s -18.6GHz -£250-£1k.
HP 8620C Mainframe -£250. IEEE -£500.
HP 8615A Programmable signal source -1MHz -50Mc/s -opt 002 -£1k.
HP 8601A Sweep generator .1 - 110Mc/s -£300.
HP 3488A HP -1B switch control unit -£500 + control modules various -£175 each.
HP 8160A 50Mc/s programmable pulse generator -£1000.
HP 853A MF ANZ- £1.5k.
HP 8349A Microwave Amp 2-20GHz Solid state -£1500
HP 3585A Analyser 20Hz -40Mc/s -£4k.
FiP 85698 Analyser .01 -22GHz -£5k.
HP 3580A Analyser 5Hz -50kHz -f1k.
HP 19808 Oscilloscope measurement system -£600.
HP 3455A Digital voltmeter -£500.
HP 3437A System voltmeter -£300.
HP 3581C Selective voltmeter -£250.
HP 5370A Universal time interval counter -f450.
HP 5335A Universal counter -200Mds -£500.
HP 5328A Universal counter -500Mds -£250.
HP 6034A System power supply -O-60V -0 - 10 amps -£500.
HP 5150A Thermal printer -£250.
HP 1645A Data error analyser -£150.
HP 4437A Attenuator -f150.
HP 3717A 70Mcis modulator -£400.
HP 3710A - 3715A - 3716A - 370213 - 37038 - 3705A - 3711A - 3791B - 3712A - 37938
microwave link analyser -P.O.R.
HP 3730A +6 RF down converter -P.O.R.
HP 3552A Transmission test set -£400.
HP 3763A Error detector -f500.
HP 3764A Digital transmission analyser -£600.
HP 3770A Amp delay distortion analyser -£400.
HP 3780A Pattern generator detector -£400.
HP 3781A Pattern generator -£400.
HP 3781B Pattern generator Weill- £300.
HP 3782A Error detector -£400.
HP 37828 Error detector (bell) -£300.
HP 3785A Jitter generator + receiver -£750-£1k.
HP 8006A Word generator -£100-£150.
HP 8016A Word generator -£250.
HP 8170A Logic pattern generator -£500.
HP 59401A Bus system analyser -£350.
HP 59500A Multi programmer HP -IB -f300.
Philips PM5390 RF syn -0.1 -1GHz -AM + FM -f1000.
S.A. Spectral Dynamics SD345 spectrascope 111 -LE ANZ -£1500.
Tektronix R7912 Transient waveform digitizer -programmable -£400.
Tektronix TR503 + TM503 tracking generator 0.1 - 1.8GHz -Elk -or TR502.
Tektronix 576 Curve tracer
adaptors -£900.
Tektronix 577 Curve tracer - adaptors -£900.
Tektronix 1502/1503 TDR cable test set -£1000.
Tektronix AM503 Current probe +TM501 m/frame -£1000.
Tektronix SC501- SC502 -SC503 -SC504 oscilloscopes -£75-£350.
Tektronix 465 -465E1-475 -2213A 2215 2225 2235 2245 2246 £250-£1000.
Kikusui 100Mds Oscilloscope COS6100M -£350.
Nicolet 3091 LF oscilloscope -£400.
Racal 1991 -1992 -1988 -1300Mc/s counters -£500-£900.
Fluke 80K-40 High voltage probe in case -Bit £100.
Racal Recorders -Store 4-4D- 7-14 channels in stock -£250 -f500.
Racal Store Horse Recorder & control -£400-£750 Tested.
EIP 545 microwavel 8GHz counter -f1200
Fluke 510A AC ref standard -400Hz -£200.
Fluke 355A DC voltage standard -£300.
Wiltron 610D Sweep Generator + 6124C PI -4-8GHz -£400.
Wittron 6100 Sweep Generator + 610840 PI - 1Mc/s - 1500Mc/s -£500.
Time Electronics 9814 Voltage calibrator -£750.
Time Electronics 9811 Programmable resistance- £600.
Time Electronics 2004 D.C. voltage standard -£1000.
HP 86996 Sweep PI YIG oscillator .01 -4GHz -f300. 86913EIMF -£250. Both £500.
Schlumberger 1250 Frequency response ANZ -£1500.
Dummy Loads & power att up to 2.5 kilowatts FX up to 18GHz - microwave parts new and ex
equipt -relays -attenuators -switches -vvaveguides -Yigs -SMA-APC7 plugs -adaptors.
B&K Items in stock -ask for list.
W&G Items in stock -ask for list.
Power Supplies Heavy duty + bench in stock -Farnell -HP- Weir -Thurlby -Racal etc. Ask for list.

ITEMS BOUGHT FROM NM GOVERNMENT BEING SURPLUS PRICE IS EX WORKS. SAE FOR ENQUIRIES. PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT OR FOR DEMONSTRATION OF ANY ITEMS. AVAILABILITY OR PRICE CHANGE. VAT AND CARRIAGE EXTRA
ITEMS MARKED TESTED HAVE 30 DAY WARRANTY WANTED -TEST EQUIPMENT-VALVES-PLUGS AND SOCKETS-SYNCROS-TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING EQUIPMENT ETC
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Eye robot, Ican see you
R

obots may soon be able to see in
the same way as humans.
Researchers in Zurich plan to
mimic in silicon the way the human
brain assimilates data sent to it from
the eye.
This should pave the way for
robots that make sense of their
surroundings.

Rodney Douglas, at the Institut fiir
Neuroinformatik, said his team had
already connected an artificial onedimensional retina to an integrated
circuit (IC)-based brain. This proved
the artificial brain could follow what
the artificial retina was seeing,
though only in one dimension.
"Now," said Douglas, "we have

Mercedes-Benz is threatening
to remove the need for a
steering wheel with its latest
idea, the F200 Imagination.
The car's control system
dispenses with mechanical
and hydraulic linkages,
transmitting driver commands
electronically using
computerised drive-by-wire
technology. To steer the car,
the driver moves ajoystick left
and right, controlling
acceleration and braking by
moving it forwards and
backwards.

NEWS IN BRIEF

D esearchers at Cornell University

I\ in the US claim to have produced

auniversal substrate that may prove
the key to making blue and UV
semiconductor lasers.
Single crystals of one semiconductor will not grow on another if there
is adifference in crystal lattice spacing. For instance, GaAs will not
grow on silicon and there is only a
four per cent difference in spacing.
"We have made an elastic layer on
top of aGaAs substrate, which
allows mismatched semiconductors
to be grown on top," said Yu-Hwa
Lo, aCornell researcher. "We have
grown InGaPh with aone per cent
mismatch, GaSb, with eight and InSb
with ahuge 15 per cent."

U

Sfirm Floating Images has
introduced an inexpensive system
that provides 3D images on atv set
or monitor without special goggles.
The firm's Real-Deph technology
provides horizontal and vertical
binocular parallax, letting viewers
peer around objects to view images
previously hidden. The company
claims that unlike other stereoscopic
systems, its technology does not

360

produce headaches or eye strain.
To view Real-Deph images, aTV
has to be fitted with an adapter
costing as little as $25 to make in
quantity. The images to be displayed
must be reformatted with special
software. The company is working
on away to reformat 2D images in
real-time to the Real-Deph format.

M

otorola will soon make
available beta releases of its
field programmable analogue
array (FPAA).
It is based on technology licensed
from UK firm Pilkington
Microelectronics.
Bill Altonen, programme manager
for FPAAs at Motorola, said: "We
will be supplying selected customers
in April. We are keeping the numbers to aminimum to allow us to
provide all the support needed."

A

DSL high speed Internet over
the telephone line is the focus of
an alliance between chipset supplier
Motorola and Internet services
software specialist Sourcecom.
The intention is to combine
Motorola's ADSL (asymmetric digi-

developed a2D retina using the same
communication protocol."
An interface is being built to link
the latest retina to the artificial brain.
Douglas expects this to be ready
soon.
The fingernail-sized artificial retina
behaves like the human retina by
reporting the contrast between an
image'S pixels rather than luminous
intensify levels, as used in traditional
cameras.
The institute's brain is biologically
inspired, modelled on the routeings
between the brain's neurons. It
reflects these paths by using
analogue vlsi devices linked via a
serial bus.
Neighbouring ICs have many
connections between them, while
those further away use fewer ones.
However, it has vastly fewer
connections than the human brain.
"We do in time what the brain does
in space," said Douglas, explaining
that his system worked at 10MHz
while the brain managed 1
kHz.

tal subscriber line) transceiver
chipset with Sourcecom's Internet
software to create an off-the-shelf
reference design for ahigh speed
Internet product.

The

University of Washington in
Seattle has made a
micromachined fluid pump with
only one moving part, based on ideas
patented 75 years ago by the
eccentric inventor Nikola Tesla.
The pump consists of asilicon
wafer with ashallow circular hollow
etched into its surface.

W

hat's in aname? Well, you
should choose your company
name carefully or you may suffer
the fate that befell US X Windows
graphics software firm X Inside.
It seems too many people confused
the company with the many hundreds
of companies offering adult images
on the Internet and which make prolific use of the letter X in their
names. Company president Thomas
Roell said that the firm received
numerous requests for pornographic
materials and in one instance, an
aspiring female model showed him a
portfolio of suggestive photographs.
The firm's new name is Xi
Graphics, which might solve the
problem. Then again, it might not.
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Laser measures wind
turbulence
A

prototype, non-Doppler optical
sensor that makes inexpensive,
accurate measurements of crosswind speeds over long distances
could hold promise for chemical
manufacturing, aviation safety and
meteorology. The single-ended,
long-path laser wind sensor,
developed by researchers at
Georgia Tech Research Institute,
registers faint wind movements that
an anemometer cannot measure.
"The sensor is more sensitive and
accurate than mechanical
anemometers, and it may provide
an advantage when monitoring
winds over awide area, by
providing alow-cost alternative to
complex beam arrays of traditional
sensors," explains Mikhail
Belen'kii, principal research
scientist in the Electro -Optics,
Environment and Materials
Laboratory of the GTRI.
Its design is simple. An
inexpensive helium-neon laser,
about 50mm in diameter, projects a
beam of light 30m onto atarget
made of retroreflective materials
used on highway signs. A telescope
then collects the laser light

reflected by the target, and sends it
through aseries of optics, including
two small, horizontally-separated
detectors, each of which monitors a
spot on the target inside the laser
beam. Using alaser beam
phenomenon known as the residual
turbulent scintillation effect, the
detectors pick up shadowy waves,
or fringes, moving across the laser
beam —just like the shadows of
waves created on the bottom of a
swimming pool on asunny day.
Each of the two detectors in the
sensor registers the moment at which
adark fringe passes its view. By
digitising the points at which
detectors pick up asingle wave, a
computer can measure time and
separation, and can work out the
average velocity of amassive
column of air crossing the laser
beam.
Even though air may be flowing
erratically — some going in one
direction at one end of the beam
and some going exactly the
opposite direction — the researchers
say the method can still be used to
get anet flow across the laser
beam.

So far the sensor is reported to
have correlated extremely well with
anemometer readings in test results.
The researchers point out that the
sensor is easier to use than Doppler
systems, and measures wind across
the beam of light instead of along
the beam. And, unlike conventional
systems, this sensor can pick up
turbulence.
Next step is to test the sensor
with technologies that measure
airborne pollutant concentrations at
areal refinery plant. Measuring
concentration and cross wind at the
same time gives agood idea of the
rate at which apollutant is leaving
aplant. But because the sensor
measures average wind directions
over long distances, the researchers
believe it might also have
additional applications in aviation,
meteorology, or aerosol dispersion
studies.
Contact: Dr Mikhail Belen'kii,
Georgia Institute of Technology,
223 Centennial Research Building,
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0828, USA.
e-mail:
mikhail.belenkii@gtri.gatech.edu

Tall tales promise better computer storage
A

University of Wisconsin-Madison
engineer has fixed on an unusual
parameter in the quest to make functional
micro-machines. Rather than just smaller,
he makes them taller.
Engineer Henry Guckel has been pursuing
the 'taller is better' premise for years in his
applied micro-electronics laboratory. Now
his techniques, that also rely on deep X-ray
lithography techniques on metal rather than
the standard silicon, are beginning to make
their way into commercial products.
Guckel says that the added dimension of
his micro-machines dramatically increase
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their power storage capability and make
them more functional for devices such as
actuators and sensors. Most parts are less
than 75pm wide —but they can be as tall as
1000pm.
The deep X-ray lithography process also
offers some advantages over making parts
with silicon. By using metals such as
nickel, copper and iron alloys in micromotors, the machines are driven by
magnetic rather than electrical fields.
Metal can also be layered faster than
silicon, so parts can be made taller within
industry's normal time demands.

One strong market for metal micromotors is actuators, the mechanical
devices in systems that transmit energy to
control precise functions such as computer
memory.
Micro-motors could control the
movement of magnetic recording heads
more precisely, expanding the amount of
information stored on computer disks.
Current technology can read information
on computer disks within 2pm. But a
micro-mechanical actuator could read the
disk within one-tenth of amicrometre — a
factor of ten improvement.
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Electronic draw-bar links
lorry road train
Daimler-Benz researchers are to trial
later this year, an 'electronic drawbar' that will allow individual
commercial vehicles to be joined up
into atrain-like convoy on the roads.
The aim is to enable lorries be able to
drive in adensely packed formation,
on the basis that cars will be able to
over-take briskly, on more efficientlyutilised roads. In addition, the lower
air resistance acting on the individual
lorries will cut their fuel consumption
and so also reduce the burden on the
environment.
The system makes use of avideo
camera mounted on atrailing vehicle
that homes in on aspecial pattern
marked on the rear of the vehicle in
front. An on-board computer
determines its distance and direction
of travel, along with the relative speed
between the two lorries, and the
trailing vehicle is precisely controlled
on the basis of this information. Fully
automatic acceleration and braking
procedures are calculated on the basis
of these video signals. Infrared light
can also be used as the basis of the
system —which would enhance the

reliability of the image analysis —but
this would make the process more
expensive.
So what happens if the leading
vehicle should suddenly break away
or otherwise finds itself in a
hazardous situation? Daimler-Benz
explains that the leading lorry's
driving parameters are continuously
transmitted by radio to the trailing
vehicle, together with signals for the
image processing system. Each
vehicle also has its own track
recognition system. In theory that
means that the following vehicle

should be able to react to unexpected
situations with practically no delay.
A pilot project currently being
planned will involve initial practical
tests on two electronically-coupled
vehicles. Researchers hope to evaluate
how the human driver comes to terms
with this type of technology. At the
same time, the scientists —in
collaboration with the technical
inspection association TÜV
Rheinland —are drawing up safety
guidelines and investigating the legal
implications of amarket introduction
of the electronic draw-bar.
Video cameras,
mounted on
trailing vehicles to
track lorries in
front, are at the
heart of DaimlerBenz's electronic
draw bar.

New angle on sensor design

R

esearchers have developed a
prototype magnetic sensor that
offers awear-free contactless way to
measure 360° angle, using amuch
less complicated method compared
to previous devices. Simplicity and
cheapness of the c-mos microsystem
could make it an attractive option
for angular positioning control
systems in avariety of automotive
and industrial applications.
Traditionally, angle detection
systems, such as potentiometers,
have been based on detecting the
position of an electrode touching a
resistive layer. But mechanical wear
can degrade performance of these
devices.
Alternative non-contact systems
are based on magnetoresistive
sensors that rely on the dependence
of electrical resistance on an applied
magnetic field —which can be nonlinear —or Hall sensors. Hall sensors
give alinear response, but two are
needed, mounted orthoganally to
provide the 360° measurement.
But the new integrated system
developed by Andrea Hâberli and
colleagues ("Two-dimensional
magnetic microsensor with on-chip
signal processing for contactless
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angle measurement," IEEE Journal
of solid-state circuits, Vol 31, No
12,) consists of atwo-dimensional
magnetic microsensor, off-set
compensation and signal
conditioning circuitry in asingle
chip. Angular measurement is
accomplished with the help of a
permanent magnet. The sensing
element is alateral bipolar
magnetotransistor (lmt) integrated
into acmos chip and.
In contrast to Hall plates, only a
single device is required for two
dimensional sensing of the applied
magnetic field, as the lmt is
sensitive to fields parallel to the chip
plane.
Simplicity of the design gives a
number of advantages, and allows
the angular position of the
permanent magnet to be calculated
from the ratio of the two field
components detected by the
magnetic sensor.
One of the main benefits is that
the sensing element has avery small
area of 30x30µm 2 allowing the field
distribution to be considered as
homogeneous, even for small
permanent magnets. So angle
sensing is accurate and the design

allows compact integration of the
sensor magnet system.
The galvanomagnetic effect in
silicon, on which the operating
principle of the lmt is based, also
shows alinear behaviour, enabling
unrestricted angle measurement to be
carried out over the full 360° range.
So far, the system has achieved a
1° angular resolution with 9mW
power consumption and permanent
magnet of 100mT.
More information contact: A
Haberli, Physical Electronics
Laboratory, ETH Zurich, ETH
Hbriggerberg, 8093 Zurich,
Switzerland.
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Unravelled electron
unzips theories
L

ong accepted theories on the
'structure' of the electron are being
hastily rewritten following work
undertaken by Physicists at Purdue
University. Science and engineering
students have learned for years that
the electron has aconstant electronic
strength. But they not be the case,
according to David Koltick, professor
of physics at Purdue.
Koltick's research has shown that
the electromagnetic force from the
electron -or its electronic strength may increase toward the particle's
central core.
According to his data, surrounding

the electron's core is afuzzy "cloud"
of virtual particles, which wink in and
out of existence in pairs. One particle
in the pair is positively charged, the
other negatively charged.
The cloud is polarised, and the
strong negative charge at the core
pushes the negatively charged particle
in apair slightly farther away from
the core than the positively charged
particle. Polarisation is strongest
toward the centre of the cloud.
The polarised pairs essentially
cancel each other out so that they do
not add any net electric charge to the
electron, Koltick says. But the cloud

We can no longer
assume an electron is a
simple point charge.
Instead, the particle
may be thought of as
being at the centre of a
fuzzy cloud, as in this
artist's impression,
where the
electromagnetic force
increases toward a
central core. The cloud
consists of virtual
particles, which wink in
and out of existence in
pairs -one particle
positively charged
(blue), the other
negatively charged
(yellow). (Graphic
courtesy Dennis Harp,
Purdue Physics
Department.)

plays akey role in how we perceive
the electromagnetic force from the
electron.
To obtain their results, Koltick and
more than 50 colleagues collided
very-high-speed beams of particles at
afacility in the Japanese Laboratory
for High Energy Physics.
"As we probe into the cloud, getting
closer and closer to the core charge,
we see less of the shielding effect and
more of the core. This means that the
electromagnetic force from the
electron as awhole is not constant,
but rather gets stronger as we go
through the cloud and get closer to
the core," Koltick says.
Koltick and his colleagues also
determined that the strong nuclear
force -the glue that holds together
elementary particles such as protons gets weaker closer to the core charge.
Other researchers also have seen this
effect in the strong force.
"Because the electromagnetic
charge is in effect becoming stronger
as we get closer and the strong force
is getting weaker, there is a
possibility that these two forces may
at some energy be equal," adds
Koltick.
"Many physicists have speculated
that when and if this is determined, an
entirely new and unique physics may
be discovered."
David Koltick, Purdue University,
West Lafayette, Indiana, USA. e-mail:
lcoltickephysics.purdue.edu

Real life in real time
Three-dimensional medical ultrasound
I imaging technology being pioneered at
Duke University could make current
ultrasound scanning techniques obsolete .The
process uses aparallel computing to analyse
amyriad of reflected sound waves, creating
images so quickly that clinicians can view a
whole human heart -even as it is beating.
Doctors can also electronically 'dissect' the
image to remove selected slices of medical
interest and display them on acomputer
screen.
Development of the technique has been led
by Olaf von Ramm, aDuke professor of
biomedical engineering who also
spearheaded real-time, 2d ultrasound
technology now used in hospitals around the
world.
Ultrasound has anumber of advantages.
While the pictures are not always as sharp as
in other body imaging technologies, no X-
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rays are used -unlike acomputerised axial
tomography (CAT) scan, and apowerful
magnetic field is not needed as in magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI).
Unfortunately, 2d ultrasound has abig
limitation: it can scan only asmall thickness
of the body at one time, while all other
imaging technologies require seconds to build
up an image of the heart. Since the heart
moves, that makes the image blurred.
But the new 3d ultrasound technology
being developed at Duke uses an advanced
phased-array concept known as Eploso-Scan
to take aleap forward on all fronts.
In operation, hundreds of ceramic grainsized crystals located on the scanning wand
emit high frequency sound pulses so that an
entire volume of space is swept with sound
simultaneously. Hundreds of other crystals
then receive the returning echoes, which are
converted and processed into digital pictures.

Capturing an image of abeating heart or a
moving foetus in real time, has been made
possible by processing each signal at the same
time using massively parallel processing.
As with all diagnostic ultrasound devices,
operators first apply aspecial jelly to provide
the electronic wand to get agood acoustical
contact with the bare skin. The wand is then
moved over apatient's chest or abdomen until
the internal feature of interest appears on the
viewing screen.
By using atouch pad, doctors can call up
views of as many as 16 different slices of the
heart or another organ at once. Slices can be at
different angles. They can be made to be
thicker or thinner.
In addition to viewing them instantly,
doctors can also store all the images for later
follow up analysis.
•
Contact: Olaf von Ramm, Duke University,
Durham, North Carolina, USA
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Lightrsource

tor
calibration

Peter Turner describes a PIC -controlled unit for generating a uniform source of
illumination with accurately controlled intensity. Peter designed it to measure
charge-coupled device linearity and non-uniformity.

T

he light source described here is one of a
pair of modules* we designed for calibrating and characterising a real-time
ccd X-ray imaging system being developed in
York University's Department of Electronics.
Outlined in Fig. 1, the light source has been
used to accurately asses linearity and device
non-uniformity of the charge-coupled sensors
incorporated in the imaging system.
Light is provided by a ring of ten ultrabright leds capable of developing 6500mcd
each at a peak current of 50mA. These are
Hewlett Packard HLMT-CLOO types.
A uniform light field was generated at the
ccd by two diffusers within the optical path.
These were made from drafting film mounted
on drainpipe couplers. The sensor is aTexas
Instruments TSL250 light-to-voltage converter although we intend to change this for a

Burr-Brown OPT209 which has aguaranteed
nonlinearity of 0.01% of full scale. This
change is easily effected electronically — as
will become evident.
The sensor is mounted close to the ccd and
provides the feedback signal to accurately
control the intensity of the leds. We did not
require the unit to provide specified levels of
light intensity — only very accurate relative
values. As aresult, there was no need to calibrate the unit as you would normally expect.
Nor was absolute long term stability apart
of the specification. We envisaged that the
unit would only need to be stable and accurate
over several tens of minutes. The voltage reference for the feedback circuit which is used
to set the light intensity was required to be
accurate to 0.01%.
Further requirements for the unit were the

Diffusers
LEDs
CCD

\

Sensor
Plastic tube
*The second module — an arbitrary waveform
generator — is to be described in asubsequent
article.
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Control electronics
Fig. 1. Calibrating light source showing ultra-bright leds, optical path and position of the
TSL250 light-to-voltage converter.
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linear scales.
• Switching to select between remote and
local.

need to switch between two pre-set light levels
easily and to have both logarithmic and linear
scales to chose from. The final requirement
was for the option to remotely control the light
level via an external pc. Wel decided that a16
bit digital to analogue converter should be
used to set the reference level and that the following front panel controls would be useful.

The idea behind having alogarithmic scale as
well as linear was to give the ability to make
lots of measurements at the lower light levels
within the 16 values as well as covering the
full range.

• Two 16-way switches to select one of 16
pre-set light levels.
• Switching to select between two light levels.
• Switching to select between logarithmic and

Circuit details
At the heart of the design, Fig. 2, is aprogrammable PIC microcontroller, namely a

List 1. PIC code for the light source !writes the the eto-a converter, setting the
various light intensities depending on the positions of the switches shown on the
main circuit diagram.
;Pic

code LIGHT SOURCE pt

MOVWF PORTE
GOTO done
MOVLW Ox04

include

MOVWF PORTE

"c:\pic\asmicro\pl6cxx.inc"

SWITCH1

equ

Ox21

NOP

SWITCH2

equ

Ox22

NOP

CURRENT equ

Ox23

NOP

W—TEMP

Ox30

NOP

equ

STATUS—TEMP equ Ox31

CLAW

CURA equ Ox32

MOVWF PORTE
done

0000h
rem

;main program

W

F

SWAPF W—TEMP,

W

;GET W/STATUS

BSF STATUS,

;SELECT BANK

1

;HIGH SPEED BAUD

MOVWF SPBRG

RPO

BCF TXSTA,

INTCON
RPO

;BAUD RATE TO

;SELECT BANK 0

BSF CURR,0

9600

SYNC

BCF STATUS,

;configure ports A and B and E and D and C
BCF STATUS,

RPO
BRGH

MOVLW Ox81

CLRF STATUS
BSF STATUS,

RPO

;SELECT BANK
;SET HI/LO

PORTE

;CLEAR

PORTE

BSF RCSTA,

CLRF

PORTE

;CLEAR

PORTE

BSF

INTCON,

OIE

;INTERRUPT ENABLE

CLRF

PORTA

;CLEAR

PORTA

BSF

INTCON,

PEIE

;PER/PHERAL INTS

CLRF

PORTD

;CLEAR

PORTD

BSF STATUS,

CLRF PORTC

;CLEAR

PORTC

BSF

RPO

;SELECT BANK

PIE1,

SPEN

0

IDENT BIT

CLRF

BSF STATUS,

RPO

BCF STATUS,

1

;PUT ZERO

;SET PORTS AS 0/P

;loop testing rem/local

MOVWF TRISE

;SET PORTE AS 0/P

test

MOVWF TRISD

;SET PORTD AS 0/P

MOVLW OxFF

;PUT FF

MOVWF ADCON1

;A/D LINES

MOVWF TRISA

;SET PORTA AS

I/P

MOVWF TRISC

;SET PORTC AS

I/P

to go

BCF STATUS,
BTFSC

local

IN W

or remote

;TEST REM/LOCAL

BCF

INTCON,

BTFSC

;ENABLE RECEPTION
switch waiting

4

for

;DISABLE

OIE

INTS

;DID IT WORK
;NO TRY AGAIN

remote routine
MOVF
MOVWF

PORTC,0

;READ PORTC

SWITCH1

;STORE

IN W

IN SWITCH1

MOVF PORTA,0

;READ PORTA IN W

GOTO rem

MOVWF SWITCH2

;STORE IN SWITCH2

GOTO

CALL display

;DISPLAY VALUE

MOVF PORTC,0

;READ PORTC TO W

;interrupt

loc

service routine

receive

swtest

MOVWF W—TEMP
SWAPF STATUS,
BCF STATUS,

RPO

BCF RCSTA,

CAEN

BSF RCSTA,

CAEN

MOVF RCSTA,
MOVF RCREG,0

XORWF SWITCH1,0

W

MOVWF STATUS—TEMP

;SELECT BANKO

GOTO testrem

;TEMP STORE

MOVF

;RESET OERR BIT

GOTO
;RECEIVE BYTE

testrem

GOTO swtest

IN W
testrem

BTFSC

PORTA,

;TEST SWITCHES
4

;TEST REM/LOCAL

GOTO rem

lobyte

PORTE

;READ PORTA TO W

BTFSS STATUS,2

0

CALL display
;WRITE HI

BYTE

MOVLW Ox02
MOVWF

PORTA,0

XORWF SWITCH2,0 ;BITS CHANGED

GOTO hibyte
GOTO

;BITS CHANGED?

BTFSS STATUS,2

BTFSC CURR,0

MOVWF PORTE

interrupt

;TEST REM/LOCAL

GIE

INTCON,

GOTO reset
;end of
loc

4

INTS

;SELECT BANK 0

CREN

BTFSC PORTA,

1

GOTO test

DIGITAL

;SELECT BANK 0

PORTA,

BSF RCSTA,

reset

RPO

;SELECT BANK
;EN ASYNC REC

RPO

MOVLW Ox00

IN W

;ENBLE SERIAL PORT

RCIE

MOVWF TRISB

;decide whether
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SWAPF W—TEMP,

BSF TXSTA,

org 0005h

hibyte

SWAPF STATUS—TEMP,

RETFIE

goto START

CLRF

;DISABLE LATCH

MOVWF STATUS

receive

;reset vector
org

;ENABLE LATCH

BSF CURR,0

org 0004h
goto

;WRITE LO BYTE

NOP

locations

;interrupt vector

START

MOVWF PORTD

list p=16c74
;define various

;DISABLE LATCH

BCF CURR,0
lobyte

080296

PIC16C74. We chose this uv-erasable PIC
because it offered awide variety of functions
which seemed to fit the design perfectly.
This was my first attempt at using amember
of the PIC family. The device proved easy to
use — despite including relatively complex
functions such as RS232 communications
driven by interrupts. The limited instruction
set with only 35 single instructions to learn is
the main reason for this ease of use.
The other key component is the Burr-Brown
PCM54 16-bit digital-to-analogue converter
which has good linearity at reasonable cost.

display
;ENABLE LATCH

;DISPLAY VALUE

GOTO swtest
MOVF

PORTC,0

MOVWF SWITCH1

;READ PORTC TO W
;STORE IN SWITCH1

NOP

MOVF

NOP

MOVWF SWITCH2

NOP

CLRW

NOP

MOVWF CURRENT

;RESET OFFSET

NOP

BTFSC SWITCH1,4

;TEST VALUE SW

CLRW

GOTO sw2

PORTA,0

;READ PORTA TO W
;STORE

IN SWITCH2
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Starting from the top left of the circuit, there
is the reset push-button switch connected to
the PIC's /MCLR input. Below that are the two
16-position thumb-wheel switches connected
to the four least-significant bits of ports A and
C of the PIC.
Shown below the PIC are the remote/local,
select and log/lin switches. These are toggle
switches To the right of the PIC are two eightbit buffers whose output enable and clocking
functions are controlled by port Eon the PIC.
These buffers drive the 16 bit data bus for the
PCM54 digital-to-analogue converter.

Output of the PCM54 connects to the noninverting input of /C9.This is adifferential
amplifier which compares scaled input from
the sensor via /C7 with the output from the
PCM54.
Resistors R8 and R9 are chosen for the particular sensor to be used, the ones shown
being suitable for the TSL250 as described
above. Op-amps /C 6,
8 amplify and add offset
to the output of /C9.This offset is trimmed so
that the leds are biased into ajust-on condition
at zero output from the PCM54, which is
about 1.5V.

GOTO swl
sw2

SWITCH2,0

ADDWF CURRENT,1
swl

RETLW Ox40
;MASK
;ADD

TOP

4 BITS

RETLW Ox50

OFFSET

RETLW Ox60

GOTO displ

RETLW Ox70

MOVLW OF

RETLW Ox80

ANDWF SWITCH1,0
ADDWF CURRENT,1
displ

BTFSC

SWITCH1,5

RETLW Ox90
;ADD

OFFSET

RETLW OxA0

;TEST LIN/LOG

RETLW OxBO

GOTO log
GOTO
log

CALL

RETLW OxCO

lin

MOVF CURRENT,0

RETLW OxDO
;PUT OFFSET

IN W

RETLW OxE0

tablel

MOVWF

PORTS

RETLW OxF0
;WRITE HI

BYTE

tableh

MOVLW Ox02
MOVWF

PORTE

PCL

;ENABLE LATCH

RETLW Ox00

NOP

RETLW Ox00

NOP

RETLW Ox00

NOP

RETLW Ox00

NOP

RETLW Ox00
RETLW Ox00
PORTE

MOVF CURRENT,0

;DISABLE LATCH

RETLW Ox00

;PUT OFFSET

RETLW Ox00

IN W

CALL tablelh
MOVWF

PORTD

RETLW Ox00
RETLW Ox00

;WRITE LO BYTE

MOVLW Ox04
MOVWF

PORTE

RETLW Ox00
;ENABLE LATCH

RETLW Ox00
RETLW Ox00

NOP

RETLW Ox00

NOP
tablel

NOP

ADDWF

PCL

NOP

RETLW Ox00

NOP

RETLW Ox7F

MOVWF

PORTE

IN W

RETLW OxEF

MOVF CURRENT,0

;PUT OFFSET

RETLW OxF7

IN W

RETLW OxFB

table

MOVWF

PORTS

;WRITE HI

RETLW OxFD

BYTE

RETLW OxFE

MOVLW Ox02
MOVWF

PORTE

RETLW OxFF

;ENABLE LATCH

NOP

RETLW OxFF

NOP

RETLW OxFF

NOP

RETLW OxFF

NOP

RETLW OxFF

NOP

RETLW OxFF
RETLW OxFF

CLRW
MOVWF

PORTE

MOVF CURRENT,0

;DISABLE LATCH
;PUT OFFSET

tablelh

PORTD

RETLW OxFF
RETLW OxFF
RETLW OxFF

;ENABLE LATCH

NOP

RETLW OxFF

NOP

RETLW OxFF

NOP

RETLW OxFF

NOP

RETLW OxFF

NOP

RETLW Ox7F
RETLW OxBF

CLRW
MOVWF

;W=OFFSET

RETLW OxFF
;WRITE LO BYTE

MOVLW Ox04
MOVWF PORTE

ADDWF PCL
RETLW Ox00

IN W

tableh

MOVWF

RETLW OxDF

PORTE

;DISABLE LATCH

PCL

;W=OFFSET

RETLW OxF7

;FIRST VALUE

RETLW OxFB

RETLW OxEF

RETURN
ADDWF

;OFFSET

;FIRST LOG VALUE

RETLW OxDF

;DISABLE LATCH

RETURN

CALL

;LAST LIN VALUE

RETLW OxBF

CLRW

CALL

;W=OFFSET

RETLW Ox00

NOP

MOVWF

table

ADDWF

RETLW Ox00

CLRW

lin

Mechanical considerations
We constructed the optical path using simple
70nun drainpipe. Black drainpipe was chosen

RETLW Ox30

MOVLW OF
ANDWF

Current drive for the ten leds of up to
500mA is provided by the final output stage
comprising /C io and Tr i,
2 etc. The only other
components are those associated with the
RS232 communications —aMaxim MAX232
and associated capacitors. This IC takes asimple 5V supply, accepts standard RS232 levels
at ±15V and produces ttl logic levels required
by the PIC.

RETLW Ox00

RETLW OxFD

RETLW Ox10
RETLW Ox20
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;LAST LOG VALUE

end
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decides which of the two main routines to
jump to.
The local routine starts at the label 'loe'.
After setting the output at the level defined by
the current switch configuration, the program
enters the loop at `swtese and cycles until it
decides aswitch has changed state. If the test
finds that the remote/local switch has not
changed it calls the 'display' subroutine which
tests the remaining switches. It then jumps to
either the log' or `lin' sections. These in turn
select avalue from the relevant look-up table
Microcontroller details
and write to the digital-to-analogue converter
The PICI6C74 is alow-cost, c-mos microvia the output ports and buffers.
controller. It has a14-bit instruction bus and an
If the remote/local switch is set to remote at
8-bit data bus. It also has atwo-stage instrucany point the program jumps to the 'rem' section pipeline. This allows all instructions to
tion where it sets up the asynchronous serial
execute in one cycle, except for program
port and the associated interrupt. The program
branches which execute in two.
then loops around the 'test' loop. It does so
With aclock frequency of up to 20MHz it is
until the remote/local button is changed to
clear why these devices perform so well. The
local or an interrupt occurs, indicating that the
reduced instruction set of only 35 instructions
serial port register has received avalue. On
and the large number of internal registers make
receipt of the interrupt control passes to the
the devices easy to use and easy to program.
interrupt-service routine at 'receive'.
The device has 4K 14-bit words of program
The interrupt-service routine starts by temmemory, 192 bytes of ram and 33 i/o pins.
porarily storing the Wand STATUS registers so
Peripheral features contained on the chip
include three timer/counters, two serial ports, a that they can be restored to their original values
at the end of the routine. The next step is to
high-speed eight-channel a-to-d converter etc.
read the received value and decide whether it is
Also provided are multiple internal and exterthe high-order or low-order byte by testing the
nal interrupt sources.
CURR register bit 0.
The 'hibyte' and lobyte' routines output the
Writing the software
value on the relevant port. They also set or
Software for the PIC is shown in List 1. After
reset the CURR register bit 0so that the prothe initialising statements which set up the reggram knows which was the last bit displayed
isters and define the reset and interrupt vectors,
when the next interrupt occurs. Finally, when
the program reads the remote/local switch and

to minimise internal reflections. The diffusers
were made from drafting film attached to
drainpipe couplers which pushed into the actual drainpipe.
Experimentation proved that two diffusers
were sufficient to produce agood uniform
light intensity with acceptable attenuation.
The distance between the light source and the
'
plane of the sensor/ccd was approximately
4501run.

the byte has been output, the W and STATUS
registers are restored and the routine returns
control to the main program and re-enables the
interrupts.
Remote operation
In order to complete the remote operation of
the unit asimple program to talk to the PIC
was written on apc in Turbo Pascal, List 2. It
accepts afour digit hexadecimal value from the
keyboard and writes it in two parts —high byte
and low byte —to the serial port.
Operation should be fairly self explanatory.
The unit 'useful' to which the program refers
contains the two procedures for operating on
the four-digit hexadecimal value — 'change'
and `stringtochar'. The procedure 'change'
converts avalid hexadecimal character into the
equivalent decimal integer. The procedure
`stringtochaf converts aunit length string to
the equivalent character value.
In summary
The article describes ageneral purpose test unit
for producing very accurate relative light intensities for the testing and characterisation of
ccds used in a research project at the
University of York, Department of Electronics.
The design utilises some of the many features
available on the PIC16C74 microcontroller. It
is the author's opinion that use of these and
similar devices is becoming virtually essential
in the design of all but very simple pieces of
digital electronic equipment due to the many
advantages over the use of conventional logic
which they offer.
•

change(digitchar"i",x);

List 2. Turbo Pascal listing to drive the light source remotely
via apc's serial port.

ident"i":=x
end;
x:=(ident"3"*16)

program serial;

+ ident"4";

write(lst,chr(x));

uses dos,crt,useful;

close (1st)

CONST

end;

hexdigits:set of

begin

var

repeat

1st: text;

okay:=true;

value: string;
digit:array"1..4"

write('Enter 4 digit HEX value

of string"1";

for i:=1

okay:boolean;

to 4 do

digit"i":=copy(value,i,1);

digitl:char;
digitchar:array"1..4"

stringtochar(digit"i",digit1);

of char;

digitchar"i":=digitl;

procedure bung;

if digitchar"i"

var

else

x:longint;
ident:array"1..4"

of

begin

integer;

okay: =false;

begin
assign(lst,'AUX');

writeln;

rewrite(lst);
for i:=1 to 2 do

writeln;

writeln('Not a HEX value.');
writeln

begin

end

change(digitchar"i",x);
ident"i":=x
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then

+ ident"2";

write(lst,chr(x));
begin

end;
if okay= true

end;

to 4 do

in hexdigits

then

X: integer;

for i:=3

');

begin

number: integer;

x:=(ident"1"*16)

(use CAPS):

readln(value);

i:integer;

bung;
until value= 'EXIT';
end.
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surprises...

...small packages

At one end of the surface-mount spectrum, complex
digital ICs are becoming so densely pinned that they
moke prototyping almost impossible. At the other, it
is now easy to obtain one logic function or op-amp in
a single, minute sm package. While reducing product
size, these tiny devices can simplify implementation,
improve performance, and even open up new
application areas, as Ian Hickman demonstrates.

T

he surface-mount revolution has been
under way for years now, with most
products using surface-mount passives.
Fixed resistors are migrating from the 1208
size, with dimensions of 0.12 by 0.08in, to
0805,0604 or even 0402.
Trimmer resistors, with overall dimensions
of less than 4nun square are supplied by several manufacturers, including Boums and
Citec. Capacitors are available in a similar
range of sizes to fixed resistors, though the
larger values such as tantalum electrolytics
tend to still be in 1208 or larger format, for
obvious reasons.
Trimmer capacitors are available with a
footprint of less than 4nun square, from various manufacturers, including Murata. Surfacemount inductors are available in the various
formats. Ingenious surface-mount carriers
accommodate ferrite toroid cored inductors
where higher values of current-carrying capacity or of inductance are necessary —such as in
switclunode power supplies —and where the
extra height can be accommodated.
But surface-mount passives have been
around so long that there is not much new to
say about them. So this article concentrates on
active devices, and mainly on integrated circuits, which is where the action currently is.
Recent trends
More recently, there has been renewed interest
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in really tiny devices with eight, five or even
just three, pins. This format has long been
favoured by rf engineers, for uhf and
microwave transistors, the consequent reduction in overall size and lead lengths contributing to minimal package parasitics.
Now, the advantages of really tiny devices,
which are many, are becoming available also
to analogue and digital designers, and this article looks at some of these devices. Table 1
lists typical examples, giving the package designation —which varies somewhat from manufacturer to manufacturer — the number of
pins, atypical example of adevice in that
package, and its manufacturer, and the maximum overall size of the 'footprint' or board
area occupied by a device in that package
style. This again varies slightly from manufacturer to manufacturer.
With devices in such small packages, getting
the heat away can be aproblem. With many of
these ICs, though, the difficulty is alleviated
due to two aspects. Firstly, many devices such
as op-amps, comparators and digital ICs now
work from a single supply of 3V or even
lower, as against the 5V, ±5V or even ±15V
required by earlier generations. Secondly, with
improved design techniques, high-speed wide
frequency range devices can now be designed
to use less current than formerly.
Nevertheless, thermal considerations still
loom large in many cases, when applying

these tiny devices. This is discussed further in
the following sections, which deal with various classes of small outline devices.
Discrete active devices
With discretes such as diodes, in many cases
maximum dissipation is apressing consideration, and package styles and sizes reflect this.
Thus the UDZ series zeners from Rohm, in the
SOD-323 package, Fig. la), are rated at
200mW. But RLZ series devices, also from
Rohm, in the slightly larger LL34 package,
Fig. lb), dissipate 500mW, while the PTZ
series in the even larger PSM package, Fig.
1c), is rated at 1W.
With active devices also, special packages
are used to cope with the device dissipation.
International Rectifier's IRFD1 lx series mosfets for example are mounted in afour pin
0.3in DIL package, Fig 2a). Pins 3and 4are
conunoned and provide not only the drain
connection, but also conduct heat to throughhole pads on the pcb, which help dissipate the
heat.
These surface-mount devices have aPdrai
n
rating of 1.2W. This is actually 20% more
than the rating of the VN1OKM, which is
housed in aTO237 package, see Fig. 2b). The
TO237 is like aTO92 package, but it has a
metal tab, connected to the drain, projecting
from the top.
The SOT89 is an even smaller package, Fig.
2c), measuring just 2.5 by 4mm, excluding
leadouts. Nevertheless, the Rohm BCX53 is
rated at 500mW, or 1W when mounted on a
suitable ceramic pcb. The wider collector lead,
on the opposite side of the package from the
base and emitter leads, bends back under the
body of the device, providing a large heat
tranfser area.
The SOT223 package, not shown, provides
apower dissipation of up to about 1.5W at
25°C. The TO252 'D-pak' shown in Fig. 2d),
housing for example an IFRF024 60V, 15A
mosfet with 60A pulsed /
d rating, does even
better. The device dissipates watts, provided
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Fig. 1. Three surface-mount diodes
from Rohm. Left to right are a)
200mW zener in SOD-23 package, b)
500mW zener in the larger LL34 pack
and c) 1W zener in the even larger
PSM pack.

:.1

(a)

4.2

(b)
(c)

that you can keep its case temperature down to
25°C.
For small signal amplifiers, size is less
important and transistors are available in packages smaller than SOT23 (SMT3), Fig. 3a).
The UMT3 (Ultramold, SOT323) package of
Figure 3b) has afootprint of 2.2rnm by 2.2mm
overall, including leads, while the EMT3, Fig.
3c) occupies just under 1.8 by 1.8mm overall,
these being the maximum dimensions.
With such very small devices, traditional laboratory prototyping becomes very difficult, not
to say tedious.

Table 1. Some representative devices in small packages, from various manufacturers. 'Small
outline' is abreviated to SO.
Manufacturer Footprint max
Function
Style
Leads Example
Rohm
1.35x2.7mm
Diode, band-switch
SOD-323 2
1SS356
SOT23-3* 3

LM4040AIM3-5.0

Voltage ref. 5V 0.1%

SOT23-5” 5

AD8531ART

Op-amp, 5V, 0.25A o/p Analog Devices 3.0x3.1mm

SO-8

8

MAX840

-2V reg. GaAs fet
Bias Generator

Maxim

5.03x6.29mm

SO-14

14

LT1491CS

Quad op-amp,
2-44V supply

Linear Tech.

6.20x8.74mm

Analogue ICs
With digital ICs, the tend is to higher and
higher levels of functional integration, with an
inevitable accompanying inflation in the number of pins per package. In the analogue world
however, general purpose functions, such as
op-amp, comparator, buffer and voltage reference tend to dominate. The result is that
while digital ICs tend to get bigger - or at
least not much smaller, due to all those pins analogue functions are appearing in smaller
and smaller packages.
The exception is d-to-a and a-to-d converters
with parallel data buses. But these ICs tend to
bridge the analogue/digital divide anyway.
And even here, devices in tiny eight-pin packages are readily available, thanks to the economy in pin numbers afforded by using serial
data input/output schemes rather than bus
structures.
While single transistors can be mounted in
packages smaller than SOT-23, this is more
problematical for the larger silicon die of ICs.
So for the most part, the three pin version of
SOT-23 is the smallest package used for ICs.
An example is the ADI 580 1.2V micropower
precision shunt voltage reference, from
Analog Devices.
To the user, the 1580 appears simply as a
1.2V zener diode. But the dynamic output
impedance (ac slope resistance) at lmA is typically just 0.4e, resulting in achange in output voltage, over 50p A to 1mA and over -65
to +125°C, of only 500pV typical. Being a
two terminal device, pin 3has no conection,
or may be connected to the negative supply.
A good example of an op-amp in a small
package - also available in an eight-pin DIP is
the
LMC7111,
from
National
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Nat. Semi.

3.0x3.05mm

-TinyPak', TM. Also known as TO-236-AB
**JEDEC TO-xxxxx outline definition now due

Fig. 2a). Four pin
0.2in DIP package
often used for fets
and other
smallpower
E
devices. At b) is
the TO237 pack is sE
like aT093, but
with asmall metal
(a)
tab extending from
the top, c) the
T092/70237
SOT89 pack can
typically dissipate
1 2 3
0 0 0
0.5-1W and
d) TO252 package
D GS
dissipates watts provided you can
(b)
keep the case
temperature below
25°C!

4.5.02
4)1

TO-252 (D-pak)

.01

3

g'

D
4

•

0.4.81

'

3O"s:b .2
'

7
2.0
8.9
09

(1) Base

(2) Collector
(3) Emitter

3.0

Semiconductor, Fig. 4. The leadout arrangement of the five-pin SOT23-5 version is
shown in Fig. 4a): note the actual size drawing alongside!
The device is ac-mos op-amp with rail-torail input and output, operating from asupply
voltage V, of 2.7V upwards to an absolute
maximum of 11V). With a gain/bandwidth
product, or gbw, of 40kHz with a2.7V supply,
it draws asupply current I
s of around 50µA.
Its bipolar stablemate, the LMC7I01, offers a
0.6MHz gbw and 0.7V/ps slew rate in
exchange for an I of around 800µ A, also at
2.7V.

h
. 1.6

(d)

(c)

Need more speed?
Where something alittle faster is needed, then
in the same package, and from the same manufacturer comes the LM7I31 high-speed bipolar op-amp. This has agbw of 70MHz, and a
slew rate of 100V/ps - even when driving a
capacitive load of 20pF. Total harmonic distortion at 4MHz is typically only 0.1% when
driving a150S1 load with a3V V,. Even with
this level of performance, 4 is only 8mA.
Where blindingly fast speed is necessary,
the LM7121 voltage feedback op-amp, in the
same package with the same pinout, has a
1300V/ps slew rate, for an /, of just over 5mA

COMPONENTS

Fig. 3. Three
small transistor
outlines: the tiny
SOT23-3 a)
dwarfs the
SOT323 at b),
which in turn
dwarfs the
miniscule EMT3 at
c).

41-*

z

e.
ass.0
,.095,

(b)

(a)

(c)
1.90
0.59

Fig. 4. LMC7111 from
National Semiconductor.
a) pinout and actual size
b) dimensions of the
50T23-.5 package, and of
the recomended circuitboard pads.

(b)

(a)

.1

5-pin SOT23-5
Output

5

1. 0.41-0.48

rL

V-

Actual size

8

V+ —

Non-inverting
input

3

I

Top view

4

Inverting
input
1
2.89

-102
1.78 -2.03

typical. But note that this is the performance
with dual supplies of +15 and —15V. The
device works on asingle V of down to 5V,
but the performance is then more modest.
Unusually for an op-amp, this device is stable with literally any level of load capacitance,
maximum peaking, up to 15dB, occuring with
around lOnF. Other stablemates in the same
SOT23 package and with the same pinouts,
are the LMC7211 and LMC7221 rail-to-rail
input comparators, with active and open drain
outputs respectively.
Current feedback op-amps are known for
their excellent ac characteristics. The OPA658
is a wideband low power current feedback
opamp from Burr-Brown, available in the
SOT23-5 pin package. With aunity gain stable bandwidth of 900MHz and a 1700V/ps
slew rate, it has awide range of applications
including high resolution video and signal
processing, where its 0.1dB gain flatness to
135MHz is exceptional.
Where acircuit requires two op-amps, two
separate devices in, say, SOT23-5 packages
may be used. This provides the ultimate in
layout flexibility and it may even take up less
space than adual. But the dual op-amp will
usually be cheaper than two singles.
Figure 5shows the AD8532 dual rail-to-rail
input and output c-mos op-amp from Analog
Devices. Featuring an output drive capability
of aquarter of an amp and a3MHz gain:bandwidth product with a V of 5V, it operates
from asingle supply in the range 2.7 to 6V.
Figures 5a) and 13) compare the footprint in
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the TSSOP, or thin shrink small outline package, and the SO-8 package. Width over the
pins is similar, but the TSSOP's pin spacing of
0.65mm, against twice this for the SO-8,
results in a package length not much more
than half that of the SO-8. For applications
where more space is available, the device also
comes in the old-fashioned 8pin DIP package.
Figure 5e) shows the op-amp's internal circuitry in simplified form. As common in
devices with arail-to-rail input, whether bipolar or fet, complementary input pairs in parallel are used. Likewise, for rail-to-rail outputs,
common drain (collector) stages are dropped
in favour of common source (emitter) stages.

0.953

1
4

0.953

Figure 5d) shows the clean large signal pulse
response, even at a Vs of just 2.7V. The
device is just one of the family of AD853 I/2/4
single/dual/quad opamps, available in awide
variety of package styles.
Another dual op-amp, this time with the
exceptional Ifs range of 2.7V to 36V, is the
OPA2237, from Burr-Brown. With its maximum offset voltage of 750pV and its 1.5MHz
bandwidth, it is targeted at battery powered
instruments, PCMCIA cards, medical instruments etc. It is available in SO-8, and also in
MSOP-8, or micro small outline package,
which is just half the size of the SO-8 package.

Traditional packaging options
For years, ICs came in just two widths, and avariety of lengths, all with pins on 0.1in centres. Thus 8, 14 and 16 pin dual-in-line DIL devices —whether side brazed ceramic types
to military specifications, or commercial plastic moulded DIPs —came with awidth
between the two rows of pins of 0.3in.
For ICs with 24, 28,40 or 68 pins however, 0.6in was the order of the day. Even so,
there were exceptions, such as 0.3in 'skinny' 24-pin devices. But then, with the appearance of more and more complex ICs, more and more i/o pins were necessary. To accommodate these, square devices with pins on all four sides appeared, such as chip-carriers —
both leadless and leaded, Jlead devices and plastic quad flatpacks (PQFP) with various
pin centre spacings, often only 0.025in or less, and up to 200 pins or more.
To minimise package size, ICs were packaged in 'pin-grid array' packaging, with several parallel rows of pins on the underside of each edge, and again up to 200 or more pins.
Yet other formats are SIL/SIP (single in line/plastic) packages for memory chips and surface-mount audio frequency power amplifiers. Audio power amplifiers also appear in
through-hole mounting SIPs, with alternate pins bent down at different lengths, to mount
in two rows of staggered holes.
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OUT1
IN

OUT B
-IN B

/SHON1

—.e +

rIN B

T2µ

Battery'

OUT2

—

/SHON2

290-7

Ii

(a)

0UT10j
IN czl
ONO ru
OUT2

(b)

SET1
/SHDN1
JJ /SHON2
SET2

(c)

MAX8865
MAX8866

Fig. 6. MAX8865x dual low-dropout regulator a) from Maxim comes in the proprietary
muMAX package, with pinout as at b). At 3mm, package length c) is similar to TSSOP, but
the width across pins is 1.5mm less, which could lead to its more widespread adoption by

(b)

(a)

Output voltage 2

CouT 1 CouT2
1µ
1p.

MAX8865
MAX8866

SHDN2 >

Output voltage 1

other manufacturers.
Fig. 5. AD8532
dual op-amp from
Analog Devices is
available in TSSOP
a), SO-8 b) or
8-pin DIP. The
parallelled
complementary
input stages and
common source
output stages
provide rail-to-rail
operation at both
ends c). The 2V
peak to peak
response,
operating on
±1.35V rails, is
shown in d).

V+

IN

Out

IN+

(c)

v-

Other analogue circuits
Figure 6 shows the Maxim MAX8865x dual
low drop-out regulator, where suffix xis T, S
or R, indicating preset output voltages of 3.15,
2.84 or 2.80V respectively. Each output is
capable of supplying up to 100mA, with its
own individual shutdown input.
Figure 6a) shows the device conected to
supply output 1continuously, and output 2
only when the /SHDN2 pin is high. If the SETI
or SET2 pin is connected not to ground, but to
avoltage divider connected across the corresponding output, the circuit produces whatever stabilised output voltage results in the SET

pin being at 1.25V. This assumes of course,
that the input voltage,which must be in the
range 2.5 to 5.5V, is adequate.
Internal circuitry for each output senses
whether the SET pin is at avoltage below or
above 60mV, and selects an internal, or the
external voltage divider respectively. The pin
allocation is as in Fig. 6b), while the package
dimmensions are given in c). This package is
proprietary to Maxim. It is the same length as
an eight-pin TSSOP, but with a narrower
body, making the width over the pins rather
smaller. The MAX8866 is similar, but includes
an auto-discharge function, which discharges

Vin (+1.75V to +6.0V)

(a)

COAA
NO
GND
MAX4501
S0123-5

MAX4502
SOT23-5

(b)
(c)
Fig. 7a). Single normally-open or normally-closed analogue switches save space compared to
leaving aquarter of aquad pack unused. b) is the MAX861 package and c) is the pin-out and
application circuit.
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(d)

an output to ground whenever it is deselected.
Figure 7 shows two other Maxim devices.
At a), are shown the MAX4051 and MAX4052,
these being single normally-open and normally-closed analogue switches respectively.
Mounted in SOT23-5 packages, they are used
where asingle switch function is needed, providing it in much less space than would be
occupied by aquad analogue switch pack.
At 7c) is shown the MAX864 dual-output
charge pump. This provides outputs of +2Vin
and —2V„ nominal, for any input 1
7, in the
range +1.75 to +6.0V. Two pins, FCO and FCI,
are connected to ground or V, as required,
offering a choice of four different internal
switching frequencies in the range 7 to
1851cHz, assuming that the /SHDN pin is high.
The MAX864 is packaged in aQSOP outline,
Fig. 7b).
Figure 8shows a12-bit d-to-a converter, the
LTCI 405, from Linear Technology. It accepts
12-bit parallel input data and outputs up to
4.095V or 2.048V (pin strappable selection),
from a4.5 to 5.5V supply. The LTC1450L
provides a 12-bit resolution output of up to
2.5V or 1.22V, from a2.7 to 5.5V supply.
Figure 8a) shows the internal workings of
the chip, which is available mounted in a24
lead SSOP package, b), or in a28 pin DIP.
Figure
8c)
shows
the
companion
LTC1458/1458L, which is aquad 12-bit d-to-
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aconverter. It is shoe-horned into a 28 pin
small-outline package, or a28-pin SSOP, by
using aserial data input scheme, rather than
the parallel data input of the LTC1405/L.
Figure 9 shows another d-to-a converter,
this time one which accepts 16 or 18 bit data.
It is designed for use in compact-disk systems,
MPEG audio, MIDI applications, etc. The
PCM1717E from Burr-Brown incorporates an
eight-times oversampling digital filter, multilevel delta-sigma d-to-a converter and analogue low-pass in each of its stereo output
channels. Its selectable functions include soft
mute, digital de-emphasis and 256 step digital
atttenuation. Using a serial data input, it is
supplied in a20-pin SSOP package, ashorter
version of that shown in Fig. 8b).

LTC1450 5V
LTC14501 3V to 5V
REFOUT
DI1 (M$E0

Discrete logic
Such a solution is now at hand, right at the
other extreme from multi-pin packs, or even
14-pin small-scale integration quad-gate
packs. For example, asimple resistor/transistor logic, or rtl, inverter can be implemented
with a'digital transistor' as shown in Fig. 11
a), using asurface-mount resistor as collector
load.
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From
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Digital alternatives
Traditional small and medium-scale integration logic circuits —originally supplied in 0.3in
width packages with up to 16 (later, 18, 22 or
more) pins — have long ago migrated to the
SO and even smaller packages.
Large-scale integration devices with up to
64 or 68 pins came in 0.6in wide packs, but
then migrated to avariety of package types,
including leaded and leadless chip carriers, Jlead packs, pin-grid arrays etc. The latest
development in packaging is ball-pin arrays.
But processors, dsp chips and the like tend
to require so many leadouts that they hardly
come under the heading of tiny devices, even
though truly small considering the number of
pins. This is illustrated in Fig. 10, which
shows packages with amodest 44 pins, c) and
d); 52 pins, b); and 240 pins, a). This latter
package even comes in a version with 304
pins.
In addition to processors, dsp chips etc,
package types with alarge number of pins are
also used for custom- and semi-custom logic
devices, and programmable arrays of various
types. These enable all the logic functions
associated with aproduct to be swept up into a
single device, reducing the size and cost of
products which are produced in huge quantities.
But this approach is not without its drawbacks, often leading to practical difficulties at
the layout stage. For example, on adensely
packed board, the odd logic function such as
an inverter, AND gate or whatever, may be
required at the opposite end of the board from
that at which the huge do-it-all logic package
is situated. This forces the designer either to
accept long digital signal runs right across the
board, or to include aquad small-scale integration package, of which only aquarter is
used, or to seek some other solution.

REFNI

Relerence
LTC145 2 048V
TC14501 3V lo5V

LIPPer
4-0i1
input

REFLO

These digital transistors, from Rohm, are
available in the tiny three pin packages
shown in Fig. 3, with avariety of values

for R1and R2. For example, type DTC144ExA
is an npn transistor where RI=R 2=471(().
Suffix xis acode indicating which of the three

(a)

(b)

From

2.048v(LTC1458)
122V(I_TC1458L)

(c)

RE FOUI

8.07 -8.33

CIA° Cs.

5V(LTC1458)
3v lo 5V(LTC145&)

V
a

Don

24 23 22 2120 19 18171615 14 13
REFHI C

V

REFHI C

C
DAC C

01/X2 C
REFLO C
REFNI D

V

D

48-181

1/92 C
REFLO C

DAC meet

REFNI D

DAC D

51222 D

DAC B

MA me*
Ancl

DACA )

REFLO D

V
,C'e D

1/X2 D

REFLO D

Fig. 8. LTC1405, a), from Linear Technology is a 12-bit d-to-a converter with parallel data
input. This reqires a24-pin package, b), but the SO small-outline pack is still much smaller than
the corresponding DIP.
c) shows ablock diagram of the internal workings of the LTC1458, from the same
manufacturer. This quad d-to-a converter comes in an SO pack, or the even smaller SSOP. Both
have only 28 pins, achieved by using a48-bit serial data input stream.
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Fig. 9. Burr-Brown's PCM1717E d-to-a converter accepts 16 or 18 bit serial data, and provides L
and Rstereo output channels. With numerous facilities, aimed at cd systems, MPEG audio,
MIDI applications etc.
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These digital transistors, from Rohm, are
available in the tiny three pin packages shown
in Fig. 3, with avariety of values for R1 and
R2. For example, type DTCI44ExA is an npn
transistor where RI=R 2=47ka Suffix x is a
code indicating which of the three packages of
Fig. 3applies.
Adding another such transistor connected to
the same collector load provides the NOR
function, while connecting them as in Fig.
11b) gives the inverse EXOR or exclusive
NOR function. With three separate components, this provides just about the most flexible layout possibilities that could be devised.
However, a single component solution is
also possible. Nearly all the functions which
are available in quad small-scale integration
packs are also available as singles in the
SOT23-5 pack. One example has already been
illustrated in Fig. 7a).
Suppose for example that an EXOR gate
were required, this is readily available in
c-mos as the NC7S86M5, see Fig. 11c) and d),
from National Semiconductor, along with
AND, NAND, OR, NOR gates etc. The device
quoted operates from supplies of 2V to 6V,
sinks or sources 2mA and has atypical propagation delay Tpd of 4.5ns.
As well as the large packages of Fig. 10,
special purpose digital ICs are available in the
smaller packs discussed here. A good example
is the REG5608, which is an 18-line SCSI
(small computer systems interface) active terminator chip from Burr-Brown, Fig. 12.
On-chip resistors and voltage regulator provide the prescribed SCSI bus termination,

Fig. 11. Digital
transistors, a), from
Rohm, are available in
SOT 23 packs, Fig. 3,
with avariety of values
for R7and R2. Two such
transistors connected as
in b) give the inverse
EXOR or exclusive NOR
function. A single
component solution is
also possible, being
readily available in cmos as the NC7S86M5,
c) and d), from National
Semiconductor

Fig. 10. Digital ICs
come in packs with
up to 300 pins —or
more.
a) shows the 240-pin
PQFP (plastic quad
flatpackage) S-240.
The slightly wider
pin spacing of PQFP
packs with up to
160 pins, b), is more
manageable. There
are traps for the
unwary! The two
44-pin TQFP (thin
quad flat package)
packs in c) and d)
look very similar,
but the pin spacing
is different.

a
81

TOP VIEW
(PINS DOWN)

(b)
121

60

120

61
0.0197 (0.60) SOC

PIN 1

*
10k
Age

Out

Gnd
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tor TinyPak
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Thermal
limit

(d)

•Reg Out
1100

Current
limit

1100
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lines

110G
•—mAn.,—er
Disconnect o---.----

Switch
Drive

‘0 ,
:l

8lines

Fig. 12. REG5608 is an 18-line SCSI (small computer systems interface) active terminator chip
from Burr-Brown. On-chip resistors and voltage regulator provide the prescribed SCSI bus
termination. A single control line open circuits all the terminations, important for 'hot-socket'
equipment plugging. The device is available in both 28-pin SOIC and fine pitch SSOP packages.
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while adding only 2pF per line —important for
SCSI FAST-20 operation.
All SCSI terminations can be disconnected
from the bus with asingle control line. The
chip output lines then remain in a high
impedance state with or without power
applied. This is important for 'hot socket'
equipment plugging. The device is available in
both 28-pin SOIC and fine pitch SSOP packages.

(b)

TERMPWR o

ST-44A

ST-44, ST-H
a

(c)

(a)

S-52, S-80, S-100, S-160

S-240, S-304

(d)

0.039 (1.00)9SC

Technical considerations
When using the very small types of components discussed here, a somewhat different
approach is called for, compared with ICs in
DIPs and other easily handled parts.
The practical difficulties of conventional
breadboarding have already been mentioned.
With these very small parts, designers often go
straight to pcb design from simulation to avoid
the difficult job of prototyping. In any case, if
the circuit involves one or more of the fine
pin-pitch multi-pin devices, some of which are
illustrated in Fig. 10, then acircuit-board layout will be required at the outset anyway.
Simulation is eased by the availability of
Spice models for many of these devices; even
if not, an op-amp model using just the input
capacitance, first and second breakpoints and
the output resistance may prove adequate.
It is useful to add afew strategically placed
pads or plated-through holes to provide testpoints for use in evaluation and debugging.
This is safer than trying to probe pins which
are spaced amillimeter or less apart.
Manufacturers face various problems producing very small parts. One concerns packaging, where the package dimensions may not
be much larger than the basic silicon chip
itself. For example, the LT1078/9 and
LTI178/9 family of single-supply op-amps in
standard DIP format from Lineear Technology
are justly popular. They exhibit very low supply currents of 55µA and 21µA per op-amp
respectively. But the same devices in the surface mount SO outline exhibit worse maximum input offset voltage Vo„and offset voltage drift. This is because the plastic surface
mount packages, in cooling, exert stress on the
top and sides of the die, causing changes in
the offset voltage.

continued on page 404
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The new ADC-40 and -42 virtual instruments from Pico turn your pc into a 20kHz
(15kHz for ADC-42) sampling digital oscilloscope —with non-volatile storage.
As an exclusive introductory offer, Pico Technology in conjunction with
Electronics World is making the single-channel ADC-40 and -42 available to
readers at £51.31 and £73.92 excluding VAT and p+p. Normally, the ADC-40
is £59, while the ADC-42 is £85.
ADC 40/42 instrumentation

Used with the ADC-40/42, your computer
becomes a20/15kHz sampling single-channel:

•digital storage oscilloscope
•spectrum analyser
•voltmeter
•frequency meter
What is more, instrument functions can be
displayed simultaneously.
With the ADC-40/42 running as an
oscilloscope, you can monitor awaveform's
shape, frequency, amplitude and dc offset with
advanced triggering facilities. In addition, you
have almost unlimited digital storage capability
and infinite persistence for glitch capture.
This is alow-cost, low-frequency oscilloscope.
But, using the pc as a control interface, its
display, storage, printing and processing
features outperform those of almost all
benchtop oscilloscopes. You can even import
captured waveforms into your documents.
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Voltage of awaveform is displayed directly,
unlike a conventional oscilloscope, where
voltage has to be derived from graticule
divisions. Chart-recorder mode makes viewing
of slow waveforms easy.
All the storage and display features are
available with the spectrum analyser function.
These include pre and post triggering in 1%
steps. Seven windows types are possible,
together with signal averaging and all the
trigger functions available in oscilloscpoe
mode. And rulers are available for amplitude
and frequency measurements.
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In addition, you have atrue rms voltmeter with
decibel range, and a frequency meter
capable of reading to 5kHz. Data-logging
software is available for an extra £10 if
purchased with an ADC40 or 42.
All instrument functions are easy to use and
feature on-line help.

ADC-40/42 single channel oscilloscopes

Use this coupon to order your ADC40/42
(max 3 per coupon)

• Low cost and easy to use
• No power supply required
• Ultra compact design
• Data logging software available
• Write-to-disk on trigger function standard

Please send me
ADC-40(s) at the special offer price of £67.34
each or
ADC-42(s) at £93.91. Note that both prices include
VAT and recorded UK delivery. (UK P+P is £6 exc VAT).

The ADC-40 and ADC-42 are single-channel pc based
virtual instruments. Simply plug the unit into the
parallel port of your pc and run the software. Designed
for analysing low-frequency signals, both units provide
all the functionality of conventional scopes at afraction
of the price.
The ADC40 has 8-bit resolution and is suitable for a
wide range of dc and ac measurements and analyses.
Resolution of the ADC-42 is 12 bits, making it more
suitable for applications where detection of small signal
changes is needed.
Scope timebases
Spectrum analysis
Max sampling
Voltage ranges
Resolution
Channels
I/P impedance
Accuracy
PC connection
Power supply

5001.1s/div to 50s/div
100Hz to 10kHz
20ksample/s
±5V
8bit for ADC40
12 bit for ADC42
1BNC
dc coupled
1%
D25 to PC parallel port
No power supply required
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Do you have
an original
circuit idea for
publication?

WIN A TTI PROGRAMMABLE
BENCH MULTIMETER

We are giving

"High accuracy, resolution and bandwidth -

£100 cash for

performance beyond the capability of hand-helds"

the month's
top design.
Additional
authors will
receive
cash for each
circuit idea
published. We
are looking
for ingenuity
in the use of
modern
components.

This high-performance bench
multimeter could be yours in
exchange for agood idea.
Featuring adual display, the
4.5-digit 1705 multimeter
resolves down to 10pV,
10m12 and 0.1pA and has a
basic dc accuracy of 0.04%.
Frequency measured is 10Hz
to 120kHz with an accuracy
of 0.01% and resolution to
0.01Hz. Capacitor and true
rms measurements are also
featured.
Recognising the importance
of agood idea, Thurlby
Thandar Instruments will be
giving away one of these
excellent instruments once
every six months. This
incentive is in addition to our
monthly £100 'best circuit
idea' award and £35
awards for each circuit
published.

Op-amp supply direct from mains

W

hen asmall electronic circuit
must take its power from the
mains supply, the use of a
transformer is often hard to justify.
This circuit avoids the problem,
with the proviso that safety
precautions must be observed.
Current from the mains live goes
F1 1A

Ria
100R

via CIto the rectifier D1. 2 to
C, being an X-rated component
designed for this purpose, such as
the Arcotronics or Philips 275 yac
X2 types. Zeners Z1.2 limit the
rectified output under no load to
suit the application; for example,
to ±I2V for op-amps.

Rib
100R

Warning: This circuit
is not isolated from
the mains.

Transformerless
mains supply for
small circuits
needing about 25mA
from at12V supply.
'Mains dropper' C,
drops 220V ac while
dissipating hardly
any power.

+12V
Zi
BZX79C12
OV
Z2
BZX79C12
-12V
D2

With the values shown, that of
C, in particular, the circuit will
supply about 12mA from each rail
before regulation is lost and the
50Hz ripple rises to around
350mVpk-pk. Voltage rises slowly
at switch-on, since C, dumps only
about 300 microcoulombs into C23
in each cycle. Short-circuit current
is about 15mA; and C, acts as a
current source dissipating virtually
no power, whereas aresistor
having to drop 220V and supply
±15mA would lose 7W. Resistor
I?, limits current in the presence of
mains spikes; avaristor and fuse
can be used for extra safety.
This circuit is not isolated from
the mains. If mains neutral
becomes disconnected or
connections transposed, the output
terminals are live. Only use the
circuit in an insulated and touch proof enclosure with no exposed
conductors.
CID Catto
Cambridge

1N4001
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Qbasic listing for controlling the printer port
analogue capture system.
CLS
DO
x=0

Analogue-toprinter port

interface

osting much less than an a-to-d
card, apair of analogue
multiplexers and an a-to-d converter
will connect up to 256 analogue inputs
to any pc with aprinter port.
A matrix formed by the analogue
inputs is controlled in X and Y
directions by the two 4067B
multiplexers, in turn controlled by
code from the computer. Firstly, the
IC 2multiplexer connects one end of
the selected X input to ground, IC,
connecting the other end to the input
of the TLC548 a-to-d converter, which
sends it in the form of serial binary
code to the pc. Other inputs on the
same Y coordinate are not connected
to ground and do not affect the
selected input.
First four bits of address 378 16
control IC,, the last four being for IC,.
For example, 00000000 selects X0Y0
and 00000001 selects X1Y0. On
address 379 16 ,the multiplexer
transmits the binary back to the
computer; 37A 16 controls the clock
and clears the converter.
Toh Yue Khing
Singapore

r=0
FORx=Oto 15
LOCATE I,4*x+5
PRINTx
FORy= OTO 15
PRINT y
LOCATE 21, 21
port=y+x* 16
OUT &H378, port

'sent address to
analog multiplexer
'code for getting data for ADC
OUT &H37A, 1
'clear the chip data
OUT &H37A, 3
'sent aclock pulse
OUT &H37A, 2
a=INP(&H379) AND 8 'get the first bit
a=a* 16
OUT &H37A, 3
OUT &H37A, 2
b=INP(&H379) AND 8 'get the second bit
b=b*8
a=a+b
OUT &H37A, 3
OUT &H37A, 2
b=INP(&H379) AND 8 'get the third bit
b=b*4
a=a+b
OUT &H37A, 3
OUT &H37A, 2
b=INP(&H379) AND8 'get the four bit

b=b*2
a=a+b
OUT &H37A, 3
OUT &H37A, 2
b=INP(&H379) AND 8 'get the fifth bit
a=a+b
OUT &H37A, 3
OUT &H37A, 2
b=INP(&379) AND 8 'get the six bit
b=b/2
a=a+b
OUT &H37A, 3
OUT &H37A, 2
b=INP(&H379) AND 8 'get the seven bit
b=b/4
a=a+b
OUT &H37A, 3
OUT &H37A, 2
b=INP(&H379) AND 8 'get the eight bit
b=b/8
a=a+b
compute the result
OUT &H37A, 3
LOCATE y+2, 4*x+5
PRINT CHR$(255); CHR$(255),
CHR$(255);
CHR$(255) 'clear
the previous number
LOCATE y+2, 4*x+ 5
PRINT INT(a/255 *5*10) /10 'round off to 1
decimal place
NEXT y
NEXT x
LOOP UNTIL 1NKEY$ =CHR$(27) 'loop
until "ESC" key is pressed

+5V

124
10

Pun 2
Pun 3
Pin 4
Pin 5

Input 0
+5V
o
8

Pin 14
Pin 15
Pin 1

6

Y

Ii

IC 3
TLC548

/

ICi
4067

4
5
6

R1
10k
5

Input 255
16
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 1112 13 14 15
+5V
IC 2
4067

24

ABC
13
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin

380

7
8
9
25

12

,,,L

EN

Connecting alot of analogue inputs to apc can be costly if a-to-d cards are used. This circuit multiplexes and converts
256 inputs, sending them to the pc's printer port.
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THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!

Surplus always 1
wanted for cash!

THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FROM OUR VAST EVER CHANGING STOCKS

LOW COST PC's -

IC's -TRANSISTORS -DIODES

SPECIAL HUY

om

12

Optional Fitted extras: VGA graphics card
1.4Mb 31
/" floppy disk drive (instead of 1.2 Mb)
2
Wordperfect 6.0 for Dos -when 31
2 "FDD option ordered
/
NE2000 Ethernet (thick, thin or twisted) network card

£29.00
£19.95
£22.50
£29.00

LOW COST 486DX-33 SYSTEM

Limited quantity of this 2nd user. supurb small size desktop unit.
Fully featured with standard simm connectors 30 & 72 pin. Supplied
with keyboard, 4 Mb of RAM, SVGA monitor output, 256k cache and
integral 120 Mb IDE drive with single 144 Mb 3.5' floppy disk drive.
Fully tested and guaranteed. Fully expandable
Only
Many other options cyclable -call for details. £399 .00 (,)

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 31
2 "-8"
/
54
1 " or 31
2 "from only £18.95!
/
Massive purchases of standard 51
4 "and 3
/
2 "drives enables us to
/
1
present prime product at industry beating low prices! All units (unless
stated) are BRAND NEW or removed from often brand new equipment and are fully tested, aligned and shipped to you with a 90 day
guarantee and operate from standard voltages and are of standard
size. All are IBM-PC compatible (if 31
/"supported on your PC).
2
31
/"Panasonic JU363/4 720K or equivalent RFE
2
£24.95(B)
31
/"Mitsubishi MF355C-L. 1.4 Meg. Laptops only
2
£25.95(B)
31
/"Mitsubishi MF355C-D. 1.4 Meg. Non laptop
2
£18.95(B)
5%" Teac FD-55GFR 1.2 Meg (for IBM pc's) RFE
£18.95(B)
5%." Teac FD-55F-03-U 7201(40/80 (for BBC's etc) RFE
£29.95(B)
51
/"BRAND NEW Mitsubishi MF501B 360K
4
£22.95(B)
Table top case with integral PSU for HH 5(4' Flopp or HD £29.95(B)
8" Shugart 800/801 8" SS refurbished & tested
£195.00(E)
8" Shugart 810 8' SS HH Brand New
£195.00(E)
8" Shugart 851 8" double sided refurbished & tested
£250.00(E)
Mitsubishi M2894-63 8" double sided NEW
£275.00(E)
Mitsubishi M2896-63-02U 8" DS slimline NEW
£285.00(E)
Dual 8" cased drives with integral power supply 2 Mb
£499.00(E)

HARD DISK DRIVES
End of line purchase scoop! Brand new NEC D2246 8" 85 Mbyte
drive with industry standard SMD interface, replaces Fujitsu
equivalent model. Full manual. Only £299.00 or 2for £525.00 (E)
£59.95(C)
31
2 "FUJI FK-309-26 20mb MFM I/F RFE
/
3W CONNER CP3024 20 mb IDE I/F (or equiv )RFE
£59.95(C)
£69.00(C)
3W CONNER CP3044 40mb IDE I/F (or equiv.)RFE
£69.00(C)
3W RODIME R03057S 45mb SCSI I/F (Mac & Acorn)
£185.00(C)
31
/"WESTERN DIGITAL 850mb IDE I/F Brand New
2
£49.95(C)
5'4" MINISCRIBE 3425 20mb MFM I/F (or equiv.) RFE
£69.95(C)
51
/"SEAGATE ST-238R 30 mb RLL I/F Refurb
2
£69.95(C)
5I4" CDC 94205-51 40mb 1-1H MFM I/F RFE tested
£89.00(C)
514" HP 97548 850 Mb SCSI RFE tested
£195.00(C)
5%* HP C3010 2Gb eSCSI differential RFE tested
£195.00(E)
8' FUJITSU M232 K 160Mb SMD I/F RFE tested
Hard disc controllers for MFM IDE, SCSI, RLL etc. from £16.95

THE AMAZING TELEBOX
Converts your colour monitor into aQUALITY COLOUR TV!!

TV SOUND &
VIDEO TUNER
CABLE COMPATIBLE •
The TELEBOX is an attractive fully cased mains powered unit, containing all electronics ready to plug into a host of video monitors
made by makers such as MICROVITEC, ATARI, SANYO, SONY,
COMMODORE, PHILIPS, TATUNG, AMSTRAD etc. The composite
video output will also plug directly into most video recorders, allowing
reception of TV channels not normally receivable on most television receivers' (TELEBOX MB). Push button controls on the front
panel allow reception of 8fully tuneable 'off air' UHF colour television
channels. TELEBOX MB covers virtually all television frequencies
VHF and UHF including the HYPERBAND as used by most cable
TV operators. A composite video output is located on the rear panel
for direct connection to most makes of monitor or desktop computer
video systems. For complete compatibility -even for monitors without sound -an integral 4 watt audio amplifier and low level Hi Fi
audio output are provided as standard.
TELEBOX ST for composite video input type monitors
£36.95
TELEBOX STL as ST but fitted with integral speaker
£39.50
TELEBOX MB Multiband VHF/UHF/Cable/Hyperband tuner £69.95
For overseas PAL versions state 5.5 or 6mHz sound specification.
'For cable /hyperband reception Telebox Nigi should be connected
to acable type service. Shipping code on all Teleboxe's is (B)

DC POWER SUPPLIES

Virtually every type of power
supply you can Imagine. Over
10,000 Power Supplies Ex Stock
Call for in,
/ list.
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Less than Half Price!

Top quality 19" rack cabinets made in UK by
Optima Enclosures Ltd. Units feature
designer, smoked acrylic lockable front door,
One of the highest specification
full height lockable half louvered back door
and louvered removable side panels. Fully
monitors you will
see adjustable internal fixing struts, ready punched
for any configuration of equipment mounting
At this price - Don 't miss it!!
plus ready mounted integral 12 way 13 amp
Mitsubishi FA3415ETKL 14" SVGA Multisync colour monitor with fine
socket switched mains distribution strip make
0.28 dot pitch tube and resolution of 1024 x768. A
these racks some of the most versatile we
variety of inputs allows connection to ahost of comput- have ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by side and therefore
ers includeig IBM PCs in CGA EGA, VGA & SVGA require only two side panels to stand singly or in multiple bays.
modes, BBC. COMMODORE (inducing Amiga 1200), Overall dimensions are: 77 1
/"H x32W D x22' W. Order as:
2
ARCHIMEDES and APPLE. Many features: Etched
OPT Rack 1Complete with removable side panels. £35.00 (G)
.faceplate, text switching and LOW RANAT1ON MPR
OPT
Rack
2
Rack.
Less
side panels
£225.00 (G)
specification. Fully guaranteed, supplied in EXCELLENT title used condition.
Order as
Tilt& Swivel Base £4.75
Only £119 (E) sArrs_stmet
32U - High Quality - All steel RakCab
VGA cable for IBM PC included.
Made by Eurocratt Enclosures Ltd to the highest possible spec,
External cables for other types of computers CALL
rack features all steel construction with removable

VIDEO MONITOR SPECIALS
ever

side, front and back doors. Front and back doors are
hinged for easy access and all are lockable with
five secure 5 lever barrel locks. The front door
is constructed of double walled steel with a
'designer style' smoked acrylic front panel to
enable status indicators to be seen through the
panel, yet remain unobtrusive. Internally the rack
features fully slotted reinforced vertical fixing
members to take the heaviest of 19" rack
equipment. The two movable vertical fixing struts
(extras available) are pre punched for standard
'cage nuts'. A mains distribution panel internally mounted to the bottom rear. provides 8xIEC 3
pin Euro sockets and 1x 13 amp 3 pin switched ••s.
utility socket. Overall ventilation is provided by
fully louvered back door and double skinned top section
with top and side louvres. The top panel may be removed for fitting
of integral fans to the sub plate etc. Other features include: fitted
castors and floor levelers, prepunched utility panel at lower rear for
cable /connector access etc. Supplied in excellent, slightly used
condition with keys. Colour Royal blue. External dimensions
mm=1625H x635D x603 W. (64" H x25" D x2334" W

As New -Used on film set for 1 week only!!
15" 0.28 SVGA 1024 x 768 res, colour monitors.
Swivel & tilt etc. Full 90 day guarantee. £145.00 (E)
Just In -Microvitec 20" VGA (800 x600 res.) colour monitors.
Good SH condition -from £299 -CALL for Info
PHILIPS HCS35 (same style as CM8833) attractively styled 14"
colour monitor with both RGB and standard composite 15.625
Khz video inputs via SCART socket and separate phono jacks.
Integral audio power amp and speaker for all audio visual uses.
Will connect direct to Amiga and Atari BBC computers. Ideal for all
video monitoring /security applications with direct connection
to most colour cameras. High quality with many features such as
front concealed flap controls, VCR correction button etc. Good
used condition -fully tested -guaranteed
Dimensions: W14' xH12 34" x 15W D.
Only
(E)

£95

PHILIPS HCS31 Ultra compact 9" colour video monitor with standard composite 15.625 Khz video input via SCART socket. Ideal
for all monitoring /security applications. High quality, ex-equipment
fully tested & guaranteed (possible minor screen burns). In attractive square black plastic case measuring W10' x F-110" x 13 1
2 - D.
/
240 V AC mains powered.
Only £79.00 (D)

Sold at LESS than athird of makers price!I

A superb buy at only

KME 10" 15M10009 high definition colour monitors with 0.28' dot
pitch. Superb clarity and modern styling.: ... .
Operates from any 15.625 khz sync ROB video'
source, with ROB analog and composite sync
such as Atari. Commodore Amiga, Acorn
Archimedes & BBC. Measures only 13W x 12' x
11". Good used condition.
Only £125 (E)
20" 22 " and

20"....£135

The ultimate in 'Touch Screen Technology' made by the experts MicroTouch -but sold at a price below cost It System consists of
a flat translucent glass laminated panel measuring 29.5 x 23.5 cm
connected to an electronic controller PCB. The controller produces
a standard serial RS232 or TTL output which continuously gives
simple serial data containing positional X & Y co-ordinates as to
where a finger is touching the panel -as the finger moves, the data
instantly changes. The X & Y information is given at an incredible
matrix resolution of 1024 x 1024 positions over the entire screen
size !! A host of available translation software enables direct connection to a PC for a myriad of applications including: control panels, pointing devices, POS systems, controllers for the disabled or
computer un -trained etc etc. Imagine using your finger with
'Windows', instead of a mouse!! (a driver is indeed available !) The
applications for this amazing product are only limited by your
imagination!! Complete system including Controller, Power Supply
and Data supplied at an incredible price of only:
Full MICROTOUCH software support pack
£1 45.00 )
and manuals for IBM compatible PC's £29.95 RFE -Tested

26"....£185(F)

SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS
£245
FA3445ETKL 14" Industrial spec SVGA monitors
21cW to 400 kW -400 Hz 3phase power sources -ex stock
£P0A
£950
IBM 8230 Type 1, Token ring base unit driver
£750
IBM 53F5501 Token Ring ICS 20 port lobe modules
£95
IBM MAU Token ring distribution panel 8228-23-5050N
£550
AIM 501 Low distortion Oscillator 9Hz to 330Khz, IEEE
£P0A
Trend OSA 274 Data Analyser with G703(2M) 64 i/o
Marconi 6310 Programmable 2to 22 GHz sweep generator £6500
HP16508 Logic Analyser
£3750
HP3781A Pattern generator & HP3782A Error Detector
£P0A
HP APOLLO RX700 system units
£950
HP6621A Dual Programmable GPIB PSU 0-7 V 160 watts
£1800
HP3081A lndustrila workstation c)w Barcode swipe reader
£175
HP6264 Rack mount variable 0-20V a 20A metered PSU
£675
HP54121A DC to 22 GHz four channel test set
£P0A
HP7580A Al 8pen HPGL high speed drum plotter
£1850
EG+G Brookdeal 95035C Precision lock in amp
£650
View Eng. Mod 1200 computerised inspection system
£P0A
Ling Dynamics 2kW programmable vibration test system
£P0A
Computer controlled 1056 x560 mm X Y table & controller £1425
Keithfey 590 CV capacitor /voltage analyser
£P0A
£3750
Racal ICR40 dual 40 channel voice recorder system
£9500
Fiskers 45KVA 3ph On Line UPS-New batts Dec.1995
£P0A
ICI R5030UV34 Cleanline ultrasonic cleaning system
£2200
Mann Tally MT645 High speed line printer
£1200
Intel SBC 486/133SE Multibus 486 system. 8Mb Ram
£1150
Zeta 3220-05 AO 4pen HPGL last drum plotters
£1450
Nikon HFX-11 (Ephiphot) exposure control unit
Motorola VME Bus Boards & Components List. SAE /CALL £P0A
Trio 0-18 vdc linear, metered 30 amp bench PSU. New
£550
Fujitsu M3041R 600 LPM band printer£1950
Fujitsu M3041D 600 LPM printer with network interface
£1250
Perkin Elmer 2998 Infrared spectrophotometer
EPOA
VG Electronics 1035 TELETEXT Decoding Margin Meter
£3750
Andrews LARGE 3.1 m Satellite Dish +mount (For Voyager') £950
Sekonic SD 150H 18 channel digital Hybrid chart recorder £1995
TAYLOR HOBSON Tallysurf amplifier /recorder
£750
System Video 1152 PAL waveform monitor
£485
Test Lab -2 mtr square quietised acoustic test cabinets
£300
Kenwood 9601 PAL Vectorscope -NEW
£650
Please call for further details on the above items

(G)

TOUCH SCREEN SYSTEM

26" AV SPECIALS

22"....£155

£195.00

Over 1000 racks -19" 22" & 24" wide
3 to 44 U high. Available from stock!!
Call with your requirements.

Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colour monitors,
complete with composite video & optional sound input. Attractive
teak style case: Perfect for Schools, Shops, Disco. Clubs, etc.In
EXCELLENT little used condition with full 90 day guarantee.
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LOW COST RAM & CPU'S
INTEL 'ABOVE' Memory Expansion Board. Full length PC-XT
and PC-AT compatible card with 2 Mbytes of memory on board.
Card is fully selectable for Expanded or Extended (286 processor
and above) memory. Full data and driver disks supplied. RFE.
Fully tested and guaranteed. Windows compatible.
£59.95(M)
Half length 8 bit memory upgrade cards for PC AT XT expands
memory either 256k or 512k in 64k steps. May also be used to fill
in RAM above 640k DOS limit. Complete with data.
Order as: XT RAM UG. 256k. £34.95 or 512k £39.95 (Al)
M
SPECIALS
1MB x9 SIMM 9 chip512Ons
Only
£16.50 Al
1MB x9 SIMM 3chip 80 ris £19.50
or 70ns
£22.95 Al
1MB x9 SIMM 9chip 80 ns £21.50
or 7Ons
£23.75 Al
4 MB 70 ns 72 pin SIMM -with parityOnly £95.00 Al
INTEL 486-DX33 CPU £55.00 INTEL 486-DX66 CPU £69.00 Al)
FULL RANGE OF CO-PROCESSORS EX STOCK -CALL FOR £££

FANS & BLOWERS
£7.95
EPSON D0412 40x40x20 mm 12v DC
£8.95
PAPST TYPE 612 60x60x25 mm 12v DC
MITSUBISHI MMF-D6D12DL 60x60x25 mm 12v DC £4.95
MITSUBISHI MMF-08C12DM 80x80x25 mm 12v DC £5.25
MITSUBISHI MMF-091312DH 92x92)Q5 mm 12v DC £5.95
£7.95
PANCAKE 12-3.5 92x92x18 mm 12v DC

I

10 /£65
10 /£75
10 /f42
10/ £49
10/£53
10 /£69

EX-EQUIP AC fans. ALL TESTED 120 x 120 x38 mm specify 110
or 240 v £6.95. 80 x80 x38 mm -specify 110 or 240 v £5.95
IMHOF 826 1900 rack mnt 3U x 19' Blower 110/240v NEW £79.95
Shipping on all fans (A). Blowers (B). 50,000 Fans Ex Stock CALL

now available -send large SEE -PECKED with bargains!

ALL MAIL & OFFICES
Open Mon-Fri 9.00-5:30
Dept WW. 32 Biggin Way

•
•
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Virtually New, Ultra Smart

For MAJOR SAVINGS -CALL FOR SEMICONDUCTOR HOTLIST

eloollioiewigik

UMITED QUANTITY only of these 12Mhz HI GRADE 286 systems
Made in the USA to an industrial specification, the system was
designed for total reliability. The compact case houses the motherboard, PSU and EGA video card with single 51
4 "1.2 Mb floppy disk
/
drive & integral 40Mb hard disk drive to the front. Real time clock
with battery backup is provided as standard. Supplied in good used
condition complete with enhanced keyboard, 640k + 2Mb RAM,
DOS 4.01 and 90 DAY Full Guarantee. Ready to Run!
Order as HIGRADE 286
y £
9. 00 (E)

•••

Superb quality 6foot

6,000,000 items EX STOCK

40Mb HD + 3Mb Ram

Issue

19" RACK CABINETS

OBSOLETE -SHORT SUPPLY -BULK

'AT 286'

Surplus always I
wanted for cash!

Upper Norwood
LONDON SE19 3XF

LONDON
SHOP
Open Mon -Sat 9:00
-5:30
215 Whitehorse Lane
South Norwood
On 68A Sus Route
Nr. Thornton Heath 8
S•lhurst Park SR Rail Stations

DISTEL©

The Original
REE On line Database
Info on 20,000 +stock items!
RETURNING SOON!

ALL 11* ENQUIRIES

0181 679 4414
FAX 0181 679 1927

Ai prices for UK Mainland. UK customers add 17.5% VAT to TOTAL order amount. Minmum order £10. Basa Fide account orders accepted from Government Schools.
Universities and Local Authorities -mhimum account order MO. Cheques over £100 are subject to 10 working days clearance. Carriage charges (A)- '.3.00, (Al )£4.00,
(8)=£5.50, (C)--£8.50, (D)=£12.00, (E)=£15.00, (F)--£18.00, (G)=CALL Allow approx 6days for eloping -faster CALL Scotland surcharge CALL Al goods supplied to our
Standard Genditions of Sale and unless staled guaranteed for 90 days. All guarantees on aretum to base basis. AM rights reserved to change prices /specifications without prior
notice Orders subject to stock. Discounts for volume. Top CASH prices pad for surplus gritds. Al trademarks etc acknowledged. (0 Display Elecechics 1936. E&0 E. 06/6
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£75 WINNER

Contactless ignition with electronic
advance for motor-bikes

A

noptical sensor and rotating
shutter on the crankshaft
control coil drive and the circuit
effects advance electronically; this
is primarily meant for two-stroke
engines or twin four-strokes with
twin coils.
OPB625 opto-sensor, alatch
formed by half of 4013 /C 4 and Tr,
turn coil driver Tr 2 on at bottom
dead centre and interrupt coil
current at top dead centre by way of
/C,,, C, and D2 at engine speeds of
0-1500rev/min, led D, indicating
TDC. At TDC, the 4024 divider /C 2
and 4046 phase-locked loop /C, are
synchronised to give an output
frequency of 128xrev/min to drive
the 40161 counters /C 5.6 ;each cycle
represents 2.8° of crankshaft
rotation.
The other half of /C, is a

Electronic ignition
for motor-cycle
engines advances
electronically and
has an electronic
equivalent of
vacuum advance
during
acceleration.

monostable device whose 1.9ms
pulse is obtained by selecting R, and
which is triggered at BDC by /C 2 via
/C,„ enabling /C, to count the output
of IC,. As this count reaches 6,
which represents 1500rev/min, the
And/Or network R15.16, Dr1.12 sets /C6,
which now counts up from the value
reached by /C, when enabled by /C,,
at 45° before TDC. As it reaches 15,
it resets the /C 4 latch via D3,
interrupting coil current at 20°
advance (45—(9x2.8)°). /C 34 resets
/C, at TDC.
Nand circuit /C 3b ,R)4and diodes
selected from D8.
10 determine the
maximum count reached by /C 5;
using R14 and D8 alone, for example,
the count stops at 12, which is the
value reached at 3000rev/min. Since
/C, is now only required to count to
3before resetting the /C 4 latch, coil

current is interrupted at 37° advance
(45—(3x2.8)°). Advance angle
therefore increases in six steps of
2.8° from 1500 to 3000rev/min, and
then stays constant. For other
maximum advance values, select
different diode combinations.
Circuitry around D7,R, 3,C5 and
/C,, only lets coil current flow when
the engine rotates and reset the /C 4
latch about 5s after it stops. A filter,
D5,R9 reduces pli phase lag during
acceleration, which retards ignition
proportionately, this being
equivalent to vacuum advance
which is not used in the type of
engine considered here.
For operation on a6V battery, R, 7
becomes 330 and R1,
3270n.
H Maidment
Wilton
Wiltshire
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NOWTHE BATTLE IS
REALLY OVER
After 10 years and with more than 20.000
users, ULTImate Technology now introduces
the ULTIboard Wizard. This system is highly
praised for its very powerful placement
and routing algorithms by both the less
experienced users and by the experts. The
technology applied in the ULTIboard Wizard
used to be available only as options on the
more powerful and expensive Workstations.The PCB design depicted below
illustrates the capability of the Wizard, its
4-layer version was employed in the
ULTIboard Professional Design Contest at
the Electronics'95 Exhibition. The same
design was now executed in a 2-layer
version with the ULTIboard Wizard in less
than 2hours.

1311:=11111e1111111r1LIZILEILICIPillfil

The schematic is ready, the board outline
established and all components are imported.
The components with afixed location are placed
interactively.
(10 min.)

AutoPlace rapidly and conveniently places the
remaining components with algorithms that
approach the interactive method of expert
designers. On-line changes are possible. (5 min.)

Power and Ground are routed semi-automatically (under the management of the
designer). The (EMC) critical connections are
also layed interactively.
(15 min.)

Now the SPECCTRA Autorouter is employed
to finish the routing of the design at high speed
and with high-grade quality. All design rules

All adjustments are done quickly and efficiently
with the interactive autorouter. All the corners
of the traces are chamfered and polygons are
placed.
(10 min.)

Following the connectivity- and design rule
checks, the output on matrix or laser printers,
pen or photo plotters can be run. Back-Annotation
automatically updates the schematic.
(25 min.)

ULTImate Technology now makes the best PCB Design tools available at very competitive prices from UK £2.675,(Excl. VAT, 1400 pins version with 4 signal layers). We imagine you will want to see for yourself whether you
too can achieve such fantastic results with the ULTIboard Wizard. Please come to our stand J135 at ICAT 97 at
NEC (Birmingham) and convince yourself. A demo-CD is available.
CIRCLE NO. I.18 ON REPLI CARD

E-mail: sales @ ultiboard.com

UK/Ireland Sales -Office:
1Viney Woodside •Lydney
Gloucestershire •GL15 4LU •U.K.
tel. :(+44) 1594 -516647

Corporate Headquarters:
Energiestraat 36 •1411 AT Noarden
The Netherlands
tel. :(+31) 35 -6944444

ICAT

4-6 MARCH 1997
NEC BIRMINGHAM
STANDNR. J135
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Self-oscillating step-up converter
With asupply
voltage of
around 9-12V,
this stabilised
converter
provides outputs
of up to 50V

W

ith the additional feature of
good stability, this oscillator
provides an output voltage several

times higher than its supply rail.
Transistor Tr, and the transformer
form the oscillator, whose

mark:space ratio depends on the
emitter voltage of Tr,; feedback from
the output to that point via the
voltage divider and the two op-amps
confers stability.
Transistor Tr, should have ahFE of
several hundred or be aDarlington
stage, while Tr 2must handle reverse
voltages of around 10V; aheat sink
may be needed for this stage. Design
the transformer carefully to avoid
saturation; collector and base
windings may be equal or, with
higher supply voltages, the base
winding can be about three-quarters
of the collector one.
G Mirsky
Moscow
Russia

Luminance hf corrector sharpens video

A

couple of varicaps yield a
method of varying the hf
response of avideo luminance
amplifier.

A new video circuit is built around
the Sony XE3 chassis's luminance
amplifier transistor, which is fed
with the Y signal, delayed and

+12V
+12V
Panel
10k

Controllable, constant-slope,
variable-turnover hf corrector
sharpens video response.

KV1235i

control

(Formerly
vertical
hold)

minus chroma. Control to allow
adjustment of turnover frequency is
a 10k0 pot., which was the little
used vertical hold control.
Some 'sharpener' circuits give a
variable-slope, fixed turnover
frequency characteristic, but here
the reverse happens and the circuit
can be set to compensate for droop
from any frequency. Negative
feedback generated by the
previously undecoupled emitter
resistor is varied by the new control,
the 2.2k0 potentiometer preventing
gain becoming too high at very high
frequencies.
Norman J McLeod
Brighton

Man-powered high-voltage tester
V ou can make a20kV, low-current
I source for simple insulation or
gap testing from the kind of
piezoelectric gas lighter operated by a
trigger and afew extra components;
no other power is needed.
Agas-stove lighter
makes agood
20kV source, but
be careful!

(Piezoelectric lighter

Central

for LPG)

pin
electrode

The lighter generates an oscillatory
20kV pk-pk waveform which is
rectified by high-voltage diodes, the
resulting dc being stored on 200pF
capacitors in series to give 100pF,
which represents 2microcoulombs at

Test
spark
Metal

384

gap

body

or

electrode

test device

20kV. This is probably safe, but
increasing the capacitance to give
more charge could, if applied in the
wrong place, be very dangerous. If
you do increase it, take thorough
precautions! It might also be
necessary, if the capacitance is
increased, to trigger the lighter several
times. Apply the output to the spark
gap and observe the corona.
In the original, the lighter electrodes
were covered with Teflon tape to stop
corona discharge in the lighter's spark
gap cavity.
Shyam Sunder Tiwari
Kalpakkam
India
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Without an engineering degree, a pile of money, or
an infinite amount of time, the revised 289-page
Interfacing With C is worth serious consideration by
anyone interested in controlling equipment via the
PC. Featuring extra chapters on Z transforms,
audio processing and standard programming
structures, the new Interfacing with C will be
especially useful to students and engineers
interested in ports, transducer interfacing,
analogue-to-digital conversion, convolution, digital
filters, Fourier transforms and Kalman filtering. Full
of tried and tested interfacing routines.
Price £14.99.
Listings on disk -over 50k of C source code
dedicated to interfacing. This 3.5in PC
format disk includes all the listings
mentioned in the book Interfacing with C.
Note that this is an upgraded disk
containing the original Interfacing With C
routines rewritten for Turbo C++ Ver. 3.
Price £15, or £7.50 when purchased
with the above book.

Especially useful for
students, the original
Interfacing with C,
written for Microsoft C
Version 5.1, is still
available at the special
price of £7.50.
Phone 0181 652 3614
for bulk purchase price.

Howard Hutchings

Name

Use this coupon to order

Address

Please send me:
Price

Title
Enhanced Interfacing with C book

@

Qty

Total

£14.99

Enh. Interfacing with C book +disk @ £22.49

Phone number/fax

Interfacing with C disk @

£15

Original Interfacing with C book @

£7.50

Or, please debit my Master, Visa or Access card.

Postage +packing per order UK

£3.50

Card type (Access/Visa)

Postage +packing per order Eur

£7

Expiry date

Postage +packing per order ROW

£12

Mail this coupon to Electronics World Editorial, Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey. SM2

Total

Make cheques payable to Reed Business Publishing Group Ltd

Card No

SAS, together with payment. Alternatively fax full credit card details with order on 0181 652 8956 or email them to jackie.lowe@rbp.co.uk. Orders will be dispatched as quickly as possible, but please
allow 28 days for delivery.

ANALOGUE DESIGN

.1

. here are only two kinds of input stage — unbalanced and balanced. For interconnection this is the primary distinction. Apart
from balancing requirements, aline-level input, as opposed to
amicrophone input, is expected to have areasonably high impedance
to allow multiple connections to asingle output.
Traditionally, a bridging impedance' —je high enough to put negligible loading on historical 600Q lines —was 10kQ minimum. This
is still appropriate for modern low-impedance outputs. However, a
higher impedance of 100k0 or even more is desirable for interfacing
to obsolete valve equipment, to avoid increased distortion and curtailed headroom.
Another common requirement is true variable gain at the balanced
input, as putting the gain control further down the signal path means
that it is impossible to prevent input amplifier overload. Thus you
need abalanced stage that can attenuate as well as amplify, and this
is where the circuit design starts to get interesting.
In the following circuitry, small capacitors often shunt the feedback
elements to define bandwidth or ensure stability. These are omitted
for clarity.
Unbalanced inputs. These are straightforward; variable-gain seriesfeedback stages are easily configured as in Fig. 1, providing aminimum gain of unity is acceptable; R2 sets the gain law in the middle of
the pot travel.

There's a multitude of balanced line
input topologies to choose from.
Here, Douglas Self looks at a
selection of the more useful ones, and
explains where and how they should
be applied.

It is also simple to make astage that attenuates as well as amplifies.
But this implies ashunt-feedback configuration as in Fig. 2, with a
variable input impedance. The minimum input impedance R1cannot
be much higher than 10kQ or resistor noise becomes excessive.
For aseries-feedback stage, the input impedance can be made as
high as desired by bootstrapping; an input resistance of 500kQ or
greater is perfectly possible. This does not imply apoorer noise performance, as the noise depends on the source resistance and semi-

Table 1. Differential amplifier input impedances.
Case Conditions
Hot Vp Z
1
Hot only driven
201d1
2
Cold only driven
Grounded
3
Both driven balanced
20k.Q
4
Both driven cm, ie together 20k1
5
Both driven floating
1MI

Cold Vp Z
Grounded
1Old1
201(.0
1OKI
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impedances are often claimed to 'unbalance
the line'. However, since it is common-mode
interference we are trying to reject, the cm
impedance is what counts, and this is the same
for both inputs.
The vital point is that the line output amplifier will have output impedances of 1000 or
less,
completely dominating the line
impedance. These input impedance imbalances are therefore of little significance in
practice; audio connections are not transmission lines (unless they are telephone circuits
Balanced inputs. A standard one-op-amp difseveral miles long) so the input impedances do
ferential input stage is shown in Fig. 3. Unlike
not have to provide amatched and balanced
instrumentation work, a super-high cmrr is
termination.
normally unnecessary. Ordinary 1% resistors
As the first thing the signal encounters is a
and no trimming will not give cmrr better than
101d2 series resistor, the low impedance of
45dB; however this is usually adequate for
6.71S2 on the cold input sounds impossible.
even high-quality audio work.
But the crucial point is that the hot input is
It is never acceptable to leave either input
driven simultaneously. As aresult, the invertfloating. This causes serious deterioration of
ing op-amp input is moving in the opposite
noise, hum etc. Grounding the cold input
direction to the cold input, due to negative
locally to create an unbalanced input is quite
feedback, a sort of anti-bootstrapping that
alright, though naturally all the balanced noise
reduces the effective value of the 101d1 resisrejection is lost.
tor to 6.7k.Q.
The hot input can be locally grounded
The input impedances in this mode can be
instead. In this case, the cold input is driven, to
made
equal by manipulating resistor values,
create aphase-inverting input that corrects a
but this makes the cm impedances (to ground)
phase error elsewhere, but this is not good
unequal, which seems more undesirable.
practice: the right thing to do is to sort out the
In Case 5, where the input is driven as from
original phase error.
a floating transformer with any centre-tap
unconnected, the impedances are nice and
Balanced input technologies
equal. They must be, because with afloating
There are many, many ways to make balanced
winding the same current must flow into each
or differential input amplifiers, and only the
input. However, in this connection the line
most important in audio are considered. These
voltages are not equal and opposite: with a
are:
true floating transformer winding the hot input
has all the signal voltage on it while the cold
• The standard differential amplifier
has none at all, due to the internal coupling of
• Switched-gain balanced amp.
the balanced input amplifier.
• Variable-gain balanced amp.
This seemed very strange when it emerged
• The 'Superbal' amp.
from simulation, but areality-check proved it
• Hi-Z balanced amp.
true. The line has been completely unbalanced
• Microphone preamp plus attenuator
as regards talking to other lines, although its
• Instrumentation amp.
own common-mode rejection remains good.
Even if perfectly matched resistors are
Standard differential amplifier. The standard one-op-amp differential amplifier is a assumed, the common-mode rejection ratio of
this stage is not infinite; with a TL072 it is
very familiar circuit block, but its operation
about —90dEI, degrading from 100Hz upwards,
often appears somewhat mysterious. The verdue to the limited open-loop gain of the opsion in Fig. 3has again of R3/Ri. (=R 4/R 2)It
amp.
appears to present inherently unequal input
impedances to the line; this has often been
Switched-gain balanced amplifier. The need
commented onl and some confusion has
for abalanced input stage with two switched
resulted.
gains crops up frequently. The classic appliThe root of the problem is that asimple difcation is amixing desk to give optimum perferential amplifier has interaction between the
formance
with
both
semi-professional
two inputs, so that the input impedance on the
(-7.8dBu) and professional (+4dBu) interface
cold input depends strongly on the signal
levels.
applied to the hot input. Since the only way to
Since the nominal internal level of amixer
measure input impedance is to apply asignal
is usually in the range —4 to OdBu, the stage
and see how much current flows into the
must be able to switch between amplifying
input, it follows that the apparent input
and attenuating, maintaining good en= in
impedance on each leg varies according to the

conductor characteristics.
To ram the point home, my own personal
best is I
GO, in acapacitor microphone head
amplifier. Although the input impedance is
many orders of magnitude greater than the 1
to 21d2 of adynamic microphone preamp, the
EIN is —110dBu, je only I8dB worse.
Naturally, any unbalanced input can be
made balanced or floating by adding atransformer.

way the inputs are driven. If the amplifier is
made with four 10kil resistors, then the input
impedances Zare as in Table 1.
Some of these impedances are not exactly
what you would expect. In Case 3, where the
input is driven as from atransformer with its
centre-tap grounded, the unequal input
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Table 2.
Conventional
I
mpedance-bal 9911
Impedance-bal 100R
I
mpedance-bal 101R

Capacitive 1mA CMRR
—20dBv
—46dB
—60dBv
—101dB
—85dB
—60dBv
—79dB
00

Fig. 1. variable-gain series-feedback
unbalanced input stage. Resistor R2 sets midposition gain.
R1

INCR GAIN

R2

GROU;71,

Fig. 2. Shunt-feedback configuration, with a
low and variable input impedance.
R3 10k

Fig. 3. Standard one-op-amp differential
amplifier, arranged for unity gain.
5k84
(5K6 +240R)
COLD

R5 2k2

HIGH
LOW

Ri 15k

HOT
R2 15k

both modes.
GROU.P7.1
The obvious way to change gain is to switch
both R3,4 in Fig. 3, but aneater technique is
shown in Fig. 4. Perhaps surprisingly, the gain
of adifferential amplifier can be manipulating
by changing the drive to the feedback arm (R 3
etc) only, without affecting the cmrr. The vital

Fig. 4. Switched-gain
balanced input
R4
7k5 amplifier. The values
shown give gains of
—6(18 and +6.2c18, for
switching between
pro and semi-pro
interface levels.
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I
INCREASE
GAIN

COLD

R1 15k

HOT
R2 15k
GROW7D—
Ár

R4
4k7

Fig. 5. variable-gain balanced input
amplifier. Gain range is -10 to +20dB.
Resistor R6 sets the mid-position gain.

point is to keep the resistance of this arm the
same, but drive it from ascaled version of the
op-amp output.
Figure 4 uses the network R5 .6, which has
the same 2kfl output impedance whether R4 is
switched to the output (low gain) or ground
(high gain). For low gain, the feedback is not
attenuated, but fed through R5,
6 in parallel.
For high gain, R5,
6 become a potential
divider. Resistor R3 is reduced by 2kfl to
allow for the R5 .6output impedance. The stage
can attenuate as well as amplify if R1 is greater
than R3, as shown here. The nominal output of
the stage is assumed to be -2 dBu; the two
gains are -6.0 and +6.2 dB.
The differential input impedance is 11.25kf2
via the cold and 22.5kn via the hot input.
Common mode input impedance is 22.5kfl for
both inputs.
Variable-gain balanced amplifier. A variable-gain balanced input should have its gain
control at the very first stage, so overload can
always be avoided. Unfortunately, making a
variable-gain differential stage is not so easy;
dual potentiometers can be used to vary two of
the resistances, but this is clumsy and will give
shocking crtur due to pot mismatching. For a
stereo input the resulting four-gang potentiometer is unattractive.
The gain-control principle is essentially the
same as for the switched-gain amplifier above.
To the best of my knowledge. Iinvented both
stages in the late seventies, but so often you
eventually find out that you have re-invented

COLD

The `Superbal' amplifier. This configuration 2 gives much better input symmetry than
the standard differential amplifier, Fig. 6. The
differential input impedance is exactly 10kfl
via both hot and cold inputs. Common mode
input impedance is 201(12 for both inputs. This
configuration is less easy to modify for variable gain.
High-Z balanced amp. High-impedance balanced inputs, above 10kfl, are useful for interfacing to valve equipment. Adding output
cathode-followers to valve circuitry is expen-

R1 10k

HOT

GROUDN 1
-

R4
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instead; any comments welcome.
Feedback arm R3 is of constant resistance,
and is driven by voltage-follower A2. This
eliminates the variations in source impedance
at the potentiometer wiper, which would badly
degrade crnrr. As in Fig. 1, R6 modifies the
gain law; however, the centre-detent gain may
not be very accurate as it partly depends on
the ratio of potentiometer track (often no better than t10%, and sometimes worse) to 1%
fixed resistors.
This stage is very useful as ageneral line
input with an input sensitivity range of -20 to
+10dBu. For anominal output of OdBu, the
gain of Fig. 5is +20 to -10dB, with R6 chosen
for OdB at the central wiper position.
An op-amp in a feedback path appears a
dubious proposition for stability, but here,
working as avoltage-follower, its bandwidth
is maximised and in practice the circuit is
dependably stable.

10k

Fig. 6. The
'Superbal'
balanced input
stage; input
impedance on hot
and cold are equal
for both
differential and
common mode.

sive, and so the output is often taken directly
from again-stage anode. Even alight loading
of 10Icfl may seriously compromise distortion
and available output swing.
All of the balanced stages dealt with up to
now have their input impedances determined
by the values of input resistors etc, and these
cannot be raised without degrading noise performance. Figure 7shows one answer to this.
The op-amp inputs have infinite impedance in
audio terms, subject to the need for R,R to bias
the non-inverting inputs. 3
Adding Rg increases gain, but preserves balance. This configuration cannot be set to attenuate.
Microphone preamp with attenuator. It is
often convenient to use abalanced microphone
preamp as aline input by using asuitable balanced attenuator, typically 20 to 30dB. The
input impedance of the microphone input stage
will be 1to 21d2 for appropriate mic loading,
and this constrains the resistor values possible.
Keeping the overall input impedance to at
least I
01S2 means that the divider impedance
must be fairly high, with a lot of Johnson
noise. As aresult, the total noise performance
is almost always inferior to adedicated balanced line-input amplifier. Common-mode
rejection ratio is determined by the attenuator
tolerances and will probably be much inferior
to the basic microphone amp, which usually
relies on inherent differential action rather
than component matching.
Figure 8a shows abad way to do it; the differential signal is attenuated, but not the common-mode, so crnrr is degraded even if the
resistors are accurate. Figure 8b attenuates
differential and common-mode signals by the
same amount, so crnrr is preserved, or at any
rate no worse than resistor tolerances make it.
Instriunentation amplifier. All the balanced
inputs above depend on resistor matching to
set the crivr. In practice this means better than
45dB is not obtainable without trimming. If a
cnur higher than this is essential, an IC instrumentation amplifier is apossibility.
Common-mode rejection ratio can be in the
range 80 to 110dB, without trimming or costly precision components. The IC tends to be
expensive, due to low production volumes,
and the gain is often limited in range and cannot usually be less than unity.
In audio work, cnur of this order is rarely if
ever required. If the interference is that serious, then it will be better to deal with the original source of the noise rather than its effects.

Input/output combinations
Taking five kinds of output -the rare case of
floating output transformers being excluded and the two kinds of input amplifier, there are
ten possible combinations of connection. The
discussion below assumes output Rsis 100f2,
and the differential input amplifier resistors R
are all 10k, as in Fig. 3.
Unbalanced output to unbalanced input.
This is the basic connection. There is no rejec-
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tion of ground noise (cmrr=unity) or electrostatic crosstalk; in the latter case the 1mA
notional crosstalk signal yields a—20dBv signal as the impedance to ground is very nearly
1
oon.
Unbalanced output to balanced input.
Assuming the output ground is connected to
the cold-line input, then in theory there is
complete cancellation of ground voltages. This
is true, unless the output has aseries output
resistor to buffer it from cable capacitance, —
which is almost always the case —for this will
unbalance the line.
If the output resistance is 100f2, and the cold
line is simply grounded as in Fig. 8a, then Rs
degrades the cmrr to —46dB even if the balanced input has exactly matched resistors.
The impedances on each line will be different, but not due to the asymmetrical input
impedances of asimple differential amplifier;
hot line impedance is dominated by the output
resistance Rs on the hot terminal (10012) and
the cold line impedance is zero as it is grounded at the output end. The rejection of capacitive crosstalk therefore depends on the unbalanced output impedance. It will be no better
than for an unbalanced input, as for the unbalanced output to balanced input case. The main
benefit of this connection is ground noise
rejection, which solves the most common system problem.
Impedance-balance out to unbalanced in.
There is nothing to connect the output cold
terminal to at the input end, and so this is the
same as the ordinary unbalanced connection
for the unbalanced output to balanced input
configuration.
Impedance-balance out to balanced in. In
theory there is complete cancellation of both
capacitive crosstalk and common-mode
ground voltages, as the line impedances are
now exactly equal.
Table 2 shows the improvement that
impedance-balancing offers over a conventional unbalanced output, when driving abalanced input with exactly matched resistors.
The effect of tolerances in the impedancebalance resistor are also shown; the rejection
of capacitive crosstalk degrades as soon as the
value moves away from the theoretical 10052,
but the cmrr actually has its point of perfect
cancellation slightly displaced to about 98.512,
due to second-order effects. This is of no consequence in practice.
Ground-cancelling out to unbalanced in.
There is complete cancellation of ground voltages, assuming the ground-cancel output has
an accurate unity gain between its cold and
hot terminals. This is amatter for the manufacturer.
Ground-cancelling in this way is avery efficient and cost-effective method of interconnection for all levels of equipment, but tends
to be more common at the budget end of the
market.
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R1 lk

R4 lk

R2 1k

/ffle--

V\Ai

Al

COW

! R5 100k

R6 100k

HOT
GROUND
Fig. 7. High-impedance balanced input stage;
higher. Add R, to increase gain.

R5

Ground-cancelling out to balanced in. This
combination needs a little thought. At first
there appears to be adanger that the groundnoise voltage might be subtracted twice,
which will of course be equivalent to putting it
back in in anti-phase, gaining us nothing.
In fact this is not the case, though the cancellation accuracy is compromised compared
with the impedance-balanced case; the common-mode rejection will not exceed 46dB,
even with perfect resistor matching throughout. Capacitive crosstalk is no better than for
the 'Unbalanced output to balanced input' ie
approximately —21dB, which means virtually
no rejection. However, this is rarely aproblem
in practice.
Balanced output to unbalanced input. This
is not a balanced interconnection. There is
nowhere to connect the balanced cold output
to; it must be left open-circuit, its signal
unused, so there is a6dB loss of headroom in
the link. The unbalanced input means the connection is unbalanced, and so there is no noise
rejection.
Balanced out to balanced in. A standard balanced system, that should give good rejection
of ground noise and electrostatic crosstalk.
Quasi-floating out to unbalanced in. Since
the input is unbalanced, it is necessary to
ground the cold side of the quasi-floating output. If this is done at the remote (input) end
then the ground voltage drop is transferred to
the hot output by the quasi-floating action, and
the ground noise is cancelled in much the
same way as aground-cancelling output.
However, in some cases this ground connection must be local, ie at the output end of
the cable, if doing it at the remote (input) end
causes high-frequency instability in the quasifloating output stage. This may happen with
very long cables. Such local grounding rules
out rejection of ground noise because there is
no sensing of the ground voltage drop.
Perhaps the major disadvantage of quasifloating outputs is the confusion they can

and

R6

set input impedance, and can be much

cause. Even experienced engineers are liable
to mistake them for balanced outputs, and so
leave the cold terminal unconnected. This is
not agood idea. Even if there are no problems
with pickup of external interference on the
unterminated cold output, this will cause a
serious increase in internal noise. Ibelieve it
should be standard practice for such outputs to
clearly marked as what they are.
Quasi-floating out to balanced in. A standard balanced system, that should give good
rejection of ground noise and electrostatic
crosstalk.
The hot and cold output impedances are
equal, and dominate the line impedance, so
even if the line input impedances are unbalanced, there should also be good rejection of
electrostatic crosstalk.

Wiring philosophies
It has been assumed above that the ground
wire is connected at both ends. This can cause
various difficulties due to ground currents
flowing through it.
For this reason some sound installations
have relied on breaking the ground continuity
at one end of each cable. This is called the
one-end-only, or oeo, rule. 4 It prevents ground
currents flowing but usually leaves the system
much more susceptible to rf demodulation.
This is because the cable screen is floating at
one end, and is now effectively along antenna
for ambient rf.
There is also the difficulty that non-standard
cables are required. A consistent rule as to
which end of the cable has no ground connection must be enforced. The oeo approach
may be workable for afixed installation that is
rarely modified, but for touring sound reinforcement applications it is unworkable.
A compromise that has been found acceptable in some fixed installations is the use of
lOnF capacitors to ground the open screen end
at rf only; however, the other problems
remain.
The formal oeo approach must not be confused with 'lifting the ground' to cure a
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ground loop. Unbalanced equipment sometimes provides aground-lift switch that separates audio signal ground from chassis safety
ground; while this can sometimes be effective,
it is not as satisfactory as balanced connections. Lifting the ground must never be done
by removing the chassis safety earth; this
removes all protection against alive conductor
contacting the case and so creates aserious
hazard. It is also in many cases illegal.
The best approach therefore appears to be
grounding at both ends of the cable, and relying on the cmrr of the balanced connection to
render ground currents innocuous. Ground
currents of 100mA appear to be fairly common; ground currents measured in amps have
however been encountered in systems with
serious errors.
A typical example is connecting incoming
mains 'Earth' -which is actually `Neutral' in
many cases -to atechnical ground such as a
buried copper rod. Take a look the section
headed `Electrical Noise' in last month's article for more details.
Ground currents cause the worst problems
when they flow not only through cable shields
but also the internal signal wiring of equipment. For this reason the preferred practice is
to terminate incoming ground wires to the
chassis earth of the equipment. This keeps
ground currents off pcbs, where the relatively
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double-insulated compact-disc players. These
carry a'square-in-a-square' symbol to denote
higher standards of mains insulation, so that
external metalwork need not be grounded for
safety. Such equipment often has unbalanced
outputs, and can usually be connected directly to an unbalanced input with good results, as
there is no path for any ground currents to circulate in.
If abalanced input is used, then connecting
the hot input to cd signal and the cold to cd
`ground' leaves the cd player ground floating,
and this will seriously degrade hum and if
rejection. The real ground must be linked to
cd player common.
Ithink this article shows that balanced line
interconnections are rather more complex than
is immediately obvious. Having said that, with
alittle caution they work very well indeed. •
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StarCards, 38edge Cards and compatible
interface solutions
*entennial: major franchised stocking
distributor for Centennial PCMCIA cards

Adhesive Experts

A complete range of resin based
products with achoice of packaging
options

ITT Canon: authorised stocking distributor
for 38pin StarCards, 38pin StarCard
connectors and 68pin PC Card connectors

Adhesives
Sealants
Encapsulants

Cable system adhesives
Repair systems for hose and pipe
Retail pack for hobbies and DIY
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For easy spread
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Programmable

ogic
T

he one thing that all the devices described in these
articles have in common is that they are all logic
devices. Because of this, they all share a common
approach to the design process.
In principle, any logic circuit will fit into any fpga within
the restraints of logic content and connectivity. Crudely, as
long as there are enough gates and enough i/o lines, the
choice of fpga does not affect the way in which the logic is
defined. In practice this is not quite true. Iwill explain
dedicated approaches to the various families in alater article.
This article cover the general points of design.
There are only two general ways to design logic; the
required function may be described in terms of some written
language, or it may be drawn in some symbolic manner.
Written methods include logic equations, state equations and

Geoff Bostock looks at the steps
involved in designing fieldprogrammable logic arrays.
hardware description langnages; symbolic descriptiom are
covered by circuit diagrams and state diagrams.
All design packages make use of one or more of these
categories of input to define the logic. Once the logic has
been defined it is usually not dependent on any one target
device or architecture, so this may be looked on as just the
first stage in adesign. The second stage is to ensure that the
defined logic does the job which it is intended to do. This is
achieved by simulating the design; that is, applying inputs to
asoftware model of the design and checking that the outputs
are as expected.
At this stage the target device can be considered. A
translation from the general logic definition to specific
architectural units is undertaken; abstract logic is mapped
onto the physical components of the target device and

This article is derived from Geoff Bostock's
new book `FPGAs and programmable [SI
— adesigner's handbook'. The work
covers designing FPGAs, large PAL
structures, RAM and antif use-based
FPGAs and FPGA selection. Comprising
215 pages, this book is available by
sending apostal order or cheque with a
request for the book to Electronics World,

A DESIGNER'S
HANDBOOK

Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton,
Surrey SM2 5AS. The fully-inclusive price
is £27.50 UK, £30 Europe or £33 rest of
world. Alternatively, fax your full credit card
details and address on 0181 652 8956 or
e-mail jackie.lowe@rbp.co.uk.
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Geoff Bostock runs his own
FPGA/PLD Design
Consultancy, and may be
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AIS
Al4
All

Al3
Al2
A10
A9

Fig. 1. The most
common
application for
pals was address
decoding in
microprocessor
circuit, where one
pal replaced two
discrete logic ICs.

potential internal connections decided. This
third stage —device fitting —shows whether
the target device has the capability to
contain all the logic functions in the abstract
design, but does not guarantee that the
programmed device will work in the
designers circuit. This can be taken astep
doser by post-layout simulation.
Now that a real device is involved, with internal
components and connections of predictable performance, the
time-dependent factors can be added to the simulation result.
Not only can we confirm that output Y =input A AND input
B, but we can also predict that signal Y will go high within
5ns of both inputs A and B going high. Thus it is possible to
program a device and plug it into a circuit with a high
confidence of success —provided that all critical eventualities
have been covered in the simulation.
We can now examine each design method in detail and see
how they measure up to the requirements outlined above.
Logic equations
Input methods
Logic equations have been the standard method for designing
plds ever since their introduction to the market in the late
1970s. As Ishowed in an earlier article, the early pals were
simple sum-of-product devices whose outputs depended on
astraightforward logic relationship between the inputs, often
without any feedback, or other complications. Logic
equations are the most common way of defining the logic
content of classical plds.
Compilers for logic equations commonly consist of four
sections. These are an introduction, apin-out definition, an
equations section and asimulation segment.
The introduction can include the drawing number,
designer's name and company and a brief functional
description plus other relevant information. It needs no
further discussion as it merely annotates the design with
information needed for future reference.
The pin-out definition section is also self-explanatory. It

Fig. 2. State diagram
for dectecting a
sequence of four
numbers.

lists the signals used in the design and allocates them othe
device i/o pins.
Simple examples are agood way of illustrating the logic
equation part of the design input. The most co mon
application for pals was as address decoders in
microprocessor circuits. In this application, standard ttl parts
did not have the input width or flexibility to provide an
economical solution.
For example, an equation such as:
!Y=A15 &A14 & !A13 & !Al2 & All & !A10 & !A9 & A8
was —and still is —commonplace in pal design sheets. It
fits comfortably into one eighth of astandard pal whereas it
would need the best part of two gate packages to implement
it in discrete logic.
It is also easy to understand what is meant by this equation;
when the processor puts out address 36xx, this output is
taken low and will, presumably, enable some peripheral chip.
Figure 1 shows how this circuit may be implemented in
discrete logic. Although not completely incomprehensible, it
is not as immediately apparent as the logic equation.
If there were six or seven decoded outputs, all looking like
Fig. 1, there might well be some confusion, especially
without some annotation on the drawing. Annotating
equations is straightforward enough; our address decode may
be commented as:
!Y=A15 &A14& !A13 & !Al2 & All &!A10& !A9& A8;
decode of 36xx
the semi-colon delimiting the comment from the actual
equation.
More complex functions may be defined as logic equations,
with equal clarity, by using various shorthand techniques. For
example, afour-bit identity comparator, which is constructed
from four exclusive-OR gates and an AND gate may be
defined in the following way:
EQO =AO & BO # !AO & !BO; 'zero' bits equal
EQ1 =Al &BI # !Al & !B 1; 'one' bits equal
EQ2 =A2 & B2 # !A2 & !B2; 'two' bits equal
EQ3 =A3 & B3 # !A3 & !B3; 'three' bits equal
EQ =EQO & EQ1 & EQ2 & EQ3; all bits equal
Using the exclusive-OR symbol '#' instead of the
expanded logic definition would make the equations even
clearer, and would be understood by most logic compilers.
You can also define astate machine with logic equations.
Consider afour-digit identification number detector for use
in akeypad combination lock. Its state diagram is reproduced
in Fig. 2.
The lock is unlocked by entering the code '6714'; any
other code sets off an alarm which can be cancelled with a
remote reset. The machine is also reset when it detects that
the door has been dosed after asuccessful entry. Physically,
the state register has four bits, outputs Q3_
0,
with four inputs
1
3_
0 for the code entry. Signal DOOR closes the door while
ALARM cancels the alarm.
The keypad decoder sends out adigit encoded by 1
3_
0 or 'F'
if no key is being depressed. System outputs are UNLOCK to
enable the door, and SOUND to set the alarm.
First, it is necessary to define the states and the 'input
codes, as follows:
SO = !Q3 & !Q2 & !Q1 & !QO
S1= !Q3 & !Q2 & !Q 1& QO
S2 = !Q3 & !Q2 & Q1 & !QO
and so on through
S9 =Q3 & !Q2 & !Q 1& QO
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INF=I3 &I2 &II &I0
IN7 = !I3 & I2 & 11 & IO
IN6 = !I3 & 12 & I1& !IO
IN4 = !I3 & 12 & !Il & !IO
IN1 = !I3 & !I2 & !Il &IO

SETF/RESET;

release the reset condition

CLOCKF CLK;

clock the state machine

CHECK/Q3/Q2/Q1/Q0;
'0'
SETF/I3

12

Il/I0

CLOCKF CLK;

If you are designing for a device with D-type bistable
devices, the state transitions must be defined by noting which
bits have to be set high for each state transition, as follows:
Q3.D =S7 & INF & !DOOR; transition S7 to S8
# S8 & !DOOR; hold in S8
# SO & !(IN6 # INF); transition SO to S9
# S2 & !(IN7 # INF); transition S2 to S9
# S4 & !(INI # INF); transition S4 to S9
# S6 & !(IN4 # INF); transition S6 to S
#S9 & !ALARM; hold in S9
Q2.D =S3 & INF; transition S3 to S4
# S4 & INF; hold in S4
# S4 & IN1; transition S4 to S5, etc.
The outputs are simply defined by:
UNLOCK =S7;
SOUND =S9;
The notation `Q3.D' implies that this function is applied to
the D-input of the bistable device driving the Q3 output. At
the active clock edge, the output will be set high if the
function is true.
From the first few lines, it is apparent that equations do not
give atransparent view of the function being implemented.
However, by considering each transition it is possible to
generate aset of equations which, when mapped onto the
device, will produce a working part. The logic compiler
minimises each equation and, if there are enough product
terms driving each bistable device, the mapping will be
successful.
The next section shows how state machines can be
specified in away which is directly associated with their
function.

Simulating the logic design
The final stage of alogic design is usually asimulation. This
has two functions; it checks that the logic will operate as
intended, and it produces aset of test vectors for performing
functional tests on the device after it has been programmed.
Simulation can be defined by means of atext-based entry, or
with atruth table, in most logic compilers.
Iwill show how the door lock can be simulated with an
example of each method. The PALASM format would yield
the following:
SIMULATION;

keyword for the simulation

segment
TRACE_ON 13

12

RESET CLK

Il

IO DOOR ALARM Q3 Q2 Ql QO

;defining the signals we wish

to view on the simulation output.
is added to initialise
SETF 13

12

Il

values of

IO/DOOR/ALARM RESET;
the

Reset

the state machine
initial

inputs at reset

check that it

is

state

(an alternative notation is CHECK SO)
;put

'6'

onto the inputs

clock it again

CHECK Si
CLOCKF CLK
CHECK Si;

check that it holds

TRACE_OFF

;end trace at

in Si

finish of

simulation

The same test sequence in truth table format would appear
as in Table 1. Although the truth table requires more typing
effort, the result is clearer in terms of the device operation.
Also, the output is automatically checked on each line, not
just when specified as in the text-based method.
Simulation results may usually be viewed in tabular form
or as a waveform display after compilation of the logic
equations. Any discrepancies between the expected result of
the simulation and the actual result will show up and allow
modification of the logic equations to give the fiesired logic
function.
Compilation of logic equations, together with the
simulation segment will give aprogramming file with test
vectors where this option is possible. Most PAL-type devices
will accept programming files with vector testing; most fpgas
are either configured in-circuit or programmed on dedicated
programmers which do not allow for vector testing. In-circuit
testing, using JTAG protocols, is more usual for fpgas.

Logic equation shortcomings
There are two problems with using logic equations in fpga
designs. Firstly there is no global standard for the symbols
and syntax; in these articles Ihave standardised on the ABEL
symbols, but other standards, such as PALASM are equally
valid. This is not an obstacle in itself for these different
standards have worked very well for classical pld designs,
but it would be very useful to have a universal standard
which would be accepted by any fpga design system.
More important is the scale of fpgas compared with plds. A
fairly complex pld such as the 22V10, contains over one
hundred product terms, each of which can be defined by an
equation similar to the decoder example above. To try to
design with equations, even at this scale, can make adesign
extremely difficult to comprehend. Writing down the
equations is atime consuming task in itself. But trying to
decide where modifications should be made in the event that
simulation throws up amistake, for example, may prove even
more arduous.
The architecture of fpgas dictates that logic equations are
not the best way to define their logic content. Complex plds
have afixed structure which means that a logic equation
maps directly into the AND-array of the logic cell. The only
variable is the way in which signals are routed from the i/o
lines into the logic blocks. But even this task can be
approached in afairly mechanical way, for there are fixed
paths for the signals to travel inside the device.
In an fpga, the structure is much freer. For astart, there is
not afixed two-level AND-OR structure for aone-to-one
association with the typical sum of products logic equation.

Table 1. Test sequence in truth-table format for simulating the combination lock.
[13
[1,
[1,

12,
1,
1,

[0
1,
[0,
1.
and so on...

11
1,
1,

10,
1,
1,

DOOR,
0,
0,

ALARM,
0,
0,

RESET CLK]-*
1,
0]->
0,
C]->

[03,
[0,
[0,

1,
1,

0,
0,

0,
0,

0,
0,

0,
0,

[0,
[0,
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C]->
C]->

02
0,
0,
0,
0,

01,
0,
0,
0,
0,

00]
0]
0]
11
1]
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This may have to be broken down into achain of gates in
order to achieve the required input connectivit. If the same
logic expression is used in two different equations the
inference is that it is recreated at each location in the fpga
where the overall equations are implemented. It may be more
efficient to generate it only once and route it to the second
area of the fpga. This will save logic modules but use routing
resources.
I have stressed that fpga structures are more like an
integrated form of discrete logic. It is most unusual to design
pcbs for discrete logic with logic equations. While logic
equations are useful and help visibility for pal-type plds, they
are not the ideal way to design fpgas.

S2

= !Q3

& !Q2

& Q1

& !QO;

etc.

The if-then -else structure may be written as:
WHILE

[SO]

IF 13
IF

ELSE

& Il

& 12

[S9]

WHILE
IF

& 12

!I3

& Il

& IO THEN

[SO]

& !IO THEN

[Si]

WITH SOUND

[Si]

!I3

IF 13

& 12
& 12

& Il & !IO THEN
& Il & IO THEN

[Si]

[S2]

State machine basics
A state machine is asystem which, as its name implies, can
exist in a number of stable states. Each state is usually
defined by aunique number stored in aset of bistable devices
called the state register.
Inputs to a state machine are those signals which can
influence the sequence in which the states are entered. There
is also aclock to define the time intervals at which the inputs
are sampled and the decision made as to whether the state
register is changed, and which state should be entered next.
Outputs from a state machine may depend on the state
register only, in which case it is called aMoore machine.
Alternatively, they may be alogical combination of inputs
and state register, when it is known as aMealy machine.
A state machine may be described by astate diagram; the
door lock in Fig. 2is an example. Each of the ten possible
states is represented by acircle labelled with the value of the
state register for that state. Transitions between states are
represented by arrows labelled with the logic condition which
enables that transition.
The 'main sequence' runs vertically downwards from SO to
S8, wrapping around back to SO when the sequence ends
with the door closing again. Transitions to S9 are triggered by
incorrect key depressions. Each state has ahold condition
which is shown by an arrow wrapped round back to the same
state. Thus, keying '6' triggers ajump from SO to SI but, if
key '6' remains depressed for more clock cycles the state
machine remains in SI. Releasing the key sends 'F' to the
inputs and triggers the jump to S2, ready for the next key
push.
The outputs are decoded directly from the states, making
this design aMoore machine.

WHILE

[S9]

IF ALARM THEN
ELSE

[S9]

[SO]

WITH SOUND

The else statements, above, have different effects. In the [SO]
statement, the 'else' sends the machine to state [S9] if the
input is not 'F' or '6'; in the [S9] statement it defines the hold
condition.
The 'with' operator defines acombinatorial output. In a
Moore machine, as in this case, an output is always
associated with the same state; in Mealy machines, output
conditions may depend on the path by which a state is
reached.
The 'case' construct defines conditions to be tested, and the
action to be taken when the condition is true. In the door-lock
example, you could define the state machine with the
following case statement:
CASE

(ALARM,

DOOR,

Q[3..0])

BEGIN
#h00:

CASE

(I[3..0])

BEGIN
#hF:

BEGIN

Q[3..0]

= #h0

END

#h6:

BEGIN

Q[3..0]

= #hl

END

Q[3..0]

#h9

END

OTHERWISE:
END
#h01=

CASE

(I[3..0])

BEGIN
#hF:

BEGIN

Q[3..0]

= #h2

END

#h6:

BEGIN

Q[3..0]

= #hl

END

#h09:

BEGIN

Q[3..0]

= #h9

END

#h29:

BEGIN

Q[3..01

= #h0 END

Q[3..0]

= #h0 END

END

State equation syntax
Most pld and fpga logic-entry systems allow logic equations
and state equations to be mixed in the same design file. The
syntax for entering state equations varies from system to
system but the commonest methods use if-then-else or case
statements. With either, it is mandatory to define the states in
terms of the state register elements. This may be done with
the following syntax:
[Q3,

42,

Q1,

SO

= 0000b;

Si

= 000lb;

S2

= 0010b;

Q0]

and so on, or by:

OTHERWISE:
END

This illustraies the use of nested case statements. In this
example, it is necessary to allow the default jumps to [S9]; if
the input conditiom were not nested within each present state
'case', every possible input combination would have to be
specified to define the jump to the error state. Nesting, the
'otherwise' operator takes care of defaults as the else operator
does in the if-then-else construct.
•
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SO

= !Q3

& !Q2

& !Q1 & !QO;

Si

= !Q3

& !Q2

& !Ql

& Q0;

The next article in this series will cover hardware description
languages — including VHDL
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PWM
for small motors
Peter Hale presents
two simple but
efficient pwm
schemes for driving
and controlling small
motors.

+15V
-s-

270R

21m11— '
\AAA

6V2

10a

1W3

6V
+15V
10k

Set frequency
(20kHz)

10k

1n

7

0

6

T

10k

10k

7

VVW

rrrn

controls the speed and direction of

low voltage dc motor via a single

potentiometer.
Pulse width modulation, or pwm, is a
method by which a rectangular pulse
has its mark to space ratio varied thus
controlling the average value of voltage
'seen' by the motor. These pwm drives
reverse the polarity of the average value
of voltage from zero volts thus enabling
a smooth change of direction of the

LM393

o

3
10k

here are two pulse-width modulated drives described here. Each

a

LM393

22k

RV I Motor speed
and direction

Fig. 1. Where only a
single supply is

+15V
TIP121

available, four
transistors in a
bridge formation

Tr

Intrinsic diodes

TIP121

Tr i

One

A

provide ameans of

Tr 3

driving the motor in
either direction.

psu

Tr2
OV

TIP126

TIP126

H bridge

rotor.
Pulse-width modulated drives have

(c)

(b)
Tr 3 on

Chi
OV

5V/div

e

vco

10V/div

Chi

OV

Tr i, on
— Tr2 on

A

Tr \ on

OV

5V/div

100mVidiv

Ch2
75mV, 1A shunt
OV

Fig. 2. Waveforms associated with the circuit of Fig. 1. Triangle wave Fcauses switching as it rises above and below reference G, resulting in
pulses at B. Varying the reference causes variations in pulse width. Degradation of waveform A, which is 13 inverted, is due to using the second
comparator in the dual package. Motor speed is 1000rev/min, supply is 15V and horizontal deflection is 10ps/div.
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across the motor reverses polarity —at a
rate of 20kHz in this case. But the average voltage appearing across the motor
is the net sum of the positive and negative blocks of voltage. Hence the direction and speed of the motor can be precisely controlled.
Both drivers have similar perfor-

an advantage over linear alternatives in
that the heat loss in the transistors is
greatly reduced. This is because they
are conducting only in the saturation
region when V„ will be about IV or
even less.
Both of the drives are bipolar. This
means that the instantaneous voltage

Multivibrator
Set frequency

RV.i 50k

Fig. 3. With adual
supply rail, only
two drive
transistors are
needed to provide
forward and
reverse motor
control.

LP Filter

Comparator
+12V

10k

4

TL074

+12V
-12V

mance. A major consideration in selecting which one is preferable for agiven
application may be the availability of
single or dual power supply rails.

H-bridge using asingle rail
This method involves turning switches
Tr ' and Tr 2 on and Tr 3 and Tr4 off
simultaneously, then Tr i and Tr 2 off
and Tr 3 and Tr4 on simultaneously, at a
rate of 20kHz.
The oscillator generates arectangular
pulse at E, then alow-pass filter integrates to produce waveform F. Mark to
space ratio of the driving pulses for the
transistor bases at points A and B is set
via potentiometer RV,. Waveform B is
an inverted version of waveform A.
Figure 1 shows the circuit diagram
and the H-bridge, and Fig. 2the associated waveforms.

2k7

Using two supply rails
RV 2
5k
Control motor

+12V

2k7

(a)

(c)
5V/div

Ch2
OV

e

Chi
5V/div
VO-D

This alternative method has only two
switches, Tr ' and Tr 2,switching at a
rate of 20kHz and varying pulse width
set by the potentiometer RV 2.Hence
the polarity of the voltage across the
motor changes at arate of 20kHz and
the motor sees the net sum, i.e. average
value, of these two voltage blocks.
Figure 3 shows the circuit diagram
and the two-transistor driver while Fig.
4 shows the associated waveforms. •

+2.8V ay.

Ch2
100mV/div
1
C-0
0volts/
0amps

- Chi
1

(d)

N

(b)

5V/div

OV

Chi
5V/div
VC-0

e

with 0.1µF C to —12V

Ch2
100mV/div
1
C-0

75mV, 1A shunt
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Fig. 4. Waveforms
for Fig. 3. Screens
a) and b) are
control waveforms
while those in c)
and d) show drive
output under load.
In d), you can see
that adding the
0.1pF capacitor
between the
negative rail and
output
significantly
reduces the high.
frequency noise.
Again, motor
speed is
1000rev/min and
horizontal
deflection is
10ps/div.

0volts/
0amps
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Hands-on
Interne.
Cyril Bateman's net discoveries
this month include a search tool
specifically for scientists and
engineers and new simulation
software whose demo is perhaps
unique in including optimisation.

BM WebEuggam
Fie

Options

4

ExpMBIngMhe Net

Çonfigure

a it

section on `Cyber Tools' is designed to help new users
navigate the Internet, downloading and printing all three
sections will be beneficial even to seasoned users in their
searches, Fig. 1.

UK-biased search engines?
Being dominated by North American usage and needs,
most search engines have aUS bias. Recent months
however have seen asteady introduction of European or
UK biased search tools. UK.Search.Co 6 claims to supply a
simple and straight forward Internet access, providing
directory information for UK businesses, users home
pages as well as Internet search engines, Fig. 2.
Infospace.Com 7 provides similar facilities but with aUS
bias, having detailed telephone and 'E-Mail' directories for
North America, but not Europe. However their access to
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Quicktist

D

Fig. 1. SENN —an
on-line guide
dedicated to
exploiting
Internet Science
Archives.

Help

â

I
nv»'ww e, orgflectures/SENN/senn
XPLOMNG

E

THE NET

FINDING AND USING
TECHNICAL RESOURCES
ON THE INTERNET

edited by Sheri L.S. Worthington
Edito, Science S Engineers0
- g Alelsrsi* News

B

ased in Norway, FTPSearch Iis perhaps the best and
most popular search engine for locating and
transferring software files available on Internet. In
early 1997, the FTPSearch statistics page graphs were
indicating more than 210,000 searches aday compared to
apeak of 65,000 searches one year ago, confirmation
indeed of the continued and rapid growth in Internet usage.
As anew surfer two years ago 2,Ifound two books 34
covering the history and development of the Internet most
useful in helping me to understand how to look for
information. However one consequence of this rapid
Internet growth and the resulting changes, is that even the
newest Internet books can become dated before
publication. Hence the emergence of new, regularly
updated, on-line introductions to Internet.
SENN,5 the Science and Engineering Network News,
which is updated monthly, is written by Shari
Worthington, ascientist turned engineer, and now editor.
It is intended specifically for aiding understanding of the
scientific biased Internet resources. While the introductory

Navigate
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Fig. 2. Searching
the Net with a
straightforward
but UK slant.
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Fig. 3. Infospace's
Internet
innovations.
Find E-Mail or
Business
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Fig. 6. Arden Technologies Inc. low-cost rf/microwaye
simulator. If you want to try out optimisation of a
circuit, download this demonstration.
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The chief product of Tent Analysis is
-a PC-oriented
Computer Aided Encjineering (CAE) package for design of
Electroiliectsanicai (And ices and general electromagnetic
simulations. With ChuickFielcrs multidisciplinary analysis
capabilities. you can optimize electrical. thermal and mechanical
features of your designs, all within one package !In addition, the
results of different anise element analyses can easily te Bilked
together which mates it ideal for simulating munition:I coupling
Maces. Chicle-mid is suitable for electromagnetic simulation of
allabors, sciences. transformers. ac Water's. magnetic shiekls,
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Fig. 5. The GE
database of
Plastics and
Polymers for you
to download.
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An early pioneer on the World Wide Web. GE Plastics
was the first materials producer to establish a site
providing a broad range of in-depth technical
information to serve the plastics industry Within these
pages. you will had n wealth of technical data and
guidance pertaining to engéneenng plastics desigh
processing aaill performance Our goal is to deliver
highest lavad el illarrnaboweased value to our Inagua"

liedhoreseameollmila.

Fig. 7. Tera-Analysis, home of the updated and re-named
'Elcut' software.
Simple and low cost finite element analysis for the
electronic designer.
information for USA or Canada is truly first class, Fig. 3.
The Infoseek and AltaVista search engines, both featured
in the July issue of Electronics World, have remained my
personal first choices for general Internet searches. Such is
the speed of development of Internet needs that Infoseek
now has asecond generation search tool, Ultra.Infoseek. 8
This tool is claimed to provide the fastest most
comprehensive and accurate search engine presently
available on the Web.
From recent experience Ultra.Infoseek seems to provide
the more acceptable results, if searching for less popular
topics, and especially for electronics keywords, Fig. 4.
In years gone by. Ihave spent much time seeking electrical
and mechanical data for polymers. GE Plastics9 has available
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GE Select, asoftware database of the company's product
range, which can be downloaded for use on apc or
Macintosh. You first have to register arequirement. Then
downloading instructions and aregistration number will then
be sent to you by e-mail, Fig. 5.
Simulation software
Searching the software library of the on-line magazine
`SSS', featured last month, revealed an interesting but low
cost simulator, 'Eclipse' from Arden Technologies m. This
'small signal' simulator, intended for use for if design,
includes the facility to optimise the circuit component
values to achieve design targets.
Since components such as capacitors or inductors can
also be defined using mathematical expressions and still
use optimisation, this simulator could prove useful at
lower frequencies when designing bandpass filter circuits.
A crippled demonstration version can be downloaded from
Arden's homepage, Fig. 6.
While electronic circuit simulation is the most popular
electronic design calculation short cut, with avariety of
software programs now available from many archives and
commercial vendors, it is not the only useful design tool
for use on apersonal computer.
Similar archives of mathematics tools also exist. The
Math Archive" is amost interesting source of tools for
equation solving and plotting also finite element analysis.
While acertain amount of work using
electrical/mechanical analogues within Spice is possible
assuming suitably specified equivalent models, more
general solutions of heat flow, or electrical capacitance,
inductance or voltage stress predictions, require use of

field plotting techniques or preferably the mechanical
engineers 'what-if tool, finite element analysis.
The useful, low cost and simple to use, finite element
simulator, 'Elcur which Ihave regularly used to calculate
printed circuit board stray capacitance and localised heat
gradient behaviour, has been updated, re-named
Quickfielel 2 and is now available from Tera-Analysis. A
no cost 200 node evaluation version can be downloaded
from their page, Fig. 7.
The most frequently used circuit simulators are based on
aconcept developed by the University of California at
Berkeley -namely Spice. Enhancements of this package
provide amplitude/time displays similar to that of an
oscilloscope screen".
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M&B RADIO (LEEDS)
THE NORTH'S LEADING USED TEST EQUIPMENT DEALER
OSCILLOSCOPES
HP 54111D SOO MHz digitizing scope (colour display)
£3000
HP 54112D Ica rift 4 channel digitizing scope (colour display)
£2250
HP 5420ID 300 MHz 2channel dreams 127 channels loik szete gii= (1900
TEKTRONIX 2465ADM 350 MHz 4channel (d,146 rrednweer,
L2500
TErTlIONIX 2445A 350 MHz 4 channel
£2000
TEKTRONIX 2230 100 MHz 2 channel digital storage
£2000
TEKTRONIX 2220 60 MHz 2channel digtal storage
£1500
TEKTRONIX 2445 150 MHz 4channel GRAB
£1400
TEKTRONIX 2244 100 MHz 4 channel aimed
(1400
TEKTRONIX 7844/7A24/7A19/7119211/71180 (60014113/2% 4001114z) .. £1200
TEKTRONIX 485 300 MHz 2channel scope
TEKTRONIX 475* 150
z2c anne
£650
TEKTRONIX 475 200 MHz 2channel
,i,,
TEKTRONIX 446 100 MHz 2channel
TEKTRONIX 4658 100 MHz 2 channel
horn £404
TEKTRONIX 445 100 MHz 2channel
TEKTRONIX SC504.TM503/DM501 80 MHz • DVM
TEKTRONIX 434 25 MI-12 channel storage
TEKTRONIX 314 10 MHz 2 channel storage
TEKTRONIX 2215 SO MHz 1channel
TEKTRONIX 2236 100 MHz 2 channel urner/counur
TEKTRONIX 5111 storage mainframe (new)
TEKTRONIX 212 SOO KR, 2channel handheld battery portable
PHILIPS PM 3175 100 MHz 2501•1511 GP-IR
PHILIPS PM 3055 SO MHz 2 channel
PHILIPS PM 1057 50 MHz 2channel
PHILIPS PM 3217 50 MHz 2channel
1WATSU LS 6122 100 MHz 4 channel with cursors
1WATSIJ SS 5710 60 MH2 4 channel
LEADER LI10524L 40 MHz 2 channel
HITACHI VI100 100 MHz 1 channel weds cursory
GOULD 420 100 1114z 050 2channel 4esker hardcopy
GOULD 05300 20 MHz 2 channel
GOULD 052508 IS MHz 2channel
UNAOHM G509 DT 20 M1+2 2channel (compact)
BALLANT1NE 10228 25 MH2 2channel portable

*ern £400
£450
(.100
£400
£450
£750
£275
£195
[1650
£425
£475
£400
£800
£400
£300
£750
£1400
£200
£145
£160
(225

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS
TEKTRONIX 492 50 KHz-21 GHz OPT 001/002
£5500
TEKTRONIX 494P 101012-11 GO,
£9000
TEKTRONIX 2710 10 KHz-1.9 0112
(4000
TEKTRONIX 7L12 10 KH2-1.8 Gila • mainframe
£1000
TEKTRONIX 7L5 • 12 OPT 25 trackiri,!e• meld».
£1000
HP 9754A 4 MHz-1300 MHO network a£2000
HP 84111/8411A network analyser 110 M 42.4 Gab
£1100
HP 85588 100 KHz-1500 MHz • mainframe
1750
HP 856911 10 MHz-22 GO,OPT 003/4004443
(4950
HP 3582A 002 Ha-25 5 KHz dua1 channel sled
11800
HP 3561A 64 uHz.100 KHz dynamic signal ante»
1ple Id• Cal
£4000
HP 140T/85528/85538 I£14,110 MHz
£450
HP 141T/85528/8554B I
CO 0/-4,-1250 MHz
£1000
be 14IT/85518/8555A 10 M142-18GH2
1500
MARCONI TF2370 10 14,110 MHz deed temp
OHO
'
,RUE ,.à KJAER 2033 20 14.-20 KHz audio
L1000
SIGNAL GENERATORS
HP
HP
HP
HP
HP
HP
HP
HP
HP
HP
HP
HP

8447A 100 (Ho-1050 MHz signal generator
8904A DC-600 KO. multifunction synthesizer
8457^ 100 KH2.11)40 MO, urn, generator
1114^ 0.001 H2.19 99 MHz hanctioewaveform monitor
1584C 50 Hz.323 MHz selectee level meter
8683D 23GHz.13 GHz OPT 001/003 sole:1state generator *new)
8420C/84230B 10 GS-12-4 2GHz sweeper
8620C sweeper mainfrm
aes lias new)
865411 10 M1-11-520 MO: OF generator
32048 10 MHz-500 MHz oscillator
31345 10 142-21 MO, synthesizer/level meter
3320A frequency synthesszer 0.1 F11-13 MHz

110000
£2500
£3000
£2750
£1750
£2950
£1000
£250
£495
£200
£600
1.450

HP 33I2A 0 IHz.13 MHz funcoon generator
(400
HP 33108 00005 Hz-5 MHz function generator
£200
HP 80058 03 Hz-20 MHz pulse generator
£375
TEKTRONIX 2901 tone mark generator
£250
MARCONI TF2019" 80 KO,-1040 MHz syndesber£264,2
MARCONI TF1015/2171 10 MFh-S20 MFh ends synchrenher
£495
MARCONI TF2015 10 MIII-520 MHz
£350
MARCONI TF2008 10 0F12-510 MHz RF generator
£300
MARCONI TF2016 10 104.-120 MHz (12501 TF2016.1
£295
PTS Inc. PTS I» 100 (Ho-160 MHz frequency source
£200
FLUKE 6011A 10 Hell MHz syndxsaed seal
£1000
ROHDES a SCHWARTZ APN62 0.1 Hz 260
(new)£2000
WILTRON 6100/501 IMHz-I500 MHz sweeper • log meow
£7513
GIGA GR I101A 12 G142-18 GHa pulse generator
£600
PHILIPS PM5316 100 KHz-125 111-1z RF generator
[400
ADRET 2230A
Hz-1 M/4z syndanned source
£195
WAVETEK 193 20 /1Hz sweep modulation generator
(400
WAVETEK 171 2 MHz synthesized fume» generator
£450
WAVETEK 182 ;loon Ftz-2 MHz lures,»
,.,on
£175
THANDAR TG503
Ho-0 MHz p &fnr000r generator
£225
SAYROSA MA 30 10 /4.-100 104.
£I75

r."71.ri
pité.

no

otes

TEST EQUIPMENT
ELECTRO-METERICS EMC-2S MKIII interference analyser 10 KFIel 004, 1995
BALL EFRATROM MIIT 14 ruhirhurn frequency standard
£4000
TRACOR 527E frequency difference meter
WAVETEK 1018A log ho RF peak power meter DC-26 GHz
(1200
ANRITSU MUSA 2Glez error detector
[1250
TEKTRONIX 1141/SPGII/T5G11 pst ed. generator
(1500
TEKTRONIX 145 pal gen. look test seal generator
£1500
TEKTRONIX 52IA wctor scopes
£350
TEKTRONIX A6902A isolator
£450
DRANETZ 656 disturbance analyser
£1000
PHILIPS P1411252A dual pen recorder
£225
SCHLUMBERGER 7702 deal transmission anatew (new)
£6»
SCHLUMBERGER 4.00 AFiliF measuring unit
£400
SCHLUMBERGER AF405 3 tone generatorhnodulabor
LI SO
FERROGRAPH RIS 2audio tiest set
ken [195
AMBER 4400A awlo test set£400
WANDEL A GOLTERMAN PIS19 WWI
(500
MARCONI TF2305 mod meter SO eta GO-4,11000
MARCONI TF2610 no.
voltmeter
£695
MARCONI 6950/6910 10 MI41-20 GM: RF power TIM
1850
MARCONI 6591A VSWR indexer
495
MARCONI e440/6421 10 M/41-114 GF12 RF power meter
250
MARCONI 702306 prograrernalne interface wet£400
MARCONI TF2432A 10 Hz-560 MHz frequency counter£125
E1P 535 10 142-113 Gliz rnerowave frequevy meter 12 de
£850
HP 4954A pouxol analyser •HP 18I3SA pod
£3250
HP 70001A mainframe • la 70205A graphic displays
£4000
HP 5341^ 500 MHz-I8 GHa micreinve frequency meter
iirs» £100
HP 5334A unnersal systems counter
1750
HP 5335A unnerve systems counter
£12oo
HP 5345A 1.5 MIC2-263 GH2 counter/535SA/5356A•B season
£2000
HP 53211411 univenal Ireq.enty counter • diem
£350
HP 4356/8481A/8444A/11708A 10 74142.18 GHz (new/HP «Wesel») £1100
HP 4358/8481A 10 MH2-18 GH2 RF power meow
£800
HP 435A/8442AH 100 K542-4.2 Glez RF power meter
£550
HP 432A/478A 10 MI41-10 GH2 RF power meter
£275
HP 436A OF power TerefS
(650
HP 8477A RF power meter calibrator
(125
HP 5087A destreseion amplifier (new)
£750
HP 3488A switch controller
[550
HP 3581C 1SHz-50 KHa selective voltmeters as new
£400
HP 3779A primary multiplex analyser
£250
HP 333A distortion analyser
£295
HP 11710A down corwerur
£250
HP 373011/3736M down converterlouillator

rots

HP
HP 400E
3403C
0040,.,.,,
10true
Hz-10
(MS
KHz
voltmeter
AC
(digital)

ALL PRICES PLUS VAT AND CARRIAGE •ALL EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED WITH 30 DAYS WARRANTY
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Tel: (0113) 2435649 Fax: (0113) 2426881
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£115

HP 340146 10 01,12co mri, RF sampling voltmeter mch probes
HP 344SA 4Segn serene..
HP 3446* 45digit autorangeng Inelelleter
HP 3437A 35 digit high speed system voltmeter
HP 3455A 6.5 dgit bench mulurneter
HP 34611A S5 die muleneter/auto cal (LCD)
HP 5004A sivbsre anaiyser
HP 5005A signature mulnineter
HP 64411A DC power supply 0-600v/0-13 amp
HP 6255* dual DC power supply le 0.40470-1.5 amp
HP 6251A dual DC power 5.,pçdn le 0-20v/0-3 amp
HP 6825A power supply/anspr 204 to .20v/0-2 amp
HP 62688 DC power super 0-40./0-30 arnp OPT 005/010/040
HP 116453 ISO MHz-18 GHz modulator
HP 355C RF step atureators 0-12 dB DC-1 Wiz (NEW)
HP 0010 RF step actenuators 0-110 dB DC-1 G141 (NEW)
BIRD 43 RF wattmeters
BIRD 8323 30 db coaxial attenuator 100W
SALLANTINE 6125C prog nmeamplitude test set
HALCYON 5008/52IA unnersal test sewn
BRADLEY 192 oscilloscope calibrator
REMO DPI IHz-100 KHz phase meter (new)
WAYNE KERR C7416 LCR meter battery portable
AVO 215-112 AC/DC breakdown ionisation tester
FARNELL 801030/35 electronic load
FARNELL TM8 10 KHz-1000 MHz tnie RIG wen »meter
FARNELL P001502 dual power supply 0-35e 2rap
FARNELL TSV70 power supply 0-70.0-10 any
SIEMENS U2133 psophoineter Mewl
SIEMANS D2104 1001(Hz-00 MHz level meter
SIEMENS VII ISO 100 KH2-30 MHz level »dime
NARDA 2001 450 mii..9so MHz directional coupler 2»
HARDA 3041-30 500 MO, 1000 MHz directional cler X»
HARDA 36448-30 17 GHL-8.3 GHt 20c0s direcOonal coteer
HARDA 3004-10 4 GHL-10 GHz 1040 directional coupler
HARDA 60132 solid state amplifier 8 6142.11 GHz
SAYROSA AMM 1.5 11113-2 GFh automate modubbon meters
ROHDE A SCHWARZ NEO 0.F power meter
WATKINS-JOHNSON receivers various types e stock phone For 0840116
RED1FON RA500 100 H2-30 MH2 receivers
RACAL RA 17 30 MHz valve receiver
RACAL RA1218 30 MH2 ,never
RACAL RAI772 30 M1.12 recere.
RACAL 2309/2294/2215/2116 20 MHz-1000 MHz receivers
RACAL RA 6793A 30 Mkt recener (as new)
RACAL RAI771/11A 1107 30 11Hz recover
RACAL 1063 two tone oscillator
RACAL 1008 1.5 Mf12.2000 M142 automatic modulation meter
RACAL DANA 9011404 50 MHz unnersal counter timer
RACAL DANA 1914 10 142-100 MHz frpeency counter
RACAL DANA 1915 10 142-520 MH2 frequency counter
RACAL DANA re16 10 Itz-520 MHz frequency counter
RACAL DANA 9119 10 142-1100 MHz frequency counter
RACAL DANA 9104 10 H2-1100 Mhz unnersal counter timer
RACAL DANA 9121 10 142.3000 M142 frequency counter
RACAL DANA 19/1 10 /42-160 MHz unnertal counter peer's*
RACAL DANA 19/3 10 HI.13C0 MH: manatee:end counter
RACAL DANA 9300 EMS roloneter
RACAL DANA 9301A true EMS OF rnalreoloniner
RACAL DANA 6000 nacroprocessing clIgkal voltmeter
BRUEL IL KJAER 2971 plow meter
DATRON 1071 auto./ digital mulometers
FLUKE 8505A digital mull:ureter
FLUKE 8506A thermal EMS multimeter
FLUKE 103A frequency comparator
FLUKE 11300 pros constant current/voltage calobrator
FLUKE 010400.1,bntoo.
FLUKE 5100A programmable AC calibrator • 520SA precise» power anip
FLUKE 54408 erect ••01t.1 calibrator
RF MICROSYSTEMS INC. AN/TRC-I 76 VI4P/UFIF (AL Nun
SPECIAL OFFERS
SOLARTRON 7045 4.5 dirt bench intolurneter (battery/mains)
FLUKE 25 hot spec c=
inultimeters
n
with manual and probes (se ear)
SMITHS 3' diameter
SIEMENS PDRI482 portable LCD radiation meters bow)

£200
LIM
£200
£200
[495
£400
LISO
£2»
£50
LI»
[200
[250
£500
[350
LIM
(IRS
[95
L300
(100
LISO
L500
LI 50
(75
£400
(495
£350
.L950

£330
£300
£100
£125
LI 50
1175
£100
£175
£600
£450
1200
4350
(050
£1000
£1150
£1500
£300
£300
095
1100
£100
1150
£295
1400
£400
£315
(600
L350
£400
£250
£400
1400
1750
Me»
1250
£450
4195o
14000
£4950
£400
(40
(70
(65
£50
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Analysing

circuits

I

nthe article 'Analysing circuits via energy', Electronics World October 1995,
Andrew Gibson and Bernice Dillon presented acircuit analysis technique based on
power. After reading the article and working
through the examples shown, Iattempted to
apply this technique to several simple circuits.
The first, atransient response dc circuit shown
in Fig. 1, introduced adifficulty upon writing
the power equation.
According to their technique the power
equation would be written as,
P(V) =

(V - 50) 2
20

+ V xi,

where i, = i
o +L
i .[ V(t)dt
Now the power delivered by the 50V source
is afunction of V and of time which makes
finding the solution considerably more difficult than the standard technique' for this type
of circuit. As a way around this problem,
replace the inductor with a'resistance' that is
defined by,

RL=V/i L
Then setup the power equation as follows,
P(V)=(V-50) 2/
20+V2fik
and differentiating with respect to V,
dP/dV=V-50/10+2V/R L=0
V=5OR L/(R L+20)

Lee Johnston
expands on a
new circuit
analysis
technique based
on power.
approach. The second type of circuit Iattempted to analyse with this technique involves the
use of adependent current source, and again
discovered aproblem after writing the power
equation, Fig. 2.
In this case the power delivered by the
dependent current source is afunction of node
voltage VI and V2 which leads to the power
equation,
P(V iV2)=(V 1-50) 212+1/
1214+
(
1/
1
-V2)
215+V22120-V2(1.7(50-VM

After rearranging and substituting the inductor's v
-i relationship yields,
di/dt+12500i=31250.
Solving the first-order differential equation
gives the transient response,
i(t)=2.5-2.5e -125 °°' in amps

After following the authors' procedure of
taking the partial derivatives, minimising and
solving the system of equations leads to aVI
node voltage of 115.5V and aV2 node voltage
of -130.4V. This result does not agree with
the standard node voltage solution of 43.26V
and 80.46V respectively'. However, this problem can be corrected by replacing the dependent source by a'resistance' defined by:

or V(0=50e -125 m in volts.
Rc=-V2/(1.7(50-V 1))
These results

agree with the

standard
Establish the power equation and find the
partial derivatives as follows,
P(V I,V2).(1/ 1-50) 2/
2+V 12/
4+
(V I-V2)
2/
5+V22/
20+V22/Rc
—
dV,

+
2)

dP

(1 )
=

V2

5
2(V, 5

50 = 0
) 2x V,

-0

R.

Substituting the definition of Rc into the
equation above and solving the system of
equations leads to a V1 node voltage of
43.26V and a V2 node voltage of 80.46V
which agree with the standard approach. The
reason why the first approach does not yield
the correct answer is illustrated by examining
the power function plot, Fig. 3.
Clearly, finding aminimum for this function
does not have any physical meaning. This
problem also occurs in circuits containing
more than one independent source such as the
one in Fig. 4.
Calculation of the unknown node voltage V
may be based on the power delivered by the
20V source or the power absorbed by the 10V
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source as shown below,
Pi o( V)=( V-10) 2/
2+V
2/
10+
(20—V) 2/
4+20(( V-20)/4)
Minimizing this function gives anode voltage
V of 8.82V as can be seen by the plot of the
power function, Fig. 5.
However, the actual node voltage is
11.765V 1.This result can be obtained by
introducing a'resistance' defined by

Standard analysis techniques
10V

20V

Standard approach to solving the transient
response of the first circuit presented:
-t
where i. =2.5A

Fig. 4. Circuit containing more than one
independent source.

and

T=

0.0016
20

sec.

i(t)=2.5-2.5e -125m amps

R20 v=4 V/( V-20)
Now the power equation is,

Node voltage approach to solving the second
circuit presented:

P(V)=(V-10) 2/
2+V2/
10+(20-10 2/
4+400/R2ov

Vi/4+(V I—V2)/5+(VI-50)/2=0

Minimizing this equation where R2ov is
treated as aconstant leads to the correct value
of 11.765V as verified by the node voltage
method.
As demonstrated by the above circuits, the
authors' approach of minimizing the power
function does not always work since the concept of a stationary turning point does not
exist in circuits with constraints other than
resistive constraints. Therefore, the only way
to handle these circuits is to replace the nonresistive elements with a'resistance' defined

V2/20+(V2-1/ 1)/5-1.7(50—V 1)=0
solving this simultaneous system of equations leads to Vi=43.26V and V2=80.46V
Fig. 5. Power function plot.
Node voltage approach to the third circuit:
by the quotient of its voltage and current. By
treating this resistance as constant, just as the
real resistances are constant, partial differentiation will lead to the correct gradient and
ultimately the correct node voltages.
•

V/10+(V-10)/2+( V-20)/4=0
V=11.765V.

BIG Surprises.., small packages
contiued from page 374
In response to this problem, Linear
Technology has introduced the LT2078/9,
2178/9 range. These new devices use athin,
approx 50µm thick jelly-like coating, applied
before encapsulation, to reduce stress on the top
of the die. This results in significantly better Vos
and V., drift.
Manufacturers also face problems with the
marking of these very small parts. The capacitance value is marked on AVC ceramic chip
capacitors, for example, in neat clear print. But
the print is so tiny it can only be read with the
aid of apowerfull eyeglass.
Integrated-circuit designations tend to be
quite long, so manufacturers are often obliged
to use abbreviated codes to designate apart. For
example, the SOT23-5 packaged NC7S86M5
exclusive OR gate of Fig. 11 is marked simply
`7S86' on the top, while the similarly packaged
LMC7101BIM5X op-amp, also from National
Semiconductor is marked AO0B.

Standard sizes?

Figure 10 illustrates another point that you
should be aware of when using these devices —
watch out for the mechanical dimensions.
While the two 44-pin devices illustrated in Figs
10c) and d) look very similar, the pin pitch on
the ST44 in c) is 0.8mm, while that on the
ST44A in d) is lmm.
Pin connections are another possible trap. The

AAA

connections for asingle op-amp in the SOT235package shown in Fig. 4a) are the commonest
variety, used by anumber of manufacturers.
But some SOT23-5 op-amps use pin 1and 3as
inputs, with pin 2ground, and the output on pin
4.
With todays's densely packed boards, multilayer circuit-board construction is the order of
the day. Usually, the inner planes carry power
while the signals run on the top and bottom
planes. Interconection between top and bottom
planes, often used for mainly horizontal and
mainly vertical runs respectively, is by platedthrough hole vias. Conections to or between
inner layers may be made using 'blind' vias.
Unfortunately, the minimum pitch of conventional plated-through holes is greater than
the pitch of the pins on many packages. So
adjacent plated-through holes have to be
stagered. This takes up more board space,
negating some of the advantages of the very
small packages.
A more recent development — namely
microvias —provides asolution, but at acost.
These vias are so small that they can be located
within the land area of each pin's pad, permitting much closer spacing of ICs.

Real benefits
Although more difficult to apply than their
larger counterparts, these very small devices

benefit the designer in many ways.
For example, two single op-amps in
SOT23-5 packages occupy about half the
board space of a dual op-amp in an SO-8
pack. Additionally, even more space saving
may accrue, due to the greater flexibility
afforded by two separate packages. Each can
be place exactly where needed, minimizing
circuit-board trace lengths.
The problem of needing the odd gate, right
across the other side of the board from a
bespoke masked logic chip or ASIC containing all the other logic, has already been mentioned. Individual gates and buffers such as
that in Fig. 11 clearly supply the answer. But
they have another use, no less important.
Single logic elements can be used to buffer
the output of an ASIC, found to be over loaded at board evaluation stage. They can even be
used to implement aminor last minute logic
change, without the cost and delay penalty of
having to redesign the ASIC —provided that at
the layout stage, the designer took the precaution of leaving the odd spare scrap of
board area here and there.
With all their advantages, tiny ICs, both analogue and digital, are destined to play in
increasingly important role in today's electronic world, where time-to-market is all
important.

,a"TrIàW,
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COMPUTER ICS
TAS 9900NL-40 PULLS
S9900 NEW AMO EQUIVALENT
1AC6802 PROCESSOR

£20 ea
£30 ea
£2 ea

AM27CO20-125L1 SURFACE MOUNT EPROM USED/WIPED £1.50
P8271 BBC DISC CONTROLLER CHIP EX EQPT
£25
2817,4.20 (2K X 8) EPROM ex awl
£2
D41256C-15 256K X 1PULLS
9 FOR t5
P874911 MICRO
£5
D8751-8 NEW
£10
MK48Z02-20 ZERO POWER RAM EOUIV 6116LP
USED 4184-15
BBC VIDEO ULA
8051 MICRO
FLOPPY DISC CONTROLLER CHIPS 1771
FLOPPY DISC CONTROLLER CHIPS 1772

£4
80p
£10
£1.25
£113
£17.50

68000-8 PROCESSOR NEW
HD6384-8
27C4001 USED EPROMS
27C2001 USED EPROMS
1702 EPROM NEW
2114 EX EQPT
6284-15 8k STATIC RAM

50p

4416 EX EQPT

2/30A S10-0
7128 3'/. DIGIT LCD DRIVER CHIP

70p
£1.50

22OR 2.5W WIREWOUND RESISTOR 00K AVALMRE

£2
£2
88p
ES
£1.10
£1.80
£4
£1.50

M28F010-150K1 FLASH EPROM PLCC SOO ex Mock
L.M091LN LCD DISPLAY

£15

REGULATORS
1_44338K
1_14323K 5V 3A PLASTIC
L51350K (VARABLE 3A)
784112ASC 12V 5A
LA1317/1 105 CAN

£11
£3

£1

U.131 7T PL4ST1C TO220 variable
U.1317 METAL
7812 METAL 12V IA
7805/12/15/24
7905/12/15/24
781-IOAqC •7941GASC REGULATORS
U4123 ST93 5V 3A TO3 REGS
UC3524AN SWITCHING REGULATOR IC
78L12 SHORT LEADS
LM2950ACZ5.0

£1
£2.20
fl
30p
30p
£30 ea
£3 ea
80p
10/£1
604)

CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS

307.2KHZ 1M000000 1M8432 21.1457800 3M8884 4M000000
5M000000 54108500 5M780000 81.1000000 6M1440 7M000000
3M372800 7IA5 81.100000 9M2161014000 10M0 12M000000
14M318 14M3818 16M00 17M625800 18M00000 18M432 19M050
19M2 1914440 20M000 20M0150 21M676 22M1184 23M587
24M0000 25M1748 2594175 25M1889 27M •36M 271.400000
28.4322 32M000000 321A0000 S/MOUNT 33M3330 35M4816
38M100 40M000 41M539 4241003000 441A444 44M900 44M0
4814100000 50M00 5541000 584100920 6444000030 6644667 76411
80M0 84M0
£1.50 ea

CRYSTALS
32K768 114HZ 1/A8432 241000 2411432 241304 2M4576 3M000
31427613 341400 344579545 3M58564 3M600 3446864 34493216
4M000 41.1190 4M194304 4412056 44133614 4M608 4M9152 544000
5140688 6M000 641041952 644200 6M400 7M37280 8M000 81.406400
8/4448 8M4K1956 8M8670 9413750 91.18304 10M240 1041245
101.4368 101470300 114/000 11M052 11M98135 1244000 12M5
13M000 1341270 13M875000 141.1000 14M3113 141.17450 14/47456
15410000 1641000 171.16250 1844432 20M000 21M300
21M400M15A 24M000 2541000 26M995 134 2741045 RD 27M095 OR
27M145 BL 27M145
27M195 ON 281.14696 30M4696 31444696
31M46913 34143613 361475625 38/.176875 364478125 36M79375
14044ilm5 364181875 364483125 381.484375 381.1900 413M000
51M05833 54411916 5514500 5710418 571.17583 69M545 6941550
961A000 11144600 114148
El ea

TRANSISTORS
MPS.442
MPSA92
2N2907A
80487, 00488
BC107 BCY70 PREFORMED LEADS
hill spec
BC557. BC238C, BC3088
252907 PLASTIC CROPPED
9C54813 SHORT LEADS

POWER TRANSISTORS

0C29
2SC1520 em 86259
TIP 141/2 £1 ea 11P 112/426
IRF620 TO-220 8A 2000
5E9301 100V IDA DARL SIM TIP121
00680
PLASTIC 3055 OR 2955 equiv 50p

LJA324 (Quad 741)
4151
MINIATURE FERRITE MAGNETS 4x4a3mm
10/£1
TL071 LO NOISE OP AMP
.5 for fl
TL081 OP AMP
410t1
47000u 25v SPRAGUE 360
£3.50 (E2)
12 way dil sw
E3 for £1
lONF 63V X7R PHIUPS SURFACE MOUNT 1013K availabie
£30/4000
SWITCHED MODE PSU 40 WATT" UNCASED QTY. AVAILABLE 4.5v
5A, .12V 2A, 12V 500mA FLOATING

£1.25
£2 ea
.2708 USED

68 way PLCC SKI 100 avaliat4e
ALI each
100 we PLCC SKI 100 available
21.90 sash
1250pF POSTAGE STAMP COMPRESSION TRIMMER
.61

£13
£5
£4
£2.50
£8

2816A-30 HOUSE MARKED
USED TMS2532JL
£2.50
HM.3187LP.8
68000-10 PROCESSOR
8255-5
2114 CMOS (RCA 5114)
WD18C550-PC UART
ZN427E 8
27C258-26 USED
PAL20U3-25 9000 ex stock

MISCELLANEOUS
MA NICADS HI CAPACITY 36Orn1-1/1-IR 3CELL PACK
£3
25A SOLID STATE RELAY 240v AC ZERO VOLTS SWITCHING £10
XENON STROBE TUBE
£1.80
Narrow angle Infra red emitter LED55C
2/£1
UM61 116M-2L surface mount 1000 available
£1
CNY65 OPTO ISOL 3000 avatlable
509
OPTO ICS also available TLP550 11.1,86603F

10/£1
10/£1
10/£1
10/£1
£1 £4/100 £30/1000
£1/30 £3.50/100
£1/15 £4/100
£3/100 £20/1000

£2 ea
3/£1 100/£22
2/£1
2/£1
2/£1
4/£1
100/£35

TEXTOOL ZIF SOCKETS
28 PIN USED
£3
ZIF 64 WAY SHRINK DIP SKT TEXTOOL 284-1300-00 1.78mm
SPACING ON PCB WITH 4rnliz RESONATOR
£10
SINGLE IN LINE 32 WAY CAN BE GANGED FOR USE WITH ANY
DUAL IN LINE DEVICES
COUPLING SUPPLIED
2/£1.50

KEYTRONICS
TEL. 01279-505543
FAX. 01279-75765

E-MAIL. keytronics@btinternet.com
PO BOX 634
BISHOPS STORTFORD
HERTFORDSHIRE CM23 2RX
http://www.btinternet.com/-keytronics

£9.95 (£2)
£50/1000
CMOS 555 TIMERS
2/ti
2/3 MA LJTHIUM cells as used in compact camerae
2/£1.50
PASSIVE INFRA RED SENSOR CHIP •MIRROR .CIRCUIT .£2 ea
EUROCARD 96-WAY EXTENDER BOARD
£10 se
290 x103min
DIN 41612 96-WAY A/B/C SOCKET PCB RIGHT ANGLE
.£1.30
DIN 41612 96-WAY NB/Cf SOCKET WIRE WRAP PINS
£1.30
DIN 41612 84-WAY A/C SOCKET WIRE WRAP PINS
£1
DIN 41612 84-WAY A/C PLUG PCB RIGHT ANGLE
£1
DIN 41612 84-WAY A/8 SOCKET AIRE WRAP (2-ROW BODY)
El
BY PLUG LEAD
3/£1
MIN. TOGGLE SWITCH 1POLE c/o PC8 type
5/£1
LCD MODULE elm. I-3.4018 but needs 150 to 250V AC for display
400 2characters 182 x35 x13mm
£10
8-32 UNC 5/16 PO ZI PAN SCREWS
£1/100
NUTS
£125/100
PUSH SWITCH CHANGEOVER
2/£1
RS232 SERIAL CABLE D25 WAY MALE CONNECTORS
£5 9004 (£1.30)
25 FEET LONG. 15 PINS WIRED BRAID yFOIL SCREENS
AMERICAN 2/3 PIN CHASSIS SOCKET

NMAC UST PRICE £30
2/E1

WIRE ENDED PUSES 0.25A
NEW ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCERS 32kHz

30/E1
12/pr

POWER SMALL CYUNDRICAL MAGNETS
3/ri
8NC 500HM SCREENED CHASSIS SOCKET
2/ri
SMALL MICROWAVE DIODES AEI 0C1 026A
.2/£1
DLL SWITCHES 10-WAY El 8-WAY 80p 4/5/6-WAY
80p
180VOLT 1WATT ZENERS also 12V & 75V
20/£1
MIN GLASS NEONS
10/£1
RELAY 5V 2-pole changeover looks like RS 355-741 marked STC
47WBost
£1 ea
MINIATURE CO-AX FREE PLUG RS 456-071
2/E1
MINIATURE CO-AX PCB SKI RS 456-093
2e1
PCB wiTH 2N284.3 UNIJUNCTION WITH 12V 4-POLE RELAY ..£1
400 MEGOHM THICK FILM RESISTORS
4/£1
STRAIN GAUGES 40 ohm Foil type polyester backed
bolo° grid alloy
£1.50 ea 10. £1
ELECTRET MICROPHONE INSERT
2/£1
Linear Hall effect IC Micro Switch 90 613 SS4 sim RS 304-267
£2.50 100y £1.50
1pole 12-way rotary switch
4/£1
AUDIO ICS LM380 LM386
£1 ea
555 TIMERS Cl 741 OP AMP
8/£1
ZN414 AM RADIO CHIP
80p
COAX PLUGS nice ones
4/£1
COAX BACK TO BACK JOINERS
3/£1
INDUCTOR 20p.H 15A
5/£1
1.25 inch PANEL FUSEHOLDERS
3/£1
STEREO CASSETTE HEAD
£2
MONO CASS. HEAD f1 ERASE HEAD
50p
THERMAL CUT OUTS 50 77 85 126C
VI ea
THERMAL FUSES 220*C/121'0 240V 15A
5/£1
TRANSISTOR MOUNTING PADS TO-5/70-18
£3/1000
TO-3 TRANSISTOR COVERS
10/£1
PCB PINS FIT 0.1 Inch VERO
200/£1
TO-220 micas ybushes
TO-3 micas ybushes
IEC chassis plug fitter 10A

10/50p 100612
15/£1
£3

POTS SHORT SPINDLES 21(5 10K 25K 1M 21A5
40k U/S TRANSDUCERS EX-EOPT NO DATA
L1A234Z CONST. CURRENT IC
BNC TO 43.1M BINDING POST SIM RS 455-961

4/£1
£1 /pr
£1
£1

MIN PCB POWER RELAYS 10.5v COIL 8A CONTACTS 1pole c/o
£1
BANDOLIERED COMPONENTS ASSORTED Rs, Cs, ZENERS
£5/10013
LCD MODULE 16 CHAR. X 1UNE (SIMILAR TO HITACHI LIMO) £5
OPI1264A 10kV OPTO ISOLATOR
£1.35 ea 100+ £1 ea
'LOVE STORY CLOCKWORK MUSICAL BOX MECHANISM
MADE BY SANKYO
£1 ea
Telephone cable clips with hardened pins
800e2
10,000,f 16V PCB TYPE 30mm DIA x31rnm
2/£1
10uF 10 BEAD TANTALUM
10100 £1
EC CHASSIS FUSED PLUG B-LEE 12728
3/£1
2,5 CERAMIC FUSE 1.25 inch 08
10/£1
48 WAY IDC RIBBON CABLE 100 FOOT REEL
JR •CARR
20mm PCB FUSEHOLDER
5/£1
IEC CHASSIS FUSED PLUG B-LEE1-2728
3/£1
ASTEC MODULATOR VIDEO ySOUND UM1287
£2.25
BARGRAPH DISPLAY 8RED LEDS
£1.50
NE587 PHASE LOCKED LOOP
2/£1
NE564
f1
TL084
4/£1
IR2432 SHARP 12 LED VU BAR GRAPH DRIVER
£1.25
10,5 CORCOM MAINS RFI FILTER EX. EOPT
£2 100 +£1.50
8OHM MYLAR CONE LOUDSPEAKER 55mm DIA xlOrnm
DEEP
2/£1
AD592AN Temperature sensor TO-92 package with
1.5m lead
2/£1

DIODES AND RECTIFIERS
Al 15M 3A 600V FAST RECOVERY DIODE
1N5407 3A 10013V

4/£1
8/£1

154148
1N4004 SD4 IA 300V
1N5401 3A 100V

100/£1.50
100/£3
10/£1
1000100/£3
ylOp

1N5819RL 20K Ex stock
BA158 1A 400V last recovery
BY254 800V 3A

8/£1
8/£1
4/£1

BY255 1300V 3A
6A 100V SIMILAR MR751
IA 600V BRIDGE RECTIFIER
4A 100V BRIDGE
6A 100V BRIDGE
10A 200V BRIDGE
25A 200V BRIDGE £2
25A 400V BRIDGE £2.50
BY297
103PC304
BRIDGE REC 3A 400V

4/£1
3/£1
2/£1
£1.50
11M122
10/f1
10X
4/E
19
i

SCRS
PULSE TRANSFORMERS 1.1.•1

£1.25

MEU21 FROG UNIJUNCTION

3/E1

TR IACS

DIACS 4/£1

NEC TRIAC ACO8F BA 800V10220
TXAL225 8A 500V 5rnA GATE
BTA 08-400 ISO TAB 400V 5mA GATE
TRA1.2230D 30A 4COV ISOLATED STUD..
TRIAC IA 800V TLC381T 184 AVAJLABLE

5/£2 100/£30
2/£1 100/£35
90p
£5 ea
5FOR £1 £15/100

PHOTO DEVICES
HI BRIGHTNESS LEDO CQX24 RED
SLOTTED OPTO-SWITCH OPCOA OPB815
2N5777
TIL81 PHOTO TRANSISTOR

5/£1
£1.30
50p
£1

11128 INFRA RED LED
44125, OP12252 OPTO ISOLATOR
PHOTO DIODE 50P
MEL12 (PHOTO DARUNGTON BASE n/c)

5/£1
50p
8,t2
50p

LEDs RED 3or 5mm 12/£1
LEDs GREEN OR YELLOW 10/£1

100/E6
100/£6

FLASHING RED LED 5mm 50p
10W£40
HIGH SPEED MEDIUM AREA PHOTODIODE R5651-995.. £10 ea
OPTEK OPB745 REFLECTIVE OPTO SENSOR
£1.50
RED LED -CHROME BEZEL
3/£1
OP111013 HI VOLTAGE OPTO ISOLATOR
£1
MOC 3020 OPTO COUPLED TRIAC
2/£1

STC NTC BEAD THERMISTORS
G22 3005. G13 1K G23 214, 624 20K G54 50K G25 200K, RES 20°C
DIRECTLY HEATED TYPE
£1 ea
FS22BW NTC BEAD INSIDE END OF 1Inch GLASS PROBE RES
20 .0 200R
£1 ea
A13 DIRECTLY HEATED BEAD THERMISTOR lk res. Ideal for
audio Wien Bridge Oscillator
£2 ea

CERMET MULTI TURN PRESETS 3/. Inch
IOR 2OR 100R 200R 25OR 50OR 2K 2K2 2K5 5K 10K 47K 50K 100K
200K 500K 2M
50p ea

IC SOCKETS
14/16/18/20/24/28/40-WAY DIL SKIS
8-WAY DIL SKIS
32-WAY TURNED PIN SKIS
SIMM SOCKET FOR 2x30-way SIMMS

Cl per TUBE
f2 per TUBE
3for £1
Cl

POLYESTER/POLYCARB CAPS
330nF 10% 250V AC 32 RATED PHIUPS TYPE 330
10Ce, 2200 63V 5rnm
10n/15n/22n/33n/47n/66n lOmm rad
100n 250V raffia] lOmm
100n 600V Sprague axial
4.2 160V rad 22mm, 4.2 100V rad 15mm
10h/33n/47n 250V AC xrated 15mm
Ip 600V MIXED DIELECTRIC
11.40 100V rad 15mm. 1p.0 22mm rad
0.22µ 900V AC X 2rating

201E1 100X3
100/t3.50
100/0
for f1
100/£10
113/£1
50p ea
100e8
4e1

RF BITS
SAW FILTERS SW662JSW661 PLESSEY SIGNAL TECHNOLOGY
379.5 MHZ
£1.50 ea
FX32813 FERRITE RING ID 5mm OD lOmm
10 tor £1
ASTEC UM1233 UHF VIDEO MODULATORS (NO SOUND) 1250
STOCK
£1.50
MARCONI MICROWAVE DIODES TYPES DC2929, DC2962,
DC4229F1/F2
£1 ea
XTAL FILTERS 21M4 55M0
£2 se
ALL TRIMMERS
3for 50p
VIOLET
5-105pF
RED 10-110pF GREY 5-250F SMALL NULLARD
2to 22pF
310,150p t10/100
TRANSISTORS 2N4427, 253866
130p sa
CERAMIC FILTERS 4M5/6/3.4/9£41/10M7
130p ea
FEED THRU CERAMIC CAPS 1000pF
10/£1
SL810
£5
6VOLT TELEDYNE RELAYS 2POLE CHANGEOVER
£2
(BFY51 TRANSISTOR CAN SIZE)
2N2222 METAL
5/E1
P2N2222A PLASTIC
10/£1
2N2389
5/£1
2N3866.2N2N3866
£1
74616 TACS CAR PHONE 0/P MODULE
EOUIV MHW806A-3 RF IN 40mW 0/P8-.8w 840-.910mHz.. £3 ea
BB.105B, BB8098 VARICAP DIODES
4for £1 ea

MONOLITHIC CERAMIC CAPACITORS

lOn 50V 2.5mm
103n 50V 2.5mm or 5mm
100n ex short leads
103n ax long leads
100n 50V clil package 0.3 re red
lu.F 50V 5mm

100/£4.50
100E8
100/£3
1CO/£5
100/t8
Slot LI [10/100

QUARTZ HALOGEN LAMPS
12V 50watt LAMP TYPE M312

t1 fie HOLDERS 80p ea

SEND £1 STAMPS FOR CURRENT IC. SEMI STOCK UST ALSO AVAILABLE ON 3./. INCH FLOPPY DISK

MAIL ORDER ONLY
MIN. CASH ORDER £10.00. OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCOME
UNIVERSITIES/COLLEGES/SCHOOLS/GOVT. DEPARTMENTS
MIN. ACCOUNT ORDER £10.00. P&P AS SHOWN IN BRACKETS (HEAVY ITEMS) OTHERWISE 95p

ADD 17 1/
2% VAT TO TOTAL
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS BOUGHT FOR CASH

' VISA
111117
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New: Windows software for
TiePieSCOPE HS508 and TP508

t1009:0

This powerfull windows software gives you new possibilities and intuitive control of

9004k - 1141

' errs
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sc.-m
.
71
i

1
0
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FIRE!

the five integrated devices (Oscilloscope, Voltmeter, Transient recorder, Spectrum
Wen!»

analyzer and Square wave generator) to perform all your advanced measurements.

Cat

ch2

mareismi Onion. fieremencee

••

Oscilloscope:

Ea IMO IMECCIIII

it

-Number of samples settable between 10 and 32760
-Up to 32K samples on screen
-Free settable pretrigger between 0 and 100%

1131:1',7,EL

-Easy time axis zoom: scaleable scrollbar slider

-t •

-Free settable sample frequency from 0.01 Hz to SOMHz

Fir

-Graphical adjustment of vertical offset and gain
-WYSIWYG trigger level, -hysteresis and -slope-adjustment with one control

2000 ,Ëgs.

-Place the mouse over a control, press the right button and adjust all properties of that
control using the popup menu

Ek1Litl

Chinned 1unaltialy. 2010 V

-Cursor measurements
-Storing and recalling reference signals

s\ii)

-Match channel available

ce

-Speedbutton toolbar

e-me
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-Colour printing supported
Voltmeter:

Teem

Cur...

6405,
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Channel 2 sneerer 0.02 V
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-Up to six clear, fully configurable displays
- 10 math operations, like true RMS, mean, peak to peak, frequency etc
-16 display functions like Ch1+Ch2, Ch2-Ch1, Ch1*Ch2, log(Ch1/Ch2) etc.
-Data logging to disk and printer
-Speedbutton toolbar

FVE^TF7T
;Slop ccatinuoin

TiePieSCOPE HS508

TP508

-interface parallel printer port

-interface PC-XT/AT ISA slot

-resolution 8 bits

-resolute 8 bits

-input range 200mV -80V full scale

-input range 20mV -80V full scale

-price £597.00 incl, software, manual

-price £630.00 incl. software, manual
Prices are excluding VAT

and 2 probes (1:1/1:0 switchable)

and 2 probes (1:1/1:10 switchable)

TiePie engineering (NL)
P.O. Box 290
8600 WL SNEEK
The Netherlands
Tel.: +31 515 415 416

Minimum system requirements: Window 3.1 or higher, 386
processor, 4MB RAM, 4MB free disk space

TiePie engineering (UK)
28, Stephenson Road, Industrial Estate,
St. Ives, Cambs, PE17 4WJ,
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1480 460028
Fax: +44 1480 460340

E-mail: tiepie@tiepie.n1
Site: http://www.tiepie.n1
Fax: +31 515 418 819
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8CAVANS WAY,
BINLAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
COVENTRY CV3 2SF
Tel: 01203 650705
Fax: 01203 650773
Mobile: 0860 400683
(Premises situated clone to Eastern-by-pass in Coventry with
easy access to Mt M6, M40, 6042, M45 and MEal
MISCELLANEOUS
Adret 740A -100KHz-1120MHz Synth signal generator
£000
Ano/tao ME46213 -DS-3 transmission analyser
£3000
Anritsu MG642A -Pulse pattern generator
£1500
Barr & Stroud -EF3 variable filler (0.1Hz-100KHz/
(150
Dynapart TP20 -Intelliplace tape peel tester, irnmac. cond
£1750
E.I.P.331 -18011, frequency counter
E850
Fluke 5100A -Calibrator
£3500
Fluke 51006 -Calibrator
£4600
Fluke 51016 -Calibrator
£5000
Fluke 5205A -Precision power amplifier
EP.O.A.
Fluke 7105A -Calibration system lAs newl
EP.0.4.
Guildline 9152 -112 Battery standard cell
£50
Heiden 1107 -30v. 10A Programmable power supply (IEEE)
£150
Hewlett Packard 331A -Distortion analyser
BOO
Hewlett Packard 339A -distortion measuring set
£1500
Hewlett Packard 432A -Power Meter (with 478A Sensori
1275
Hewlett Packard 435A or B-Power Meter Iwith 8481A18494A)
from E750
Hewlett Packerd 16300 -Logic Analyser 143 channels1
£S50
Hewlett Packard 16500A -Fated with 16510A/6515A/16530N16531A
Logic analyser
£4000
Hewlett Packard 3325A -21MHz synthesiser/function gen.
£1500
Hewlett Packard 3336.4 -Synthesised, signal generator 110HZ-21MH11
£1000
Hewlett Packard 3437A -System voltmeter
Hewlett Packard 3438,4 -Digital multimeter
£200
Hewlett Peceard 3455A -6% clign multimeter (autoscall
£750
Hewlett Packard 34513A -Digital vohmeter
£750
Hewlett Packard 3478A -Multimeter In digit/ HP8
£550
Hewlett Packard 3488A -HP-IB switch/control unit (various plug-ins
avanablel
E650
Hewlett Packard 3711A/3712A/37916/3713B -Microwave link analyser Sensor
Hewlett Packard 3776A -PCM Terminal test set
Hewlett Packard 3779 A/C -Primary true acetyl.,
Hewlett Packard 42718 -LCR meter (digitall
Hewlett Packard 4275A -Multi-frequency LCR meter
Hewlett Packard 4278A -1MH7. C-V meter
Hewlett Packard 4338,5 -Milliohmeter las newt
Hevelett Packard 4342A -0 meter
Hewlett Packard 4948A -trensmisaion impairment measuring set
Hewlett Packard 4953A -Protocol analyser
Hewlett Packard 4954A -Protocol analyser
Hewlett Packard 4972A -Lan protocol analyser
Hewlett Packard 5314A -Inewl 100MHz universal counter
Hewlen Packard 5328A -100MHz universal frequency counter
Hewlett Packard 5342A -Microwave freq. counter 118GHz1
Hewlett Packard 5385A -Frequency counter 1GHz IHP1B) with
"")ots 0010031004005
Hewlett Packard 6034.4 -System P.S.U. 0-60v/-10a
Hewlett Packard 6181C -D.C. current source
Hewlett Packard 62618 -Power supph/ 20V-50A
DISCOUNT FOR QUANTITIES
Hewlett
Hewlett
Hewlett
Hewlett

406

Packard
Packard
Packard
Packard

8011A
8152A
81588
816M

-Pulse gen. 0.10z-20MHz
-Optical average power meter
-Optical attenuator with opt's 002 •001
-50MHz programmable signal source

£2000
£600/f500
£900
13950
18500
£000
£995
nix*
11995
12250
12000
£250
1250
11600
£995
£1500
£150
.5960

TELNET
Hewlett Packard 83496 -Microwave broadband Amp (as new) 2-20MHz
Hewlett Packard 83506 -Sweep oscillator mainframe Iplug-ins avail)
Hewlett Packard 8403A -modulator
Hewlett Packard MOM -Vector voltmeter
Hewlett Packard woe -Sweep oscillator mainframe
Hewlett Packard 8683A -Microwave signal gen. (2.3-6.5GFIrl
Hewlett Packard 8684A -5.4GHz to 12.5GHz Sig Gen
Hewlett Packard 8750A -Storage normaliser
Hewlett Packard 8901A -Modulation Analyser
Hardett Packard 8903A -Audio analyser (200,100KHz1
Hewlett Peckard 8958A -Cellular radio interface
Hewlett Packerd 117296 -Carrier noise test set
Marconi 8936 -Avf Power mete ,
Marconi 2018 -80KHz-520MHz synth signal generator
Marconi 2019 -80KHz-1040MHz synth signal generator
Marconi 2119A -80KHz-1040MHz synthesised sig. gen
Marconi 2022A -101(Hz-10Hz AM/FM signal generator
Marconi 2610 True RMS voltmeter
Marconi 28506S -Digitai Transmission analyser las new)
Marconi 2171 -data communications analyser
Marconi 2955 •2958 -Radio comme test set •taca adaptor
Marconi eoo -automatic amplitude analyser
Philips PM 5167 -10MHz function gen
Philips PM 5190 -LF synthesiser with GF18
Philips PM 5193 -50MHz synthesised function generator
Philips PM 6673 -120MHz high resolution universal counter
Philips PM 6670 120MHz high resolution timer/counter
Philips PM 6652 -1.5 GHz programmable high resolution timer/counter
Racal Dena 1992 -1300MHz frequency counter opts 48.55
Racal Dana 3100 40 -130MHz synthesiser
Racal Dana 9084 -Synth. sig. gen. 104MHz
Racal Dana 9301A -True RMS RIF millivoltmeter
Reul Dana 9303 -True RMS Rif level meter
Racal Dana 9921 3GHz frequency counter
Schermer MSG 203A -Line voltage variation simulator .
Schethier MSG 222A Interference simulator
Schaffner NAG 223 -Interference generator
Schlumberger 2720 1250MHz Freq, Counter
Schlumberger 4015 -1Gliz radio comme test set
Schlumberger 4031 1Gliz radio comme test set
Schlumberger 4031 -Radio Comma Test Set
Schlumberger 4923 -Radio Code Test Set
Systron Donner 19806 -Microwave Sweeper 112-186Hz/
7777 & Schwyz SMFP2 -10Hz radio comma test set •options
7777 & Sewers USE RMS Voltmeter DC 10Hz to 25MHz
Tektronix 577 -Curve Tracer
Tektronix Plug-ins Many available such as PG508, FG504, SC504.
SW503, SGM2 etc
Tektronix 7516003 •AFG5101 Abritrary Function Gen.
TektrOniX 1240 -Logic Analyser
Tektronix AM503 •15%.01 •P6302 current probe amplifier
Tektronix 415001 •TA15006 Mainframe programmable
distortion analyser
Tektronix PG506 •10501 •00603 1M603 -Oscilloscope calibrator
Time 9814 -Voltage calibrator
Wavetek 1726 Programmable sig. source 10.0001Hz-13MHz1
Wayne Kerr 6935 -Precision LCR meter
Wayne Kerr 3246- Precision inductance analyser
Wayne Kerr 6425 Precision component anahnser
Wayne Kerr 4210 -LCR meter
Wilton 6620.5 -Programmable sweep gen. (3.6-6.5GHTI

£3250
£2500
0500
0500
f400
£500
£2500
£375
f2500
£1995
£3500
f2000
£295
£150
£1750
£1950
£2000
E850
£2250
£1500
12500
£1500
£400
£100
£1500
£350
£350
£900
£750
£450
£300
(650
(45.0
£995
E995
£750
£600
(60g0
(6250
£6000
£1300
(2500
£2500
MOO
£1150

£1750
1750
£995
£1995
E1995
(750
£450
(850
£3250
£2750
£600
f650

Cosa« 3102 -60MHz dual channel
Gould 05256
5MHz dual channel
Gould 053000 -40MHz dual channel
Gould 0S3351 «eel, dual channel

CIRCLE NO. 123 ON REPLY CARD

Other scopes eveileble too
SPECTRUM ANALYSERS
Alhech 757 IOKHx-22GH:
(2750
Hewlett Packard 1411 c85526 •1555A - 10MHz-18GFIzi
(1600
Hewlett Packard 1827 «id, 85596 -I
10MHz-21GHz1
£3750
Hewlett Packard 853A with 85596 - 01-2110:1
E4250
Hewlett Packard 3562A dynamic signal analyser, dual channel
£7500
Hewlett Packard 3580,4 -5Hz.50KHz
E995
Hewlett Packard 3582A 25KHz analyser , dual channel
£500
Hewlett Packard 37096 -Constellation Analyser with 15709A High Impedance
,
nterface lus new)
£6750
Hewlett Packard 8505A Network analyser 15001(147-1.3GH71
£4000
Hewlett Packard 8591E -1.56/17 spec analyser
£6500
Marconi 2370 110MH: spec analyser
£750
MANY MORE ITEMS AVAILABLE -SEND
LARGE SAE

FOR LIST OF EQUIPMENT ALL

EQUIPMENT IS USED -WITH 30 DAYS

OSCILLOSCOPES
BOO
.t1250
/1100
(11150

Gould 054000 -10MHi Digital storage
£200
Gould 5110 -100MHz intelligent oscilloscope
£750
Hewlett Packard 1800 -100MHz 4channel
£300
Hewlett Packard 182C -100MHz 4channel
£350
Hewlett Packard 1740A, 1741A, 1744, -100MHz dual eh
trorn £350
Hewlett Peckard 54100D -10Hz digitizing
£2995
Hewlett Packard 54200A 50MHz 2channel digitizing
£1000
Hewlett Packard 54201* 3005IHz digitizing
£1750
Hewlett Pealed 54601A -100MHz dig nixing 4channel
£1950
Hitachi V212 -20MHz dual channel
(180
Hitachi VZ22 20MHz dual channel
£200
Hitachi V650F 60MHz dual channel
£350
Hitachi VC8266 100MHz digital storage (as new)
£2000
intro. 2020 120MHz digital storage las new)
£750
Meguro MAO 1270A 120MHz digital storage las noel
£750
Kikusui cos 6100 100MHz 5channel 12 trace
£475
Nicol« 3091 Low frog D.S.0
f1100
Philips 3217 50MHz dual channel
frorn £50
Philips 3219 -506,1Hz with analogue stroage, Dual CH
£400
Philips 3263 -100MHz dual channel with microprocessor cont. timing .. ENV
Philips 3295 -350MHz dual ch
£1500
Philips PM3295A -400MHz dual channel
£1750
Tektronix 2445 150MHz 4channel
(1250
Tektronix 2445A -150MHz -4channel
f1600
Tektronix 455 -50MHz dual channel
£150
Tektronix 2221 60MHz digital storage
£1500
Tektratio 7854 -400MHz Waveform processing oscilloscope .
(1500
Tektronix 464/496 -100MHz storage
from £350
Tektronix 165/48611 -100MHz dual ch
from £350
Tektronix un- 100MHz DS 0
(750
Tektronix 475/475A -200/250 MHz dual channel
horn £475
Tektronix 434 -25MHz 2channel •analogue storage
£50
Tektronix 454 -150MHz 2channel
£400
Tektronix 2213 -frOMHz dual ch
£425
Tektronix Z215 -60MHz dual ch.
£460
Tektronix 2225 -50MHz dual trace
£450
Tektronix 2235 -100MHz Dual channel
£800
Tektronix 2236 -100MHz Dual Trace with CounterninlereilM
£995
Tektratix 2335 -51008Ahlz dual ch Iportable/
£750
Tektronix 7313, 7603, 7613, 7623, 7633, -100MHz 4ch.
from £300
Tektronix 7701 -250MHz 4ch
horn me
Tektronix 7904 -500MHz
horn £850
Tektronix 7934 -500MHz with storage
front £1000
Telequipment DI13 50MHz dual channel
£200
Telequipment DM63 -20MHz 4channel
£150

GUARANTEE, PLEASE CHECK FOR AVAILABILITY
BEFORE ORDERING .CARRIAGE
Ilie

& VAT TO BE ADDED TO ALL GOODS
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Foster-Seeley und phase shift
Building on a recent discussion of the Foster-Seeley discriminator,
James Diggins provides a more in-depth analysis of how the circuit works.
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nthe December 1995 issue, Richard Brice
presented adiscussion of the Foster-Seeley
discriminator. It seemed to me that Richard's
theme concerned the phase shift through atuned
inductively-coupled transformer, rather than the
discriminator itself.
His conclusion that there is not a90° phase shift
between the voltage VI,across the input capacitor,
and the output voltage V2, is correct; the 90° phase
shift is between the input current /1and the output
voltage. With the aid of alittle algebra, Iproduced
the following.
Equivalent circuit Fig. 1is the one used by
Sturleyl and Balabanian 2.The primary and
secondary circuits are tuned to the same frequency
f, by Land C. In accordance with the classical
analyses of coupled circuits -and there are plenty
of them -Ihave used Qk to describe the coupling
between the primary and secondary; maximum
flatness in the passband occurs when Qk=1; double
humps occur when Qk>1. Response is narrower and
less flat in the passband when Qk<II.
A little elementary loop analysis allows two
equations of interest evolve. At centre frequency fo,

1
-2
3
-4
10.3

10.5

10.7
10.9
Frequency MHz

2

-70

11.1

100
10 65

10.7
Frequency MHz

-80

10 75

-82
i-84

—86

-6

—88

e

90

-10
10.3

10.5

107
10.9
Frequency MHz

11.1

-92
1069

10.695

10.7
10.705
Frequency MHz

10 71

Foster-Seeley response and phase-angle curves near resonance for V2/1,,„ top, and for
V2/V i,bottom.
+
{0)C 2(R 2 +co„2M 2

(2)

From equation (1), you can see that output
voltage V2 and input current I are 90° out of phase.
Equally clearly, the input impedance is not resistive
but consists of the input capacitor C in series with a
resistance. Therefore the voltage V1is not in phase
with /1,so, V2 is not 90° out of phase with VI.
To see how the various characteristics of our
circuit behave over arange of frequencies close to
resonance, slightly higher mathematics are needed.
Iset up the transmission matrix shown in the panel
for aspecific circuit with a10.7MHz centre
frequency, Qs of 50 and 50pF tuning capacitors.
The graphs were drawn with the aid of the matrix
and graphing facilities of Mathcad 6.
Iattach no comments other than to say that for
any practical value of Qk that Iused, the 90° phase
shift holds. Ichose Qk=1.5 just to see the double humps
in the frequency response.
Finally, we are left with the question, 'if the phase
shift between vi and y2 is not 90° at J.., then how does
the Foster Seeley discriminator work? And does it
matter?
References
1. Sturley, K. R., "Radio Receiver Design", Chapman & Hall,
1949.
2. Balabanian, Norman, 'Electric Circuits', McGraw- Hill,
Inc., 1994.
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Foster-Seeley transmission matrix
Transmission matrix m(f), for Fig. 1is the product of the
component matrices:
1

pit
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01( 1 1?1.1 j(2,4)(1,± m)1
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f„ - 10.7MHz
Q = 50
Q, = 1.5
C = 50pF

X

I
j(27)C

o

L

R=
Mathcad 6evaluates this product transparently; you do
not have to print it out, which is lucky, because it would
print out over three pages. Using Mathcad Subscript, the
elements of m(f) can be extracted and inset into the
transmission equations to draw the graphs.

1
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°
n

L
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Q

Fig. la). Tuned,
inductively.
coupled
transformer, and
b), its equivalent
circuit.
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Includes free
loopback
connectors
enabling total
hardware/softw
are verification of
COM and LPT
ports.

PC diagnostics

triiitHa Ms,
IDIAC PC Diagnostic Software,

Written by the world's foremost bios
producer, AmiDiag 5.0 provides thorough
diagnostics to help you upgrade, repair
and test pc compatible hardware and
peripherals.
Including loopback connectors for realworld checking of printer and COM ports,
AmiDiag 5.0 tests everything from
co-processor FPU integrity to the presence
of Plug-and-Play devices.
Until 31 May 1997, American
Megatrends is offering AmiDiag 5.0 to
Electronics World readers at the special
discount price of £99 —fully inclusive —
instead of the usual £138.65. Simply post
the coupon below.

IIMIIIMULIII 11110111111111111111111111.111101111111.11111111
P
CI Systen 'lest
CPU - Intel Pention(P54C)
PCI
PCI
PCI
PCI

copies of AmiDiag at the fully

inclusive special offer price of £99.00.
Name
Company (if any)
Address

Phone number/fax
Total amount

Bus Detected
Bus Scanned
Deu ice Access
Coolly. Verification

.

Card type (AccessNisa)
Card No
Expiry date
Please mail this coupon to American Megatrends, together with payment.
Alternatively fax credit card details with order on 01293 886550 or telephone on
01293 882288. Address orders and all correspondence relating to this order to
American Megatrends at the address below.
'Overseas readers can also obtain this discount but details vary according to
country. Please ring, write or fax to American Megatrends Int Ltd at Unit C5,
Worth Corner, Turners Hill Road, Pound Hill, Crawley, West Sussex RH10
7SL, UK.
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TEST PASSED
I
1Pttu 1, to MA1,1 Meeol
Drouse Current Test Errors
Browse All Test Errors
Erase Error List

:OK
:01(
:00

(C) 1

Ilimericasi

Parals2

Parma

he.

11 1liii111 iii iii 111
su
Intel Pentlea(P54C/, 133.8011be, DIU Built In
Award, lit1/85/96
640 KB Base, 63 MB Extended nenory
512 KB Ext. Cache
VGA Adapter, VGA color Monitor, 1040 KBs RAM
101 Key Keyboard
A,1.44 AB
C.528.2 MB
Drive D
Hone
1111SA I IEISA
1,11PCI
I 1PnP
I ICreen PC I lAPfl I IPCMCIA I IPS/2 Mouse
VGA edapter,HDD controller,Floppy controller,
CCM2,COM3,COMI,LPT1,Sound card Gane port

1
'
1'111111111111111111 '11111
CPU
BIOS
Mersey
Cache
Display
Input Devices
Floppy drives
Hard Irions
CDROPIs
Other devices
Features
Adapters

Menu-CB>

Ment -IN>

System requirements:
AT286, 386, 486,
Pentium or higher
processor with 512Kb
ram running 00S3.0
or higher.

Previous-4V)

Exit <ESC>
oration,.

Peer run MegatrenA, lic

Options

Print-CP)

'DMA Controller Test
Interrupt Controller Test
Timer Test
Real Tine Clock Tent
CMOS Validity Test
PCI System Test
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(EXIT <ESC)]

[Help GUI
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Diagnostic features

System information features

80x86. Pentium. P54C detection

ISA I/O, INTR, DMA, RAM, ROM

and test
Detects and tests IBM/Cyrix 486SLC,

display
EISA I/O, INTR, DMA, RAM, ROM

486DLC

display

Detects and tests M7. CX486S

PCI & PnP I/O, INTR, RAM, ROM

series CPU
ISA motherboard component test

PCMCIA Card details

EISA motherboard functionality test
Make cheques payable to American Megatrends Int. Ltd
Or, please debit my Master, Visa or Access card.

ICI 1996 Anerican Megatrends Inc.

.Pariai
, tie

Use this coupon to order AmiDiag
Please send me

tier 5.8

PCI motherboard functionality test
Tests up to 4 Gigabytes main memory

display
Network configuration details
VGA and VESA VGA hardware, mode
display

Tests up to 16MB cache memory
Text, EGA, VGA memory test

Network user list display
Power management setup display

Tests all VESA video modes
Tests all VESA video memory

Multimedia setup display

COM ports tested up to 115.2 bit rate
Sound card test without drivers installed
Speaker test
Hard disk & CD ROM tests
Floppy drive test to 2.88Mbyte
Keyboard & Mouse test

Details on all SCSI devices connected
IDE drive configuration details
XMS and EMS memory details
Memory blocks and drivers list
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Enhanced 5V regulator
UK manufacturer Zetex has produced a 5V regulator featuring
improved supply rejection and a 350pA quiescent current figure.

.r

he ZSAT500 is athree terminal SV regulator with
enhanced electrical performance. Despite using a
die small enough to fit into TO92 and SOT223
packages, the regulator can supply loads of up to
200mA, frequently allowing it to be used where a
TO220 or TO139 part was necessary.
Its quiescent current is typically only 350p A and this
current changes little with input voltage or load current.
These features allow the regulator to be used in constant
current generator circuits or circuits where the output
voltage must be trimmed away from standard voltages
using external resistors.

ZSAT500 electrical characteristics
Parameter

Conditions

Min

Max

Units

Output voltage

1
0=1 to 200mA

4.8

Typ

5.2

V

T=-5S to125°C

4.8

5.2

V

Line regulation

Vi n=7 to 20V

10

40

mV

Load regulation

1
0=1 to 200mA

5

25

mV

4=1 to 100mA

2

Ti=-55 to 125°C

350

600

pA

50
100

pA
pA
pV rms

Quiescent current
Quiescent current
change

4=1 to 200mA
Vin= 7 to 20V
f=10Hz to 10kHz

mV

Device description
75
Output noise
The ZSAT500 was originally designed for use in
Ripple rejection
Vin= 8 to 18V
Satellite receiver low-noise blocks, where ahigh degree
f=120Hz-22kHz
65
dB
of supply rejection is required to extend frequencies.
Ripple rejection
t' 0=8 to18V
The device has been improved to give superior
f=200kHz
40
dB
performance with ripple rejection of 65dB up to 221cHz,
Min. input to
7
6.7
V
and 40dB up to 200kHz.
maintain regulation
Current limit and thermal shutdown circuitry is built
/
0=5mA
Ave. output
0.1
mV/°C
in. The ZSAT500 shows performance characteristics
temperature coeff. Tj=-55 to 125°C
2
V
superior to other local voltage regulators. Initial output
1
0f =500mA
coeff.
voltage is maintained to within 2.5% with aquiescent
Test conditions, unless stated, are Ti=25°C, 1
0=100mA and Vi n=9V.
current of typically 350p A. Line and load regulation is
superior to that of other devices, with load current up to
The devices are suited to local voltage regulation applications,
amaximum 200mA.
where problems could be encountered with distributed single source
For the lnb application, the regulator is available in surface mount
regulation, as well as more general voltage regulation applications.
SOT223 packaging —which permits power dissipation up to 3W.
The device operates over awide temperature range of —55 to 125°C
Additionally the device can be made available in SO8 surface mount
and needs no external components.
packaging, as well as TO92 for through hole application.

Fixed Output Regulator
Input

Current Regulator

Output

Gnd

q
=(v resiRo+

Tr ip

Output

Vout

I

Current Regulator

R9
Adjustable Output Regulator
Input

Output

Three typical application
circuits for the ZSAT500
regulator. Note the
absence of the usual input
decoupling capacitor.

14 13

Gnd
Gnd

In

410

Simplified internals of the ZSAT500
enhanced 5V regulator.
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Radio Receiver Trainer

An Invaluable Learning and Design Tool for all Experimenters
The Radio Receiver Trainer contains nine receiver
building blocks and acomprehensive training manual.
Simply connect the building blocks to build AM, SW,
Superhet and Direct Conversion receivers. Decode SSB,
CW & FM! Use proven building blocks to develop and
test your own designs.
Full technical support and advice given.
Pricing: Complete

£129.00

Kit
£89.00
(Kit excludes case & headphones)
P&P is £5 (UK), £8 (EC), £12 (World)
Add 17.5% Vat to Total Price
Building Blocks: RF Input Tuner
RF Oscillator
Mixer
IF Filter
IF Amplifier
AM Detector
Beat Frequency Oscillator
Audio Filter
Audio Amplifier

The manual contains complete schematics and theory of operation of all
the building blocks. Use this trainer to receive frequencies from 5001(Hz
to 110MHz!
A set of proven alternate building block designs are included in the
manual for you to get started with your own designs. There is no need to
get your complete receiver design working all at once. Build and test
each block one at atime.

Mail Order To: Pyramid Electronics Ltd.

VISA

204 Ferndale Road, Brixton, London SW9 SAG
Phone (0171) 738-4044

Fax (0171) 274-7997

Out of office ordering by answering machine.
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Luxuriant editing!
SpiceAge interfaces
smoothly to almost
any PCB design suite.
Although we would like you to use
our own excellent Geswin
schematic capture program which
is purpose built for SpiceAge,
if you already have aschematic
program, there is agood chance
that SpiceAge will work with it
better than any other circuit
simulator.

Eh»

gx* film* iVAN»

F0111111140CY

time

Desenteton

elclow

be",

M-U.M
j
matching
It

L.

Ede c1gesven1protectflsvetSas7 sew
' Dawn rprotect1\sve(eas7 s
• Format SeiceAge
Program Geseca for WIndows. Versmn 211
Bgnd
.out vgnd -out ca
ve-60 0000
vs=10
D1
an VGRID2
caygrid yr--1 000000

Use of non-line& éunctligna (pwf
polynonyel) forth.). valve model

143 50,0207 2m

152 101455

2r

2.1

S444151IU SP10EAGE

2063.1533 Im 44893 1m-13136 740 441 0650
Gesece tor Windows

elgebraic functions for disr.dping wave

Cureor coordinate. reporting positon
and frequency on Seth chart

4CM

2251

When you iterate between a schematic and a SPICE-like simulation environment while refining your circuits, the
simulation settings and precious details such as polynomial functions on components can be lost. So without
Geswin, it was sometimes easier to write the simulation netlist directly. However, SpiceAge's circuit update button
only affects changes in the circuit built by the schematic and, because it retains all the previous information, you can
spontaneously iterate between schematic and circuit.
To hear more about this and other nice touches in SpiceAge, please contact:
Those Engineers Ltd, 31 Birkbeck Road, LONDON NW7 4BP.
Tel 0181 906 0155 FAX 0181 906 0969 Email 100550.2455@compuserve.com
May 1997
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Transform your PC, 40

410-0
-1
into adigital oscilloscope, spectrum analyser, frequency
•
The ADC-10 supplied
with PicoScope gives
meter, voltmeter data logger ... for as little as £49.00 your
computer asingle
3

Pico Technology specialises only in the development of PC based data acquisition
instrumentation. Call for your guide on 'Virtual Instrumentation'.

Data Logging

Virtual Instrumentation
Pico's PC based oscilloscopes simply plug into the
parallel port turning your PC into afully featured
oscilloscope, spectrum analyser and meter.
Windows and DOS software supplied.

/eve lee

Dual Channel 12 bit resolution

The ADC-100 offers both a high sampling rate 100kHz and a
high resolution. Flexible input ranges (±50mV to ±20V) make
the unit ideal for audio, automotive and education use.

,ive-loo

£199

/eve-too

with PicoLog £219

50 MSPS Dual Channel Digital Storage Scope
25 MHz Spectrum Analyser
Windows or DOS environment
±50mV to ±20V
cE
Multimeter
o
20 MSPS also available
t."15)

jc 0
e

,ive 200-20

Pico's range of PC based data logging products
enable you to easily measure, display and record
temperature, pressure and voltage signals.
TC-08 Thermocouple to PC Converter
• Supplied with PicoLog software for advanced
temperature processing, min/max detection and alarm.
• 8Thermocouple inputs
• No power supply required.

TC -08 £199
TC -08 £224 with cal. Cert.

'
,
n'e-200 Digital Storage Oscilloscope
•
•
•
•
•
•

channel of analog input

réfVe-l0 £49 with PicoLog £59

e-sea

£359.00
reVe 200-50 £499.00

complete with serial cable
& adaptor. Thermocouple
probes available.

(t

TCO 8

Call for free demo disk
and product range catalogue
Post & Packing UK £3.50, Export
customers add £9 for carriage & insurance.

Both units are supplied with cables, power supply & manuals.

Pico Technology Ltd. Broadway House, 149-151 St Neots Rd, Hardwick, Cambridge. CB3 7QJ UK
Tel: + 44 (0)1954 211716

Fax: + 44 (0)1954 211880 E-mail: post@picotech.co.uk

Web: http://www.picotech.co.uk/

Phone or FAX for sales, ordering information, data sheets, technical support. All prices exclusive of VAT
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SEETRAX CAE

RANGER

PCB DESIGN

WITH COOPER & CHYAN AUTOROUTER
RANGER3

- DOS

£2500

- Windows\NT

£2900

Hierarchical or flat schematic linked to artwork.
Unlimited design size, 1micron resolution
Any shaped pad, definable outline library
l'in, gate & outline swapping -auto back annotation
Split power planes, switchable on -line DRC

RANGER2

£150

Upto 8 pages of schematic linked to artwork
Gate & pin swapping -automatic back annotation
Copper flood fill, Power planes, Track necking,
Curved tracks, Clearance checking,
Simultaneous multi-layer auto-router

COOPER & CHYAN SPECCTRA

RANGER2 UTILITIES £250

autorouter (SP2)
Inputs: OrCAD, Cadstar,
PCAD, AutoCAD DXF

COOPER & CHIAN SPEC,CTRA auto-router (SPI)
Gerber-in viewer, AutoCAD DXF in & out

Outputs: Postscript, Windows bit map
R2 & R3 Outputs: 8/9 & 24 pin printers, FIF'
Desk & Laser Jet, Cannon Bubble Jet,
I
11"-GL, Gerber,
NC Drill, AutoCAD DXF.

UPGRADE YOUR PCB PACKAGE
TO RANGER2

£60

TRADE IN YOUR EXISTING PACKAGE TODAY
Seetrax CAE, Old Buriton Limeworks, Kiln Lane, Buriton, Petersfield, liants GU31 5SJ
Tel: (01730) 260062 Fax: (01705) 599036
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+VAT &

All Trademarks
Acknowledged
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Letters to "Electronics World"
Quadrant House, The Quadrant,
Sutton, Surrey, SM2 5AS

Perfect amplifier?
So what?
Having been areader on and off
since 1961, Ican say that generally,
things have changed significantly.
But one thing has remained the same
—the ambition of of designers to
produce the perfect amplifier.
Had we aperfect means of
reproducing the output from their
blameless amplifiers — a
loudspeaker with no distortion — I
would feel that their efforts were less
wasted. Surely any distortion is
additive?
Robin Froud
Maidstone
Kent

Cable at audio
frequencies
Iintended to keep out of this
wrangle, but in the April issue letters
column, John Watkinson seems to
have repeated an over-simplification
made elsewhere in print. Ialso feel
that Cyril Bateman has not followed
it up fully.
Firstly, assuming that what you
want to do is to have the loudspeaker
sound as the designer intended, then
you should use the same cable as the
designer used, whatever it was,
because he will, if competent, have
incorporated any cable effects into
the design and his assessment of
sound quality. This is not to discount
JW's remarks about active
loudspeakers, with which Iagree.
Secondly, Cyril correctly states the
formula for the characteristic
impedance of acable, and this can be
evaluated at any frequency. John is
over-simplifying when he says that
'loudspeaker cables do not have a
characteristic impedance at low
frequencies'. It would be more
precise to say 'characteristic
impedance is not auseful metric of
loudspeaker cables'.
The point is that, at low
frequencies, the R and (DC terms
predominate, and the characteristic
impedance is purely imaginary. For
PVC insulated cable, G is afunction
of frequency —even over the audio
range. It is often not negligible —
even at 10kHz. This introduces areal
—as opposed to imaginary —
component into the characteristic
impedance. At much higher
frequencies, unless the conductors
are very large in diameter, skin effect
begins to affect R, but at these
frequencies, ug, becomes significant
too, and the characteristic impedance
tends to become independent of

frequency and largely resistive.
Imeasured some screened balanced
cables (not loudspeaker cables) a
while ago, and found these results:
Calculated high-frequency
characteristic impedances of the
cables under test are:
Type M: 143i)
Type K: 102S1
In contrast, the values at 1592Hz are:
Type M: j6941
Type K: j571i)
Some of the effects reported are
clearly due to the use of test signals
whose spectra extend far beyond any
reasonable upper limit of the audible
range. Iwould like to see the spectra
of the input signals included in
future articles on subject.
John Woodgate
Rayleigh
Essex

Shortage of
engineers?
According to your report in Update,
March 1997 issue, Dr Mary Harris
tells us there is "a shortage of
engineers".I cannot believe she can
be referring to our profession.
Although degree qualified myself,
and having design experience
extending from television standards
converters to switch-mode power
supplies, several years ago I, in
common with many others, was
forced to join the ranks of the
reluctant self-employed — and usually
unemployed. Why is this Iwonder?
A glance at the job advertisements
in the trade press might give aclue.
Most reveal anarrow, projectoriented focus in which familiarity
with aparticular brand of CAD
software seems more important than
one's track record. Some
advertisements are even explicit
about what sort of employer the
applicant is expected to be working
for currently —surely ablatant
attempt to woo talent from
competitors?
Perhaps what we need is not more
engineers but more employers able
to see beyond the horizon of their
current projects, to understand that
deftness with aparticular software
package does not agood designer
make, and to recognise that in-house
training on the job is abetter way of
spending cash than poaching talent
from acompetitor.
We reap what we sow.
ER Lisle
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Q --Simulating mosfet amplifiers
Can anyone advise me which circuit simulator can realistically simulate
class AB crossover distortion?
In the February 1996 issue, Marcel Van de Gevel found his version of
PSpice did not appear to model weak inversion —the region where
crossover occurs in class AB amplifiers. Another attempt using
Electronics Workbench, in Circuit Ideas, July/August 1996, did not give
arealistic result.
The manual states that mosfets are modelled as square-law devices at
low currents —no mobility modulation (velocity saturation) and no weak
inversion effect. Is the latest Electronics Workbench Version 5capable of
realistic results?
Iwas hoping to simulate my square-law output stage (September 1995)
using 2SJ49/25K134s or equivalents but Ihave not got very far. Will
level-three mosfet models do the job?
Ian Hegglun Australia

Designing reliable
linear power supplies
Rather belatedly, Iwrite to advise
anyone approaching this subject for
the first time to be cautious when
applying Ray Fautley's design
procedure (Sept. 1996 issue) to the
design of low voltage, high-current
supplies, such as the 13.5V 10A
bridge rectifier example given.
In my opinion, the procedure,
although essentially correct, contains
two flaws. These lead to significant
errors in transformer sizing, output
voltage and diode specification when
designing this type of supply.
The first, which affects calculation
of Rs/RL and surge current, is in the
derivation of R. This is given as
Vrafia„rage when it should really be
Vrac//peak where /
peak is peak flow
through diodes during conduction
period.
There is achicken and egg situation
here of course, but assuming a
transformer regulation in the normal
range of 5to 15% and areservoir
capacitor selected to give Vri
ppks „„s)
about 3to 5% of Vde ,areasonable
estimate of / k for afull-wave
rectifier is 3to 4/de .Using 4/d,in the
example makes
R,„0.9V/40A=0.0225a. At these
current levels it would probably be
nearer 1.1V/40Ae1.0275f1, but the
important point is that it is much
lower than the 0.18n obtained by
using /
a„ e and that even 2R, does
not dominate source resistance.
The corollary is that rectifier surge
current at switch on will be much
higher than 59A.
The second error is in how
allowances are made for diode
voltage drops. In step 6of the
example, E, is given as

Edeoaad) +2V=15.3V and RL=1.53a.
In other words the combined voltage
drop of conducting diodes has been
allowed for by adding it to the output
voltage. The ac supply can then be
regarded as providing adc supply of
15.3V through perfect rectifiers, and
the source impedance becomes
simply the transformer impedance ref.
secondary, assumed resistive.
This is avalid approach and Rs/R L
calculated on this basis will give good
results when used in the tables.
Calculating Rs/RL by also adding
2Rre,into the source resistance as in
step 8surely cannot be correct,
because allowance for diode voltage
drops has then been added in twice —
their 4drops on the source side and
2V,„, on the output side.
If 2R is added to source resistance
then true Mae of 1.35S2 should be
used to calculate Rs/R L.Reworking
the example using atransformer
impedance of 0.0675û (5% of 1.35n)
and assuming lire,of IV and /
peak of
41,10A, (R„,...025f1) gives the
following results.
First method;
Rs/RLdJ.0675/1.55=4.4%,
X=15.5, C=36600ktF
(X=14 for C=33,000µF used in
tables)
V.=15.5/0.85 .
V2=12.9V,
Z=2.56, /.
)
=2.56x5=12.8A,
/,„wer„.„ 0=12.8 .
V2=18.1A,
W=7.81,
/
peak=5x7.81=39A.
Second method;
Rs/RL={0.0675+2(0.025))/1.35
;:1.1175/1.35=8.7%,
X=14.8, C=349001.1F,
(X=I4 for C=33000pF used in
tables)
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Y=0.76, V ‘.13.5/0.76‘12=-12.6V,
Z=2.35, / d, )=2.35x5=11.75A,
/,,a„..,„ 4„,„„ )=1 1.75 - 2=16.6A,
W=6.78, /
peak =6.78x5=33.9A.
Estimated surge current at switch
on is 152A. Results are in fair
agreement, with the first method,
probably over estimating rms and
peak transformer currents. They
suggest that atransformer with ano
load secondary voltage of 12.9Vrms
and current rating of 17A rms would
be suitable, e.g. astandard 12V
transformer of 7% regulation.
To verify this Ibuilt a5A version
of the supply using components to
hand; a240V/I2V, 8A transformer
with aZref. secondary of 0.12512
(hot), open-circuit voltage I3.2V,
full-load voltage I2.2V (hot), a35A
/Ay, 400A /
Fsm bridge rectifier and a
10 000pF, 11A capacitor. Load was
2.7512, and the following results were
obtained at amains voltage of 244V
rms:
DC output I4V at 5.IA
Ripple 3V pk-pk, approx. IV rms,
Bridge rectifier volt drop 1.7V

A 150001F capacitor would have
reduced ripple to approx. 0.66V rms.
The best estimate of peak current
flow, using oscilloscope to determine
difference between peak secondary
voltage at no load and full load was
15A.
These results show that the 18.34V
rms, 14.14A rms secondary
specification of the September
example transformer is clearly wrong
-particularly with respect to voltage.
Assuming I8.34V is the open-circuit
value and that ref. secondary
impedance is 0.076511, (5% of
1.5352) this transformer would give a
dc output of about 20V at 10A,
although its rms current rating would
then be exceeded at around 18A. It
would safely support adc output of
about 21V at 7.5A.
A dc supply of I3.5V at 10A could
be obtained, but only by fitting a
resistor of 0.312 permanently between
transformer and bridge or between
bridge and capacitor. Output
regulation would then be poor and
the resistor would dissipate 60W of

precisely because the tabular data he
has produced is so useful, and his
explanation of the design process so
clear, that Ifeel the need to write.
Finally, for those interested in this

heat at 10A dc output.
In calculating diode surge current
/
Fs
m at switch on, agross but safe
over estimate can obviously be made
by assuming it to be limited purely
by transformer impedance. In
practice adding 2/?,, -as calculated
using /
peak -to transformer
impedance gives good results,
because although rectifier forward
resistance drops to an even lower
figure at surge current levels -for
example 0.01 to 0.015e for a12F10
diode -capacitor esr has been
ignored. The net result is aclose
approximation to the real situation.
Recalculating surge current for the
transformer as specified in the
September design, assuming adiode
drop of IV and I
peak of 40A, gives,

subject, can Ialso recommend the
article 'Simplified design of DC
power supplies' by JCS Richards,
published in Wireless World August
1981. This article adopts adifferent
approach, but using it along with a
basic scientific calculator, also
enables an accurate dc supply to be
quickly designed.
Ralph A EGoold
St Albans
Hertfordshire

No-contact current
measurement

4„=25.9/{0.0765+2(0.025)}=205A.
These comments are offered as
constructive criticism, and in the
hope that they will be seen as auseful
modification to Ray's design
procedure. Icongratulate him on his
hard work and excellent article. It is

In Steve Winder's article 'Nocontact current measurement' in the
November 1996 issue, the
differential gain-setting resistor
between the two non-inverting
inputs on Fig. 7was incorrectly
marked as 10ki2. It should have
been marked 142- apologies.

Develop PIC microcontroller systems for just £239
Vann Draper is launching a PIC development

instructions refer to peripherals, the operation

the real world. Emulation cables for a wide

system called PIC-DATS that sells for under

is reflected on the PIC's i/o lines. In this way,

variety of PIC microcontrollers are available

£300 - including development module,

you get the benefits of simulation - single-

as optional extras. Ring Vann Draper for more

simulation and software design tools, power

stepping and easy debugging -combined

details on 0116 2771400, fax 2773945.

supply, COM port cable and manual.

with the advantages of emulating the system in

As a bonus, the company is making the
system available exclusively to EW readers at
a 20% discount, so you can buy the
development system, with software, for just
£239 - fully inclusive.
Connecting via a serial port, the PIC-DATS

Please send me
PIC-DATS(s) PIC development systems at £239
each (fully inclusive) for which Ienclose atotal of

development system handles 16C5x, 16C85
and 16C71 PIC controllers. The development
system includes PIC-SIM - a software package
that simulates the PIC on your pc compatible.
Programs under development are written
and run on the pc, but when program

Name
Company (if any)
Address

PIC -PORT hardware features
• 16C55 microcontroller running at 4MHz.
• 16C55 input/output and control lines accessed via 40 IDC connector.
• RS232 port using the 16C55 on board serial communications.
• PIC and serial driver/receiver socketed.
• Unregulated 8-I8V dc or regulated +5V dc supply.
• 5V supply sourced from the i/o connector.

PIC -51M simulation software features
• Line-by-line assembler
• Assembly code assembled direct into memory.
• Disassembler.
• PIC code programs may be entered directly into the simulator
• Intel hex merged format files may be loaded from the user's assembler
• PIC cross assembler MPASM supplied as standard
• Register operations -registers are displayed on host pc
• Contents of any file may be modified.
• User programs run in real time
• Programs continue until sleep instruction, watch-dog time-out or manual halt
• In trace mode, instructions are detailed on the host as the program runs
• PIC watch dog timer fully supported
• Break point program development tool
• Single stepping possible via asingle key press
PIC-SIM is an integrated environment. User's cross-assembler, editor and DOS commands are
directly accessible via the PIC-SIM communication software providing the totally integrated
environment.
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Phone number/fax

Make cheques payable to Vann Draper Electronics Ltd
Or, please debit my Master. Visa or Access card.
Card type (AccessNisa)
Card No
Expiry date
Please mail this coupon to Vann Draper Electronics, together with payment.
Alternatively fax credit card details with order on 0116 2773945 or
telephone on 0116 2771400. Address orders and all correspondence
relating to this order to Vann Draper Electronics at Unit 5, Premier Works,
Canal Street, South Wigston, Leicester LEIB 2PL.
'Overseas readers can also obtain this discount but details vary according
to country. Please ring, write or fax to Vann Draper Electronics.
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The best valtie circm design
and analysis package
on the market

C_IR ,111,11111
11M

,

Ideal Partner
in UHF and VHF

Xiiirne

r
Clare
•Single uur. excluding VAT

• Analogue, digital and mixed mode simulation.
• Virtual and real time measurements.
• Library with over 1,500 components.
• Perform DC and AC nodal and transfer analysis,
transient analysis, Fourier analysis, Digital step-by-step
and Digital timing analysis.
• Tolerance models can perform Monte Carlo and
Worst Case Analysis.

TANDEM

Breadbare Barns, Clay Lane, West AshlIng
Chichester. West Sussex P018 8DJ

Telephone: 01243 576121
Fax: 01243 576119
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COMPONENTS & SYSTEMS
FROM IOSIS

One stop solutions
for all your radio
telemetry module needs.
When the success of your products depends on radio
telemetry modules, you need a business partner you
can trust. A skilled and experienced manufacturer that
can offer modules of the highest quality, operating over
awide range of frequencies.
In other words, a partner like Wood & Douglas.
Founded on technical excellence, Wood & Douglas
is a British company that specialises in the design,
development and production of radio-based products.
With

over

30

staff dedicated

to

meeting

your

requirements, the company is able to provide true
.igen

one-stop purchasing -whatever your RTM needs.
All radio modules are highly functional, capable of
meeting a wide range of requirements. Designed to

System Components from IS09001 Source
Half Size Single Board Computers
386SX to Pentium with ISA and PC/104 Bus
2Serial Ports, IDE, FDD & Printer Port
Flash/ROM Disc, Cache, SVGA CRT/Flat Panel Controller
PC/104 Modules
386 & 486 CPUs, Solid State Disc, Isolated RS232/485
VGA CRT/Flat Panel Display & SVGA Controllers
PCMCIA types 1,11 & Ill
Fast SCSI, Ethernet, Fax/Modem

offer efficient, easy-to-use radio telemetry components
for system designers, they can open up a
whole new world of product possibilities.
From portable bar-code readers to earthquake
monitors, Wood & Douglas can help you make the
most of the opportunities in radio telemetry.
To find out more about the possibilities, contact...

System Enclosures with Passive Backplanes
System Integration and Support
All-In-One Standard Motherboards & Cases
486/586 to 200MHz Pentium
4Sommerville Rd, St Andrews
Bristol, BS7 9AA.
Tel 0117 924 9231
Fax 0117 924 9233
Emailisales@'iosis.eo.uk
1)elail, on

Mil'
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.
)
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Lattice House, Baughurst, Tadley, Hampshire RG26 5LP, England
Telephone: 0118 981 1444 Fax: 0118 981 1567
email: infoOwoodanddouglas.co.uk
web site: http://www.woodanddouglas.co.uk
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SPREADSHEET
AN
FOR ENGINEERS
AND SCIENTISTS
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Spreadsheet Analysis
for Engineers and
Scientists

o
o
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With this practical, hands-on
guide, engineers and
researchers learn, quickly and
easily, the latest and most
useful electronic spreadsheet
methods. Using avariety of
interactive techniques,
including worksheets, self-test
and practical programs on the
included disk, Spreadsheet
Analysis for Engineers and
Scientists show you how to
harness the power and
versatility of spreadsheet
programs, including those that
contain the fast Fourier
transform, complex operations
and Bessel functions, and how
to customise your own
applications.
Includes disk
0471 126837, 336pp
UK £37.50, Europe £39.50,

ROW £49.50

Electronic Component
Reliability

o
o

Fundamentals, Modelling,
Evaluation and Assurance

mmommiimi

This text approaches the
quality and reliability of
electronic components from a
unique standpoint.
Traditionally the twin subjects
of reliability physics and
reliability statistics have been
treated as seperate entities.
Here, the author examines
both areas and reveals how
components fail and how
failures develop over aperiod
of time.

Fuzzy Logic
Implementations and
Applications
Offering anew perspective
on agrowing field, this text
explores the many hardware
implications of fuzzy logic
based circuits. As use of Al
increases, so the VLSI area of
circuits is becoming agrowth
subject. Opening with an
overview of fuzzy sets and
fuzzy logic the book moves
on to cover arange of nonstandard solutions for fuzzy
logic VLSI circuits. Future
trends, new concepts and
ideas are all examined and
supported with practical
examples from the author's
research.
UK £50.50, Europe £53.50, ROW £66.50

Microelectronic
Switched-Capacitor
Filters

Switched-capacitor filters and
asscoiated MOS integrated
circuits are now an
established technology finding
applications in the
telecommunications and
instrumentation fields. With
unrivalled breadth of
coverage, this book surveys
the design techniques of an
important class of analogue
signal processing systems. An
accompanying diskette
containing acomprehensive
computer-aided design
package (ISICAP) enables
readers to gain agreater
depth of understanding of the
described techniques.
Containing both source code

MICROELECTRONIC
SWITCHED•CAPACITOR
FILTERS

UK £54.50, Europe £56.50,

ROW £65.00

High Frequency Analog
Integrated Circuits
As one of the first textbooks
to discuss integrated circuit
design considerations and

0471 954047 384pp
UK £75.50, Europe £79.00,

ROW £92.00

perform awide variety of
speech coding and speech
processing experiments. The
text presents and explains a
set of basic speech coders
analytically and in terms of
the specific parameters
controlling each coder. The
manual leads the student
through the experimental
process of understanding how
speech coders work and
sound via over 70 exercises
and projects. The class-tested
menu-driven, Dos-based
software can be operated by
students with little or no
training.
Includes disks
0471 516929, 194pp,

Solar Cells and their
Applications

actual designs from the basic
concepts, this title provides a
solid background in designing
basic circuits, advanced
circuits and synthesis
techniques.
0471 530433

424pp

UK £80.00, Europe £83.00,

ROW £95.00

AComputing loboratoty Textbook

files and an executable
version of the main design
package, this alone will be an
indispensable tool for many
circuit designers.
Includes disk
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UK £28.95, Europe £30.95, ROW £36.95

Speech Coding

0471 952966, 374pp

o
o

0471 96268 6, 314pp

ISBN 0471 950599, approx 346pp,

UK £50.50, Europe £53.50, ROW £66.50

ELECTRONIC
COMPONENT
-

The I
2CBu'
From theory to Practice
With aspecial emphasis on
the 12C Bus, this guidebook
through the world of micro
controller-managed serial
buses presents comprehensive
coverage of the theory
necessary to design the best
possible communications bus
for any particular application.
The book examines typical
industrial and consumer
applications and enables the
reader to design effectively in
arel-world environment. A
disk containing software for
the 12C bus is also included.
Includes disk

SPEECH
CODING

This is one of the first lab
manuals with software
dedicated exclusively to
speech processing and
coding. It takes advantage of
the development of the
personal computer by making
this technology accessible to
awider audience The manual
and Dos based software
together create auser-friendly
digital signal processing lab
which allows the user to

The past decade has
witnessed numerous important
breakthroughs in solar cell
technology, many of which
have occurred in just the past
few years. Far cheaper to
produce and maintain,
exhibiting alonger lifetime,
and considerably more
efficient than ever before,
solar cells are, at last, in a
position to compete with
traditional technologies for
both small and large-scale
energy conversion
applications. Including
contributions from some of the
world's leading experts in the
field, this book reports the
most important recent
advances in solar cell
technology. From in-depth
discussions of breakthroughs
in cell, module, and system
technologies to aprobing
look at important
environmental, health, and
ssfety issues in the
photovoltaic industry, it covers
abroad range of topics of
vital interest to solar cell
researches, power systems
designers, and all those with
professional interest in current
and future capabilities of this
important technology.
Offers adetailed look at
cutting-edge solar technology
from an international team

SOLAR CELLS
AND THEIR
APPLICATIONS

LARRY D. PARTAIN
•••••• So.. •••••••...•••••,ww.e.nume

of researchers.
Covers silicon, GaAs, InP,
CdTe, a-Si:H, CuInSe 29 and
GaSb solar cells, cells,
concentrators, multijunction
cell configurations, space
cells, and more.
Describes awide range of
applications —from space
cells to terrestrial systems
Provides an informal look
ahead at the future of solar
cell technology.
0471 574201, 596pp,
UK £71.50, Europe £75.00, ROW £92.00

Introduction to HighSpeed Electronics and
Optoelectronics
Lasers, fibre optics, and highspeed optical systems share
many concepts with
microwave devices.
Furthermore, semiconductorbased optoelectronics and
microwave integrated circuits
share evolving process
technologies. It is only
natural, therfore, that students
of optoelectronics be
introduced to high-speed
concepts in aunified manner.
This highly practical intensive
introduction enables electrical
engineers, applied physicists,
and students to develop and
identify tools for
understanding, analysis,
design, and characterisation
of high speed components.
Broad in scope, this unique

text/reference examines the
complementary nature of
electronics and optics and
emphasizes high-speed
technology in which the two
fields are less differentiated.
Beginning with an overview
that develops aperspective
and appreciation of analog
high-speed technology in
general, the book goes on to
cover devices and circuits
used at microwave and
millimeter-wave frequencies,
optical components, and optoelectronic integrated circuits
and subsystems. Particular
attention is paid to
applications in the area of
high levels of interest in this
area and because many of
the concepts are applicable in
other fields. The book
concludes with important
coverage of the oftenoverlooked area of
measurement and
characterization of high-speed
devices. Fully referenced and
supplemented with hundreds
of helpful illustrations,
Introduction to High-Speed
Electronics and
Optoelectronics is equally
useful as aprofessional
reference or atextbook for
senior undergraduate and
first-year graduate courses.

All prices are fully
inclusive of packing
and delivery
Return to Jackie Lowe, Room L333, Quadrant
House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey, SM2 5AS
Please supply the following titles:
Qty

Title or ISBN

Price

"" All prices on these pages include delivery and package ""
Total

0471 015822, 312pp,
UK £65.00, Europe f67.00, ROW £77.00

Risc Systems and
Applications
Professor Daniel Tabak has
completely revised and
updated his two previous
books on Reduced Instruction
Set Computer architecture to
produce this new book, RISC
Systems and Applications. The
text is aunique, concentrated,
detailed description of the
architecture and
implementation of most recent
high-performance RISC
systems, such as DEC Alpha
AXP21164,
IBM/Motorola/Apple PowerPC
620, Sun Microsystems and
Texas Instruments UltraSPARC
and SuperSPARC, MIPS
technologies R10000, Intel
i860 XP, Motorola MC88110,
Hewlett-Packard
PA-7100/8000 and the
transputer. It also includes
details of pioneering devices
such as Berkley's RISC II and
Stanford's MIPS and
multiprocessor, real-time and
workstation systems.
ISBN 0863 801889, 452pp,
UK £50.50, Europe £54.00, ROW £67.00
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Method of payment (please circle)
Access/Mastercard/Visa/Cheque/PO
Cheques should be made payable to
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Birth
b

Who is the father of
broadcasting? Pat Hawker
investigates.

of
roadcasting

M

any sources in the UK and USA
credit KDKA at Pittsburgh as being
the world's first broadcasting station
in November 1920. Alternative claims are
made on behalf of WWJ Detroit; other historians point to the 1906 transmissions from
Brant Rock made by Canadian-born Professor
Reginald Fessenden. Still others proclaim Lee
de Forest as the father of radio. He regularly
transmitted entertainment programmes from
about 1907 onwards, and seems to have been
the first person to apply the term 'broadcasting' to radio transmissions directed at the public.
De Forest in 1908 is also credited with having brought radio-telephony equipment to
Europe where he transmitted music from the
Eiffel Tower. In 1909 in New York he transmitted an appeal on behalf of women's suffrage by Hariot Stanton Blatch whose granddaughter he had married. This was claimed as
the rust use of radio for propaganda.
In 1910 De Forest broadcast Eurico Caruso
from the New York Metropolitan Opera
House, another first. But beset by financial
problems, his broadcasts ceased in 1911. They
were not resumed until 1916 when money
received from AT&T, in respect of his valve
patents, let him resume his pastime of broadcasting to the many amateurs in New York.
His motives were not entirely altruistic. By
November 1916 he was transmitting music
nightly from his factory in the Bronx, interspersing Columbia Gramophone records with
sales messages lauding his radio apparatus.
During that year's presidential elections, de
Forest broadcast news items culled from the
papers and, as aconvinced Republican and
optimist, wrongly announced before midnight
local time (before the West Coast votes had
been counted) that the Republican candidate
Charles Hughes had defeated Woodrow
Wilson!
The American entry into World War 1in
1917 brought about another hiatus in de
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1906, and the following week, New Year's
Eve, there can be little question that de Forest
has many claims to be recognised as 'a' if not
'the' major pioneer of radio broadcasting.

Entertainment via telephone
The idea of providing entertainment in the
home via telephone wires had been implemented in many cities including London in the
late 19th century. Almost as soon as radio
telephony became practical, visionaries foresaw its possibilities. In 1904 that strange scientist, Nikola Tesla, wrote of apossible device,
"which will be very efficient in enlightening
the masses... acheap and simple device which
might be carried in one's pocket".
The astute and ambitious young David
Sarnoff, while assistant manager of American
Marconi, in 1915 wrote an internal memorandum which foresaw the commercial possibilities of amass market for a'magic radio box':

Lee de Forest, from lames Hijiya's book, Lee
de Forest and the Fatherhood of Radio.

Forest's broadcast programmes but these were
resumed in 1919 from Manhattan. But the following year he was ordered by the US authorities to cease broadcasting on the grounds that
he was interfering with navy and commercial
radio transmissions, adding, "there is no room
in the ether for entertainment".
De Forest died in 1961 penniless, his work
often discredited by engineers who believed
his many, largely successful, patent actions
against Armstrong and others were unjustified.
Some also believed that his most famous
invention — the triode valve — was brought
about less from insight than from his need to
circumvent the Fleming diode patent.
Yet, if one excepts the two isolated transmissions by Fessenden on Christmas Eve,

"1 have in mind a plan of development
which would make radio ahousehold utility
in the same sense as the piano or phonograph. The idea is to bring music into the
home by wireless. While this has been tried
in the past by wires, it has been afailure
because wires do not lend themselves to this
scheme. With radio, however, it would be
entirely feasible...
"The receiver can be designed in the form
of asimple radio music box and arranged
for several wavelengths, which should be
changeable with the throwing of a single
switch or pressing of a single button...
amplifying valves and aloudspeaking telephone... The manufacture of the radio music
box in large quantities would make possible
their sale at perhaps $75 per outfit... if manufactured in quantities of 100,000 or so
could yield ahandsome profit."
Vice President Nally to whom the memo
was addressed was apparently not impressed;
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the memo was simply filed and largely forgotten.
Fessenden whose role in the development of
continuous-wave radio has been undergoing a
major reappraisal in recent years made two
major breakthroughs which opened the way
for radio broadcasting. Not only did his first
high-frequency 70kHz alternator, made for
him by Alexanderson, provide a source of
continuous waves rather than spark, but he
also developed one of the first detectors (thermal barretter) which by acting as an rf rectifier was suitable for demodulating amplitude
modulated, continuous-wave signals.
Soon his work was augmented by the work
of others leading to the rapid spread of simple,
cat's whisker crystal detectors making possible low-cost receivers that could be built by
amateur enthusiasts — providing for the first
time the audience on which broadcasting
depends.

And in the US...
The use of the early radio-telephony transmitters to provide music and speech transmissions for general reception rather than for
communication to aspecific receiving station
soon spread from the USA to other countries.
Remember that in the USA, radio transmission
by amateurs as well as professional engineers
remained unregulated until 1912, whereas in
the UK the first Wireless Telegraphy Act was
on the statute books in 1904.
It was not until the one-off Marconi
Company broadcast of 15 June 1920 by Dame
Nellie Melba that it can be claimed that the
UK was beginning, if hesitantly, to enter an
age of radio broadcasting to the public only to
be further delayed. This delay was caused by
an unsympathetic Post Office which withdrew
the Marconi licence on the ground of "interference with legitimate services".
In Europe, astrong claim for giving birth to
the first 'broadcasting' service can be made on
behalf of Raymond Braillard and other
Belgian enthusiasts who set up atransmitter
OTL in the grounds of the Royal Castle at
Laeken and broadcast programmes of music
for public reception every Saturday at 5pm
from 28 March 1914. Braillard was later destined to play an important role in the
International Broadcasting Union.
A report in Le Soir on 30 March 1914
stressed the intention to transmit regular programmes for the general public (enthusiasts):
"To meet the requests from certain radio amateurs who occasionally picked up our irregular
experimental transmissions, we decided to
devote a special session to them every
Saturday at five o'clock."
It has been claimed that soon there were
several hundred listeners to these broadcasts in
Belgium and northern France. They continued
until shortly before the German army entered
Brussels when the transmitter was hurriedly
dismantled.
Due to unfortunate circumstances, the work
of neither de Forest in the USA nor the
Belgian enthusiasts —although both undoubtedly represented embryonic radio broadcasting
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Circuit of the 1
kW, two-stage PCGG transmitter shown in the photograph.

services (unlike the 1906 experimental transmissions of Fessenden) — did not continue
unbroken into the true age of radio
This is not the case with the Dutchman
Hanso Idzerda who was in practice the first to
develop and build transmitters specifically
intended for broadcasting music and speech to
the public. His transmitters used a patented
modulation system that produced amixture of
AM and narrow-band FM. He carried out his
transmissions with the clear intention of
expanding the sale of crystal sets, valve amplifiers and components made or marketed by his
own firm —Nederlansche Radio-Industrie, or
NR-I for short.
Hanso Henricus Schotanus à Steringa
Idzerda, born at Weidum, Friesland in the
north of Holland in September 1885, son of a
country doctor, was never aman to go along
with the crowd; fiercely individualistic he
rebelled constantly against established authority. His secondary education was at aschool

noted for extremely strict discipline, but it
failed to make him aconformist; he later graduated with an engineering degree from a
German technical university.
By 1905 Idzerda was trying to build an early
aircraft, with what success is not known. But
soon he became enthralled with the equally
new science of 'wireless'. He became an early
experimenter who took advantage of the liberal spirit whereby the Dutch authorities —like
the British — permitted wireless telegraphy
experiments in an era when many European
governments were endeavouring to restrict
radio to military and official communications.
In 1913 Idzerda set up aTechnical Wireless
Bureau in The Hague, helping the still small
band of Dutch enthusiasts with whom he soon
established alasting rapport. When war broke
out in August 1914, Holland, although
remaining neutral throughout, withdrew all
experimental radio privileges.
But in September 1917 — still 14 months

Two-stage 1
kW PCGG transmitter now in the Netherlands Post Museum —in working order.
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before the Armistice —the ban was lifted and
Holland became for atime the only country in
the world where it was legal for the public to
listen to radio signals; broadcasting thus
became areal possibility.
Idzerda had friends among the Dutch military. He was aware of the progress being
made in the use of thermionic valves, although
none were available to civilians. Late in 1917,
Idzerda tried unsuccessfully to obtain some
from the factory in Utrecht where afew valves
were then being made for the Dutch forces.
These were based on aGerman Telefunken
valve taken from aGerman aircraft that had
landed by error in Holland.

From coffee and tobacco to valves

1000V dynamo

Original PCGG transmitter, from 1919, originally ran at 75W but alater increase in anode
voltage to 1kV doubled the output.

Circuit of the 'Ontvangtoestel Type Amateur' as
featured in the 1918 catalogue of NR-I and
offered as a DIY kit. The battery and potentiometer weer used to select the best characteristic of the crystal.

Hanso Idzerda speaking into the PCGG
microphone. Part of the large antenna coil is
visible on the left.
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Idzerda who had obtained one of the original
de Forest Audion triode valves took this to
NV
Philips
Gloeilampenfabrieken
at
Eindhoven, seeking to interest the firm in the
manufacture of thennionic valves.
The family firm of Philips, originally a
tobacco and coffee processing business, had in
1891 changed to the production of electric
lamps. Initially, Philips management was
reluctant to enter the valve business, but finally agreed to make near copies of the Audion if
Idzerda would contract to buy aminimum of
180 ayear.
By early 1918, the first Philips-Ideezet
valves were being delivered to him. (Ideezet
represents the sound in Dutch of the first three
letters of his name). By December 1918 more
than 1200 had been sold at 12.50 guilders
each.
Philips soon realised there was apromising
future in valve manufacture. By July 1919 it
was marketing the Philips-Ideezet `soft' triodes independently of NR-I. It was also producing 'hard' valves for transmitters, although
initially its Zendlampe gave only 5to 10W rf
output. Idzerda thus launched Philips into
electronics in which it was subsequently to
become among the world's giants. But soon
this powerful firm was arival rather than his
partner.
By late 1918, with the Armistice signed,
Idzerda was experimenting with ahome-made
continuous-wave valve transmitter. On 7
February 1919 he wrote to the minister of
waterways seeking permission to demonstrate
radiotelegraphy and radiotelephony at a
Netherlands Trade Fair in Utrecht (24
February to 8March 1919). He also asked to
be allowed to make regular transmissions.
Permission for regular transmissions was
finally granted on 14 August 1919, subject to
tests with the military: NR-I was granted the
callsign PCGGW and Philips PCJJ — later to
become famous as apioneer hf broadcasting
callsign.
On 1September 1919, the Dutch monthly
magazine Radio News was announcing:
"Every Thursday evening there will be continuous-wave transmissions from 8to lOpm."
In practice, the first broadcast with aselection
of musical items was on 6 November, with
details announced on 5November in the daily
newspaper De Nieuwe Rotterdamse Courant.

At first PCGG transmitted on 670m but this
was soon changed, first to about 800m and
then to 1030m. By the end of 1919, PCGG
broadcasts were also being made on Sunday
afternoons during which Idzerda replied personally to correspondents who reported reception of his transmissions.

1920 -Holland broadcasts abroad
The fact that his broadcasts were being
received by British listeners soon encouraged
Idzerda to initiate, from April 1920, The
Hague Concerts. These were directed specifically at UK listeners. This date is sometimes
wrongly given as the start of PCGG broadcasts.
Idzerda's single-valve transmitter output was
at first about 75W, but this was increased to
about 150W by running the valve with 1000V
on the anode; by 1921 aMullard valve was
giving some 250W output.
When, in 1922, the Daily Mail sponsored
for a time The Hague Concerts, power was
increased to about Ito 1.5kW. Ibelieve that
this later two-stage transmitter that was given
in 1940 to the Netherlands Post Museum
where it remains in working order.
The PCGG aerial was erected on the NR-I
building at 8-10 Beukstraat, The Hague. It
consisted of three wires each about 40m long,
raised 15m high and stretched across aroad.
The earth comprised some 24ft of iron pipe
sunk in awell. At full load, the early transmitter showed an aerial current of about 1.3A
on 1000m and about 1.6A on 800m. With The
Hague Concerts established, NR-I appointed
W Burnham & Co of Deptford as its British
agent.
Idzerda claimed arange of about 500 miles
but this may have been based on a single
report from Aberdeen. However, PCGG could
be heard well in south-east England provided
Croydon Airport radio was not causing interference. In May 1921, EW Kitchin wrote in
"Notes on the reception of the Dutch concerts"
Wireless World (14 May, 1921):
"As regards the strength of PCGG music,
the writer gets it ten miles south of London
quite nicely, audible with asingle valve; and,
with three note magnifiers added, it is quite
loud on the telephone headgear and can be
heard across the room."
A month earlier, Wireless World had written:
"The phonographic selections sent out by
this station are also interspersed with selections by asmall band, and by four mandolin
performers; occasionally also some singers
take part. The orchestra and singers perform
under alarge funnel or horn which contains
the microphones connected to the transmitting apparatus, so that the voices and music
modulate the radiated power in the usual
way... These concerts are addressed primarily to British wireless experimenters, as
is evidenced by the introductory CW messages addressed to all British amateurs with
which they are prefixed."
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The records were played on a wind-up,
acoustic gramophone with its horn replaced by
atube in which the microphone was mounted.
A second microphone was placed on the table
near the gramophone.
In his broadcasts to Dutch listeners, Idzerda
was often outspoken and critical of the authorities, leading to difficulties and reprimands.
With Philips marketing valves and equipment,
the funds for PCGG soon became sparse. In
1921, Wireless World appealed to its readers
for funds to keep the broadcasts going; in
1922-23 there was the Daily Mail sponsorship
but, with the BBC now on the air, the newspaper did not receive the promotional rewards
it had expected and did not renew the contract.
By 1923 there were other stations broadcasting to Dutch listeners including PCUU
and PCKK in The Hague. By about 1925
Hilversum NSF was on 1050m with 1.5kW,
with PCGG listed as 1070m with lkW providing only irregular transmissions.
As the popularity of radio spread, Idzerda
was gradually squeezed out. As Professor
Swierstra has written:

Idzerda, too proud to adopt the principles of
the business world, was on alosing ticket...
The memories of those glorious pioneer
achievements faded."
By about 1924, with Europe well launched
into the radio era, PCGG broadcasts virtually
ended and Idzerda and his family drifted out
of the public eye -asituation which his wife
found hard to bear. According to his daughter,
Hanso bore it with typical Friesen stoicism. It
was left to the Dutch radio amateurs to continue to show awareness of his contributions
to broadcasting and radio technology.
Then came the second world war with, this
time, Dutch neutrality rudely shattered by the
German invasion of May 1940. Idzerda did
not live to see the liberation. According to
Professor Swierstra:

"The pity is that, in his single-minded
devotion to his work, he failed to hear or
heed the danger signs emanating from circles
more
commercially
minded.
Consequently, as the big manufacturers
moved also into this field and took control.

Access

"By one of those strange cruelties offate,
he fell victim of his own passionate interest
in technical developments... First he was
caught listening to broadcasts from London
-something strictly forbidden by the occupation authorities and more than enough to
put him in their black books. But he followed
this by committing an even greater faux pas.
In Holland, as elsewhere, the Germans
had set up launching pads from which to
direct their infamous V1 and V2 rockets at
Britain. When Idzerda was found trespassing

Field Electric Ltd.
Tel: 01438-353781

Fax: 01438 359397

VISA

Mobile: 0836-640328

on a prohibited area, searching for fragments of an exploded V2, he was immediately arrested by the enemy on suspicion of
espionage. Probably without so much as a
simple trial he was executed by shooting during the night of 3-4 November 1944."
There may be some doubt whether this was
the exact story since the prison where his execution took place was used for hostages rather
than suspected intelligence agents. It would
seem that, once again, the dice was loaded
against this stubborn but dedicated Dutchman
who had introduced broadcasting to the UK.
Finally, thanks to Dick Rollema, PAOSE,
who supplied the illustrations and helped with
technical information.
Further reading
Details of Idzerda's life are largely drawn from 'The
birth of broadcasting' by M Tj Swierstra (EBU
Review No 114B, March 1969) with follow-up letters in EBU Review No 116B, 117B and 120B providini information on the 1914 Belgian transmissions. Information on de Forest's early broadcasts
comes mainly from tee de Forest and the fatherhood of radio' by James A Hijiya (Lehigh
University Press, 1992) and David Samoff sMagic
Box memo from 'David Samoff by Eugene Lyons
(Harper & Row, 1966). Information on the Ideezet
valves from 'Saga of the vacuum tube' by Gerald FJ
Tyne (Howard W Sams & Co Inc, 1977).

Halcyon Electronics
Off-Air Frequency Products

Unit 12b. Parsons Green Ind. Est.
Stevenage, Herts SG1 40G
12" Colour VGASVGA 800x600 Monitors
£52.50
14' Colour VGA Monitors various 1st brand makes
£60.00
17" Colour VGASVGA Monitors 1st brand makes
£285.00
Sony 9' RGB Colour Monitors (Trinitron)
£39.00
Compaq Docking Stations for laptop & notebooks
£24.95
Tseng Dual Port VGASVGA ISA 16 Bit Card 1mb to run 2 monitors
£29.95
from 1 pc
£40.00
Hauppauge Win/TV Card 16 bit ISA card
£135.00
Roland DXY 1300 8 Pen Plotter
£120.00
Roland DXY 1100 8 Pen Plotter
£75.00
Hewlett Packard 7470A Plotter RS232 8 Pen
£75.00
Hewlett Packard Colour Pro Plotter RS232 8 Pen
£70.00
Hewlett Packard 7475A Plotter RS232 6 Pen
£155.00
Hewlett Packard 7550A Plotter HPIB RS232 etc
£180.00
Hewlett Packard Laserjet 110 Printer
£95.00
Hewlett Packard Scanjet
£165.00
Sony Lasermax Videodisk Player LDP 1500P
£90.00
Racal Inst. 9915 UHF Freq. Meter 500 MHz
£130.00
Racal Inst. 9916 UHF Freq. Counter 500 MHz
£130.00
Leader LMV 181A AC Millivoltmeter
£50.00
Blackstar Multimeter 3225
£280.00
Siemens Data Line Analyser K1190 with manual
£225.00
Farnell PSU 0-70VDC 0-5A/0-30 VDC 0-10A
£295.00
Marconi Inst. Data Comms Tester 2870
£270.00
Marconit Inst. Digital Line Monitor 2833
£270.00
Marconi Inst. Digital Analyser 2829
£50.00
Philips PM3233 10 MHz D/trace Scope
£145.00
Tektronix DAS9100 Digital Analysis System
£140.00
lswatsu SS5702 20 MHz D/trace Scope
£75.00
Hewlett Packard 415E SWR Meter
£180.00
Hewlett Packard 3551A Transmission Test Set
£75.00
Hewlett Packard 5004A Signature Analyzer
£90.00
Philips PM 6611 Universal Counter 80 MHz
Hewlett Packard 5300B Measuring System with 5312A HP-IB Interface
1.3 GHz
£300.00
PLOTTERS •COMPUTERS •COMMUNICATIONS •PSU •VDU's •VIDEO
•FANS •TEST •CABLE •NETWORK •PRINTERS •
DISK DRIVES ALWAYS IN STOCK. OVERSEAS ENO. WELCOME
TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED
C/P DETAILS PLEASE RING. ALL PRICES PLUS 17.5% VAT
(IN( II N.(1. I;2 ON RI PII ( 1R1)
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We manufacture arange of Off-Air Frequency products
including frequency standards, sources and disciplined
standards including GPS, Customised units also available
Precision Frequency Source
1kHz to 16MHz sinewave output, 0.0001 Hz resolution,
Easily settable via decade switches,
VCXO backup as standard
Off-Air Frequency Standard
1MHz, 5MHz and 10MHz, outputs,
Options include Sinewave, Signal inhibit and Audio

Warning
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We are well known for our quality new and used test
equipment. Our list is extensive, ranging through most
disciplines. Call for details
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Halcyon Electronics
423 Kingston Road, Wimbledon Chase. London SW208JR
Phone: 0181 542 6383

Fax: 0181 542 0340
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DC TO DC CONVERTERS
DRM58 input 10-40vdc output 5v BA £15
DRM128 input 17-40vdc output 12v 8A £50
DRM158 input 20-40vdc output 15v BA £50
DRM248 input 29-40vdc output 24v BA £40
DRS123 input 17-40vdc output 12v 3A £20
DRS153 input 20-40vdc output 15v 3A £20
DRS243 input 29-40vdc output 24v 3A £15
SOLID STATE RELAYS
CMP-DC-243P 3-32vdc OperaOn, 0-200vdc lA £2.50
SMT20000/3 3-24vdc operation. 28-280vac 3A £4 50
SMT20000/4 3- 24vdc operaton. 28-280vac 4A £5 00
ZRA6025F 28-280v4/ac operaton. 28-280vac 25A £7 CO
200 WATT INVERTERS Nicely cased units 12v input 240v
output 150watt continuous, 200 max £49 ref LOT62
&UMW HELIUM NEON LASERS New units, £65 ref LOT33
COINSLOT TOKENS You may have ause for these? mixed bag
of 100 tokens £10 ref LOT20
PORTABLE X RAY MACHINE PLANS Easy to construct
plans on asimple and cheap way to build ahome X-ray machine'
Effective device, X-ray sealed assemblies can be used for
experimental purposes. Not atoy or for minorsi E6/set Ref FOWL
TELEKINETIC ENHANCER PLANS Mystify and amaze your
fnends by creating mot on with no known apparent means or cause
Uses no electncal or mechanical connections no special gimmicks
yetp rod ucesp °stye motion and effect. Excellent br science pnot acts,
magic shows, party demonstrations or serious research 8.
development dthis strange and amazing phychic phenomenon
£4/set Ref F/TKE1
ELECTRONIC HYPNOSIS PLANS 8 DATA Trusdata shows
several ways to put subjects under your control Included is afull
volume reference text and several construction plans that when
assembled can produce highly effective stimuli This matenal must
be used cautously it is for use as entertainment at pa rtes etc only.
by those expenenced in its use £15/set Ref F/EH2
GRAVITY GENERATOR PLANS This unique plan
demonstrates asimple electncal phenomena that produces an antgravity effect You can actually build asmall mock spaceship out of
simple materais and without any visible means- cause it to levitate
£10/set Ref F/GRA1
WORLDS SMALLEST TESLA COIL/LIGHTENING
DISPLAY GLOBE PLANS Produces up to 750.000 volts of
discharge experiment with extraordinary HV effects. 'Plasma in a
jar St Elmo's fire. Corona, excellent science protect or conversation
piece £5/set Ref F/BTC1/LG5
COPPER VAPOUR LASER PLANS Produces 100mw of
visible green light High coherency and spectral quality similar to
Argon laser but easier and less costly to build yet far more effeent
ThsparliculardeagnwascleveiopedattheAtomic EnergyCommision
of NEGEV in Israel £10/set Ref F/CVL 1
VOICE SCRAMBLER PLANS Minature solid state system
turns speech sound into indecipherable noise that cannot be
understood without asecond matching unit Use on telephone to
prevent third party listening and bugging £6/set Ref F/VS9
PULSED TV JOKER PLANS Little hand held device utilises
pulse techniques that will completely disrupt TV picture and sound ,
works on FM tool DISCRETION ADVISED £8/set Ref F/T.15
BODYHEAT TELESCOPE PLANS Highly directional long
range device uses recent technology to detect the presence of'wing
bodies warm and hot spots. heatleaks etc Intended for secu nty. law
enforcement. research and development. etc Excellent secunty
device or very interesting science protect E8/sel Ref F/BHT 1
BURNING, CUTTING CO2 LASER PLANS Protects an
invisible beam of heat capable of burning and meting matenals over
aconsiderable distance This laser is one of the most efficient.
converting 10% inpuipowerintousetul output Not only is this device
aworkhorse in welding, cutbng and heat processing matenals but it
is also alikely candidate as an effective directed energy beam
weapon against missiles aircraft ground-to-ground etc Particle
beams may very well utlize alaser of Cos type to blast achannel in
the atmosphere for a high energy stream of neutrons or other
particles The device is easily applicable to burning and etching
wood, cuttng. plastics, textles etc £12/set Ref F/LC7
MYSTERY ANTI GRAVITY DEVICE PLANS Uses simple
concept Objects float in air and move to the touch Defies gravity
amazing gift, conversation piece magic tnck or science protect £6/
set Ref F/AN T1K
ULTRASONIC BLASTER PLANS Laboratory source of sonic
shock waves Blow holes in metal. produce 'cold' steam atomize
liquides Many cleaning uses for PC boards, jewllery. cons small
parts etc £6/set Ref FAJLB1
ULTRA HIGH GAIN AMP/ST ET HOSCOP FCM IK E/SOUND
AND VIBRATION DETECTOR PLANS Ultrasensitive device
enables one to hear awhole new world of sounds Listen through
walls windows, floors etc Many applicators shown. from law
enforcement, nature listening, medical heartbeat. to mechanical
devices £6/set Ref F/HGA7
ANTI DOG FORCE FIELD PLANS Highly effective circuit
produces tme vanable pulses of accoustical energy that dogs
cannot tolerate £6/set Ref F/DOG2
LASER BOUNCE LISTENER SYSTEM PLANS Allows you
to hear sounds from apremises without gaining access £12/set Ref
F/LUST 1
LASER LIGHT SHOW PLANS Do it yourself plans show three
methods £6 Ref F/LLS1
PHASOR BLAST WAVE PISTOL SERIES PLANS
Handheld, has large transducer and battery capacity with external
controls £6/set Ref F/PSP4
INFINITY TRANSMITTER PLANS Telephone line grabber/
rocen monitor The ultmate in home/office secunty and safety ,simple
to use Call your home or office phone. push asecret tone on your
telephone to access either. A) On premises sound and voices or B)
Exist ng conversation with break-in capability for emergency
messages £7 Ref F/TELEGRAB
BUG DETECTOR PLANS IsItiat someone getting the goods on
you Easy to construct device locates any hidden source of radio
energy ,Sniffs out and finds bugs and other sources of bothersome

WOLVERHAMPTON BRAN CH
NOW OPEN AT WORCESTER ST
WHAMPTON TEL 01902 22039
interference Detects low. high and UHF frequencies £5/set Ref FI
B01
ELECTROMAGNETIC GUN PLANS Protects ametal object a
considerable distance-requires adult supervision £5 ref F/EML2
ELECTRIC MAN PLANS, SHOCK PEOPLE MUTH THE
TOUCH OF YOUR HAN DI £5/set Ref F/EMA1
PARABOLIC DISH MICROPHONE PLANS Listen to distant
sounds and voices, open windows. sound sources in 'hard to get' or
hostile premises Uses satellite technology to gather distant sounds
and focus them to our ultra sensitive electronics Plans also show an
optonal wireless link system E8/set ref F/PM5
2 FOR 1MULTIFUNCTIONAL HIGH FREQUENCY AND
NIGH DC VOLTAGE, SOLID STATE TESLA COIL AND
VARIABLE 100,000 VDC OUTPUT GENERATOR PLANS
Operates on 9-12vdc. many possible experiments £10 Ref F/1-1VM71
TCL4

INFINITY TRANSMITTERS The umrnate 'bug' fits to any
phone or line, undetectable, listen to the conversatons in the room
from anywhere in the world' 24 hours aday 7days aweekl just call
the number and press abutton on the mini controller (supplied) and
you can hear everything ,Monitor conversations for as long as you
choose £249 each, complete with leads and mini controller' Ref
LOT9 Undetectable with norma RF detectors, fitted in seconds no
battenes required, lasts forever'
SWITCHED MODE PSU'S 244 watt. +5 32A. 4-12 6A. -50 2A 12 0.2A. There is also an optional 33v 25A rail available 120/240v I/
P Cased. 175x90x 145mm IEC inlet Suitable for PC use (6 Oldnve
connectors 1m/board) £10 ref PSU1
VIDEO PROCESSOR UNITSVIIv 10AH BATTS/12V SA
TX Not too sure what the functon of these units is but they certaihy
make good stnppers , Measures 390X320X12Ornm. on the front are
controls for scan speed, scan delay scan mode, loads of connect ons
on the rear I
nude 2x6v 10AH sealed lead acid batts, pcb's and a8A?
12v torro/dial transformer (mains in) Condition not known. may have
one or two broken knobs due to poor storage. £17 50 ref VP2
RETFtON NIGHT SIGHT Recognition of astanding man at 300m
in 1/4 moonlight. hermetically sealed, runs on 2AA battenes 80mm
Fl 5lens, 20mw infrared laser included £325 ref RETRON
MINI FM TRANSMITTER KIT Very high gain prearnp. supplied
complete with FET electret microphone Designed to cover 88-108
Mhz but easily changed to cover 63-130 Mhz VVorks with acommon
9v (PP3) battery 0.2W RF £7 Ref 1001
3-30V POWER SUPPLY KIT Venable. stabilized power supply
for lab use Short CI rcuit protected, suitable for profesional or amateur
use 24v 3A transformer is needed to complete thekrt £14 Ref 1007
1WATT FM TRANSMITTER Kr Supplied with pen electnc
mic 8-30vdc At 25-30v you will get nearly 2watts! £12 ref 1009
MINA SCANNER KR Well not quite, you have to turn the knob
your self but you will hear things on ths radio that you would not hear
on an ordinary radio (even TV) Covers 50-160mhz on both AM and
FM Built in 5watt amplifier. Inc speaker £15 ref 1013
3CHANNEL SOUND TO LIGHT KIT Wireless system mains
operated separate senstivity adjustment for each channel 1.200 w
power handling microphone included £14 Ref10
4 WATT FM TRANSMITTER KIT Small but powerful FM
transmitter. 3RF stages microphone and audio preamp included
£20 Ref 1028
STROBE LIGHT KIT Adjustable from 1-60 Pu (a lot faster than
conventional strobes) Mains operated £16 Ref 1037
COMBINATION LOCK KM 9key. programmable, complete with
keypad. will switch 2A mains 9v dc operation £10 ref 1114
PHONE BUG DETECTOR KIT This device will warn you if
sebody
om
is eavesdropping on your line f6 ref
ROBOT VOCE KIT Interesting circuit that distorts your voice!
adjustable answer the phonewitri adifferent voice' 12vdc f9ref 1131
TELEPHONE BUG KR Small bug powered by the 'phone line.
starts transmitting as soon as the phone is picked api f8 Ref 1135
3 CHANNEL LIGHT CHASER KR 800 watts per channel.
speed and direction controlssupplied with 12 LEDS (you can Ittnacs
instead to make lot mains. not supplied) 9-12vdc £17 ref 1026
12VFLOURESCENT LAMP DRIVER Kn.Light up 4footiubes
from your car batteryi 9v 2a transformer also required £8 ref 1069
VOXSWITCH KITSound actrvated switchideal for making bugging
tape recorders etc adjustable sensitivity £8 ref 1073

Check out our

WEB SITE
http://www.pavIlion.co.uk. ,bull-electrical
PREAMP MIXER KR 3input mono mixer sep bass and treble
controls plus individual level controls 18vdc input sens 10CrnA £15
ref 1052
•SONIE OP OUR PRODUCTS MAY BE UNLICENSABLE INTHE UK

BULL ELECTRICAL

250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE, SUSSEX.
BN3 5QT. (ESTA.BLISIIED 50 YEARS).
MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH, PO OR CHEQUE
WITH ORDER PUS £3 P&P PLUS VAT.
PLEASE ALLOW 7-10 DAYS FOR DE LI VERYPROMi ORDERS
WELCOME fACCESAVISA, SWITC14..AMERICAN tiPRESS)

TEL: 01273 203500
FAX 01273 323077

E-mail bardpavilion.co.uk
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SOUND EFFECTS GENERATOR KITProducessoundsrangIng
from bird chips to sirens Complete with speaker add sound effects
to your projects for just £9 ref 1045
16 WATT FM TRANSMITTER (BUILT) 4stage high power,
preamp required 12-18vdc can use ground plane yagi or open
dipole £69 ref 1021
HUMIDITY METER KIT Builds into aprecision LCD humidity
meter. 9ic design pcb. lcd display and all components included £29
PC TIMER KIT Four channel output controlled by your PC. will
switch high current mains with relays (supplied) Software supplied
so you can program the channels to do what you want whenever you
want Minimum system configerabon is 286. VGA, 41.640k. senal
port, hard dnve with min 100k free £24.99
FM CORDLESSMICROPHONETrusunit isan FAI broadcast ng
staton in minature. 3transistor transmitter with electre condenser
mic-i-fet amp design result in maximum sensitivity and broadf requency
response 90-105mhz. 50- 1500hz .500 foot range in open country'
PP3 battery required £15 00 ref 15P42A
MAGNETIC MARBLES They have been around for anumber of
yea rs but still give nse to cunosty and amazement Apack of 12 isjust
f399 ref GI/R20
NICKEL PLATING KIT Proffewonal electroplating kit that will
transform rusting parts into showpieces in 3hours' Will plate onto
steel iron bronze. gunmetal. copper welded.silver sddered orb razed
joints Kitincludes enough toplate1.000sginches Youwill alsoneed
a12v supply acontainer and 212v light bulbs £39 99 ref NIK39
Minature adjustable timers, 4pole oto output 3A 240v,
HY1230S 12vDC adjustable from 0-30 secs £4 99
HY1260M. 12vDC adjustable from 0-60 mins. £4 99
HY2405S 240v adjustable from 0-5 secs £4.99
HY24060m 240v adjustable from 0-60 mina £6 99
BUGGING TAPE RECORDER Small voice activated recorder.
uses micro cassettecompletewith headphones £28 99 re/MAR29P 1
POWER SUPPLY fully cased with mains and orb leads 17v DC
900mA output Bargain pnce f599 ref MAG6P9
9v DC POWERSUPPLY Sta ndarcl plugin type 150ma 9v DC troth
lead and DC power plug pnce for two is £2 99 ref AUG3P4
COMPOSITE VIDEO KIT. Con:erts composite video into separate Ft sync. Vsync, and video 12v DC £8 00 REF: MAG8P2.
FUTURE PC POWER SUPPLIES These are 295x 135x6Omm.
4dnve connectors 1mother board connector 150watt 12v fan lec
inlet and on/off switch £12 Ref EF6
VENUS FLYTRAP I( FT Grow your own carnivorousplant with this
simple kit £3 ref EF34
rX12" AMORPHOUS SOLAR PANEL 12v 155x31Ornm
130mA Bergen pnce just £5 99 ea REF MAG6P12
FIBRE OPTIC CABLE BUMPER PACK 10 metres for £4 99
ref MAG5P13 ideal for expenmenters ,30 mfor £12 99 ref MAG13P1
ROCK LIGHTS Unusual things these. two pieces of rock that glow
when rubbed together' Delved to cause re nl£3 apair Ref EF29
3' by 1' AMORPHOUS SOLAR PANELS 145v 700mA 10
watts aluminium frame. screw terminals £44 95 ref MAG45
ELECTRONICACCUPUNCTUREKITBuildsIntoanelectronsc
version instead of needlesi good to expenment with £7 ref 7P30
SHOCKING COIL KIT Build this irte battery operated device into
all sorts of things, also gets worms out of the ground £7 ref 7P36
FLYING PARROTS Easily assembled kit Mat builds aparrot that
actually flaps its wings and fliesi 50 m range £6 ref EF2
HIGH POWER CATAPULTS Hinged arm brace for stability
tempered steel yoke. super strength latex power bands Departure
speed of ammunition IS in excess of 200 miles per hour' Range of over
200 metresi £7 99 ref R/9
BALLON MANUFACTURING KIT Bilton made small blob
blowsinto alarge longlasbng balloon, hours °Nun' £3 99 ref GI/E99R
111-0-9V 4A TRANSFORMERS. chassis mount f7ref LOT 19A
2.6 KILOWATT INVERTERS, Packed with batteries etc
but as they weigh about 100kg CALLERS ONLY! £120.
MEGA LED DISPLAYS Build your self aclock or something w,th
thesemega 7seg displays 55mm high, 38mm wide 5on apcb forjust
£4.99 ref LOT 16 or abumper pack of 50 displays for just £29 ref
LOT17
CLEARANCE SECTION, MINIMUM ORDER
£15, NO TECHNICAL DETAILS AVAILABLE,
NO RETURNS, TRADE WELCOME.
2000 RESISTORS ON AREEL (SAME VALUE) 99P REF BAR340
AT LEAST 200 CAPACITORS (SAME VALUE 99P REF BAR342
INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROLS JUST 99P REF BAR333
CIRCUIT BREAKERS, OUR CHOICE TOCLEAR 99P REF BAR335
MICROWAVE CONTROL PANELS TO CLEAR £2 REF BAR 329
2TUBES OF CHIPS(2 TYPES OUR CHOICE) 90P REF BAR305
LOTTERY PREDICTOR MACHINE!! JUST £1.50 REF BAR313
HELLA L/ROVER ELECTRIC H/LAPAP LEVELLERE2 REF BAR311
SINCLAIR C5 w• TYRES TO CLEAR AT JUST 75P NEF BAR31
LARGE MAINS MOTORS (NEW)TO CLEAR AT 75P REF BAR310
MODEMS ETC FOR STRIPPING £2.50 EACH REF BAR324
110V LARGE MOTORS (NEW) TO CLEAR AT 50P REF BAR332
MODULATOR UNITS UNKNOWN SPEC JUST 50P REF BAR323
GX4000 GAMES COSOLES JUST £4 REF BAR320
SMART CASED MEMORY STORAGE DEVICE, LOADS OF BUS

INSIDE, PCB, MOTOR. CASE ETC. BUMPER PACK OF 5
COMPLETE UNITS TO CLEAR AT E250(FOR 5) REF BAR 330
2CORE MAINS CABLE 2M LENGTHS PACK OF 4Et REF BAR337
PC USER/BASIC MANUALS, LOADS OF INFO. £1 REF BAR304
PCB STRIPPERS TO CLEAR AT 2FOR 99P REF BAR341
3M 3CORE MAINS CABLE AND 13A PLUG. SOP REF BAR325

WE BUY SURPLUS STOCK
FOR CASH

BUYERS DIRECT LINE 0802 660377

FREE CATALOGUE
100 PAGE CATALOGUE NOW
AVAILABLE. 45P STAMPS.
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ACTIVE
Discrete active devices
Rf power transistors. Ericsson
announces six new power
transistors for the 1500-1700MHz
lnmarsat band. PTB20077/8 and
PTB20228 are for use in cw and pep
application between 1525MHz and
1660MHz, being rated at 0.7W,
2.5W and 6W respectively. They are
all n-p-n devices for common-emitter
circuitry, the 20077 being Class A
with 12dB of gain and the others
Class AB with 11dB. Higher-power
types, the PTB20079/80 and
PTB20210, produce 10W, 25W and
55W and are intended for pep
application in the 1600-1700MHz
band. Again, they are all n-p-n
devices for common-emitter in Class
AB with a gain of around 10-12dB.
All six are for 26V dc working.
Richardson Electronics (Europe) Ltd.
Tel., 01753 733010; fax, 01753
733012.
Voltage references. ZRA250 and
ZR4040-2.5, newly announced by
Zetex, provide micropower reference
voltage of 2.5V with tolerances of
0.5%-2%, or up to 3% in the 250.
Bandgap design avoids the use of
stabilising capacitors, capacitive
loads not affecting performance. The
devices handle 50pA to 5mA and
60pA to 15mA respectively and draw
a quiescent current of 25pA,
performance being held to a
maximum of 25mA; transient
currents to 200mA are permissible.
Stable operation is reached in 10ps
and temperature coefficient is
3Oppm/°C. Zetex plc. Tel., 0161-627
5105; fax, 0161-627 5467.
lA Schottkys. Zetex's ZCHS1000
Schottky diode is the first capable of
continuous 1A working. Part of the
Superbat range, it exhibits a very
low forward voltage and takes an
average current of 2A or lA
continuously. Total power is 500mW
and maximum reverse voltage 30V.
Zetex plc. Tel., 0161-627 5105: fax,
0161-627 5467.

Mixed-signal ICs
Camera chipset. Sony has the SS-1
three-chip set which, with one of a
variety of Sony colour ccds, forms a
low-cost addressable Pal/NTSC
camera for security and multimedia
work. Cods available range from a
0.2in type with 180k pixels to a 0.5in
version with 380k pixels. The set
comprises the CXD2163 signal

processor which provides both
analogue and digital chrominance
and luminance output and a choice
of communication channels to work
with a microprocessor or with a pc
via its RS-232 port; the CXA2006
ccd head amplifier; and the
CXD2480 ccd driver incorporating
timing-control for Pal and NTSC.
Horizontal and vertical clock drivers
and a shutter function are provided.
Sony Semiconductor Europe. Tel.,
01256 478771; fax, 01256 818194.
Motor controller. An entire motor
control signal chain in a single ic, the
ADMC330 by Analog Devices,
contains a fixed-point digital signal
processor, 4K of program memory
and a set of peripheral functions for
variable speed control of induction
and electronically commutated
motors. There is a seven-channel
a-to-d converter synchronised to the
switching frequency to reduce ripple,
two auxiliary pwm timers for power
factor correction, set point control
and an 8-bit i/o port for expansion.
Analog Devices Ltd. Tel., 01932
266000; fax, 01932 247401.

Optical devices
Led for links. Mitel's MF430
led is meant for use in shortdistance optical links,
wavelength being 865nm.
Using GaAlAs, it has an
actively aligned ST receptacle
for best power coupling to the
62.5pm or 125pm fibre. The
device operates at 155Mb/s
and bandwidth is 250MHz. Mitel
Semiconductor. Tel., 01291
430000; fax, 01291 436389.

PASSIVE
Passive components
Encapsulated transformers. A
range of low-voltage mains
transformers from Stontronics are
encapsulated and mount directly to a
pcb. There are six output voltages
and fifteen power ratings, all of them
accepting 230V input and having two
independent output windings.
Double-section bobbins provide
good insulation and the transformers
are approved to UL, CSA, and VDE
0551/EN 60742 standards.
Stontronics Ltd. Tel., 01734 311199;
fax, 01734 311145.
Varicaps. Philips has a number of
new varicaps: two low-voltage types
for communications and two for
television tuners. First in the new
comma family is the 136155, which
has a capacitance spread of 45.249.8pF at 0.34V and 24.55-26.7pF
at 2.82V and can be used as a direct
replacement for existing varicaps,
albeit with much tighter tolerance. In
the tuner family, the BB146/7 have
twice the capacitance ratio of
standard devices and 'gliding'
matching, a gliding sequence of
eight diodes providing capacitance
matching of under 1.6% for the
BB146 and 2% for the 147. For
extended uhf tuning, the BB146
gives a minimum capacitance ratio
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of 17.5 at 1MHz, the BB147 giving a
ratio of 40. Philips Semiconductors
(Eindhoven). Tel., 00 31 40
2722456; fax, 00 31 40 2724825.
High -res. potentiometer. With 25
turns. Murata's 3106 potentiometer
series meets demands for higher
resolution and lower costs. In five
styles of terminal, the 3106 comes in
a range of values from 10i2 to 2M12
at 0.5W and is rated at 300V,
Dielectric strength is 1000V ac and
insulation resistance 1GU. Murata
Electronics (UK) Ltd. Tel., 01252
811666; fax, 01252 811777.
Low-Z capacitors. Nippon ChemiCon LXVVB series aluminium
electrolytics come in values between
12pF and 15,000pF, all of them
working at temperatures in the
-55°C to 105°C range and having
assured load lives at 105°C of 20005000 hours, depending on type
chosen. Voltage ratings are 6.3-63V
dc and tolerances ±20%. Hawnt
Electronics Ltd. Tel., 0121 7843355;
fax, 0121 7831657.
S-m inductors. ECM Electronics
considers that its range of surfacemounted inductors should keep 95%
of customers happy. The range
covers thin-film types (the 0805),
encapsulated wire-wound models in
the 1008, 1210 and 1812 versions
and a surface-mounted power
range. The three wire-wound series

have inductances of 0.005-100pH
for the 1008, up to 330pH in the
1210 and to 1mH for the 1812.
Power inductors come shielded or
unshielded in inductances to 1mH
with a current rating of 1A. ECM
Electronics Ltd. Tel., 01903 892810;
fax, 01903 892738.
Electrolytics for audio. CEBNP
(non-polar) and CEBBP (bipolar)
aluminium electrolytic capacitors by
Dubilier are intended for use in
audio work, taking charge in both
directions. CEBNPs are useful in
audio crossover networks, providing
minimum capacitance variation with
frequency and maximum leakage
current of 0.03CV or 3pA. Two
ranges offer voltage ratings in the
6.3-100V and 160V-250V ranges in
values from 0.47pF to 1000p F.
CEBBPs can be used in television
line deflection circuitry, possessing a
low dissipation factor and maximum
leakage of 100pA. Values in the
range 1-47pF at 25-50V. Dubilier
Ltd. Tel., 01371 875758; fax, 01371
875075.
Electrolytics. The Nover range of
aluminium electrolytic capacitors,
described in a new catalogue,
includes both polarised and bipolar
types with ratings of 4V to 450V dc
and 350V ac. Values range from
0.1p F to 820,000pF in three
temperature grades, these
components being principally
intended for high-volume consumer
application. Anglia. Tel., 01945
474747; fax, 01945 474849.
High-current electrolytics. GW
Series electrolytics by Fischer &
Tausche provide higher ripple
current, lower hot-spot temperature
and longer life than those of more
conventional design, brought about
by a winding design to minimise
internal loss and a large base area
and thermally conducting pad to give
efficient heat transfer, with a thermal
resistance of under 2°C/W. The
capacitors come in values between
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1000pF and 100,000pF in a 40500V range. Operating temperature
is —40°C to 105°C and isolation over
2500V ac. Can design eases
mounting and heat transfer.
Campbell Collins Ltd. Tel., 01438
369466; fax, 01438 316465.

Audio products
100W amplifiers. Exicon most et
evaluation amplifier modules come
with comprehensive applications
data which, with Spice data and
models also provided, should help to
reduce development costs and time.
Modules exhibit atotal harmonic
distortion of under 0.01%, slew at
more than 100V/ps and offer a
power bandwidth of more than
100kHz. Power output is 100W to
over 3kW. Profusion. Tel., 01702
543500; fax, 01702 543700.

Connectors and
cabling
High-temperature
connectors. IMC is a family of
industrial micro connectors by
Deutsch which are made of
Ultem, a temperature-resistant
composite that allows use at
temperatures between —55°C
and 175°C. The housings are
moisture and dust resistant to
IP67. Two sizes are made:
Series 100 are 15.25mm in
diameter for both plug and
socket and has up to four
contacts; series 20 measures
19mm in diameter and has up
to 12 contacts. Current rating
of the gold-plated contacts is
up to 13A, voltage rating 7501000V ac and insulation
resistance 1G12. Surtech
Interconnection Ltd. Tel.,
01256 51221; fax, 01256
471180.

Crystals
Crystals for PCMCIA. Crystals by
Seiko Epson in the FA356/7/8 series
are meant for use in applications
such as PCMCIA cards, disk drives
and network cards. They are
contained in ceramic packages with
glass seals and resonate at
frequencies from 14MHz to 41MHz
with stabilities of ±5Oppm or
±100pmm; standard frequencies off
the shelf are 35.2512MHz and
40.32MHz. ECM Electronics Ltd.
Tel., 01903 892810; fax, 01903
892738.

Displays
Colour lcd. Seiko's G121C colour
liquid-crystal display changes colour
by means of the electrically
controlled birefringence effect in
response to a change in voltage
applied to the liquid crystal; no filter
is used, so that brightness is
increased and no back light is
needed. The 128 by 128 matrix is
composed of 0.46 square millimetre
dots, the viewing area being 67.4
square millimetres. Supply is +5V,
—15V. Craft Data Ltd. Tel., 01494
778235; fax, 01494 773645.

Hardware
Emi/rfi screens. Tecan
Components offers a range of
screening products to meet the EC
Directive on emc. Shielding cans for
board-mounted components are
made by photo-chemical etching,
providing low cost and speed of
manufacture of burr and stress free
screens to customers' specifications;
fences with sprung lids are also
made. Screening mesh is made with
up to 120 openings/in 2 in 0.08mm to
0.25mm copper or stainless steel
and are available with a supporting
framework. For prototypes there is
Tecshield a bench modelling
material in copper etched sheet.
Tecan Components Ltd. Tel., 01305

765432; fax, 01305 780194
Designer hardware. For all those of
us who think that electronic
equipment is too pedestrian, West
Hyde can provide 1U-6U front
panels in glorious Technicolor.
Choice of colours is virtually
limitless, so if you need a little
purple and yellow splash-anodised
confection to match a nightclub's
decor, you can have it. The surface
is smooth, scratch-resistant and
withstands heat well. Nineteen-inch
panels can be ready punched or
drilled and come with four mounting
holes. West Hyde Enclosures. Tel.,
01453 8367789: fax, 01453 836444.
Board storage rack. Printed-circuit
boards in the course of manufacture
need protection from electrostatic,
physical, environmental and
chemical damage; racks from TBA
Electro Conductive Products take
care of all these factors. They are
made in ECP 104 conductive
polypropylene, are adjustable to
take boards of different sizes and
are modular for expansion. TBA
Industrial Products Ltd. Tel., 01706
47718; fax, 01706 46170.

Test and measurement
GPS frequency standard.
Sematron offers a disciplined GPS
frequency reference controller with
its receiver, antenna and stabilised
oscillator in one weatherproof
package. It is meant to be roofmounted, where it will monitor up to
eight GPS satellites, a single coaxial
cable taking power to the unit and
frequency reference from it. Output
frequency is set at the factory and
may be 5MHz, 10MHz, 13MHz,
2048kHz G703/10 or 2048Kb/s
G703/6. Accuracy is around 1in
10 11 and warm-up time 20 minutes.
External supply needed is 12-76V
dc. Sematron UK Ltd. Tel., 01256
812222; fax, 01256 812666.
Dsos at analogue prices. Reasons
for the traditional use of analogue
oscilloscopes in education and
servicing are addressed by the
Tektronix TDS210/20 digital storage
instruments. Ease of use comes
from the use of a similar user
interface, which is multi-lingual, to
that in analogue types; bandwidth is
60MHz or 100MHz: and cost is
reduced by the use of a flicker-free
lcd display, which also shows
readouts and menus. A full set of

•
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dso functions is provided. Options
include a hard copy extension
module and provision for RS232 and
GPIB communication. Amplicon
Liveline Ltd. Tel., 0800 525 335
(free); fax, 01273 570215.
Dso with 4Mbyte storage. Digital
oscilloscopes in the VC-75XX series
by Hitachi Denshi have PCMCIA
interfaces to take memory cards of

up to 4Mbyte capacity, which is
enough to store 325 waveforms of
8Kword each. There is also an
MS-DOS card to allow downloading
onto an sram for display on a
PCMCIA-equipped pc; pixel data
can also be stored for up to three
months. A printer is provided, useful
if left on overnight to record transient
traces, for example. VC-7504/2 are
both 150MHz instruments sampling
at 100Msample/s on four (two)
channels simultaneously. A number
of special trigger modes is available
and automatic measurement
facilities are provided, as is
waveform manipulation. Hitachi
Denshi (UK) Ltd. Tel., 0181-202
4311; fax, 0181-202 2451.
Digital radio base station tester.
Racal's 6113 digital radio tester now
has two new test modes. The Base
Station On-air Service System now
allows the monitoring and
measurement of performance while
normal two-way traffic is in progress
at the base transceiver station, the
required sensitivity and selectivity
being provided to allow the
monitoring of individual signals in
the presence of interfering adjacent
traffic. Additionally, the 6113 will
operate as a monitor/emulator to
simulate faults or incipient faults
when used in conjunction with the
Air Interface Monitor Emulation
software. Racal Instruments Ltd.
Tel., 01628 604455; fax, 01628
662017.

Literature
Bull Electrical. New from Bull, its
catalogue of kits and ready-built
equipment, containing most things
from an fm transmitter to a wind-up
flying parrot, by way of video
cameras, night sights and a kit for
making chewing gum. Bull Electrical.
Tel., 01273 203500; fax, 01273
323077.
Murata on cd. Murata's 1997 short
catalogue is now on cd-rom and
uses a Windows-based search
facility to handle more than 10,000
pages, which include applications.
The facility also allows users to
abstract parts of the catalogue to
use in spreadsheets and word
processors. Components covered
include filters, sensors, capacitors,
thermistors, coils, resonators and
piezoelectric audio components.
Murata Electronics (UK) Ltd. Tel.,
01252 811666; fax, 01252 811777.
Safety and foot switches. Camden
Electronics has published a new
catalogue of a range of position,
safety and foot switches. Ranges
include miniature, medium and
heavy-duty switches, microswitches
and safety switches actuated by
tongues, hinge, reset and pull wire.
Camden Electronics Ltd. Tel., 01727
864437; fax, 01727 855400.
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lc range on cd-rom. A cd-rom
containing comprehensive
information on the Cypress range of
integrated circuits includes
application notes and data sheets on
static memory, programmable
components and computing devices.
The latest version of Adobe's
Acrobat document reader software is
included on the cd and quarterly
updates will be provided. Pronto
Electronic Systems Ltd. Tel., 0181554 5700; fax, 0181-554 6222.

Power supplies
40/60W supplies. New 3.3V and
48V versions of the Astec LPS40
(40W) and LPS60 (60W) singleoutput supplies are now available.
Their size, 76.2 by 127mm and 29
and 41.9mm high, makes them
suitable for small spaces and
integral remote sensing ensures
accuracy of ±2%. Mtbf is 550,000
hours and universal input 85-264V,
47-440Hz and 120-370V dc.
Convection cooling allows output of
8A and 12A respectively in the 3.3V
versions and 0.9A and 1.3A for the

Vision systems
Camera module demonstrator.
Vision offers a demonstrator for
its 5400 range of cmos imaging
products, which is usable as an
evaluation and development
device or to demonstrate
products. The demonstrator
consists of a microcontroller, ato -d converter, RS232 interface,
audio circuitry and microphone
and the VV5426 sensor and
circuitry and lens, although
there is also a socket for an
external camera. It supports
digital video conversion by
analogue and sync. outputs and
a digital output stream.
Functions are controlled by a
push-button menu and lcd or by
pc, settings being stored in a
non-volatile memory. VLSI
Vision Ltd. Tel., 0131-539 7111;
fax, 0131-539 7141

48V types, these figures increasing
by a factor of up to about 1.3 with
forced-air cooling. Cased and
uncased versions are offered.
Powerline Electronics Ltd. Tel.,
01734 868567; fax, 01734 755172.
Dc-to-dc converters. Dual-output
converters from Newport in the NMJ
series are provided with 5.2kV
isolation between input and output.
The 1W devices comply with BS EN
60950 safety standards and are
contained in standard 7-pin SIP
packages. From 7-15V nominal
input, NMJ converters provide
outputs of ±5V, ±9V, ±12V or ±15V
with loading split in any proportion
between outputs. Switching
frequency is 55kHz and zero-load
power 100mW. Newport
Components Ltd. Tel., 01908
615232; fax, 01908 617545.
Reversible high voltage. In 10ms,
the output of the HP2.5RZC zerocrossing power supply changes from
—2.5kV to +2.5kV in response to a
square-wave signal. It is
continuously controllable between
the two levels, output near zero
being less than 100mV. Voltage
input is 24V and the unit delivers
400pA, stability being assisted by
both current and voltage monitor
signals. Optionally, the unit may be
used to sink as well as source
current. Applied Kilovolts Ltd. Tel.,
01273 439440; fax, 01273 439449.

Radio communications
products
Key-fob transmitter. Low-power
Radio Solutions offers a little
transmitter for key rings, working at
418MHz or 434MHz. It is contained
in a 11.5 by 7.5mm two-pin package
and is approved to MPT1340 in the
UK and ETS -300-220 in Europe.
Power needed is 2.5V-13V at 4.6mA
maximum and it uses am to make it
compatible with super-regen
receivers. Radiated power is up to
—6dBm, giving 100m range with a
decent receiver and data rates up to
1200b/s are achievable. The only

externals needed are a capacitor, a
resistor and an encoding circuit such
as PIC microcontroller. Low Power
Radio Solutions Ltd. Tel., 01993
709418; fax, 01993 708575.

Switches and relays
Sub-miniature relays. HanKuk
HR702 relays are single-pole types
for use where it is required to handle
power in a small space; size is 15.4
by 14.8 by 19.2mm. Ratings
available are 7A to carry 10A, and
10A to carry 15A, both with coil
voltages from 5V to 24Vdc,
dissipating 0.36W. Dielectric
strength is 1.5kV for a minute
between coils and contacts and
750V between contacts. Inelco Ltd.
Tel., 0118 9810799; fax, 0118
9810844.
Flush-mount switches. EA0Highland's Series 04 range of
illuminated push-button switches and
indicators can now be supplied in
flush-mounted versions, which can
be cleaned simply by wiping them
down. The devices are modular,
using snap-on contact blocks to
allow switch configurations to be
easily modified. The range includes
momentary or maintained action
devices, multi-position rotary
selectors and multi-led or lamp
indicators and buttons in ratings from
5V/10mA to 500V/10A. EA0Highland Electronics Ltd. Tel., 01444
236000; fax, 01444 236641.
Tough keyboards. Rowland
Automation offers custom design
and manufacture of data-entry
keyboards meant for use in positions
where accidental or deliberate
damage is a possibility. Brass,
stainless steel and aluminium are all
used for both keycaps and panel and
the units will, it is claimed, survive
attack by a hammer and 'hostile
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Production test
equipment
BGA inspection. Cognex UK
offers a machine vision
package, for use by device
manufacturers or oems, to
check ball grid arrays for
missing, misplaced or
deformed solder balls at up to
4000 balls per second. This is
a PCIbus plug-in vision
processor and software
package complete with a
Windows-based graphical
device description editor for
training on a variety of
devices. To train the system,
the user describes the ball
pattern by specifying the ball
count, pitch and size,
whereupon a point-and-click
graphics tool edits the device
parameters. The package also
calibrates the system to
convert pixels to physical units
and to correct for camera
skew, distortion and scaling.
Cognex UK Ltd. Tel., 01707
828018; fax, 01707 828019.

substances'. Costs are said to be
lower than in standard products
because the type of key used is
cheaper to make. Rowland
Automation Ltd. Tel., 01202 826398;
fax, 01202 828205.
Board-mounted switches. EA0Highland's range of COSMOS
switches now includes pcb mounted
types with a 'feel', produced with
variety of button shapes, colours,
lenses and types of illumination.
They are in 12.5mm square modules
to allow mounting in a 2.54mm
matrix and contacts and terminals
are proof against dust, fluid
splashes, flux and solvents. Single-
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pole, two-position contacts are either
2pm silver plated on 0.5pm gold on
nickel. EAO-Highland Electronics
Ltd. Tel., 01444 236000; fax, 01444
236641.

Transducers and
sensors
Hall sensors. FET Electronics has a
range of chopper-stabilised cmos Hall

Computer
peripherals
PCMCIA type Ill kits.
Robinson Nugent can supply
card kits, part of the MEMPAK
family, to the PCMCIA type Ill
standard. The cards are the
same size as types Iand II, but
are 10.5mm thick, needing
only one 68-pin connector to
plug into the pc or satellite
decoder (applications
envisaged are wireless lans
and satellite decoding). A
number of mounting styles for
the connector are offered, the
possibility of stacked printed
boards being mentioned.
Robinson Nugent (Europe) Ltd.
Tel., 01256 842626; fax, 01256
842673.

sensors, the US1881/3881/5881,
which includes latches and switches
for the commercial, industrial and
automotive temperature ranges.
Operating voltage is 3.5-18V and
switched current 20mA. The use of
cmos with chopper-stabilisation and
switched capacitors eliminates
amplifier offset voltage and
temperature drift. Activation in the
typical applications of speed, position
and angular position is by
commercially available magnets. The
devices are optimised for
commutation in 5V and 12V
brushless dc motors. FET Electronics
Ltd. Tel., 01635 524490; fax, 01635
552244.
Optical switch. EE-SC1031 by
Omron is adual-channel slotted
optical switch for speed and direction
sensing of coded disks or linear
strips, using two infrared led and
phototransistor pairs. Aperture is
0.5mm and slot width 3.5mm. Omron
Electronics Ltd. Tel., 0181-450 4646;
fax, 0181-450 8087.
Integrated accelerometers.
Analog's ADXL150/250 are said to be
the first fully integrated, ±50g
accelerometers to be made available
with signal conditioning on the same
chip. Signal:noise ratio is 74dB at
100Hz bandwidth, which permits
signal resolution down to 10mg while

still measuring ±50g full-scale. Zero-g
drift is 0.4g over the standard
industrial temperature range and scale
factor and zero-g output level follow
the supply voltage, so that succeeding
circuitry tracks the accelerometer
output. The 150 is a single-axis
version, the 250 having two axes.
Analog Devices Ltd. Tel., 01932
266000; fax, 01932 247401.
Gas sensors. Goldtech Transduction
gas sensors are available to detect
carbon monoxide, hydrogen, methane.
butane, oxygen and alcohol in
concentrations down to 2Oppm. None
of the sensors contains rare metal
catalyst; they are therefore proof
against poisons and saturation.
Complete modules using these
sensors and mask-programmed
microcontrollers are supplied to order.
Anglia. Tel., 01945 474747; fax, 01945
474849.
Laser displacement sensing. Three
Schaevitz non-contacting LSL Series
laser displacement sensors are
announced. DistanceStar sends out a
beam from alaser diode which is
reflected from asurface onto a
position-sensitive detector,
subsequent processing turning the
detector output into avoltage
proportional to displacement. Range
is ±5mm to ±20mm and response
9Hz. TwinStar uses triangulation to
sense surface variation down to
0.007pm, dual optics allowing
measurement of surfaces with sharp
variations in height. BeamStar
measures the size of objects at
distances up to 1m, being atwo-piece
device in which the size is determined
by the portion of the beam reaching
the receiver, the smallest detectable
object being 0.25mm. Applications
include cloth or paper edge detection
and particle measurement in fluids.
Lucas Control Systems Products.
Tel., 01753 537622: fax, 01753
823563.
Reflective sensor. Omron has a
very low-profile reflective sensor
designed to detect highly reflective
surfaces such as paper or polished
metal in positions in which there isn't
much space; it stands 3mm off the
board on a 15 by 4.2mm area. The
EE-SY171 is a single unit using an
infrared led and a phototransistor on
parallel axes, sensing surfaces up to
3.5mm away. Omron Electronics Ltd.
Tel., 0181-450 4646; fax, 0181-450
8087.

Alarm systems
Little alarms. Star Micronics MNT03A and MXT-03A are surfacemounted electromagnetic audio
transducers that are 9mm square by
4.5mm high and yet manage to
produce 93dB at 10cm on 3.6V.
Sound comes out of either the side
or the top. Roxburgh Electronics
Ltd. Tel., 01724 281770; fax, 01724
281650.
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COMPUTER
Computer board-level
products
Core controller. Meant for users
who need to develop slightly
different embedded controllers,
Infotec have the K3 Kernel, which is
a generic system based on its own
real-time operating system software
and a hardware core using the NEC
V25 cpu. Peripherals such as signal
conditioning, clocks and modems
are then added to the core to
specific requirements. K3 is intended
for use in lower-cost, mediumperformance control systems such
as machinery control and data
collection. Infotec Ltd. Tel., 01530
560600; fax, 01530 560111.

Computers
Faster embedded computer. From
Ampro, the new Little Board/P5i
embedded single-board pc, which
gives 25 times the i/o performance
of PC/104-based types. It uses a
166MHz Pentium cpu and achieves
its i/o throughput by developing the
PC/104-Plus bus with a throughput
of 132Mbyte/s. Functions include
four serial and a parallel i/o port,
floppy and enhanced IDE drive
interfaces, PCI UltraSCSI. 10BaseT
Ethernet and PCI lcd/crt Super VGA
display controller. There are also a
bootable solid-state disk, embeddedpc bios, a watchdog timer and many
other enhancements. Crellon
Microsystems. Tel., 01734 776161;
fax, 01734 776095.
68EN360-based computer board.
BVM's BVME3000 single-board
computer family is based on the
68EN360 quad integrated comms
controller running at 32MHz. Used
as a stand-alone, embedded
controller or with a VMEbus
interface, it is an alternative to
68040 boards, particularly in
communications. Any of the six
independent serial ports may use
many protocols with external
transition modules and in-chip
Ethernet is available. BVME3000
takes up to four IndustryPack
input/output mezzanine boards with
dma access; i/o boards run at both
8MHz and 32MHz. Memory options
include up to 16Mbyte of 32-bit
dram, 2Mbyte of flash and 512Kbyte
of dual-ported sram, an expansion
socket taking extra memory. BVM
Ltd. Tel., 01489 783589; fax, 01489
780144.

Data communications
Analogue/digital Tx/Rx. Telemetry
encoder and decoder units from
Wood & Douglas, the ADMR/T
handle up to four analogue and 16
digital signals on the same link to
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form a versatile, general-purpose
modem for simple a/d signals. Both
units are modular pcb assemblies,
interfacing with a 60012 line or with a
standard W&D transmitter and
receiver. Serial data is transmitted at
2400baud, analogue i/o having a 12bit resolution and voltage range of 05V. Input and output impedances
are 100kQ and 300Q. Digital
information is in the form of eleven
standard and five optional on-off
functions. Wood and Douglas Ltd.
Tel., 01734 811444; fax, 01734
811567.
Switchable SCSI terminators.
Motorola's MCCS142236/7/8/9 SCSI
terminators are switchable and
therefore remove any need to
remove terminations physically,
being turned on and off by hardware
or software. Both the xx6 and xx8
have eighteen 110Q terminating
resistors with 4pF disconnect
capacitance and an on-board 2.85V
regulator with current-sinking
support, while the x7 has nine, with
3pF capacitance. Motorola. 001 602
732 2397; fax, 001 602 7325020.

Development and
evaluation
Faster PIC development. RF
Solutions offers a daughter board
designed for use with Windows, for
its ICEPIC2 in-circuit emulator,
which is intended to speed up the
development of the Microchip PIC
17C 16-bit microcontroller, providing
real-time emulation at up to 25MHz.
There is source-level debugging in

assembler or C and unlimited
hardware trigger breakpoints on any
address or range of addresses. The
board plugs directly into the
ICEPIC2 main pod. RF Solutions
Ltd. Tel., 01273 488880; fax, 01273
480661.
C161 starter kit. KiTCON161, a 16bit starter/evaluation kit for the C161
microcomputer, is based on the
Phytec 16MHz C161V
microcomputer card and has flash
eprom, ram and complete i/o and
bus interface. It can be programmed
and debugged with the Keil C166 C
compiler and HiTOP161/WIN
monitor. To help with real
applications, the PDP161-T kit has a
161-specific version of the Hitex
AX166 romless emulator and C
compiler. Hitex (UK) Ltd. Tel., 01203
692066; fax, 01203 692131.

Computer security
Computer enclosure. Completely
proof against dust and water, Intek's
stainless steel Armagard Flat Panel
Enclosure takes almost any lap-top
pc and any flat panel display to form
an industrial pc, terminal or remote
monitor, no modifications being
needed to allow the pc to be housed.
A lap-top pc is opened out flat, its
display being viewed through a
sealed transparent panel and an
external membrane keyboard
connected to it for data entry. Cable
access in by gland plates and the
rear door swings out to provide
access for servicing. Intek
Electronics Ltd. Tel., 01352 810603;
fax, 01352 810403.

Computer board level
products
PC/104 386 cpu card. PCM-3335
from Impulse Corporation is afullfunction 386SX-40 single-board
computer that provides support for a
flat-panel display or a crt and PC/104
connections. It has an ISA 16-bit data
bus and offers 32-bit processing.
Memory can be up to 4Mbyte of ram
and two IDE hard disk drives and two
floppy drives can be accommodated.
There are two RS-232 serial ports, a
16C550 uart with 16byte tifo support
transfer speeds of up to 115Kb/s.
Impulse Corporation Ltd. Tel., 01543
466552; fax, 01543 466553.

Software
Help with CE. For those
experiencing mental overload caused
by the Low Voltage Directive,
Seaward Electronics has the LVD
Expert System, aWindows-based
software package that is clearly a
little like having the bank manager in
the broom cupboard. The program
includes details of all relevant test
standards which show whether a
particular piece of equipment comes
within the scope of the LVD or,
indeed, any other European, US,
Japanese or Australian directive.
Paraphrasing, hypertext features and
diagnostic routines are present to
indicate design and engineering
practices that will not fall foul of the
LVD; check sheets and proforma
documents are usable to make
Technical Files for declarations.
Seaward Electronic Ltd. Tel., 0191
586 3511; fax, 0191 586 0227.

•

Data logging. Three Windowsbased packages for use with
Datataker 50 and 500/600 data
loggers assist with remote
communication, logger programming
and data acquisition. The suite
consists of: DeTerminal, aWindows
version of an earlier communications
facility, which is now much simpler to
use; DeLogger, which allows
programming of Datatakers from
menus; and DeLogger Pro, which
has afuller version gui than
DeLogger with extra facilities such
as real-time and historical data in the
form of line charts and bar graphs.
and analogue and digital meters.
The package comes with all new
Datatakers and is available for
existing users. Data Electronics,
Tel., 01462 481291; fax, 01462
481375.

ADVERTISE FREE OF CHARGE
Subscribers* to Electronics World can advertise their
electronics and electrical equipment completely free of charge
Simply write your ad in the form below, using one word per box, up to amaximum of twenty words. Remember to
include your telephone number as one word. You must include your latest mailing label with your form.
*This free offer applies to private subscribers only. Your ad will be placed in the first available issue.
This offer applies to private sales of electrical and electronic equipment only.
Trade advertisers —call Malcolm Wells on 0181-652 3620

All adverts will be placed as soon as possible. However, we are unable to guarantee insertion dates. We regret that we are unable to enter into
correspondence with readers using this service, we also reserve the right to reject adverts which do not fulfil the terms of this offer.

Please send your completed forms to:
Free Classified Offer: Electronics World, L333, Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS
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MOONSHINE BIBLE 270 page book covering theproduction of
alchohol from potatoes. nce, grains etc Drawings of simple home
made stills nght through to commercial systems £12 ref MS3
NEW HIGH POWER MINI BUG With arange of 800 metres or
more and up to 100 hours use from aPP3 ths will be popular! Bug
measures less than 1 square! £28 Ref LOT102
SINCLAIR C6 MOTORS We have anew ones available without
gearboxes at £50 ref LOT25
BUILD YOU OWN WINDFAFtM FROM SCRAP New
publication gives step by step guide to building wind generators.
Armed with this publication and agood local scrap yard could make
you self sufficient in electncityl £12 ref LOT81
PC KEYBOARDS PS2 connector, top quality suitable for all 286/
386/486 etc £10 ref PCKB 10 for £65
TRACKING TRANSMITTER range 15-5 miles, 5,000 hours on
kA battenes, also transmits info on car direction and motionlWorks
with any FM radio 1,5' square £65 ref LOT101
ELECTRIC DOOR LOCKS Complete lock with both Yale lock
and 12v operated deadlock (keys included) £10 ref LOT%
GALLIUM ARSENIDE FISHEYE PHOTO DIO DES Corn piete
with suggested circuits for long range communicationsiswitchi rig
£12 complete.
SURVEILLANCE TELESCOPE Superb Russian zoom
telescope adjustable from 150 to 60x! complete with metal tnpod
(imposible to use without this on the higher settings) 66mm lense,
leather carrying case £149 ref BAR69
WIRELESS VIDEO BUG KIT Transmits video and audio
signals from ami nature CCTV camera (included) to any standard
television! All the components including aPP3 battery will fit into a
cigarette packet with the lens requiring ahole about 3mm diameter
Supplied with telescopic aerial but apiece of wire about e long will
still give arange of up to 100 metres A single PP3 will probably give
less than 1hours use. £98 REF EP79. (probably not licensable!)
CCTV CAMERA MODULES 46X70X29rnm, 30 grams, 12v
100mA auto electronic shutter, 3.6mm F2 lens. CCIR, 512x492
pixels, video output is 1v p-p (75 ohm). Works directly into ascarf or
video input on atv or video IR sensitive £79.95 ref EF137
IR LAMP KM Suitable for the above camera, enables the camera
to be used in total darkness' £5.99 ref EF138
INFRA RED POWERBEAM Handheld battery powered lamp, 4
inch reflector, krypton bulb. gives out powerful infrared lightl4 Doer's
required, £39 ref PB1.
MONO VGA MONITORS, Perfect condition, Compaq, le, 3
months warranty £29 ref MVGA
SOLAR COOKER GUIDE Comprehensive plans

9WATT CHIEFTAN TANK LASERS
Double beam unitsdesigned tolt in the gun barrel of atank, each unit
has two semi conductor lasers and motor drive units for alignement
7mile range, full circuit diagrams, new price £50,000? us? £349
Each unit has two gallium Arsenide injection lasers, 1x9watt. 1x
3watt, 900nm wavelength, 28vdc, 600hz pulse frequency. The units
also contain an electronic receiver to detect reflected signals from
targets rive or more units £299 ea £349 for one. Ref LOT4

WOLVERnkMPIO
RANCH
NOW OPEN AT WORCESTER ST
WHANIPTO,N TEL 01902 22039
CENTRAL POINT PC TOOLS Award winning software. 1,300
virus checker, memory optimiser, disc optimiser, file compression,
low level formatting, backup scheduler, disk defragmenter, undelete,
4calculators, Dbase, disc editor, over40 viewers, remote comp uti ng.
password protection, encryption, comprehensive manual supplied
etc £8 ref lot 97 3.5' ctisks.
GOT AN EXPENSIVE BIKE? You need oneof our bottlealarrns.
they look like astandard water bottle, but open the top, insert akey to
activate amotion sensor alarm built inside Fits all standard bottle
carriers, supplied with two keys SALE PRICE £7.99 REF SA32

COLOUR
CCTV VIDEO
CAMERAS,
BRAND NEW,
CASED, £119.
PERFECT FOR
SURVEILLANCE
INTERNET
VIDEO CONFERENCING
SECURITY
DOMESTIC VIDEO
Works

with

Pal, 1v P-P, composite, 76ohm,
600x682,

12vdc,

Al

returns from famous manufacturer, 3types available, single channel
(leftrightfonvards.backwards)£6 ref LOT1 Two channel with more
features £12 ref LOT2.
THOUSANDS AVAILABLE RING/FAX FOR DETAILS!
MAGNETIC CARD READERS (Swipes) £9.95 Cased with
fiyleads, designed to read standard credit cardsl they have 3wires
coming out of the head so they may write as well? complete with
control elctronics PCB. just £9.95 ref BAR31
WANT TO MAKE SOME MONEY? STUCK FOR AN
IDEA? We have collated 140 business manuals that give you
information on setting up different businesses, you peruse these at
your leisure using the text editor on your PC. Also included is the
certificate enabling you to rep roduce (and sell)the manuals as much
as you like! £14 ref EP74
PANORAMIC CAMERA OFFER Takes double width
photographs using standard 35mm film. Use in horizontal or vertical
mode Complete with strap £7 99 ref BARI
OPERATED TIMER

KIT Complete with coinslot

mechanism, adjustable time delay, relay output, put a coinsiot on
anything you like! TV,s. videos, fndges, ctnnks cupboards, HIFI.
takes 50p's and £1 coins. DC operated, price just £7 99 ref BAR27.
ZENITH 900 X MAGNIFICATION MICROSCOPE Zoom,
metal construction. built in light, shrimp farm, group viewing screen,
lots of accessories, £29 ref ANAYLT.
AA NICAD PACK Pack ct 4tagged AA nicads £2.99 ref BAR34
PLASMA SCREENS 222x310mm, no data hence £4.99 ref
BAR67
NIGHTSIGHTS Model TZS4 with infra red illuminator, views up to
75 metres in full darkness in infrared mode, 150m range, 45rnm lens.
13 deg angle of view, focussing range 1.5m to infinity. 2AA batteries
required. 950g weight £199 ref BAR61. 1years warranty
LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS Bargain prices,
16 character 2 line, 99x24mm £2.99 ref SM1623A
20 character 2 line, 83x19mm £3.99 ref SM2020A
16 character 4 line, 62x25mm £5.99 ref SMC1640A
TAL-1 110MM NEWTONIAN REFLECTORTELESCOPE
Russian. Superb astronomical 'scope, everything you need for some
senous star gazingi up to 169x magnification. Send or fax for further
information ref TAL-1, £249
SOLAR ENERGY/GENERATOR PLANS For your home,
loads of into on designing systems etc £7 ref PV1

TV's,

1/3" CCD, 4mm F2.8,
auto shutter,

WEB SITE
http://www.pavilion.00.uk/bull-eleotrical

EMERGENCY LIGHTING UNIT Complete unit with 2double
bulb floodlights. built in charger and auto switch. Fully cased. 6v 8AH
lead add req'd. (secondhand) £4 ref MAG4P11.
YUASHA SEALED LEAD ACID BATTERIES Two sizes
currentiy available this month .
12v 15AHat£18 ref LOT8 and 6v IOAH
(suitable for emergency lights above) at just £6 ref LOT7.
ELECTRIC CAR WINDOW DE-ICERS Complete with cable,
plug etc SALE PRICE JUST £4.99 REF SA28
AUTO SUNCHARGER 155x300mm solarpanel with diode and 3
metre lead fitted with acigar plug. 12v 2watt £9.99 REF SA25.
MICRODRNE STRIPPERS Small cased tape drives ideal for
stripping, lots of useful goodies including asmart case, and lots of
components SALE PRICE JUST £4.99 FOR FIVE REF SA26
SOLAR POWER LA B SPECIA LYou get rwoexe 6v 130mA
solar cells, 4LED's, wire, buzzer, switch plus 1relay or motor Superb
value kit SALE PRICE JUST £4.99 REF SA27
RGB/CGA/EGA/TTL COLOUR MONITORS 12' in good
condition. Back anodised metal case. SALE PRICE £49 REF SA166
PLUG IN ACORN PSU 19v AC 14w, £2.99 REF MAG3P10
13.8V 1.9A PSU cased with leads Just £9.99 REF MAG10P3
UNIVERSAL SPEED CONTROLLER KIT Designed by us for
the C5 motor but oh for any 12v motor-up to 30A. Complete with PCB
etc A heat sink may be required. £17.00 REF: MA017

VIDEO SENDER UNIT. Transmits both audio and video signals
from either avides camera, video recorder, TV or Computer etc to any
standard TV set in a100' range! (tune TVto aspare channel) 12v DC
op. Price is £25 REF: MA015 12v psu is £5 extra REF: MAG5P2
"MINATU RE RADIO TRANSCEIVERS Apair of walkie talkies
witha range up to 2kmin open country. Unitsmeasure 22x52x155mm
Including cases and earp'ces. 2xPP3 req'cl, £30 00 pr.REF: MA030
*FM TRANSMITTER KIT housed in a standard working 13A
adapter!! the bug runs directly offthe mains so lasts forever! why pay
£700? or-price is £15 REF: EFE2 (kit) Transmits to any FM radio
*FM BUG BUILT AN D TESTED superior deugn to krt. Supplied
to detective agencies 9v battery reqsd. £14 REF: MAG14
GAT AIR PISTOL PACK Complete with pistol, darts and pellets
£12.95 Ref EF82B extra pellets (500) £4.50 ref EF80.
6"X12" AMORPHOUS SOLAR PANEL 12v 155x3lOrnm
13CrnA SALE PRICE £4.88 REF SA24

GOT AN EXPENSIVEANYTHING?You need one of ourcased
vibration alarms. keyswitch operated, fully cased just ft it to
anything from videos to caravans, provides ayears protection from 1
PP3 battery, UK made SALE PRICE £4.99 REF SA33.
DAMAGED ANSWER PHONES These are probably beyond
repair so just £4.99 each. BT response 200 machines REF SA30
IBM P82 MODEL 160Z CASE AND POWER SUPPLY
Complete with fan etc and 200 watt power supply £9.95 ref EP67
DELL PC POWER SUPPLIES 145 wan, .5,-5,4-12.-12.
150x150x85mm complete with switch. flyleads and IEC socket.
SALE PRICE £9.99 ref EP55
1.44 DISC DRIVES Standard PC 35' dnves but retums so they
will need attention SALE PRICE £4.99 ref EP68
1.2 DISC DRIVES Standard 525' drives but returns so they will
need attention SALE PRICE NOW ONLY £3.50 ref EP69
PP3 MICA DS Unused but some storage marks £4.99 ref EP52
DELL PC PO1NERSUPPLIES (Customer returns) Standard PC
psu's complete with fly leads, case and fan ii-12v,-12v. -i-5v.-5v SALE
PRICE E1.99 EACH worth it for the bits alone' ref DL ITRADE PACK
OF 20 £29.95 Ref DL2,
GAS HOBS ANDOVENS Brand new gas appliances, perfect for
small fiats etc Basic 3burner hob SALE PRICE £24.99 ref EP72.
Basic small built in oven SALE PRICE £79 ref EP73
ENERGY BANK KIT 100 6'06' 6v 10CrnA panels, 100 diodes,
connection details etc £69.95 ref EF 112.
PASTEL ACCOUNTS SOFTWARE, does everything for all
sizes of businesses,indudeswordprocessor, repo hwriter. wi ndowing,
networkable up to 10 stations, multiple cash books etc. 200 page
comprehensive manual. 90 days free technical support (01342'SOME OF OUR PRODUCTS MAT BE UNLICENBABLE IN THE UK
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SOLAR COOKERS Comprehensive guide to building solar
powered cookers, includes plans, recipes, cooking times etc f7ref
SBC1
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PC PAL VGA TOW CONVERTER Converts acolour N into
abasic VGA screen. Complete with beetle psu, lead and sAvare.. Ideal
for laptops or a cheap upgrade Supplied in kit form for home
assembly. SALE PRICE £25 REF SA34

AIR RIFLES .22 As used by the Chinese army for training puposes.
so there is alot about! £3995 Ref EF78. 500 pellets £4.50 ref EF80

video's,

bracket,

BULL TENS UNIT Fully built and tested TENS (Transcutaneous
Electrical Nerve Stimulation) unit, complete with electrodes and full
instructions TENS is used for the relief of pain etc in up to 70% of
sufferers. Drug free pain relief, safe and easy to use, can be used in
conjunction with analgesics etc £49 Ref TEN/1

VIEWDATA SYSTEMS made by Phillips, complete with internal
1200/75 modem, keyboard, psu etc ROB and composite outputs,
menu dnven, autodialler etc. SALE PRICE £12.99 REF SA18

Check out our

RKS HOP/H I.FIRCB

UNITS Complete protection from faulty equipment for everybody!
I
Nine unit fitsin standard IEC lead (extends it by 750mm). fitted in less
than 10 seconds, reset/test button, 10A rating £6.99 each ref LOT5.
Or apack of 10 at £49 90 ref LOTE.Ifyou want abox of 100 you can
have one for £250i

COIN

mounting

cheapest way onto the netl all this for just £13 ref DEC13.

PHONE CABLE AND COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS

100x60x180mm, 3 months warranty, 10 or more C99 ea.

instructions £12 ref TW1,

RADIO CONTROLLED CARS FROM £6 EACH!!!

modern

RACAL MODEM BONANZA! IReal MPS1223 1200/75modem.
telephone lead, mains lead, manual and comms software, the

PACK Kit contains 100m of 6 core cable, 100 cable clips, 2line
dnvers with RS232 interfaces and all connectors etc Ideal low cost
method of communicating between PCs over-along distance utilizing
the serial ports. Complete kit £8.99. Ref comp 1.

Composite monitors, video g rabber cards etc

TWO WAY MIRROR KM I
nd udes sped al adhesive tilm to make
hvo way mirror(s) up to 60x20' (glass not included) includes full
NEW LOW PRICED COMP UTE

most

326009 try before you buyl) Current retail price S £129, SALE
PRICE £9.95 ref SA12. SAVE £120!!!

FIBRE OPTIC CABLE BUMPER PACK 10 metres for £4.99
ref MAG5P13 Ideal for experimenters! 30 m for El 299 ref MAG I3P1
MIXED GOODIES BOX OF
MIXED COMPONENTS

WEIGHING 2 KILOS

YOURS FOR JUST £6.99
4X28 TELESCOPIC SIGHTS Suitable for all air Mies, ground
lenses, good light gathenng properties £19 95 ref R/7
GYROSCOPES Rememberthese , well vie have fou nd acompany
that still manufactures these popular scientlic toys. perfect gift or for
educational use etc £6 ref EP70
HYPOTHERMIA SPACE BLANKET 215x150crn aluminised
foil blanket, reflects more than 90% of body heat. Also suitable for the
construction of two way mirrors/ £3.99 each ref 0/L041
LENSTATIC RANGER COMPASS Oil filled capsule, strong
metal case, large luminous points Sight line with magnifying viewer
50mm dia, 86grn. £10 99 ref 0/K604.
RECHARGE ORDINARY BATTERIES UP TO 10 TRES!
With the Battery Wizard! Uses the latest pulse wave charge system
to charge all popular brands of ordinary battenes AAA, AA, C. D, four
at Mime! Led system showsw hen batteries arecharged, automatically
rejects unstitable cells, complete with mains adaptor. BS approved
Price is £21.95 ref EP31.
TALKING WATCH Yes, it actually tells you the tune at the press of
abutton. Also features avoice alarm that wakes you up and tells you
what the ame 5i Lithium cell included. £7.99 ref EP26
PHOTOGRAPHIC RADAR TRAPS CAN COST YOU
YOUR LICENCE! The new multiband 2000 radar detector can
prevent even the most responsible of dhversfrom losing their licence!
Actiustable audible alarm with 8flashing leds gives instant warning of
radar zones. Detects X, K. and Ka bands, 3mile range, 'over the hill'
'around bends' and '
rea rtrap facilities. micro srzejust 425'n2 5'x,75,
Can pay for itself in just one dayl £79 95 ref EP3
3" DISCS As used on older Amstrad machines, Spectrum plus3's
etc £3 each ref BAR400.
STEREO MICROSOPES BACK IN STOCK Russian, 200x
complete with lenses, lights, filters etc etc very comprehensive
microscope that would normally be around the £700 mark, our-price
Is Just £299 (full money back guarantee) full details in catalogue.

WE BUY SURPLUS STOCK
FOR CASH
BUYERS DIRECT LINE 0802 660377

,\(). Hi 01%. KIM (ARD
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New

silicon

Loek Colussi discusses a new bipolar rf transistor technology that rivals
GaAs in digital cellular and cordless phone applications.

A

two-layer FR4 laminate pc board.
stages as possible and the minimum number
new generation of high-performance
The amplifier delivers 26dBm output power,
of peripheral components. To reduce test time,
silicon bipolar if transistors with tranachieving apower gain of 29 dB and an overit should be alignment-free and provide presition frequencies in excess of 20GHz
all power added efficiency in excess of 50%.
dictable, reliable, performance.
has been developed by Philips Semiconductors.
Figure
1 illustrates
how
Philips
These devices are intended for use in low-voltAmplifying rf power
Semiconductors' new wideband rf transistors
age cordless and cellular telephones.
RF power amplification is achieved using only
In addition to small-signal types for use in a can be used to meet these objectives in an rf
two of the new wideband devices. Transistor
power amplifier for DECT telephones. The
phone's rf receiver, these fifth-generation rf
Qi—aBFG425W —operates in class-A mode
design operates from asingle 3.6V rail and
wideband transistors include medium-power
at a VcE of 3V and a collector current of
includes bias circuitry for load power adjusttypes. These rival the performance of GaAs
30mA. Under these conditions it provides
ment and on/off switching. In addition, it
devices when used for rf power amplification
18dB of gain and an output power level of
occupies less than 10 by 20 mm of astandard
in a telephone's transmitter. Unlike GaAs
devices, however, they operate at high efficiency from asingle supply rail —considerably
Table 1. Measured source and load impedances of the devices used in the
reducing circuit complexity and allowing the
DECT power amplifier.
design of smaller, lighter, portable phones.
Conditions
Load imp. (Q)
Transistor Source imp. (11)
The key to reducing the size and weight of a BFG425W
Vc E=3.0V; /c=30mA; f=1.9GHz
(524-102j)
(12+0.7j)
portable telephone is the use of asmaller batVc E=3.6V; Po=26dBm; f=1.9GHz
(9.7-6.4j)
BFG21W
(9.1-9.5j)
tery pack. In order to maximise energy density, this usually means using fewer cells and
consequently alower supply voltage, typicalR7
ly between 3and 3.6V. Ideally, the entire telev
c
>
R3
phone should then operate from this single
supply voltage. Although dc-to-dc converters
can be used to create higher supply voltages,
F14
03a,
they inevitably result in efficiency losses
which shorten the telephone's standby and talk
times. They also occupy valuable pc board
•
\?3b1,
area and increase the telephone's component
C7
Cl 11_ _ _
C3
and assembly costs.
C5
Because the most power-hungry part of a
R2
36V
cellular or cordless telephone is its rf power
TL6
TL4
amplifier, it is important that any move to
TLS
lower supply voltages does not result in asignificant loss of efficiency in the power ampliF oul
Li
R1
fier. The power amplifier should operate at
< -1 TL3
low voltage with high power-added efficiency
C4
TL2
02 1
01
— i.e. the ratio of rf output power to dc + rf
RF in >
Il
TL1
input power. In order to keep component and
C12 —
Cl —
I.
C9 T
assembly costs low, it should use as few gain
Cs

'

Lvia

Lye

Loek Colussi is with Philips Semiconductors'
Product Group Transistors and Diodes in The
Netherlands.
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Fig. 1. DECT phone power amplifier using new fifth-generation rf wideband transistors.
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15dBm for —3 dBm rf input.
Transistor Q2 is aBFG21W medium-power
transistor operating in class-AB mode. It
drives the telephone's antenna circuit directly.
Biased to a base voltage of 0.7V, which
results in a quiescent collector current of
approximately lmA, this transistor provides a
power gain of IldB and 26dBm output level.
Under these conditions its collector efficiency is typically 55%.
The measured source and load impedances
of the transistors operating under the conditions described above appear in Table 1.
Impedance matching networks are therefore
required to provide smooth 50i2 matching
throughout the amplifier.

Impedance matching
The impedance matching part consists of three
separate sections — the input, interstage and
output matching networks. Its purpose is to
enable the rf transistors to perform optimally
with respect to power gain, output power and
efficiency.
Fortunately, the inherent impedance levels
of the BFG425W and BFG2IW as indicated
above are not exceptionally high or low, so
they are quite easy to match.
At the input, shunt capacitor C8 and series
microstrip line TL 1match the 50f2 rf source to
the base of Q. Base resistor R1is used for biasing and has no effect on matching. Between the
collector of Q1and the base of Q2, matching is

Double-poly transistor technology
Philips Sen' n iconductors' fifth generation

rf wideband transistors are based on a
double-polysilicon buried-layer process
that yields bipolar transistors with
transition frequencies (fi-) in excess of
20GHz at low VcE voltages. Typical
power gains of 11dB at 2GHz allow
these transistors to be used in the latest
generation of digital cordless and cellular
telephones —an application previously
dominated by GaAs devices.
To produce bipolar transistors with cutoff frequencies above 20GHz that will
operate at VcE voltages of 3V or less, it is
necessary to achieve base widths in the
order of 100 nm. This is accomplished by
using the double-polysilicon transistor
structure illustrated below, in which
deposited polysilicon is used for both the
base and emitter connections.
Very steep doping profiles in the base
and emitter regions create the very
narrow base widths required for ahigh
cut-off frequency, while sub-micron
emitter widths of typically 0.5pm —made
possible by the self-aligned nature of the
process —ensure ahigh f
max .
These submicron emitter widths also prevent
current crowding effects and help to keep
the base resistance low, thereby
preventing degradation of power gain.
Lateral connections to the base region by
p+ polysilicon also help to reduce base

oxide

n+ poly

emitter
metallization

resistance and minimise collector-base
(Miller) capacitance.
The n+ layer required for the collector
is buried within ap- substrate that is
connected to the emitter. This enables
the transistor die to be bonded directly to
the transistor's emitter lead-outs, reducing
its emitter inductance and the thermal
resistance of the SOT343R plastic
surface-mount package. Large area
metallisations for the emitter allow the
transistors to handle the high emitter
current densities required in mediumpower types.
Philips Semiconductors' family of fifthgeneration rf wideband transistors
currently includes five types. The
BFG403W, BFG410W and BFG425W

are small signal types optimised for
maximum fat collector currents of 3mA,
10mA and 25mA respectively. They
feature gains of over 20dB at 2GHz and
noise figures as low as 1.2dB. The two
medium power transistors in the range
are the BFG480W and BFG21W, which
have their maximum f
rvalues at
collector currents of 80mA and 250mA
respectively. They provide power gains at
afrequency of 2GHz and aVcE of 3.6V
in excess of 14dB and 11 dB respectively.
Both types achieve typical power added
efficiencies greater than 60%.

done by series inductor Li, shunt capacitor C9
and series transmission line TL2.
If pcb area is not critical, Li can be replaced
by a 3.5trun, 50f2 transmission line. Shunt
capacitors C9 and C10 partly compensate the
influence of bias stubs TL4 and TI-5,which are
both <A/4.
At the output side of Qi, series network
R2/C 11 is used to increase the k-factor of the
first stage to avoid potential instability below
1GHz. The output match is done by series
transmission line TL 3 and shunt capacitor C12.
Again this capacitor also compensates the
influence of bias stub TL6.

Biasing
The biasing part of the power amplifier incorporates apair of PUMTI dual p-n-p transistors,
Q3 .4. To define the collector current in Q1.Q3a
compares the voltage across R3 with the forward voltage of its base-emitter junction.
If current in R3, i.e. Qi's collector current,
increases, Q3 a starts to conduct. This reduces
the base drive to Q3b which in turn reduces the
base drive to Qi,thereby stabilising Q's collector current.
For this circuit to work, control voltage
has to be fixed to ground. Voltage on the col-

Components for the DECT
power amplifier.

R8

560
10
18
100k
10
not required
10k
180

L1

1n8

cl

not required
10n
8p2
8p2
8p2
not required
8p2
1p8
1p8
2p7
10n
2p7

R2
R3

R5
R6
R7

C2
C3
C4
C6
C6
C7
C8
C9

base
metallization

C10

collector
metallization

Ci
Ci2
single-layer metal

UO«"'
n- epi
IMF

s=e—ffle.ss.

n+

0

1

0

2

0

3

0

4

n+ buried layer
p+ poly

selective collector
doping

base

emitter

psubstrate

New wideband bipolar transistors are based on adouble-polysilicon buried-layer process
yielding transition frequencies (fi)in excess of 20GHz combined with low VcE voltages.
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BFG425W
BFG21W
PUMT1
PUMT1
Length
Length
Length
Length
Length
Length

6.5mm;
3.0mm;
4.5mm;
7.5mm;
7.5mm;
6.5mm;

Width
Width
Width
Width
Width
Width

0.5mm
1.2mm
0.5mm
0.2mm
0.2mm
0.2mm
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COMPONENTS

lector of Qiis always 0.6V lower than the supply rail, allowing a3V collector voltage swing.
The base of class-AB output stage Q2 is
biased by a low impedance voltage source
formed by Q4b. The temperature coefficient of
Q's base-emitter voltage is roughly the same
as that for Q2, maintaining aquiescent current
of approximately 1mA in Q2's collector despite ambient temperature changes.
Resistor R5 prevents thermal runaway of Q2.
Transistor Qqa is driven by control input Vc to
.cut off the base drive to Q2 during the interval
between rf output pulses.
When used in pulsed mode at nominal supply voltage and output level, the load can be
mismatched to avoltage/standing-wave ratio
less than or equal to 6:1, in all phases, without
damage. The power amplifier can also be
operated in CW mode provided that 50S2 output matching can be guaranteed under all conditions.

It is possible to increase overall efficiency of
the amplifier by afew percent by operating the
BFG425W in class-AB mode rather than in
class-A mode. This also simplifies the biasing
circuitry. However, it has the negative effect
of reducing the overall power gain, resulting
in the need for ahigher if drive level in order
to achieve the required 26dBm output power.
If amulti-layer pc board is used, the area
occupied by the amplifier can be reduced by
burying the transmission lines in the board.
Space can be saved by placing the biasing circuitry on the reverse side of the pc board.
Inductance of the vias which connect the emitter lead-outs of Q1and Q2 to the ground plane
on the reverse of the pc board must be kept
lower than 0.1nH in order to maintain if performance.

amplifier is also suitable for use in PHS
phones. Although they require alower rf output power of 21dBm rather than 26dBm,
such phones need better linearity performance. To achieve the required linearity, the
collector current in the BFG425W is reduced
to 20mA while the quiescent current through
the BFG21W is increased to 10mA. In this
way, both transistors operate on amore linear
part of their gain characteristic.
The BFG425W's collector current can be
suitably decreased by increasing the value of
R3 to 220. To increase the quiescent current
in the BFG2 IW, the base potential of Q4b is
increased by adding a potential divider
between the positive supply rail and ground.
A divider comprising 33012 to ground and
181d2 to Vs works well, although other values can be used to achieve an optimum tradeoff between linearity and efficiency.
•

PHS-phone applications
With only minor modification this power

Power gain -even at 2V
Experiments using ascaled-up version of Philips
Semiconductors' BFG21W double polysilicon rf transistor
indicate that this technology can be used to design DECT
power amplifiers that operate from 2.4V battery packs.
As indicated in a) below, the transistors tested provide a
power gain, Gp,of 7dB at the required 27dBm DECT output
power level when operating with a VcE of only 2.0 V.
Equally impressive, their power added efficiency at this output level is almost 64%, allowing 2.4V DECT telephones to
achieve long standby and talk times.
To compensate for the lower power gain of the output

stage at 2.0V (7dB compared to the 10.5dB shown in b) for a
VcE of 3.6V), power amplifiers that use these double-polysilicon transistors would require three gain stages rather than
the two described in the main article above. However, the
driver and pre-driver stages would each need to provide only
10 to 15dB of power gain in order for the amplifier to be
driven at -5dBm.
Detailed test results on the the transistors used in this evaluation can be obtained from Philips Semiconductors'
Transistors and Diodes Product Group in Nijmegen, The
Netherlands.
BFG21W tuned for 400mW output power
(1.1.913Hz, Vcem3.1311, lamt.OrnA.tpw1.0me)

BFG21W tuned for 400mW output power
(1.1.9GFiz, Veew2.0V, Icq.1.0ntA.tp.1.0me
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Gain and Efficiency vs. Pout
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KEN WOOD
CS-5270 100Mhz 3 Channel

MODEM TRANSCEIVERS
UK, E.E.C. Scandinavia, Eastern Europe, North & South America,

Oscilloscope Combining

Middle

East,

South

Africa,

New

Zealand,

Far

East

or

Australia.

Wherever you are, we have a module on the right frequency for you !

Accuracy with Simple Operation

•400 to 500MHz Versions '
•Range up to 5Km '

8traces with digital read-outs and cursor functions

'Compact Size ideal for Hand Helds '
•UK. North American, Australian '
•MPT, 1
-ETS P. FCC Approval •
'Up or 64 selectable channels '

Only 55 x73 x 15rnm

•Starter Kit only f299.95 •

'Available UK Approved MPT1340 418MHz '
•Export I
-ETS -300-220, 433.92MHz •
'Reduce Component Count, Cost, Size 5 Power Drain •
'Operate to 20,000 bps'
'Transceiver also available with up to 40K data rate •
* 3 Channel. 8 Trace Scope for a Variety of Waveform Displays

TXM 418

Transmitter

* Synchronisation with

Composite Video Signals (NTSC, PAL and MUSE) * High-precision Digital Measurement with

With up to 1MBit data rate, RS485 interface and 100r-riVV of

Cursors * Three-channel Readout * Operation Panel Laid Out For Easy Operation *

output power these units are ideal for many high sneed

Kenwood's Original Hybrid ICs * High Sensitivity of 1mV/div * Automatic Triggering (FIX) to

industrial or office data transfer applications

Solve Complicated Triggering Problems * Delay Sweep for Expanded Waveforms * Three

pressed colour video may be transferred

Signals can be Exactly Syncronized in the V mode * 150-mm Rectangular CRT with Internal

Even com-

Price £480 00

each or starter kit for only £799.95

Graticule and Illuminated Scales * Maximum Sweep Time 5 ns/div (at 10 X Mag) * Single
Sweep for the Measurement of Transient Events * Special Video Signal Clamp Eliminates
Triggering Adjustments * Variable hold-off to Observe complex sync waveforms * With vertical axis signal terminals * High-Precision of +/- 3% for measurements with greater accuracy.

Price

£1195-00

+ VAT

(£1404-12)

Carriage

Free

Over 100 Quality Instruments Available In The Kenwood Range
Order by Credit
card or Cheque
with order
Mums

B.K. ELECTRONICS official
Unit 1 Comet Way,
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA,
Essex, SS2 6TR.
Tel.: 01702-527572
Fax: 01702-420243

orders

welcome From
Colleges, PLC,s etc

VISA

•UK, 173MHz to MPT1344 & MPT1328 Licence Exempt •
•Miniature Low Cost or canned 1 & 10mW Transmitters •
•173 500MHz Transmitters & Transceivers for Australia & RSA •
•PCB mount or canned

•Prices from £19.00 to £200 00 per unit'

Radio -Tech Limited, Overbridge House, Weald Hall Lane
Thomwood Common, Epping, Essex CM16 6NB.
Sales +44 (0) 1992 57 6107 Fax +44 (0) 1992 56 1994
Technical Support +44 (0) 1992 57 6114
Internet: http://www.radio-tech.co.uk
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All the information you need on

top UK
Companies available on asingle CD.

Kompass CD Plus —
the only business

CD

you'll need!

Contains: 60,000 companies 42,000 classifications
•17 different search criteria
Used for: Cost-effective purchasing
•New business lead generation •Fast, effective
research •Financial, credit and sales planning
•Corporate structure data
Allows for: Downloading •Printing •Networking
Kompass CD Plus -information, not just raw data unbelievable value for money.
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ANTRIM T
RANSFORMERS L.

er.tomem.,

wir.teriareLex:17114111&1:11.

4(2

TreANSFOXIMIELI

Large standard range from 15VA to IkVA
approved to EN60742 & AS3108
Meçe

Custom designs to most international
standards from IOVA to 3kVA

m yte Rapid quotation, design and prototype service
Any size production run catered for
All transformers manufactured at UK factory
allowing fast lead times at no extra cost
70V /100V Line, valve output & low noise
audio designs available
Medical designs to IEC601/BS5724 & UL544
),

--, '

'Tr

.

I

Technical Sales Department, 30 Bramley Avenue
Canterbury-,Kent, CT1 3XW, England
Tel: +44 (0)1227 450810

Call 0800 521393 for more details and prices.
Please quote reference CDP 1.

Superhet Receivers •

•Low Cost Meter Reacting Transceivers on 183 8875MHz •

aitTliSR

Fax: +44 (0)1227 764609

...,,.
MA« tt BURT 1» r,
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Alternative
inverter

drive

Linear power output stages are at their most efficient when driving a
rail-to-rail square wave. Conventional motors on the other hand prefer a
sine-wave drive. Irving Gottleib describes how to get the best of both
worlds in an unconventional way.

F

or some applications, asine-wave is preferable to the
square-wave output delivered by most dc-to-ac
inverters. Among other things, square waves can
roughen the torque characteristics of motors and they
increase hysteresis and eddy-current losses. Also, the
harmonic content of the square-wave format tends to agitate
electromagnetic and radio-frequency interference problems.
On the other hand, aswitching circuit generating square
wave power is noted for high efficiency, since it allows the
switching transistors to operate with minimal thermal stress.
Obviously it would be nice to retain the square-wave
switcher, but at the same time obtain sinusoidal output.
In Fig. la) is a basic saturable-core oscillator. This
particular circuit makes use of an auto-transformer winding,
and the switching transistors operate in the common-collector
mode. Any of the other saturable-core oscillator circuits
would be equally satisfactory for our purposes. In Fig. lb), a
band-pass filter is associated with the output winding to
produce asine-wave. Sometimes, asimpler low-pass filter is
similarly used, but it is then more difficult to get a good
quality sine-wave.
A further technique is depicted in Fig. 1c). The inclusion
of the large inductor, L, enables the output winding to be
resonated. Although the transistors still operate as asquarewave switching circuit, the desired sine-wave output is
obtained. Noted that it would not be feasible to tune the
output winding of the basic inverter circuit of Fig. la.
The driven inverter of Fig. ld is aclass-B amplifier. This
has fairly-good possibilities, but you should be prepared to
cope with crossover distortion and with higher transistor
dissipation than in the self-excited switching circuits.

A different approach
Yet another approach to the problem makes use of
parametric phenomena in magnetic cores. Briefly stated,
voltage can be induced in the secondary of atransformer via
variation in inductance, as well as variation in flux linkage.
You won't find much mention of this in traditional
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engineering texts though. This is because it is usually
assumed that transformers are designed and operated to
function over the essentially linear region of their
magnetisation curves. Such operation minimises hysteresis
loss and maximises efficiency.
You know, however, that violent non-linearity is to be
found in saturable-core inverter transformers. As magnetic
saturation approaches in these cores, permeability rapidly
decreases, as does the inductance of associated windings.

Fig. 1. Methods for
obtaining sinusoidal
output from
inverters. Circuit a) is
abasic saturatedcore square-wave
oscillator, b)
produces asine-wave
output via filtering,
c) has an extra
inductor making the
transformer resonant,
and d) derives its
sine-wave output
from asine-wave
input.
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The MICRO MODULE
ANEW LOW COST controller
.that gives you customisation
,A-rr4or as little as 95 one off

10 OUTLET DISTRIBUTION
AMPLIFIER 4

£
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A compact mains powered unit with one balanced input
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'

and ten AC and DC isolated floating line outputs.
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trouble free operation
telephones and links.
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specifications
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PCs, 8051 &
68000
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• Excellent figures for noise, THD, static and dynamic
I
MD.
• Any desired number of outlets may be provided at
microphone level to suit certain video
recorders used at press conferences.

and audio

• Meets IEC65-2, BS415 safety.
*Advanced Active Aerial 4kHz-30MHz *PPM10 in-vision PPM
and chart recorder 'Twin Twin PPM Rack and Box Units
`Stabilizers and Fixed Shift Circuit Boards for howl reduction
Broadcast Monitor Receiver 150kHz-30MHz 'Stereo Variable
Emphasis Limiter 3 'Stereo Disc Amplifier `PPM5 hybrid.
PPM9 microprocessor and PPM8 IEC/DIN -50/ + 6dB drives
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SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD.
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Telephone: 01483-275997 •Fax: 276477
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• 16/32 bit 68307 CPU for fast operation

The Micro Module will reduce development time for

• Up to 1Mbyte of EPROM space onboard

quick turnaround products/projects and with the P.0 'C'

• Up to 512Kbyte SRAM space onboard

Starter pack allow you to start coding your application

• 32 Kbyte SRAM fitted as standard

immediately, all drivers and libraries are supplied as

• 05232 serial with 95485 option

standard along with MINOS the real time operating

• MODBUS á other protocols supported

system all ready to run from power on.

• Up to 22 digital I/0 channels
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• 2 timer/counter/match registers

Kbyte SRAM, PSU, Cables, Manuals, C compiler, Debug

• IC port or Mbus 8 Watch dog facilities

monitor ROM, Terminal program. Dovvnloader, asingle
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copy of MINOS. Extensive example software, and free
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• Program in C.

Modula -2 8 Assembler

unlimited technical support all for £295 c VAT

• Real Time multitasking Operating System
• 05.9 or MINOS with free run time license
option

Cambridge Mitenprotessor
'r*wtemr. 1.imiled

• Manufacturing available even in low
volumes
• A full range of other Controllers available

Unit 17-18, Zone D', Chelmsford Road Incl. Est..
Great DunMOw. Essex. U.K. CM6 1XG
Phone 01371 875644 Fax 01371 876077
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Single-turn
Teaser' winding

Conventional
winding

'Teaser' winding #1
Conventional
winding

Resonant
winding

Conventional
winding\

Teaser' winding #2
'Teaser'
winding #2

Fig. 2. Modified toroidal transformer for producing sine-waves. You start with aconventional winding, as used in saturable-core
oscillators, then add windings as shown. a) is aperspective view, b) is the front view showing how one lead of the 'teaser' winding goes
through the solenoid and c) is the side view.
Can this relationship be put to practical use?
In the sketches of Fig. 2, the salient feature of the modified
toroidal transformer is the introduction of a resonant
secondary winding. Note that this winding is placed over the
outer rim of the toroid.
The spatial relationship is such that no ordinary mutual flux
linkage exists between the conventional primary winding and
this unconventional secondary winding. Rather, the new
winding senses the changing inductance of the core. This
results in the parametrically induced emf. You can also think
of this resonant winding as ashock-excited oscillator.
As you can see, the modification involves abit more than
just the resonant winding. Additionally, two single-turn links
are used to couple the primary and secondaries by ordinary
electromagnetic means. This enhances energy transfer.
Overall then, the modified transformer uses both flux-cutting
and inductance change to transfer energy. The links are the
so-called 'teaser' windings. A single pass through the hole of
the toroid comprises asingle turn.

Does this idea worry you?
The unorthodox configuration of the modified transformer
could, understandably, upset those of you used to more
conventional formats.
The schematic diagram of Fig. 3 should help clarify
matters. Here the X between the conventionally wound
primary winding and the added resonant winding symbolises
the lack of ordinary electromagnetic coupling between these
windings.
As Ipointed out, the absence of such flux-cutting energy
transfer is brought about by the spatial orientation of these
two windings. This brings us to the single-turn teaser
windings which are geometrically arranged so as to promote
some coupling via ordinary mutual induction. Thus, input
and output windings are also link-coupled.
To many practitioners, an interesting aspect of this scheme
is that it calls for abit of experimentation. Clearly, some kind
of average value of inductance must be involved in the tuned
output circuit. And although the Q of this resonant tank must
necessarily impact both energy transfer and wave purity, it is
not easy to quantify things for general applications.
Iconducted investigations with anominally 20W inverter
at several tens of kilohertz; Iobtained avery good sinusoidal
output and Ifelt that the use of appropriate scaling factors
should enable operation at other power levels and at other
frequencies.
It may be wise first to get the feel of this unusual circuitry
and then proceed empirically in tailoring the resonant
winding and the VC ratio to conform to your specific needs.
Also, if you already have an operational inverter using a
saturating toroidal output transformer, much time and effort
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can be saved by placing the new winding(s) on this toroid.
At first attempt, about the same number of turns should be
used for the resonant winding as the total number of turns on
the primary winding. Then, one or two decade capacitor
boxes will facilitate search for resonance. An oscilloscope is
particularly useful in as much as one can observe both
magnitude and waveshape.
Several things should be born in mind in interpreting
results. You may encounter sub-multiple resonances, but
none of these will compare in magnitude and wave-purity
with the true resonance of the fundamental oscillation
frequency.
To aconsiderable extent, energy transfer will improve with
the Q of the resonant windings. This in turn corresponds to a
high ratio of C to L. Resonant impedance of a parallelresonant LC tank is given in ohms by .
V
(UC) with Lexpressed
in henries and C in farads; high Q implies low impedance.
A load resistor connected across the resonant output
winding of such value that its presence reduces the amplitude
of the sine-wave to half its unloaded value establishes the
output impedance. Initially, at least, you should aim for an
output impedance of about 2500.
To secure the output voltage you need, experimental
flexibility is well served by employing either taps or an autotransformer addition of a few turns. Clearly, Q, energy
transfer, voltage, and output impedance are all interrelated
and that optimisation for the requirements of aparticular
application can be an experimenter's delight. At the same
time, the basic operation is readily forthcoming, being neither
elusive nor critical.
Once optimised, this scheme is likely to compel selection
over the other techniques in matters of cost, board surface
area, and wave-purity.

Conventional
winding

1Teaser
windings
1
Resonant
winding

Fig. 3. Schematic of the modified
toroidal transformer. The resonant
winding is wound around the outer
rim of the toroid. One 'teaser'
winding is asingle-turn link adjacent
to, or over, the resonant winding. The
other teaser winding is asingle turn
link formed by asingle pass through
the hole of the toroid. The
conventional winding is the
commonly used toroidal winding
arranged for operation with push-pull
switching transistors.
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PHONE
0181 684
1166

LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD
DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC VALVES
TUBES, SEMICONDUCTORS AND I.C.S.

FAX
0181 684

1 MAYO ROAD • CROYDON • SURREY CRO 20P

3056

24 HOUR EXPRESS MAIL ORDER SERVICE ON STOCK ITEMS
A/31
C/3131
C133
01817
E88CC Muli
1180 F
E
810f
EA8C80
E89 I
EBF 80
EBF 89
16131
ECC 33
ECM
ECC8I
ECC 82
ECC 83
ECC 85
ECC 88 Mull
(CC 9I
ECF 80
ECHOS
ECH 42
EC11131
ECL 80
EC1.82
EC 183
EC 186 Mull
ECLL 800
EF 37 A
EF 39
1740
E
f41
EF 42
EF 80
EF 85
EF 86
EF91
EF 92
11583
EF 184
E132
E1.33
EL 34 Siemens
EL 36
EL 4I
£L
580
1081
ELM
WM Mull

ap
500
£250
1100
150
850
350
21.00
200
150
150
I50
15 00
/50
750
300
300
350
350
600
100
150
350
3.50
300
150
300
300
350
25 00
350
175
500
350
450
150
I50
10.00
1.00
100
100
2.00
150
10 00
8.00
400
350
75 00
500
225
600

EL 86
619,
5195
EL 360
El.509
EM34
EM8I
5084
EM137
EN91 Mull
EY 51
E186
1488
6280
EZ 81
67501
G/31 Mull
0233
G134 GE
6/37
K761
8166
6788
678
012
062
CC 3
003
PC180
PCF 82
PCF 86
PCF 801
PCF 802
PCL 82
PCL 83
10184
POLOS
PCL 86
PC 1805
70500
7136
P181
P182
Pt83
PL 84
P1504
P1508
P15:19 P1519
PL 802
P181
P188

175
300
200
18 50
11 00
15 00
400
400
100
750
2.50
175
1.75
3.50
350
300
8.50
600
750
600
10 00
10 00
15 00
900
170
270
250
150
100
I50
150
150
250
100
300
200
250
250
250
6DO
250
1.75
158
150
200
150
550
600
600
150
100

P1500A
P1800
PY 801
005021
00103-10
00903-208
00506-40A
060112
U19
066080
1
1
13 C41
UBF 89
UCH 42
UCH8:
UCL 82
0C183
UF 89
1041
11184
041
11185
VR 105 30
VRISO 30
2759
28031.1
2021
31328
OCX2508 STC
56109
5U4G
5640
51301
5/3
50401
6496
641(5
6815
6016
68455
SAW
6805
6AR 5
6835
6ASIG
6416
6411567
6806
6,11184
667
688
6866

400
I50
I58
12.00
5OD
15 MI
17 50
ID 00
10 00
150
400
El50
4.00
150
100
300
400
12.00
350
400
2.25
2.50
2.50
25.00
2100
3SO
15.00
5501
6.00
125
4.00
210
4.00
230
410
1.50
1.00
200
5.00
4.50
315
25.10
ISO
910
2.00
500
230
410
4.00
410
1.50

6647
6BE 6
6696
6816
61366
68076
6887
68R8A
6807
6BW6
6BW 7
6E
116
6C4
6C6
6C864
600668
6016
6CG 7
6CH 6
60564
606
6005 GE
60068
6588
6E95
6F
6
6F
07
6066
696
6HS6
615
616
617
6186AGE
61 E6C
61066 GE
66661
667
688
6160
6L
6GCSYL
616GC Siemens
616GC GE
61.7
6106
607
6RH118.14N8
6517
65 C7
6307
6517

500
150
150
225
200
3.50
600
100
600
150
150
250
200
5.00
3.00
500
375
750
600
8DC
500
17.50
12 50
350
185
350
17 50
400
3.00
4.95
3DC
300
4OD
19 DO
20 00
20 00
300
400
100
10 00
12.50
150
12.50
350
2010
400
12 00
3DO
330
250
300

6067
300
651707
450
694701
450
6557
3DO
6088
I50
64667
425
684
300
68501
250
I
2,177
300
72807
3DC
12 AX 7
350
I
241(7/1 GE
100
126A
6
250
i2816
2.50
28117AGE
7.50
2817A01
1.10
2
E1
1543
1467 12 GN 7
650
0F
11 2
150
0P19
250
008 IPR )
110 00
728
10 00
05
50 00
7
575
11 A
1650
728
65 00
13
17 50
334
85 00
6654
25 00
728
/0 00
3IA
25 00
0506 GE
12 50
751
600
763
10 00
6148
500
842
12 00
080
750
1468 GE
15 00
6550AGE
20 OC
6883 BCE
16 00
7025 Cri
700
70278 GE
17 50
7199
12.00
7360
25.00
'5810
1500
7586
15 00
7587
2100
7868
12 00
Prices correct when
goon 70 press

OPEN TO CALLERS MON-FRI 9AM-4PM, CLOSED SATURDAY.
OVER 6,000 TYPES AVAILABLE FROM STOCK. OBSOLETE ITEMS
A SPECIALITY. QUOTATIONS FOR ANY TYPES NOT LISTED.
TERMS: CWO/VISA/ACCESS. POST & PACKING: 1-3 VALVES £2.00,
4-6 VALVES £3.00. ADD 17.5% VAT TO TOTAL INC. P&P.

The Phantom Power Box
48 volt microphone phantom powering unit
Professional portable units operating from an internal
PP3 battery or external mains adaptor

* Suitable for converting any microphone amplifier to P48
standard phantom power * High efficiency DC to DC
converter for extended battery life * Accurate line balance
for high common mode rejection * Low noise and
distortion * Extensive RFI protection
The Balance Box (mic/line amplifier) - The Headphone
Amplifier Box - The OneStop DIN rail mounting radio
frequency interference filter and voltage transient protector
for voltage and current loop process signal lines

Conford Electronics

E-mail contact@eonfordelec.co.uk

CIRCLE NO. 14.5 ON REPLY CARD

C H ELMER

T

VALVE
COMPANY

Ifyou need Valves/Tubes or RF Power
Transistors e.t.c. ...then try us!
We have vast stocks, widespread sources and
33 years specialist experience in meeting our
customers requirements.

GU30 7QM,'

Fax: 751223

Web http://www.confordelec.co.uk/eatalogue/

CIRCLE NO. 144 ON REPLY CARD

C

Conford Liphook Hants

Information line: 01428 751469

HATELY ANTENNA
TECHNOLOGY
1Kerifield Place, Aberdeen All 7UW. Tel/fu: 01224 316004

NEWS of the CROSSED FIELD ANTENNA
THE GROUND PLANE CROSSED FIELD ANTENNA which has been more and
more continuously used in development tests for Medium Wave Broadcasting at the
Tanta Station in the Nile Delta, is now apermanent feature of Egyptian Broadcasting,
reports our colleagues Kabbary and Khattab.
Recently completely re-built, and re-opened at aceremony with President Moubarak.
the GPCFA is now providing aservice 16 hours aday on 1.161 MHz for apopulation
of 15 million, using 30kW only. This represents asaving of 66% relative to the earlier
100 kW necessary to give the same signal service area using the now demolished
quarter-wave antenna 65 metres in height.
Furtherrnore, the wider bandwidth of the GPCFA, which is only 8metres tall mounted
on the roof of the single storey transmitter building, is evident to most of the listeners
in improved speech quality.

FUTURE PLANS
There are more GPCFA projects on stream in Egypt in order to extend both Long
Wave and Medium wave services at reduced capital cost and running costs for the
parent organisation; the Egyptian Radio and TV Union.
Professional Engineers may phone or circle the card to request acopy of the detailed
signal strength report and photo. Patent licences are still available for some countries
from our portfolio including US, Europe. Australia, Japan. New patents are filed for

Tuned to the needs of the Professional l'ser

the "electrical dual" forms using two currents on separate wires. These have particular

Chelmer Valve Company, 130 New London Road,
Chelmsford. Essex CM2 ORG. England

Evaluation tests can be performed using the modestly priced Amateur Radio versions
available at: GPCFA format £400, Delay-Line format £199, Loop format £250, all

di3b44-0 -1245-355296/265865
Fax: 44-01245-490064
CIRCLE NO. 146 ON REPLY CARD
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advantages in erection simplicity.

prices including UK VAT and postage. Cash with order, or Pro-forma Invoice will be
sent.
Proprietor: Maurice C. hate, MSc
CIRCLE NO.

nu Chartered Metrical Ladiaser (611311117)
14
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ANCHOR SUPPLIES Ltd
The Cattle Market Depot
Nottingham NG2 3GY. UK
Telephone: +44 (0115) 986 4902/
+44 (0115) 986 4041 24hr answerphone
Fax: +44 (0115) 986 4667
NEW LOWER PRICES

e<1&
›R

Micro Video Cameras

suRe
NEW LOWER PRICES

Following our recent Readers Offer for the 721-S Micro Camera many readers have
contacted us asking about
other items in our range of Micro Cameras and Security
Surveillance equipment.
We are SOLE AUTHORISED IMPORTERS of
the entire range of Cameras and Video Surveillance
equipment produced by the world's leading manufacturer.
ALL items in the range carry afull 12 Months Guarantee.
If you would like to receive our comprehensive
catalogue of Cameras and associated equipment please
send alarge SAE with 48p postage, marked "Camera Catalogue"
Here is asample of the available stock.

A-721-S Micro Camera 32mm x32mm ... £85
A-721-P Micro PIN-HOLE Camera ... 32mm x32mm ... £85
A-921-S Camera with AUDIO ... 30mm x30mm ... £95
A-1211 C/CS Mount Camera ... 110mm x60mm x60mm ... £110
A-521 Micro Cased Camera 43mm x48mm x58mm ... metal cased ...£120
6001-A High Resolution COLOUR Cameras (420 lines) ... 0.45 lux ... £210
Outdoor Camera Housings ... Aluminium ... £35
Camera Mounting Brackets ... Universal Mounting ... £5.95
Camera Switchers ... for up to 8Cameras ... £75
NEW MODEL Auto Record Controllers ...Infra Red Controller using "One For All" technology controls your STANDARD VHS Video, and allows
you to make unattended recordings of intruders etc. Accepts Normally open or Normally Closed contact inputs. Self contained unit ... Turns your
VHS recorder into aprofessional Security Recorder ONLY ... £85
QUAD-1 B/W Multivision Processor ... 4pictures on one screen/video ... Including 4channel switcher
... NOW ONLY £249
QUAD-2 COLOUR Multi Vision processor, REAL TIME ... including 4channel switcher .... 4Pictures on one screen/video ... NOW ONLY £575.
QUAD-3 COLOUR Multi Vision Processor. REAL TIME ... with On screen Titles and Time/Date information
... Including 4channel switcher ... 4Pictures on one screen/video ....NOW ONLY £695.
SCI... SCANNER ... 350° PAN ... Automatic /Manual... £105
IRI-1 Infra Red Illuminator ... 12V operation ... 60 degree illumination angle to 20m. For "Total Darkness Surveillance" ... NOW ONLY £85.
VMS-1 .. Video Motion Sensor ... replaced alarm sensors with totally electronic video monitoring system
that detects changes in the video signal .. £175
C/CS Format lenses ... Premium 3.6mm =£22.50
Superior 8mm = £27.50
PLEASE NOTE:

SPECIAL OFFER
New and Boxed 14" COLOUR MONITORS. Models
1412 24V DC operation @ 2.2A..Twin Composite Video
Inputs (75ohm BNC) Black steel case.. Supplied with a

VHS Video Players... Front Loading VHS
Decks..12V operation. Rear Panel 2.6mm DC socket

pair of trailing leads for DC connections. Very easy to
convert to 240V operation by adding a240V /24V supply
either internally or externally. 30 Day Warranty.

addition of REPEAT facility which allows the tape

NEW CONDITION
Circuit Diagram available. .request at time of ordering

for power. Play..FF..RW..Stop Controls with the
to be rewound and replayed time and time again.
Video /Audio Outputs via Phono Sockets
AS-NEW Condition..

NOW ONLY £99.00 INCL VAT

NOW ONLY £50.00 INCL VAT

Courier delivery to UK addresses =£12.25)

(Courier delivery to UK addresses = £8.75)

OPEN 6DAYS A WEEK
Mon-Fri 9am-6pm Sat 8am-4pm
NO APPOINTMENTS NEEDED. CALLERS ALWAYS WELCOME
NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL MAIL ORDER ASPECIALITY
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT (AT 17.5%) and COURIER DELIVERY UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED
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Access
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CLASSIFIED
FAX 0181 652 8956

TEL 0181 652 3620

ARTICLES FOR SALE
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CONTACT

CONTACT

Cooke International

Cooke International

ELECTRONIC TEST & MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
Unit Four, Fordingbridge Site, Main Road, Barnham,
Bognor Regis, West Sussex, P022 OHD, U.K.
Tel: (+44)01243 545111/2 Fax: (+44)01243 542457
CIRCLE NO

Unit Four, Fordingbridge Site, Main Road, Barnham,
Bognor Regis, West Sussex, P022 OHD, U.K.
Tel: (+44)01243 545111/2 Fax: (+44)01243 542457
NOW AVAILABLE CATALOGUE ON DISC
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ADVERTISERS INDEX
Anchor Supplies

437

Langrex Supplies

Antrim Transformers

432

M & B Radio (Leeds)

B K Electronics

432

Milford Instruments

IFC

Number One Systems

379

Bull Electrical

421 and 422

Card Professionals

391

Chelmer Valve

436

CMS

428

Conford Electronics

436

Display Electronics

381

Equinox Technologies

IBC

Field Electric

428

Halcyon Electronics

428

Hart Electronic Kits

357

Hateley Antenna

436

ICE Technology

OBC

436
401 and 434

Olson

365

Pico Technology
Pyramid Electronics

412
411

Radio-Tech

432

Ralfe Electronics

440

Robinson Marshall
Seetrax

361
412

Smart Communications

354

Stewart of Reading

390

Surrey Electronics

428

Tandem Technology

415

Telnet

406

IOSIS

415

Temwell

390

Johns Radio

359

Those Engineers

411

JPG Electronics

434

Tie Pie

406

Keytronics

405

Ultimate Technology

383

Labcentre Electronics

392

Wood & Douglas

415

ARTICLES WANTED

PEA. 1, 2mbit Frame

instrument.
£3,500 o.n.o.
Tel: 01566 781680

A3 Pen Plotter, Graphtec
MP4200 and Ringdale Printer
Buffer. Excellent condition.
£400.

Telephone: 01256 54786
SMALL SELECTION or Aircraft Starter
motors, DC generators and rotary converters.
Possibly suit electric vehicles etc. £10 to £50
depending on condition and type. Tel: Bristol
01179 793883.
MICROCHIP •MICROMASTER' development system £1.1513 Multicone 'Vaporett& soldering' machine £500. Both unused. lcelah
8051/2 Emulator £400. Tel: 01295 810859.

40 YEARS WIRELESS WORLD '12-75
hound. '76-92 unbound. Offers Telephone
01276 65529.
TEK 576 (577)Curve Tracers. Phone 01460
75557.

ADVERTISERS
PLEASE
NOTE
e

Small

RF DESIGN
SERVICES
All aspects of RF hardware
development considered from
concept to production.
WATERBEACH ELECTRONICS

TEL: 01223 862550
FAX: 01223 440853

For all your
future enquiries
on advertising
rates
Please contact
Malcolm Wells on

Tel: 0181-652 3620
Fax: 0181-652 8956
ARTICLES FOR SALE

VALVES, and CRTs AVAILABLE
ONE MILLION VALVES stocked for Audio, Receiving, Transmitting & RF Heating. Rare brands such as Mullard & GEC available
Also MAGNETRONS, KLYSTRONS, CRTs and SOCKETS.
Large stocks of Russian & Sovtek items.
Please ask for our free catalogues of valves or CRTs

VALVES, etc. WANTED
Most types considered but especially KT88 (£48), PX4/PX25
(£50), KT66 (£35), KT77 (£15), EL34 (f10), EL37 (£9), ECC83 (£3).
Valves must be UK manufacture to achieve prices mentioned.
Also various valve-era equipment e.g. Garrard 301, (up to) £80.
Ask for afree copy of our wanted List.
BILLINGTON EXPORT LTD., Billingshurst, Sussex RH14 9EZ.
Tel: 01403 784961 Fax: 01403 783519
VISITORS STRICTLY BY APPOINTMENT,

Eurocard size boards. Little
used. £950 + VAT.

TELFORD ELECTRONICS
Phone: 01952 605451
Fax: 01952 677978

Tel: Bristol 0117 9793883

Mux Analyzer superb

Complete
surface
mount
assembly kit. Handles up to

**WANTED**

TEL: 0181-684 1166
FAX: 0181-684 3056

Wandel Golterrnann

Tel: (+44)0113 2435649
Fax: (+44) 01 13 2426881

Test equipment, Electronic Scrap,
Valves, Transmitters/Receivers,
Factory & Warehouse Clearance.
Confidentiality Assured

1Mayo Road. Croydon
Surrey CRO 20P

conductors and IC s

M&B RADIO
86 Bishopgate Street, Leeds LS1 458

Tel: 0049 4706 7044
Fax: 0049 4706 7049

selection of Aircraft
Starter motors, DC
generators and rotary
converters. Possibly suit
£ Electric vehicles etc.
10 to £50 depending on
condition and type.

Langrex Supplies Limited

WANTED!

Alter Apeler Weg 5
27619 Schitidori, Germany

5Mins, from Tally Ho Corner.

For all your valves, tubes, semi

TEST EQUIPMENT

HTB ELEKTRONIK

R. HENSON LTD.
21 Lodge Lane, N.Finchley,
London N12 8JG.

TOP PRICES PAID

MARCONI

For all your Test Equipment,
Receivers, Transmitters etc.
Factory Clearance, Prompt
Service and Payment.

IN VIEW OF THE EXTREMELY
RAPID CHANGE TAKING PLACE
IN THE ELECTRONICS
INDUSTRY, LARGE QUANTITIES
OF COMPONENTS BECOME
REDUNDANT. WE ARE CASH
PURCHASERS OF SUCH
MATERIALS AND WOULD
APPRECIATE A TELEPHONE
CALL OR A LIST IF AVAILABLE.
WE PAY TOP PRICES AND
COLLECT.

1N

TEKTRONIX

TOP PRICES PAID

WE WANT TO BUY!!

TELEPHONE
0181-445-271310749
FAX 0181-445-5702

HEWLETT PACKARD

WANTED

MINIMUM ORDER £50 plus VAT

Leg

Protect Your Microchips
from STATIC DISCHARGE!

etl

Use an SSE grounding kit.
Kit Includes:
- static dissipative solder resistant
rubber mat.
-wrist strap
- ground lead
- earth plug
Mat size 70 x 30 cm -offer price £18.55 per kit + VAT -Ref: AGK1
Mat size 25 x 20 cm -offer price £12.55 per kit + VAT -Ref: AGK2

STATIC SAFE ENVIRONMENTS
127 Begley Road. Birmingham B16 8X U
Tel: 0121 454 8238
Fait: 0121 625 2275

Payment by CHEQUE /ACCESS
VISA /MASTERCARD
Catalogue available

HEWLETT PACKARD

•ralle electronics •

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS

•36 Eastcote Lane •South Harrow •Middx HA2 8DB •England •
TEL (+44) 0181-422 3593 •FAX (+44) 0181-423 4009

EST
41
YRS
ADVANTEST TR4132 100kHz-1GHz
£2500
ANRITSU MS4208 10Hz-30MHz network/spectrum
analyser 75 ohms
£3000
AVCOM -portable, battery operated, to 1000MHz
TEKTRONIX 492 21GHz portable spectrum analyser,
with options 1, 2and 3£6500 or £7500 with

£2000

TEST EQUIPMENT

* URGENTLY REQUIRED *

multiplexor and mixers to 40GHz
IFR A7550 portable 1GHz synthesized, with
tracking generator
£4000
ADVANTEST TR4135 10kHz-3.6GHz synthesized, with tracking
generator

£6000

HP8702B lightwave component analyser
£10000
£1500

(options 006/011) 6GHz
HP8557A/1827 350MHz
HP8591A 1.8GHz portable, 75ohm option 1

HEWLETT PACKARD 8720 series network analysers
£20,000+paid for 'C'
HEWLETT PACKARD 8510 series microwave analysers,
anything considered
HEWLETT PACKARD 85666 series spectrum analysers
£10K-£20K paid
HP8753C+ vector network analysers,
well pay over going rate for late issue.
Guaranteed top prices paid for all current model
spectrum/network analysis.

£4250

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS

•
• 'awe.
f '

4 4 4

•

IS09002 ACCREDITED STOCKIST
MEASUREMENT & TEST EQUIPMENT

•

2019A synthesized AM/FM signal gen 80kHz-1040MHz
2091C/2902C white noise test set, pair

£2000
£500

2305 modulation meter
2955 radio communications test set with 2960

£2500

ADRET 740A synthesized signal generator 0.1-1120MHz
BRUEL& KJAER 2317 portable level recorder
FARNELL SSG2000 synthesized signal generator

cellular adapter

£3250

PHILIPS PM5193 synthesized function generator

£2000

SCHLUMBERGER 7081 precision voltmeter 8.5 digits
WANDEL &GOLTERMANN PJM-46 jitter meter
WAVETEK 1080 1-1000 sweep generator
WAYNE KERR 3245 precision inductance analyser

£2000
£5000
£1250
£3000

10Hz-2000MHz

6460/6421 power meter 8, sensor 10MHz-12.4GHz

£350

65rx waveguide detectors for use with 6501/2-scalar
analysers
6055, 6056, 6057, 6059 signal sources

16406 serial data generator
£500
11581A attenuator set
£350
3336A synthesizer/level generator
£2000
3235A switch/test unit
£1000
3325A synthesized function generator /01/02
£1500
333206/333226 programmable attenuators 4GHz,
with driver 11713A
£1000
As above but 18GHz set
£1500
35650A mainframe
£2000
E3615A bench power supply
£175
37724A/04 digital hierarchy test set
£9500
37900D signalling test set with 2x37915A interface cards£5500
£4000
41406 pA/meter, DC voltage source
£3000
4275A multi-frequency Icr meter
£3500
4093B protocol tester base (PT300)
£1500
5386A 3GHz frequency counter
545100A 1GHz digitizing oscilloscope,
£1500
now inc 2x1GHz active probes
£1200
54620A logic analyser
£1000
75000-series BVXI controller
£1000
8018A serial data generator
£2000
8082A pulse generator 250MHz
£1250
8111A pulse generator 20MHz
£1750
83411C lightwave receiver 1300/1550nm
£2000
834400 lightwave detector 20GHz 1300/1550nm
£2000
86222A/8620C 10MHz-2.4GHz sweep generator
£1500
86606 signal generator 1300MHz
£10000
87028 lightwave component analyser
£6500
87510A gain-phase analyser 100kHz-300MHz
£5000
890113 modulation analyser
£1500
J2215A FDDI portable multimode test set
£2500
J2304 intemet advisor with ethernet interface

DISTRIBUTIONE EASSISTENZA, ITALY: TLC RADIO, ROMA (06) 871 90254

£350
each £250

£2000
£1500
£2000

SEND FOR LATEST STOCK LIST. WE FAX LISTS
AND SHIP WORLDWIDE. ALL FULLY
LAD-TESTED AND NO-QUIBBLE GUARANTEED

.1118111181141111111441111111.1•811
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ELECTRONIC UPDATE
Contact Malcolm Wells on
0181-652 3620

A weirili e MUD LCD

•••••••ne••••••....

Comprehensive new
LCD brochure
The widest range of colour LCDs,
LCD monitors and plug and play kits
available in the UK, all in one easy to
use brochure, is now available FREE ,
It includes products ranging from
2.9" monitors to 16.1" colour LCD
screens, mono/colour STN TFTs and
touch screen technology from the
worlds leading manufacturers.
Phone Trident today
for your free copy.
Tel:: 01737 765900
Fax: 01737 771908

A regular advertising feature enabling
readers to obtain more information
on companies' products or services.

New 1997 Instrumentation and
Reference Catalogue
The

new

1997

Reference

and

Catalogue

from

National

Instruments

features

50

new

products for virtual instrumentation
including new solutions for data
acquisition

and

visualisation,

MMI/SCADA and computer based
image capture and analysis. Not
merely a catalogue, it includes many

useful

tutorials and is invaluable for

any engineer or scientist.

Call National Instruments for
your FREE copy on:
01635 523545

CIRCLE NO. 152 ON REPLY CARD

NEW Feedback T&M
Catalogue
The latest edition of the Feedback Test & Measurement catalogue is now available. Over 60
pages packed with more than
800 products divided into over
20 sections. The catalogue is
indexed for both product and
manufacturer and is fully illustrated. Whether you are looking
for an individual product, a complete workstation, or a solution
to a particular Test & Measurement need the NEW Feedback
catalogue will sove your prob
lems, send for a copy NOW!

CIRCLE NO. 153 ON REPLY CARD

NEW JENSEN TOOLS
CATALOGUE
Colourful new Catalogue, hot off
the press from Jensen Tools,
presents unique new tool kits for
service/support of
communications equipment. Also
latest test equipment from many
major manufacturers. Includes
hard-to-find tools, PC/LAN
diagnostics, bench acccessones,
static control, technical manuals
and more.
Ring 0800 833246 or
Fax 01604 785573 for a free copy.
Jensen Tools, 10-12 Ravens Way.
Northampton NN3 9UD
CIRCLE NO. 1.55 ON REPLY CARD

"EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO DEVELOP AN EMBEDDED 8051 PROJECT IN C"

Package Adaptors
PLCC 44-pin adaptor
Suitable for most
8051 derivatives
Order code: AD-PLCC44-A
f55.00

M ICR O—
p 51
State-of-the-art programmer
8051 family

SOK 20-pin adaptor
Suitable for Atmel AT89C1051 &AT89C2051

• Programming support for the
Atmel 89C and 895 microcont

Order code: AD-501C20-A f75.00
Please enquire for our full range of adaptors

• Also supports many Philips, In
Dallas &Siemens 8051 derivati
• Field programmable hardwar
device support

The AWL 8051 FLASH microcontroller family

future
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Order code: MP51-SYS £125.00
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Now you can re-program the entire Atmel microcontroller
family in-circuit!
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Analogue comparator
Data point
•Package Pins (DILI

No more re-moving chips -ideal for 8051 single-chip project
development
Supplied with AT89C2051 and AT89C52 +11.0592 MHz Crystal.

-programmable FLASH code memory
51119.,. icrocontrollers feature on-chip
FLA:;1-111,' lectrically erasable in under 15>ts (no need for UV eraser)
are drop-in FLASH replacemen or the generic 87C51/87C52 devices
ngle-chip 8051 in a20 pin packa
.even retaining the serial port

(Requires Micro-Pro 51 programmer to operate -see above)

Ortler code: AMIGO-10i £125.00
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Optimising CCompiler
Macro Assembler
Software Simulator
✓ Device Programmer
✓ Sample Devices
✓ Hardware/Software Documentation
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FREE Atmel CD ROM data book
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System supphed with 1xAtmel AT89C1051
and 1xAT89C2051 Microcontrollers
C-compiler +Assembler output
restricted to 2k total
program code.
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Order code: AT-89CX051-ST
101

89C-105112051 Microcontroller Demo Module
•
cked dation
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89C-1051/2051 Microcontroller OEM Module

Order code AT-89CX051-DE
f58.00
SALES: 01204 492010

.An ideal 0
can be used for
v alue
ned into custom products.
S
-22/485,E. ROM ID, I/O Header
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cod Ai-I39CX 51-0EM f29.00

TECHNICAL: 01204 491110

FAX: 01204 494883

The

htbericlecl Solutions Company

our web page a
.f: www.equinox-tech.corn
sales@equinoxtech.com
Lane, Batton 811 5.1B UK
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(INTERNATIONAL D IALLING CODE +44 1204)

Advertisement Feature

NEW programmers
start at only £295
:>)

W

f<

ith prices starting as kiw as h,295, ICE
Technology's new range of parallel port

Universal programmer only £525
T

he Speedmaster 1000+ and
Micromaster 100(4+ offer new levels

TMS370, TMS320, 87Cxxx, 89Ciooc.

of affordability in device programming.

COPs etc. The Micromaster 1000+ can

At only £395, the Speedmaster 1000+

support all device types, even Motorola

supports all types of memory devices, plus
8748/51, BPROMs, GALs and erasable

MODULES for any dual in line devices

ST6,

micros,

MC68HC705,

with

NO

MC68HC71 1.

ADAPTERS

or

PALs. The Micromaster 1000+ at just

up to and including 40 pins. As with all

£525 extends this support to include

our programmers free software updates

PALs, EPLDs, MACH, MAX, PSI )s and

arc included sit BBS or our ftp site.

over 180 microcontrollers including l'IC.

Enq No 178

programmers offers something for every budget.
All programmers support dual in line devices
directly in the socket -no adapters or modules are
needed for any families of devices, providing
extensive device coverage at very affordable prices.
The full range of programmers is shown in the
panel on the right. Our new easy to use device
support checklist will help you to choose the
programmer that is right for you, just call or use our
faxback for acopy. All programmers come with
FREE software updates on our BBS or our ftp site,
full technical support direct from the manufacturer
and one year's guarantee. All models can run from
batteries or mains -ideal for use with laptops.

Low cost EPROM programmer
A tonly £295, the EMaster LV is apowerful
1EPROM programmer which offers so
much more than other EPROM programmers.
With it's 40 pin socket it can support all types of
EPROMs including 16 bit wide with no need
tor additional modules. Serial PROMs, Serial
EEPROMs, Flash and EEPROMs are all
included in the device support at no extra cost.
In addition, low voltage parts are fully supported
with the programmer's separate 1.8V, 3.3V and
5V logic circuits. EPMaster LV connects to the
parallel port of any PC compatible and can be
operated from batteries or mains electricity. You
can also add abuilt in ROM/RAM emulator

LV40 Pottealte

Reaching the parts other programmers can't reach

T

lw NEW LV40 Portable stands head
and shoulders above other portable
programmers
with
it's
comprehensive device support which
includes EPROMs, EEPROMs, Serial
PROMs, BPROMs. Flash, NVRAMs.
PSDs, PALs, GALs, PEELs, EPLDs,
MACH.
MAX , and
over
180
microcontrollers. Unlike other portables.
no adapters or modules are needed for any
of these devices up to 40 pins dual in line.
With socket adapters the LV40 is capable
of supporting devices of over 40 pins and
other package types.
At £995 for the complete package you'll
soon see why the LV40 Portable is the best
value, most powerful portable programmer
Enq No 179

with acapability of up to 5I2k by 16, turning the
F.PMaster LV into a powerful development tool.
Enq No 176

High Speed Gang Programming

•Portable Universal
Programmer
•High speed
•PC software included
•No modules to buy

•Supports memory,
programmable logic,
high density logic, and
over 180 micros.

•Support for 1.8, 3.3 and
5V devices
•Battery or Mains
operation
•Lifetime free updates

PROGRAMMER MODELS AND PRICES
1M MODELS
(SUPPORT 1.8V, 3.3V and 5V DEVICES)

T

he
Speedmaster
GLV-32
Gang/Set
programmer offers simultaneous high speed

EPROMs, EEPROMs. Flash. Serial PROMs,

EPMASTER LV

SPEEDMASTER LV

that programmed devices will work correctly at
their nominal operating voltage. Functions include
gang programming. set programming and full
editing. The Speedinaster GLV32 works in PC or
,rind Alone
Enq No 177

£295

EPROMs. EEPROMs. Flash. NVRAMs. Serial
PROMs. Serial EEPROMs. BPROMs. GALs.
8748/51

£395

MICROMASTER 1000+

EPROMs. EEPROMs. NVRAMs. Flash. Serial.
BPROMs. PALs. GALs. PEELs. MACH. MAX. PSD.
over 180 microcontrollers without adapters

£525

High speed EPROM/Flash 8way Gang/Set
Programmer Supports 3.3V and 5V

£645

128k by 8: £395 128k by 16: £465

programming for up to 8EPROMs and Flash (up
to 8Mbit) at 3.3V and 5V. The 3.3V facility ensures
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SPEEDMASTER 1000+

EPROMs. EEPROMs, Flash. NVRAMs. Serial
PROMs, Serial EEPROMs. BPROMs. GALs.
PALs. EPLDs, MACH. MAX. 8748/51
EPROMs. EEPROMs. NVRAMs, Flash, Serial.

MICR OMASTER LV BPROMs. PALs, GALs, PEELs, MACH. MAX.
P.over 180 microcontrollers without

£495 SPERIMASTER GLII32

£625

COP GANG
PROGRAMMER

8way Gang programmer for National
Semiconductor COP family of micros

£1500

£995

SOCKET ADAPTERS

for PLCC. TSOP. 0FP. SOIC. SSOP etc.

from

adapters

L1140 PORTABLE

All devices supported by Micromaster LV. plus
completely portable with built in keypad and
LCD display£65

All prices exclude VAT and delivery

For details on any of our range of programmers, call or fax us now.
You can obtain information immediately by using our faxback service or homepage.
ICE Technology Ltd, Penistone Court, Penistone, South Yorkshire S30 6HG. United Kingdom.
Tel +44 (0)1226 767404 Fax: +44 (0)1226 370434 Faxback: +ita (0)1226 761844 email:
Homepage: http://www.icetech.com BBS: +44 (0)1226 761181 (14400 baud, 8N1)

sales@icetech.com
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CALL OUR SALES HOTLINE ON 01226 767404 •
OR USE OUR FAXBACK FOR FULL DETAILS •
01226 761844
CIRCLE NO. 803 ON REPLY CARD
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